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PREFACE 

This volume contains selected manuscripts of the papers presented at the 
4th International Conference on Integrated Design and Manufacturing in 
Mechanical Engineering - IDMME 2002 held in Clermont-Ferrand, France, 
at the Institut Franyais de Mecanique A vancee (French Institute for 
Advanced Mechanics), May 14-16,2002. 

Following the first three IDMME conferences (held in Nantes in 1966, in 
Compiegne in 1998 and in Montreal in 2000), the purpose of IDMME 2002 
conference was to present recent developments in the integration and the 
optimization of product design and manufacturing systems. 

The initiative and the organization of the conference exists thanks to the 
French national network AIP-PRIMECA (AlP - Ateliers Inter
Etablissements de Productique I Inter-Institute Productics Workshops and 
PRIMECA - Pole de Ressources Informatiques pour la MECAnique I 
Computer Resource Pole for Mechanics). The conference benefited from the 
scientific sponsoring of AFM - Association Franyaise de Mecanique 
(French Association of Mechanical Engineering), ASME - American 
Society of Mechanical Engineering, CIRP - College International pour 
l'Etude Scientifique des Techniques de Production Mecanique (International 
Institution for Production Engineering Research), CSMA - Computational 
Structural Mechanics Association, IFToMM - International Federation for 
the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms, SCGM/CSME - Societe 
Canadienne de Genie Mecanique I Canadian Society of Mechanical 
Engineering. 

The conference brought together 270 participants from 16 countries. A 
hundred and fifty five papers were presented in 47 sessions and included in 
the CD-proceedings given to the participants. Three invited lectures were 
presented: 

1. The stakes of concurrent engineering in the tyre industry 
by Didier MIRA TON, Director of the MICHELIN Technology 
Center, Clermont-Ferrand, France 

2. The dual nature of technical artifacts 
by Louis BUCCIARELLI, Professor at MIT, USA 

3. Different uses of polyhedron models in a context of digital mock-up 
applied to aeronautical products engineering 
by Xavier ROGOVITZ, Head of DMU Technical Data Manager 
A400M programme, EADS CASA, Espagne 
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AIP-PRIMECA 

The 4th edition of the International Conference on Integrated 
Design and Manufacturuing in Mechanical Engineering (IDMME), 
held from 14th to 16th May 2002 at the Institut Franc;:ais de 
Mecanique A vancee (lFMA) - French Institute of Advanced 
Mechanics located at Clermont-Ferrand (France), was organized under 
the scientific responsibility of the recently launched national network 
AIP-PRIMECA following the implementation of a new structure 
associating the activities of two previous networks, namely the AlP 
(Ateliers Inter-Etablissements de Productiquel Inter-Institute 
Productics Workshops) and PRIMECA (Pole de Ressources 
Informatiques pour la Mecanique/Computer Resource Pole for 
Mechanics). This network is organized along the lines of a joint 
project: the evolution, in the field of training for Integrated Design in 
Mechanics and Productics, closely linked to the constantly changing 
industrial needs of these last 15 years. It has managed to bring 
together the different participants in the fields of Mechanical 
Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Productics. The national AIP
PRIMECA network is in charge of promoting both exchanges of 
experience and know-how capitalisation. It has a paramount mission 
to fulfil, be it in the field of initial and continuous education, 
technological transfer and knowledge dissemination through strong 
links with research labs. The network dynamics resulting from the 
merger of previous structures has made it possible to generate strong 
synergies within the regional poleslinstitutes thus facilitating the 
medium/long-term consolidation of a development policy for the 
resource centers many of which are increasingly turned into high-tech 
and high specificity competence centers. The amalgamation process 
has allowed the development of an open institute in the field of 
integrated design as applied to Mechanics and Productics. In addition, 
it facilitates the already existing programmes as regards pedagogical 
experiments, thus allowing the promotion of research programmes 
being carried out by the various network partners in their own 
research labs. 

Among the programmes promoted, the network regularly organizes 
special events such as scientific day conferences, national colloquia, 
fall conferences and international congresses. IDMME, as part of this 
programme, has enabled an assessment of the state of the art as 
regards tool evolution, methodologies, organizations in the field of 
integrated design and manufacture. The industrial problematic is 
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currently slanted towards the improvement of the design processes 
now perceived as an inverse approach with the different products to 
manufacture as the starting point. Needless to say, both 
methodological improvement, as a blanket term, and model 
optimization are still topical issues quite in line with the organization 
of an optimal design. This organization radical change on how to 
apprehend design is an on-going process, which must not neglect the 
improvement of already existing tools thus allowing a product 
validation in the final phase, aiming at being more performing. 

A selection of the best papers from this conference has therefore 
been made which has led to the publication of this book whose 
ambition is to be considered as a work of reference both for 
researchers in this particular field and for teaching staff confronted 
with training methodology in integrated design and productics. It 
should allow assessment of the scope of development prospects in an 
extremely wide-ranging field. 

Professor Daniel Coutellier 
Director of AIP-PRIMECA network 
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INTRODUCTION 

This book presents recent advances in the integration and the optimization 
of product design and manufacturing systems. It contains 50 selected papers 
from the 155 papers presented in the 4th International Conference on 
Integrated Design and Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering -
IDMME 2002 held in Clermont-Ferrand, France, at Institut Franyais de 
Mecanique Avancee (IFMA) - French Institute of Advanced Mechanics in 
May 2002. The conference highlighted three main topics: 

a) optimization of product design process (design for manufacturing and 
global optimization, product and process configuration management, 
representation and integration of design constraints including greening 
design, integration and coupling of models, integration if CAD and CAE 
models), 

b) optimization of manufacturing systems (modeling of processes, rapid 
prototyping and tooling, modeling and design for manufacturing, modeling 
for control and inspection, process planning, CAM and off line 
programming, CAM, and optimal parameters in manufacturing processes), 

c) methodological aspects of integrated design and manufacturing 
(computational geometry in design and manufacturing, concurrent 
engineering, integrated design and CAD/CAM systems, object modeling, 
feature-based modeling, design and communication, design and innovation, 
robust and reliable design, interfaces, technical data exchanges, distributed 
CAD, cooperative systems, intelligent agents). 

The book is divided into 3 chapters corresponding to the three main topics 
mentioned above. 

In the first chapter, various approaches related to optimization of product 
design process are presented to evaluate the mechanical design process and 
mass customization (pp.3, 33 and 53), modeling the product representation 
(pp.23 and 73), computer support for engineering design (pp.13 and 43), 
support systems for tolerancing (pp.63, 85 and 95), simulation and 
optimization tools for structures (pp.105, 149, 159 and169) and for 
mechanisms (pp. 117, 129 and 139). 

The second chapter is dedicated to the optimization of manufacturing 
systems using : multi-criteria optimization and fuzzy volumes (pp.181 and 
191), tooth path generation (p.22 I ), machine-tool behavior (pp. 20 I, 231, 
271, 281 and 313), surface integrity and precision (pp.25I , 291, 301), 
process simulation (pp. 241, 261). 

The third chapter presents methodological aspects of integrated design 
and manufacturing related to solid modeling (pp.325 and 337), collaborative 
tools and knowledge formalization (pp. 347, 391,463, 483, 493 and 503), 
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integrating product and process design and innovation (pp. 359, 369, 379, 
401 and 473), robust and reliable design (pp. 411, 421, 431, 443 and 453), 
multi-agent approach in a VR environment (p.513). 

The present book is of interest to engineers, researchers, academic 
staff, and postgraduate students specializing in integrated design and 
manufacturing in mechanical engineering. 

The editors 
G. Gogu, D. Coutellier, P. Chedmail, P. Ray 
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THE NOVEL USE OF A CAPABILITY 
MATURITY MODEL TO EVALUATE THE 
MECHANICAL DESIGN PROCESS 

1. Eganl, J. Ritchie2 and P. D. Gardiner3 

I UK ATe. Royal Observatory, Edinburgh 
2School Of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh 
3School of Management and Languages, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh 

Abstract: This paper describes a process improvement study undertaken at three 
sites of UK electromechanical engineering companies, using a 
derivation of the Carnegie-MellonlSEI Systems Engineering 
Capability Maturity Model@ (SE-CMMM) called the Process 
Capability Model - Mechanical Design (PCM-MD). The model was 
applied within a traditional engineering discipline domain, namely 
mechanical design. The new assessment tool was piloted on a sample 
of nine mechanical engineers and eight design engineers as well as 
some ancillary functions, such as stress and thermal analysis. This 
was expanded to take into account the views of the downstream 
manufacturing disciplines and was then subsequently rolled-out into 
the other companies. The results from these studies support the view 
that the SE-CMM can be adapted and used in CMM-type assessments 
for mechanical design process benchmarking. 

Key words: Benchmarking, CMM, design, mechanical engineering, process improvement, 
project management. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Software Capability Maturity Model®1 (SW-CMMsM 2)[l3], created 
under the auspices of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie 

I Capability Maturity Model and CMM@ are registered trademarks in the US Patent and Trademark 

Office. 

3 
G. Gogu et al. (eds.). 
Recent Advantages in Integrated Design and Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering. 3-12. 
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. 
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Mellon University Pittsburgh, has percolated the software world as a 
methodology with which to understand and help improve the software 
development process and hence related business capabilities of companies. 
Its origins are with the United States Department of Defense (DoD) which 
faced serious cost and schedule problems on several large, software
intensive contracts during the 1980s. A key decision was made to tackle 
these problems by addressing the software process capability of the 
organisations awarded contracts by the DoD. Benefits gained from software 
process improvement using the Software CMM for thirteen companies 
studied by Herbsleb [8] have included a return on investment ranging from 
4: 1 to 8.8: 1. The yearly reduction in the time to market for the same 
companies ranged from 15%-23%. 

The aim of the research described here is to establish whether or not a 
CMM-type model can be used to identify areas of strength and weakness in a 
mechanical design, project-driven environment in order to allow targeted 
improvements. 

2. BACKGROUND 

By understanding where an organisation's true capabilities lie, it is 
possible to make better decisions on how to ensure that customers' needs 
continue to be met in response to changes in the business environment. 
Several techniques can be used to measure business efficacy. Collectively 
these frameworks, methods and tools cover a broad range of approaches 
including: 

quality awards such as the European Foundation for Quality 
Management (EFQM) Excellence Model [7] and the Malcolm Baldridge 
Award [2]; 
frameworks such as the ISO 9000 series of quality standards [1 0]; 
methods that people in engineering companies use in their day-to-day 
work such as Concurrent Engineering practices, Just-in-Time techniques 
(JIT), Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Six-Sigma; 
tools for measurement and change such as benchmarking and business 
process reengineering. 

Bartholomew [4] highlights the need to address processes before buying 
new technology when solving difficulties in business. By optimising the 
process, the introduction of new technology can be built on a more robust 
platform. Sinclair and Zairi [16] draw attention to the use of non-financial 
data at board-room level and point out that this has led to new performance 
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measures at lower levels. Significantly, they claim that, 'once a 
performance measurement system has been developed, it then becomes a key 
agent of managing change within the organisation.' Neely [12] identifies 
the shift in emphasis due to Total Quality Management (TQM) from 
'conformance-to-specification' towards 'customer satisfaction' and that the 
introduction of Six-Sigma and Statistical Process Control has brought focus 
to the measurement of the process rather than the output. Moreover, Voss 
[18] states that no matter how good the focus and commitment of the 
company to meet a particular goal is, it will fail if there are inappropriate 
processes, or a misaligned infrastructure. 

Povey [14] states that, 'the early approach of benchmarking everything' 
is now being questioned by managers who are becoming more aware that 
they should benchmark the things that are strategically important to their 
organisation. Verma [17] highlights from the Theory of Constraints 
perspective that, 'every organisation in a real environment is overwhelmed 
with problems and/or opportunities which need the managers' attention 
and/or corrective actions. However, limited time, effort and resources make 
it difficult to act on all such problems or opportunities. Hence, the manager 
has to find what should be changed, to effectively improve the performance. ' 
In the same vein, Humphrys [1] has stressed 'the importance of an accurate 
assessment of the current situation before undertaking any efforts to improve 
processes.' The need to think through and target a company's resources on 
the priority areas is clear from the above observations. The CMM approach 
addresses these points by providing a means to map the existing engineering, 
project and support capabilities and identify the areas where change can be 
made to provide the most help towards achieving business needs. It draws on 
the TQM philosophy advocated by Deming, Juran and others [9] and 
provides a structure with which to carry out repeatable assessments. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The initial step taken was to build up knowledge of CMM material 
published to date. As expected there were significant secondary literature 
sources in the software and systems engineering disciplines [15] but very 
limited information in other sectors. In order to fully understand the 
mechanical environment of the company concerned, a period of process data 
collection with key practitioners was carried out on-site. By understanding 
the scope of the work carried out in the mechanical design environment, it 
was possible to identify the most appropriate CMM model to use as a 
reference tool. Accordingly, the SE-CMM, which uses a continuous 
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representation, was selected as the starting point from which to work [3]. 
The advantage of the SE-CMM over the SW -CMM is its use of a continuous 
representation rather than a staged representation. The staged representation 
provides a blanket maturity level over several process areas whereas the 
continuous representation provides an individual capability level for each of 
the eighteen process areas in the model. The continuous representation 
facilitates the linking of business needs with capability which becomes quite 
pertinent when deriving recommendations from the assessment results. 

After selecting the SE-CMM as the starting point for the mechanical 
design model, the questions asked, the structure and the language used were 
carefully and critically assessed for relevance. In general, the structure 
remained intact although a significant amount of tailoring was required to 
adapt the language used in the model from a systems to a mechanical 
engineering environment. This was done with great care and sensitivity to 
avoid altering the intended meaning of the questions with respect to the 
design lifecycle. An initial pilot study using questionnaire and interview 
sessions was conducted at Site 1 using the derived PCM-MD. The 
questionnaire data provided the assessment team with clear pointers for 
appropriate questions to be asked in structured interviews. Initial interviews 
took place with lead practitioners, due to their overall knowledge and 
experience within the company. This was followed by further interviews 
with groups of the lead practitioners' co-workers, to ensure that a balanced 
set of evidence was obtained. This helped ensure that the full views and 
opinions of the people actively involved with the mechanical design process 
were taken into account and guarded against bias in the results due to a 
deliberate or sub-conscious desire to score well. 

The pilot study was followed by further assessments at two other 
locations (Sites 2 & 3). Details of the three sites are given at Table 1. 

Table -1. Site Assessment Details 
Site Number of Staff in 

Mechanical Discipline 
Site 1 42 
Site 2 32 
Site 3 11 

Total Number of Staff 
(Approx) 

1000 
900 
93 

Date of Assessment 

July 1999 
June 2001 

November 2001 

All of the companies involved are active in the full product lifecycle from 
concept identification, through design, build and test, to providing on-going 
customer support. Sites 1 and 2 are involved in batch production of several 
different product lines whilst Site 3 produces one-off, custom-built products 
to a small, generally fixed customer base. The process areas used in the pilot 
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questionnaire are shown in Table 2 whilst Fig. I shows the model 
architecture used [3]. 

Table -2. Process Areas 

PA I 
PA2 
PA3 
PA4 
PA 5 
PA6 

PA 7 

PA8 

PA9 

PA 10 

PA II 

PA 12 

PA 13 

PA 14 

PA 15 

PA 16 

PA 17 

PA 18 

ENGINEERING 
Understand Customer's Needs and Expectations 
Derive Specification and Allocate Requirements 
Analyse Possible Solutions 
Generate Design Solutions 
Integrate Product Modules 
VerifY and Validate Product 
Integrate Disciplines 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Ensure Quality 
Manage Risk 
Plan Product Development Effort 
Monitor and Control Product Development 
Manage Configurations 

SUPPORT 
Define Organisation's Mechanical Design Process 
Improve Organisation's Mechanical Design Process 
Manage Mechanical Design Support Environment 
Provide Ongoing Skills and Knowledge 
Manage Evolution of Product 
Co-ordination With Suppliers 

Process Area Categories Capability Levels 

CONTINUOUSL Y IMPROVING 5 
I SUPPORT - QUANTITATIVEL Y CONTROLLED 4 

I PROJECT 
WELL DEFINED 3 

I ENGINEERING (Operational 
PLANNED & TRACKED 2 

~ ""'O'M'" 
1 

At what level are Engineering, Project 

I and Support activities carried out? 

Figure -1. Model Architecture 

The process areas relate to the work that is carried out by the 
practitioners; the capability portion addresses the level to which this work is 
carried out on a scale ranging from Level I to Level 5. Further details on the 
methodology used can be found at [5]. 
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Quantitative data from each site was collected in the form of "Yes", 
"No", "N/A" (not applicable), "D/K" (do not know) answers to the questions 
in each questionnaire. Additional qualitative data in the form of written 
comments made by the participants was also collected. The scoring method 
used in the initial analysis followed the principles established in the 
reference model [11], i.e. a minimum of 90% of positive replies is required 
before a work practice can be regarded as being carried out when the 
answers to the questionnaires are collated. 

The questionnaire results from the pilot study at Site 1 indicated the main 
hurdles to overcome were in the areas of communication 'PA 7 Integrate 
Disciplines' and quality of processes 'PA 8 Ensure Quality'. This can be 
seen in Fig. 2 where these two areas show a sharp contrast to the other 
engineering and project areas (P A 1-12). The other low responses from the 
organisational support areas (PA 13-18) increased in level after interviews. 
The questionnaires were given to a wide range of engineers not all of whom 
knew that support activities at the organisation level were actually going on; 
this lack of communication is reflected in the low scores for 'PA 7 Integrate 
Disciplines'. Fig. 2 shows the questionnaire only assessment results for Site 
2 at the 90% level. This contrasts to Site 1 where several areas, especially in 
the Engineering segments were seen to fall between Levels 1 and 2. 

, 
18 l.Q 

" I.' 

'. 
15 

.. 
13 

" 

,,'. p:' <', 
0.0 · .. 

,. 
,2 

" " ,. 
Site 1- 90% 

,. 
Site 2 - 90% 

Figure -2. Results for Site 1 and Site 2 at 90% Level 

However, by reducing the questionnaire pass level down from 90% it is 
possible to see the weaker areas emerge as relatively stronger areas move 
outwards from the centre of the diagram. For example, Fig. 3 shows the 
effect of setting a pass level of 80% and 50% respectively for Site 2. 
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Site 2 - 80% Site 2 - 50% 

Figure -3. Site 2 Results at 80% and 50% Level 

By doing this, it emerges that Process Areas 3, 7 and 8 have particularly 
low positive support from the questionnaire respondents. This provides a 
good guide for the structured interviews in terms of selecting the follow-up 
areas to concentrate on. Further details of this type of approach and detailed 
results from the pilot study can be found at [6]. 

On initial review of the questionnaire results, Site 2 gives the appearance 
of a Level 1 company, with the exception of a strong showing on 'PA 12 
Manage Configurations' (Fig 2). However, on further analysis, using the 
technique of lowering the pass level described above, problems are indicated 
with effective communication and control of process quality compared to the 
other areas (Fig 3). This is expected to change; part of the company 
improvement strategy is to use tools such as PCM-MD to establish metrics 
for their mechanical design processes in order to target improvements. By 
comparison, Site 3 has relatively better communications (it is a much smaller 
company) and a good interface with its customers. However, it is seen to lag 
in terms of configuration control and its general approach to ensuring the 
design progresses in a logical, systematic manner (Fig.4). 

When the spider graphs from sites 1, 2 and 3 are combined on the same 
diagram (Fig. 4) it can be seen that the companies differ in their areas of 
strength. Subsequent interviews highlighted a common problem area in 
terms of communication and quality (Process Areas 7&8). Inspection of the 
quality process area answers in the questionnaires indicates that this problem 
is biased towards the quality of the site processes that are used rather than 
the actual quality of the products. 
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Figure -4. Results at 90% for site 3 and results at 90% for sites 1,2 and 3 

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

One of the key findings of the research to date is the importance of 
communication and process quality issues. All three assessments have 
revealed problems in the integration of disciplines, with a particular focus on 
the communication issues therein. The people who participated in the pilot 
study interviews and questionnaire sessions (Site 1) recognised the overall 
picture painted by the assessment results and agreed that they were 
representative of the company's current state with regard to the mechanical 
design process. This is an important indication of the model's ability to 
characterise the activities on the sites on which it is used. 

An interesting difference between sites 1 & 2 is that whilst both sites 
engage in large, multidisciplinary projects and are of a similar size, one 
maintains a functional approach towards the physical location of their 
mechanical engineering members whilst the other follows a project team 
orientation. (Both sites need a multi-discipline input to achieve their product 
design, manufacture and test tasks.) Although a functional approach was 
believed to bring advantages to internal discipline activities by the 
mechanical design management of Site 2, these initial results have 
highlighted some ofthe disadvantages. 

A key feature of the model is its ability to be used as a reference to help 
determine the necessary engineering infrastructure that must be in place to 
deliver a company's business objectives. By developing a repeatable process 
assessment tool, engineering management have access to a valuable gauge 
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with which to measure the current and future capability levels of the 
company's design processes and associated support areas. Although the 
ability to take a tactical viewpoint to increase capability in specific targeted 
areas is possible, the results from this type of assessment are typically more 
strategic in terms of implementation and timescale of business returns. 

Overall, the research has generated output that suggests that the 
adaptation of the SE-CMM for use in the mechanical engineering 
environment is both viable and of use to the companies that have 
participated in the assessments. Feedback from carrying out the first three 
studies suggests that the reports provided to the companies based on the 
assessment process accurately captured the strengths and weaknesses of the 
areas assessed. This allowed action plans to address areas of weakness to be 
drawn up by the companies involved. The only negative comment was a 
tendency for the questionnaire sessions to be tedious to complete at times 
due to the number of questions (twelve) that were repeated for each 
individual process area to establish its capability level. The approach 
towards gathering questionnaire data must be tuned to the level of the 
company if participants are not to be alienated from taking part. 

Of note, the information gathered was focussed more on the actual work 
carried out by engineers. This differs from the more strategically aimed 
performance assessment models that address higher-level aspects of a 
company's business. The PCM-MD can thus be seen to be a complementary 
rather than alternative tool for a business keen to understand what areas of its 
mechanical design process are effective. 
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Abstract: Engineering designers make many design decisions for selecting optimal 
options based on insights into underlying relationships among design 
parameters under consideration. As design proceeds, more and more design 
parameters are introduced and concretized. The increase of design parameters 
poses challenges and difficulties for designers to gain deep and rich insights, 
and to make informed design decisions. Designers therefore need to be 
adequately supported to explore design alternatives to search for the optimal 
one. This research aims to provide design support tools for gaining better 
insights, and to integrate them into a design support system that facilitates 
designers' exploration of design solutions. To achieve this aim, new constraint 
solving methods based on generic and rigorous principles of symbolic algebra 
have been derived. These methods overcome difficulties of conventional 
methods, and provide necessary and sufficient information for making 
insightful design decisions. The advantages of this approach will be shown 
through a case study. 

Key words: insightful design, multidisciplinary design, non-linear constraints 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Designers often use a solution-focused approachl. During a design 
process, designers propose possible design solutions2. Initially, they are 
often abstract and incomplete. 

13 
G. Gogu et al. (eds.), 
Recent Advantages in Integrated Design and Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering, 13-22. 
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. 
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Through investigation and elaboration of them, designers gain insights 
into the proposed design solutions, customers' requirements, their 
relationships, and the design problem. Based on the insights obtained, 
designers can make infonned design decisions, and explore design 
alternatives to progress towards an optimal design solution. 

At the beginning of engineering design, a design solution is represented 
as a qualitative concept. Designers need to transform such an abstract 
expression into a certain quantitative representation by introducing design 
parameters. The qualitative relationships between design parameters are 
usually complex and highly coupled, and there are too many unknown 
design parameters. An in-depth analysis of these incomplete design solutions 
gives designers insights including underlying relationships between design 
parameters. However, it is difficult to analyze an incomplete design solution 
using conventional analysis tools3• Thus, designers often have to use a trial 
and error method to detennine the design parameter values. Any design 
decision made under these circumstances results in a less optimal solution. 
This research aims at overcoming these difficulties by providing designers 
with infonnative and insightful design support tools based on generic and 
rigorous principles of symbolic algebra, and integrating them into a design 
support system that facilitates designers' exploration of design alternatives. 

2. ALGEBRAIC CONSTRAINT REPRESENTATION 

Design commences with a statement of customer need. This is formally 
translated into an initial Product Design Specification (PDS), which includes 
short statements about customers' requirements2 . Based on it, several design 
concepts are generated. Following the concept generation process, technical 
requirements of the product are established by using designers' common 
sense and logic, intuition, different domain knowledge and reasoning 
process. These technical requirements are represented as quantitative 
constraints thereafter. 

The purpose of such transformation is to provide a scientific basis for 
product modeling by introducing definitive and precise descriptions of the 
product used to gain insights into the design problem and design solutions 
through solution analysis. Figure-l shows this transfonnation process and an 
example. It is known that most technical requirements can be converted into 
algebraic expressions. This research uses this observation as an axiom. Since 
algebraic constraint representation is generic, rigorous and domain 
independent, it is ideally suitable for multidisciplinary and multi-level 
complexity engineering design and modeling. 
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(a) Transfonnation process 

(b) Example of the transfonnation 

Solution Analysis 
for gaining insights 

Figure -1. Transfonnation of customer need to constraint representation 

3. ALGEBRAIC CONSTRAINT SOLVER 

15 

Solution analysis is a key activity in gaining insights into a design 
solution space. These insights include possible design parameter values4, 

optimized numerical solutions5, fundamental relationships between design 
parameters6, and conflicts in a design solution7. Since conventional design 
support tools are limited in providing the above information, designers are 
obliged to solve a design problem by trial and error3. To overcome such 
difficulties, new algebraic constraint solving methods have been derived to 
provide a comprehensive set of support tools8. They have been integrated 
into the algebraic constraint solver consisting of four modules: parameter 
value module, solution space module, conflict detection module, and 
optimization module. 

3.1 Parameter value module 

Design parameter values are not always determined based on rational 
decisions. Rather, several design parameters are assigned numerical values 
considered to be appropriate based on designers' knowledge and experience. 
However, since design requirements are highly coupled, designers often 
encounter difficulty in finding possible assignment of numerical values. The 
parameter value module provides the following functions8 . 

1. to make clear whether a design solution exists; 
2. to compute numerical solutions to a given design problem; 
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3.2 Solution space module 

Designers need to understand the underlying relationships among design 
parameters, and often try to ignore unimportant information and focus on 
fundamental relationships6. However, since relationships between design 
parameters are highly coupled, it is difficult to extract such fundamental 
relationships. This module establishes explicit relationships among design 
parameters, and shows them as a partial design solution space in the form of 
a two-dimensional graph8• 

3.3 Conflict detection module 

Several constraints may be potentially inconsistent with each other due to 
possible conflicts in design requirements. Detection of such a conflict raises 
a designer's understanding of and a need for a trade-off between design 
requirements. This module reveals conflicts by identifYing inconsistent 
constraints8. 

3.4 Optimization module 

Designers need to conduct optimization based on an incomplete design 
solution to get an idea of design parameter values that make the design 
solution optimal. The optimization module provides the following 
functions8. 

1. to investigate whether the given objective function has an optimal value; 
2. to determine the design parameter values to optimize the given objective 

function, when the optimal value actually exists; 

3.5 Interaction with a designer 

Trade-offs between design requirements Optimized design solution 
,:.<. Designer D 

Example design solution 
Design Decisions .. 

Algebraic Constraint Solver 

Visualized design 
solution space 

Conflict Detection Module J l Optimization Module 

More detailed analysis 

Figure -2. Interaction between a dcsigner and the algebraic constraint solver 
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Figure-2 shows the interaction between a designer and the algebraic 
constraint solver. The parameter value module and the solution space 
module give a designer an intuitive and rough idea of a design solution. On 
the other hand, the conflict detection module and the optimization module 
provide more detailed information. The designer can get the feedback and 
make use of it for further design decision-making. Since all the functions of 
the algebraic constraint solver are based on generic and rigorous principles 
of symbolic algebra, all the analysis results are guaranteed to be correct. This 
implies that a computational mistake due to rounding errors, cancellation of 
digits, and loss of trailing of digits, is completely eliminated. 

4. DESIGN PROCESS MODEL 

The authors regard a design as a process of defining constraints and 
solving a design problem using constraints. Figure-3 shows the proposed 
design process model. It defines the framework of the prototype system. 

4.1 Design concept description 

When a designer works on a design problem, he/she tries to decompose 
the design problem into smaller sub-concepts. That is, a design concept has a 
part-of hierarchy. For each sub-concept, design is conducted separately. 
Thus, a designer requires a design support system to record the part-of 
hierarchy, and to provide multiple design environments each of which 
enables the designer to concentrate on the sub-concept design. 

Is-B relationships or 
design alternatives 
10 "Sub-Concepl 1·1" 

g } Design solulions o 10 sub-concepts 

Altematives of glob.1 
design solutions 

Is-a relationships of 
panml design solutions 

InsighlS inlo 
Oesign 
Altemauves 

Feedbaok 

Combination or partial design solutions 
Analp. ofglobaLp,,,,ul design 
wlulion 
IntcrprelBt10n oranal~i:,. rc .. ults 

omparison of dC'Sign ahemall\e!j 

resulting from diffcrenl ~~_---:--:-_____ ---, 
combin:nion of Solulion t\n a l)'~jll 

paniai d~lgn solutions Analysis of Incomplete dcsil:!n solUlions 

Figure -3. Design process model 
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4.2 Constraint description 

A design solution is concretized by introducing design parameters and 
assigning their values. It is argued that most constraints can be converted 
into algebraic expressions. It takes an extremely long time for a designer to 
describe all the constraints by him/herself. This implies that designers need a 
support for describing algebraic constraints. Since it is useful to provide a 
database storing commonly used components4,9, such a library representing a 
database has been created. 

4.3 Design alternative exploration 

For each sub-concept, design alternatives are generated as a result of 
different options of design decisions. These design alternatives can be 
classified in the tree structure representing is-a relationships between them. 

The partial design solutions to sub-concepts are analyzed, compared, and 
combined into a global design solution. These partial/global design solutions 
are usually incomplete. Analysis of the incomplete design solutions is 
conducted to gain insights for further design decision-making. The insights 
gained are fed back to each partial design process. Each partial design 
solution should be investigated more precisely based on the insights. 

The above discussion leads to the necessity of the following design 
support functions. Firstly, all the generated design alternatives are recorded 
as well as the is-a relationships between them so that the designer can 
explore them. Secondly, it is necessary to store and present all the results of 
analysis associated with the corresponding global/partial design solutions. 

5. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM - DECOSOLVER 

Figure-4 shows the overview of the prototype system named DeCoSolver 
(Design Constraint Solver). It consists of three modules in addition to the 
algebraic constraint solver: the design concept description module, the 
constraint description module, and the design alternative exploration 
module. 

Design concept description module consists of two sub-modules: the 
concept decomposer and the concept-tree. The concept decomposer provides 
facilities for describing a design concept with part-of hierarchy. The 
concept-tree provides a facility for switching design sub-concepts that 
designers work on. 

Constraint description module provides facilities for describing algebraic 
constraints. All the constraints are described via the constraint editor with 
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Figure -4. Overview of DeCo Solver 

the support of the component library, which is a database of the commonly 
used components. Designers can select necessary components, and construct 
a product model by combining them. The database allows designers to add 
new components. 

Design alternative exploration module provides an environment in which 
designers are encouraged to explore design alternatives. It consists of two 
sub-modules: the context-tree and the product explorer. The context-tree 
holds all the created design solutions in the form of an is-a hierarchy. The 
product explorer provides facilities for integrating partial design solutions 
into a global design solution. It also provides the designer with the solver 
handler - the interface to the algebraic constraint solver. Designers can 
analyze partial/global design solutions via the solver handler. All the results 
of analysis are held in the form the analysis-tree associated with the 
corresponding design solution. 

6. DESIGN EXAMPLE 

This section demonstrates the application of DeCoSolver through a 
design example of a heat pump system, which involves thermodynamic and 
hydrodynamic issues. Figure-5 shows the heat pump system used here. It 
consists of a compressor, a condenser, an expansion valve and an evaporator. 
Arrows "_" and "~" show the flow of refrigerant and water respectively. 
The refrigerant evaporates at the evaporator and collects heat from the water. 
Then, it is adiabatically compressed by the compressor. In the condenser, it 
condenses and releases heat to heat up the water. 
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Hot spring (30°C, 3.0 lis) 

Hot water supply 

Drain (5°C, 2.4 lis) 

Figure -5. A heat pump system 

Design task 
A designer should determine the following design parameter values: 
Tc, Te: Temperature of condensation and evaporation [K] 
Ac, Ae: Heat transfer area of the condenser and evaporator [m2] 

Pd: Discharging pressure of the compressor [Pa] 
lC. Compression ratio of the compressor 
Qr: Mass flow rate of the refrigerant [kg/s] 

Due to the loop structure of the heat pump system and non-linearity of 
thermodynamic properties, these design parameters are coupled in a complex 
manner. Conventionally, a designer has to determine the design parameter 
values by trial and error. DeCoSolver can help a designer to gain insights 
into the underlying relationships and to determine the design parameter 
values without any trial and error. 

Design procedure 
1. Constructing the product model 

Necessary components are selected from the component library and 
configured into a product model via the constraint editor. DeCoSolver 
automatically generates a global constraint set of the heat pump system. 

2. Gaining insights 
Graphs representing the explicit relationships between Tc [K] and the other 
design parameters are drawn (Figure-6). In these graphs, while points on 
black lines are valid, points on gray lines or in the hatched area violate 
some constraints. From these graphs, the following insights can be gained. 

As Tc increases, Te and Pd also increase almost linearly. 
- Qr and Kare almost unchanged. 
- As Tc increases, Ac decreases and Ae increases non-linearly. 

The above information implies that the designer can exclude Qr and Kfrom 
consideration at the moment. Suppose the designer focuses on Ac and Ae. 
Because a small surface area results in small equipment, it is generally 
preferable to have a small value for the summation of Ac and Ae. 
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(c) Compressi 

Horizontal Axis: Condensation 
Tomperaturc [KJ 

(d) Mass flow rate of refrigerant Qr [kg/s1 (e) Heat transfer area of condenser Ac [m2] (f) Heat transfer area of evaporator Ae [m2] 

Figure -6. Relationships between the design parameters 

3. Determining the design parameter values 
With the support of DeCoSolver, Tc can be detennined so that the total 
heat transfer area is minimized. In this case, Tc is determined as 323 [K], 
giving a total heat transfer area of29.76 [m2]. The numerical value of Tc is 
used to determine the other design parameter values. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Engineering design is an intensive decision making process. Infonned 
and insightful design decisions lead to a high quality product design with 
less or no rework. Therefore, it is necessary for designers to gain deep 
insights into both the given design problem and incomplete design solutions 
generated during a design process. 

Usually, these insights can be gained through expenence by 
understanding underlying relationships between design parameters 
quantitatively. These insights can then be used to explore design alternatives. 
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However, designers, especially those who work in multidisciplinary design, 
often encounter difficulties in extracting such underlying relationships 
between design parameters due to the large number of design parameters and 
complicated constraints among them. 

In order to help designers to gain design insights and explore design 
alternatives, this research has identified and derived necessary design 
support tools, which overcome conventional difficulties in handling 
incomplete design solutions, and then integrated them into a design support 
computer system, DeCoSolver, equipped with facilities for: 

supporting the description of a design concept with a part-of hierarchy; 
supporting the establishment of quantitative relationships between design 
parameters as algebraic formulae; 
analyzing incomplete design solutions and extracting insightful 
information for design decision making; 
evaluating and comparing design alternatives generated during design. 

The case study of a heat pump system design has shown that DeCoSolver 
provides a designer with many quantitative insights that help to make 
insightful design decisions. 

Before putting DeCoSolver to practical use, further research work is 
necessary. In particular, linking with other software tools such as CAD and 
databases of commercial components is indispensable. It may improve the 
product modeling ability and the ability to explore design alternatives. 
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MODELLING PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS 
USED IN AUTOMOBILE BODY DESIGN 

C. A McMahon and P. Kugathasan 
University of Bristol. Faculty of Engineering. England 

Abstract: Engineers use many different models in the course of their work, varying from 
physical models through graphical to mathematical and computational models. 
This paper describes a study of the automobile body-in-white design process 
to identify the models uscd in the course of this process. It explains the 
experimental method of using Petri net diagrams to describe the design 
process in an automotive company, and then using these models in conjunction 
with the company's engineers to identify the models used by the engineers at 
each stage in the process. It will describe the overall use of models in the 
process, and also one particular aspect of the process in some detail, to 
illustrate the application of the experimental technique. Representations 
involve the initial use of sketches and stylists' renderings, then the 
development of the body form through physical models. Specialist models are 
used for formability and structural analysis, and for the development of 
tooling. The paper concludes with some suggestions on the lessons to be 
learned for process modelling and computer support tools. 

Key words: information modelling, design process, Petri nets, automobile engineering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Successful implementation of concurrent engineering and the 
development of computer techniques for its support depend upon a detailed 
understanding of the processes and activities involved in product 
introduction, and of the product representations used by the participants. 
This paper will describe a study of a particular design process - that for the 
design of automobile bodies - to identify the product representations (which 
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will be called design models) used in the course of this process. The paper 
will explain the experimental method used, which was to develop Petri net 
diagrams to describe the design process in an automotive company, and then 
to use these diagrams in conjunction with the company's engineers to 
identify the design representations used by the engineers at each stage in the 
process. It will describe the overall use of models in the process, and also 
one particular aspect of the process in some detail, to illustrate the 
application of the experimental technique. 

2. MODELLING PRODUCTS AND THE PRODUCT 
DESIGN PROCESS 

Three aspects of the design/manufacturing process were considered in the 
study. These are the information entities describing the artefact and the 
associated design and manufacturing information, the information flow and 
the participant activities or tasks (activities which are carried out on 
information entities to modify, develop or apply them in some way). 

Information entities describe information such as documents, drawings 
and computer-aided design models. Understanding these entities allows 
engineers and designers to identify where particular information is available 
and to be precise about the context, for example to assist automatic data 
exchange. Modelling of information flows in the design process enables 
engineers and designers to identify where information they have generated 
will be used and by whom, and what are the constraints in the activities. 
Modelling participant activities allows engineers to understand what use will 
be made of the information that is passed on to later activities. They are then 
able to pass on information in a usable form. 

A number of approaches have been applied in the modelling of product 
and process in engineering design. These include the ICAM Definition 
Method (IDEF) series of modelling methods, [1], those connected with the 
international STEP standard for the representation of product data, ISO
lO303 [2], data flow diagrams [3], and the Fusion and UML modelling 
languages [4][5] among others [6]. In the present work, the Petri net 
approach was used, because of its ability to clearly distinguish between 
resource and activity in a simple, easy to understand diagram, and because of 
its capability (not used in the work described here) for modelling dynamic 
processes [7]. The Petri net method was incorporated into a hypertext 
system in order to provide a mechanism for presenting a structured map of 
tasks, information resources, relationships and flows in an easily accessible 
form to act as a discussion support tool for designers and engineers. The 
system provides, as shown in Figure 1, a high level block diagram model of 
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the overall product introduction process activities and the relationships 
between the major groups involved, together with a Petri net description of 
the relationships and data flows between the activities of the product 
introduction process, the product models and other resources required for 
their operation. Information frames provide descriptive information or more 
formal models of activities or product models referenced from the Petri net. 

High-Level Block 
Diagram 

High-Level Petri 
Net Models 

Low-Level Detailed 
Petri Net Models 

Description Entities 

Place description Transition description 

Figure -1. The overall relationship between model elements 

2.1 Petri Net Models. 

Petri nets provide a method of modelling and representing processes and 
their relationship to the resources required for them to take place. A simple 
Petri net graph (Figure 2) is composed of a set of places represented by 
circles, a set of transitions represented by bars, a set of directed arcs 
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connecting places and transitions, an input function and an output function. 
In the present use of Petri nets, the transitions are used to represent activities 
in the overall process, and the places are used to indicate the information and 
other resources required for the activity to take place. The input and output 
functions relate respectively to the resources that are precedent to transitions, 
and to those generated by the transitions. The direction of flow of the net is 
indicated by the directed arcs linking places and transitions. The availability 
of resource at a place can be indicated by a token, shown as a dot, drawn at a 
place. When the transition fires, as shown in Figure 2, tokens are removed 
from the input places and added to the output places, thus enabling 
downstream activities to fire if appropriate. Tokens mark the Petri net, 
which can then be used to model the dynamic state of the network, but this 
capability is not used in the present application. 

---------------------------------"'" , 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 

(b) After firing of transition 

Figure -2. A Simple Petri Net graph 

3. THE BODY-IN-WHITE DESIGN PROCESS 

The design and development of an automobile is very complex, involving 
several internal departments of a company and many external contractors. 
The body-in-white (BIW), the basic structure of the vehicle, is a key element 
of the design and development process. It is that part of an automobile 
comprising the pressed sheet metal body panels joined together by welding 
or some other means. Its purpose is to provide the external, visible part of 
the body, the passenger shell and structure onto which other components of 
the automobile may be attached. 

The principal elements of the BIW development process were identified, 
along with some of the main design participants, through discussions and 
interviews with engineers in an automotive manufacturing company (AM). 
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In order to support discussions, first of all a high level block diagram of the 
participant groups was developed and incorporated in the hypertext system. 
This is shown in Figure 3. Detailed Petri Net descriptions of the participant 
activities represented by each of the eight blocks in the diagram were then 
developed. The description for one aspect, packaging design, is shown in 
Figure 4. This shows the location of the packaging activity within the 
overall information flow and also information about the resources and 
processes carried out within the packaging activity. 

Concept 
Design & 

Styling 

Packaging 

Fonning 
AnalysIs Body Structural 
Proce ... --+ Engineering .... -- Engineering 

Engineering 

Tool De ign 

Tooling 
Manufacture 

Panel 
Manufacture 

Figure -3. High level block diagram of the automobile body-in-white design process 

The "features list" in Figure 4 describes the product features that the body 
needs to accommodate, such as a sun-roof. Information describing objects 
and transitions was attached to the Petri net diagram using hypertext links. 
The whole diagram was developed over a period of weeks in which a 
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number of discussions took place with engineers, and the diagram, together 
with the descriptive information, was used as the basis for discussions. 

Conslruclion of Full Si~ clay 
full scale mockup I (\ moe 'up 

Fealures liS! 

. - ~ 

EXlernal 
hardpoinl 

model 

Figure - 4. Top-level description for packaging design 

3.1 The Process and Participant Groups 

Packaging 
model 

Figure 3 shows the overall schematic of the eight participant groups 
within the design and manufacture of the BIW in the AM. This is the high
level model presented in the hypertext system. The arrows indicate the 
direction of the overall information flow. In more detail, the activities 
shown in the figure are as follows: 

Concept Design and Styling: The concept design and styling team 
develop the exterior style of the vehicle. A number of different styles 
will be developed, and only a small number of these will be developed in 
detail for which clay models are made. 
Packaging: The packaging team ensure that all components of the 
vehicle, such as engine and drivetrain, fit within the envelope defined by 
the design team. 
Body Engineering: The body engineering team develop the structural 
sections as well as the individual body panels. 
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Structural Engineering: The structural engineering team carry out 
simulations, using various load conditions, of the vehicle structure to 
ensure that the sections and panels satisfy legal and crashworthiness 
requirements and also maintain satisfactory stiffness. 
Forming Analysis: Forming analysis investigates the formability of the 
body panels which are developed. They ensure that panels may be 
manufactured economically and without problems, such as tearing. 
Process engineering: In BIW development, process engineering is the 
development of a set of plans that define the pressing operations that are 
necessary to form a panel. 
Press tooling design and manufacture: Press tooling design is based on 
the process plans that are developed by the process engineering team. A 
separate press tool is required for each pressing operation, where each 
press tool is manufactured through a process of lost polystyrene casting. 
Panel manufacturing: The finished press tools are initially tested to 
ensure that the panels are formed correctly. Rework of the press tool 
may have to be carried out at this stage. Once the press tool has been 
checked it can be used in full-scale production. 

3.2 Design and Manufacturing Models 

In order to carry out the various assessments, analyses, simulations and 
planning activities of BIW engineering, a number of model representations 
are used, each being required for a specialist application to be carried out. 
Figure 4 shows the relationship between model representation and process 
for the development of packaging models. This shows that the packaging 
team works principally with 2D drawings and computer-based surface 
models. The packaging models are essential to ensure that all the 
components of the vehicle fit within the desired envelope. This means that 
several departments, including the concept design department and body 
engineering, must work together to develop a feasible packaging model. 
Development of packaging models and drawings begins with receipt of 
scaled up surface data, which has been taken from the selected clay model. 
A features list is used to identity the important attributes of the vehicle that 
must be included, for example safety equipment and carry over items from 
previous models. Construction drawings, basic drawings indicating the 
spatial arrangement of the basic elements of the vehicle, are generated. 
Objects, representing passengers and the engine, are added to the drawing. 
Internal and external hardpoint models, defining critical dimensions and 
locations of parts on the vehicle such as the engine and passenger head 
clearance, are used at this stage. Surface data from the concept design and 
styling team is used to generate the computer-based surface packaging 
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models. Many legal and safety requirements for the vehicle are satisfied 
during this stage. The outputs from this stage in the design process are 
three-dimensional surface-based packaging models as well as two 
dimensional full sized drawings. 

Similar diagrams to that shown in Figure 4 were developed for each of 
the other activities in Figure 3. Where necessary, lower level diagrams were 
used to provide more detail in particular areas, and to stop the diagram 
becoming too complex. These diagrams showed the following additional 
use of design representations: 
- Concept Design and Styling: this area uses 2D sketches and a variety of 

sizes of3D clay models of the concept vehicles. When a suitable concept 
clay model has been chosen, its surface is digitised to generate the 
computer-based surface model which is used in subsequent activities. 

- Body Engineering: Surface models are used to develop the individual 
panels. Details such as flanges are added to the panel surface model. 

- Structural Engineering: Structural development of the vehicle begins 
with simple beam finite element models, developing into more refined 
models of the entire BIW as further information is obtained. 

- Forming Analysis: The forming analysis team use finite element models 
of panels to carry out the simulations of the panel being formed. 

- Process Engineering: Initial concept process plans are created from 
isometric drawings of the panels. These become more refined as more 
information is known about the panel design. These process flow 
diagrams use information taken from the surface model of the panel. 

- Press Tooling Design and Manufacture: Surface models of the panels 
are used to define the press tool faces, which are used to manufacture the 
3D polystyrene models used in lost pattern casting operations. 

- Panel Manufacturing: The actual press tools are placed on a production 
line ready for manufacturing the panels. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Throughout the design of the BIW a variety of model representations are 
used, each required to carry out a specialist application. Often, the same 
information is being modelled but is presented in different ways. Shah and 
Mantyla [8] use the term viewpoint dependent models to describe these 
various specialist representations of the same product or part. The 
knowledge about the nature of the viewpoint dependent models is critical to 
the project timescale in terms of ensuring that the correct information is 
available at the required time. Viewpoint dependent models are often a 
simplification, embellishment or modification of another model. At present, 
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models are transferred between departments and manually modified, for 
example by removing detail, to obtain the appropriate viewpoint dependent 
models. Reducing the time taken to generate these models would reduce the 
design time and relieve the engineer of some of the mundane tasks. To 
achieve this, it is important to identify the variety of viewpoint models that 
are used along with the processes that are carried out to generate them. As 
more and more of the models that are being used during the design and 
manufacture of the BIW are computer-based it may be important to begin to 
automate the generation of some of these viewpoint models. The key factor 
in understanding viewpoint dependency is to understand the inter
relationships between the models, which is why it is important to understand 
tasks and information flows as well as information entities 

The application of the Petri net modelling approach to the BIW design 
process has resulted in a model that provides an easily accessible design 
support tool for engineers during the product introduction process and the 
use of hypertext allows the engineer to navigate through it with relatively 
little training. The clarity of the simple Petri net models ensures that 
engineers know at a glance whether it is a process activity or a product 
information entity which they are looking at. By merely selecting that node 
of the Petri net model the engineer is presented with detailed information. 

The current Petri net model indicates the type of resources that are 
required to carry out particular activities, such as the format of a component 
model to be placed in a vehicle envelope. This is an improvement over 
simple Petri nets without adding greatly to the complexity of the resulting 
diagrams. However, the type of resource is only indicated in the information 
frame, and not in the Petri net. In addition, the diagrams contain no 
indication of the time required for an activity, and are therefore of limited 
value for management purposes. There are several existing Petri net 
extensions, such as coloured Petri nets or Predicate/Transition nets [9], 
which may overcome these problems. The drawback of their use would be 
greater complexity being introduced in to the model making it difficult for 
engineers to interpret. 

The Petri net model has been demonstrated to engineers and designers 
from the AM and has been well received. Suggestions for improvements 
have included the representation of time within the model as noted above, 
and incorporation of an indication of the availability of information, or that it 
has been superseded and can no longer be used for a particular process. 

The application that has been presented covers a small portion of vehicle 
product introduction. There will be a number of problems with scaling the 
model up to cover the entire process, including storage of more information, 
ensuring that the information is valid and up to date and the added 
complexity of maintaining a much larger Petri net based model. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to develop useful support tools for the product design process a 
good understanding should be obtained of the activities involved in the 
process, and ofthe models and representations used by those activities. This 
paper has introduced a method for modelling the product design process, 
based on Petri net modelling and embedded in a hypertext system. It has 
been shown how this approach has indicated the different representations 
used in the automotive body-in white design process, and the implications of 
the wide range of representations have been discussed. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an application of Genetic Algorithm (GA) in 
Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP). Sequencing of machining 
operations is an important function in process planning elaboration. It 
conditions the choice of machines, the feasibility and the cost of the process 
plan. We suggest a GA that allows the handling of conditional precedence 
constraints, the representation of different process planning solutions and the 
discovery of alternative optimized solutions. The formulation of planning 
problem covers resources like machine-tools, set-ups and tools. We assumed 
that resource information is provided either automatically or interactively. 
Sequencing is performed using ordinal representation and Tool-Set-up
Machine's triplets using a domain specific integer coding schema. The 
influence of the different parameters such as the population size, the 
probabilities of mutation and crossover, local search methods on the evolution 
of the population are presented. 

Keywords: CAPP, Genetic Algorithm, Sequencing, Manufacturing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the missing links between CAD and CAM is the virtual absence 
of any systematic methodology for generating and evaluating alternative 
ways to manufacture an intended design. Most integrated CAD/CAM 
systems try to generate a single process plan for a given design. The task of 
manufacturing process planning is to determined an ordered set of operations 
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that, at the end of the manufacturing process, leads to the desired part: one 
can say that it is the systematic determination of the methods which allows a 
product to be manufactured economically and competitively [1]. 

Over the last three decades, many researchers have addressed the area of 
computer aided process planning (CAPP), computers have been 
implemented widely in manufacturing industry and have become more and 
more powerful. However even if both design department and workshop have 
received help from this technology through CAD/CAM systems or NC 
machines, the manufacturing process is still not fully automated and the 
benefits within the industrial environment are not as satisfactory as expected. 
The process planning problem is difficult to handle in totality because it is 
knowledge intensive, highly dependent on the background of user and 
workshop, the information is often imprecise and vague and process 
planning problems have alternative solutions. 

Many different activities take place in process planning among which one 
can distinguish: CAD model specification and interpretation, possible 
process determination, resource selection (machines, tools, fixtures, ... ), 
operation sequencing, determination of tool paths and cutting conditions and 
choice of the best process planning model. In manual process planning all 
these tasks are done by the human process planner, in an arbitrary order. The 
resulting plan is highly dependent on individual skills, human memory and 
the workshop's background. So different process planners will propose 
different process plans for the same part. Moreover the same planner can 
propose different process plans for the same product: a process planning 
problem has alternative solutions. The need to speed up the generation time 
of process plans has led to the development of CAPP systems. Research has 
been conducted in order to formalize and systemize process planning. The 
first research handled specific problems such as cutting parameters and tool 
life. Now, as automated planning functions have been introduced, 
traditionally two types of automated process planning are recognized: variant 
type and generative type [2]. The emergence of Artificial Intelligence tools 
such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, etc, gives us new 
opportunities to solve the complex problem of an automated elaboration of 
process plans. The most used methods in CAPP researches are fuzzy logic or 
mixed methods using neural networks, fuzzy logic and expert systems [3]. 
One can find in [3] and [4] good summaries of AI applications in CAPPo 
Actually AI techniques are used for specific functions such as cutting tool 
selection, machine operation sequence, pattern recognition, .... 

The use of AI techniques in process planning has highlighted the need for 
the right tool with respect to the problem domain. Some AI techniques such 
as genetic algorithms or fuzzy logic can deal with alternative manufacturing 
routes and produce non linear process plans. 
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In this paper we deal with the problem of operation sequencing and we 
present a method for generating optimized sequence of process planning 
operations based on a genetic algorithm. A population of feasible solutions is 
generated and bred using reproduction, crossover and mutations operators. 
We are interested in the best solution in terms of cost that emerge after 
breeding the population over a number of generations. Before the 
presentation of the GA implementation of the sequencing, we will discuss 
the nature of the planning problem. Then we present the influence of the GA 
parameters on the results according to the statistical study of the program's 
performances for different parameters and parts. 

2. PROCESS PLANNING MODELS 

In this section we describe the planning problem and more precisely how 
we deal with the sequencing. 

2.1 Part model 

A part is described through its machining features [5]. We have to 
identify the set of all potential machining features which can be used to 
create the part. In some cases, some similar features can be grouped: for 
example, three identical holes in the same orientation. This also allows us to 
group some features in one block for which the machining operations are 
already known. 

2.2 Resources models 

The resource models are composed on the one hand with the machines 
and tools which are available to manufacture a part and, on the other hand 
with the description of the set-up which allows the machining. The 
description of the tools, machines and set-ups that fit a part is represented by 
an integer. To simplifY the problem, we have taken into account only 
conventional milling machines, NC milling machines (2,5 axes) and 
conventional lathes and NC lathes (2 axes). 

Given a part, for each feature we have to specify all combinations of tool, 
machine and set-up that can be used to machine this feature. Hence, for each 
operation, we have defined triplets composed of tool, set-up and machine: 
called TSM triplets. 
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2.3 Ordering 

The sequencing of the operations must satisfy different constraints. The 
constraints represent either technical constraints (machine-tool and tool 
capabilities, ... ) or technological constraints (expert rules and knowledge, 
tolerance). We presume that technical constraints are taken into account in 
the determination of the TSM triplets. Technological constraints as 
precedence constraints between operations are described in a precedence 
matrix, PM (Figure 1), [6]. 

1 2 3 I 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A B C 
1 I 0 

~ 0 
3 1 1 2 0 
4 0 
5 1 1 0 
6 0 

0 
8 0 
9 11 1 2 0 

10 I 2 I 2 2 3 1 1 
11,2,4,6,7,8 3,5 ,9 10 

Figure -1. Matrix of precedence constraints of the "Socle" 

PM(i,j) = 1 or 2 means that operation i has to be machined after operation 
j, 

We compute the sum for each row (column A). All the operations which 
have a zero coefficient in column A can be machined first. Then we reiterate 
the process for the remaining operations (column B) and so on. This 
representation allows us to take into account conditionals constraints 
(coefficient (i,j) are set differently at 0 or!). 

2.4 The cost evaluation 

The optimisation criteria in CAPP are complex and we can define several 
cost (total machining cost, machining time, ... ) which will bring about 
different consequences in the final process plan. Some researchers use a 
criteria based on a global cost ([7], [8]). In [5], the criteria is the costs caused 
by machine tools and/or set-up changes. 

Our cost evaluation of each plan is composed of three costs: 
1. the cost linked directly to the machines (hours cost), 
2. the cost of resource changes: generated by the preparation of the first 

tool, set-up and machine and their modification during the machining, 
3. the cost generated by the operations' machining (hourly cost of the tool, 

machining time, ... ). 
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The process-planning problem is a combinatory problem. This means that 
the number of possible plans increases proportionally to the factorial of the 
number of features. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a good optimizing tool for 
such combinatory problems in which we try to obtain a solution as close to 
the optimum as possible. We are going to describe how we solved the above 
stated CAPP problem by the application of GA. We will define the code 
used, which is composed of two parts: the information on the sequencing and 
the resources assignment of each operation, then the genetic algorithm 
process. An overview of GA can be found in [9]. 

3.1 The coding of the genes 

The individuals represent process plans which are defined as a sequence 
of the different operations. Each plan is complete, i.e. it contains all the 
operations needed to machine the part. The first operation will be described 
first and so on. The place of an operation in the process plan is coded in the 
individual with the other information. 

3.1.1 The coding of the tools, set-ups and machines 

For coding the assignment of the resources, a code using integers turned 
out to be more convenient than a binary code. Hence we have decided to 
choose an integer code for each tool, machine and set-up: 

tools are described with their name, cost and diameter, number of 
teeth and lengths if required, 
set-ups are described with their name, 
machines are described with their name, power, hourly cost and type. 

3.1.2 The coding of the triplets Tool-Set-up-Machine (TSM) 

Up to now, an individual would be composed of a succession of genes 
including the code for the place of operations in the sequence and 3 integers 
per operation coding the tool, set-up, and machine. To prevent the 
appearance of wrong individuals during the processes of mutation, crossover 
or even creation of the first generation, we have used the TSM triplets. They 
are coded with an integer. 
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3.1.3 The coding ofthe operation's sequence 

The sequencing of the operations is one of the principal problems of 
process planning. The representation has to be independent of the GA 
processes (mutation, crossover and even creation of the first generation): 
without special precautions, the created sequence can easily be wrong (some 
operations can be duplicated or missing). Correction of such mistakes leads 
to a loss of time. An example of this problem is given (Table 1): when using 
a classical crossover with an integer representation, the new generation is 
composed of wrong individuals with missing and duplicated operations. 

Table -1. Mistakes generated with the classical crossover and integer representation 

Parents: 
1 4132 
42 11 3 

offspring 
1 4 11 3 
421 32 

The "ordinal representation" proposed by [10] for the travelling salesman 
problem might be a solution in our case. We present this representation by 
the following example: consider a sequence I 2 4 3 8 5 9 6 7 where the 
sequence represent the cities that are visited. This sequence in the ordinal 
representation is coded with 1 I 2 1 4 I 3 1 1. The first 1 means that the first 
city is the first city in the list of the available cities (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9), so our 
journey begins with city number 1. Then the first city is removed from the 
list which becomes 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. The second 1 means the same, we have to 
go to the first city in our list, which is city number 2. And so on, till we have 
listed all the cities. This representation prevents the creation of wrong 
individuals. 

For our convenience, we have kept in the program two representations 
for each individual in the population. The main one describes the population 
with ordinal representation and the TSM integers: it is used for the operation 
of crossover and mutation and can be called the genotype. The second 
represents the real process plans with the operations and the tools, machine 
and set-up assigned for each operation. It is used to calculate the cost and the 
final evaluation: it represents the phenotype. 

3.2 The genetic process 

The processes involved in a genetic algorithm are composed of: initial 
generation, selection mechanism, crossover, mutation, fitness evaluation and 
environmental selection [11]. In the following paragraph we give the 
advantages of our propositions. 
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3.2.1 The Generation of the initial population 

The initial population is created randomly. The operations sequence is 
created using the ordinal representation. The TSM are chosen randomly in 
the set of possible triplets described by the user for each operation. 

3.2.2 The selection mechanism 

In GA, individuals undergo genetic operations (like crossover and 
mutation). The selection of the individuals for those processes is 
proportional to their fitness. This selection strategy is implemented by a 
wheel. In this approach, every individual has a space on the wheel whose 
size is proportional to its evaluation, or in other words, its fitness. To know 
which individual is selected, we have to turn the wheel a number of times 
equal to the number of individuals we want to generate. 

3.2.3 Crossover 

The main advantage of the ordinal representation and the used of TSM 
triplets is the simplicity of the crossover process. The crossover process 
creates new individuals, mixing the genes of the parents. It is applied to the 
individuals according to the probability of the crossover and the wheel 
mechanism. The new individuals are added to the population. One TSM will 
be replaced by one other during the crossover and thanks to the general 
representation this new TSM will also fit this operation. 

3.2.4 Mutation and local search 

Mutation is a random local change in the genetic code of the individuals. 
It is executed after the birth of new individuals according to the mutation 
probability and the wheel mechanism. The classical mutation process is 
replaced by a local optimisation process which searches for local 
improvements. Next to the selection of a gene, the program searches in the 
set of possible TSM for one which uses the same resources as the preceding 
operation. If such a TSM exists, it is chosen and as there are less tool, set-up 
and machine changes, the cost decreases. 

These processes do not increase the size of the population, the new 
individuals replace the old ones. However, the best-ever individual is kept in 
the new population. 
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3.2.5 Fitness evaluation and environmental selection 

The fitness evaluation includes the cost criteria, we use a constant cost 
for every violated precedence constraints. All the individuals of the 
population are ordered and from one generation only the best individuals are 
kept in the population. 

4. RESULTS 

All the processes described in the preceding paragraph have been 
implemented. Some tests have been carried out in order to determine the 
effects of the random function used in the program, the history of the cost 
function and the fitness of the population, the influence of the different 
parameters (probabilities of mutation and crossover and the population size) 
and the effect of the local search. 

4.1 Convergence 

4.1.1 Analysis of random factors 

For a given problem, we launched the program with the same 
parameters 200 times and show the variation of the resolution speed. 
According to the 5 parts we have tested, the convergence speed is fast in 
most of the cases: the best solutions are generally found before 1000 
generations. However, the problem is not solved before 5000 generations in 
12% of cases. One can note that the number of generations can be increased 
and/or the program can be launched more than once because the execution 
time is short (nearly 60 sec). We have to take care that the results we obtain 
are not too specific. So for the study of the influences of the parameters, we 
use at least the average result obtained through 50 executions. 

4.1.2 Influence of the probabilities of mutation and crossover 

We naturally looked for a fast convergence towards the optimum 
plans. Different probabilities of mutation and crossover have been tried in 
order to determine the best pair. There are few "good" parameters: the 
probability of crossover should be high and the probability of mutation 
should be close to 10%. Those parameters are quite good for all our 5 
examples. 
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4.1.3 Influence ofthe population size 

Up to now, we have considered the number of generation as our 
criterion for the study of the convergence speed because we had decided to 
keep the population equal to 50 individuals. However the real criterion 
should be the time it really takes to compute the solution. We have tried to 
calculate this time because it was not technically possible to measure it. The 
time needed to reach the solution would be proportional to the size of the 
population multiplied by the number of generation needed. Increasing the 
size of the population decreases the number of generations needed to find the 
solution, even if the real time increases. 

4.1.4 Influence ofthe local search 

The aim of the local search is to improve the solution by checking the 
opportunity to use the same machine, set-up and tool for two consecutive 
operations. This process is used in alternation with that of the mutation 
process. We have compared the results obtained with local search or without 
it. We can see that the local search is useless when the crossover probability 
is low. When this probability increases, the local search gives better results. 

4.1.5 History of the population 

It is also interesting sometimes to follow only one population. For 
example we followed the evolution of one population through the 
generations. The first improvements of the population come from the 
suppression of the individuals which do not respect the precedence 
constraints. So the whole population improves its fitness and then the 
solution can be constructed from the relatively good solutions in the 
population. According to this experience and those dealing with the other 
parts, we can conclude that the constraints in the final solutions are in all 
cases satisfied (hence all the solutions were executable and the plans were 
legal) and the cost decreases during the GA process. 

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

We have presented in this paper a method based on genetic algorithms to 
sequence the operations in process planning. The results we have obtained 
are promising even if some drawbacks still exist. All individuals created 
during GA processes are correct thanks to the use of TSM and ordinal 
representations. In order to take into account precedence constraints we use a 
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matrix description. We have proved that the convergence speed can be 
improved using a local search algorithm during the mutation process. One of 
the main problems is the relatively weak population average fitness. If the 
whole population were fitter, it would greatly increase the convergence 
speed. Future approaches could consider the modification of mutation and 
crossover processes in order to improve this convergence. 
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A TOOL FOR VERIFYING THE LOCAL 
QUALITY OF A 3D F.E. ANALYSIS IN DESIGN 
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Abstract: In many practical situations, it is necessary to have reliable evaluations of 
local quantities. For example, this is the case in design where dimensioning 
criteria nearly always involve local quantities (stresses in specified zones, Von 
Mises' stresses, displacements, stress intensity factors, ... ). In currcnt industrial 
practice, these quantities are evaluated using F.E. analysis. Even if the 
mechanical model chosen is adequate (good description of the geometry, good 
knowledge of the material's characteristics and of the loading), the F .E. 
analysis introduces errors in the quantities being calculated. For the engineer, 
it is essential to study and, if possible, to evaluate the quality of the 
calculations carried out in order to validate the results. Tn this work, we are 
concerned with the quality of a linear F.E. analysis. We propose a tool, based 
on the concept of error in constitutive relation, which enables one to evaluate 
the local quality of the stresses. We show that this approach gives good results. 

Key words: F.E., local error, quality, dimensioning 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study presented here constitutes a new evolution in the estimation of 
discretization errors in finite element analysis which will finally meet the 
needs of the engineering community. In many practical situations, reliable 
estimates of local quantities are required. This, for example, is the case in 
design, where dimensioning criteria nearly always involve local quantities: 

stress in the most highly-loaded zones, 
Von Mises' equivalent stress in these same zones, 
displacement in a specific part of the structure, 
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- stress intensity factors in the vicinity of a cracked zone. 
In current industrial practice, these quantities are evaluated on the basis 

of finite element calculations. Even if the mechanical model chosen is 
appropriate - proper description of the geometry, good knowledge of the 
materials' characteristics and of the loading cases - the resulting values are 
impaired by a certain discretization error. It is essential for the engineer to 
study and, if possible, to evaluate the quality of the calculations performed in 
order to validate the results obtained. This is a crucial prerequisite in order to 
make consistent and sure decisions. The problems which will be discussed 
here are linear elasticity problems, which are representative of the great 
majority of 3D finite element analyses performed in an industrial context. 
First, we will aim to propose a method to evaluate the quality of the local 
stresses, which constitutes the first dimensioning tool. This method relies on 
the concept of error in constitutive relation [Ladeveze et al., 1999] and on 
the construction of an associated admissible field [Ladeveze and Rougeot, 
1997]. This method, which is specific of stresses, is a direct method. Other 
works on this topic [Peraire and Patera, 1998,Prudhomme and Oden, 1999, 
Rannacher and Suttmeier, 1997, Ladeveze et al., 1999, Strouboulis et al., 
2000], which extend the quality evaluation beyond stresses to many other 
types of quantities (displacements, ... ), require a second finite element 
calculation (extractor calculation). Here, the objective is to provide the 
engineer, for a zone considered to be critical: 
- a reference stress in each element, 
- a precise estimate of the quality of this reference stress with respect to the 

exact stress. 
This reference value can initially be the energy norm of the stress over an 

element. Next, we will examine, with the same goal, the evaluation of the 
quality of Von Mises' equivalent stress, which is frequently used to test 
elasticity limit criteria. 

2. ERROR IN CONSTITUTIVE RELATION 

2.1 The reference problem 

Let us consider a structure Q bounded by aQ and subjected to: 
- a prescribed displacement on a part a I Q of the boundary: !.Jd 
- a surface density of force defined on the part azQ = aQ - a jQ of the 

boundary: Ed 
- a volume density ofintemal force given in Q: jd 
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The problem which enables one to determine the solution over the whole 
structure can be written as follows: 

Find Y(M) and ccr(M) defined on Q which verify: 
the kinematic constraints (KA): Y I01Q = Yd 

- the equation of equilibrium with external forces (SA): 
div i[jJ + jd = a in Q and ccr 1.! = Ed over 02Q 

- the constitutive relation (CR): Vf = K :B(Y) 
where K designate the material Hooke's operator. 
This problem is solved approximately using the finite element 

displacement method. This method leads to the pair (Yh I :cJh) , which verifies 
the constitutive relation and the equilibrium equations exactly, whereas the 
kinematic constraints equations are verified approximately. 

The concept of error in constitutive relation relies on theconstruction of a 
solution to the reference problem, called the admissible solution, starting 
from the finite element solution and the problem's data. This solution, 
designated by SAd = (Y KAI :cJ SA), verifies the kinematic constraints equations 
and the equilibrium equations. However, it does not verify the constitutive 
relation. The quality of this approximate solution is quantified by 
calculating a residual of the non-verification of the constitutive relation 
designated by eh (which, through Hooke's operator, connects a stress :[)j to 
the strain 'H(Y) associated with the displacement Y): 

(1) 

with e~,E=II:CfSA-K'H(YKA)II~ introducing II· liE, the energy norm over 

element E. 
The critical point is the construction of S Ad from the finite element 

solution (Yhl Vfh). For the displacement, we simply choose YI<A = Yh. For 
the stress Vf SA , we use a method described in [Ladeveze and Rougeot, 1997]. 

2.2 Effectivity index 

One means of quantifying the quality of an estimator is to compare the 
result of the estimation to the true error. This ratio is called the effectivity 
index. Thus, one can define a global effectivity over the whole domain Q : 

(2) 
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A good global estimate of the error corresponds to (; = 1 . The further the 
effectivity index from 1, the worse the estimate. 

The estimator in constitutive relation guarantees an effectivity index 
greater than 1, which means that it leads to an estimate of the error which is 
an upperbound of the actual error. 

To quantify the quality of the local contributions to the global error, one 
can also define, element by element, a local effectivity index (;E: 

(3) 

Then, Vex can be obtained either analytically or numerically (one would 
then seek an estimate of this exact solution, called quasi-exact solution, 
through refinement of the initial mesh). 

2.3 Heuristic property 

Using the Prager-Synge theorem [Prager and Synge, 1947], one shows 
easily that: 

(4) 

A priori, it is not possible to prove, on the local level, an inequality of the 
type (4): 

II J:j ex - J:j h II E s II ['j SA - V h II E = e h.E (5) 

Nevertheless, if one generates the field ['jSA using the method introduced 
in [Ladeveze and Rougeot, 1997], one observes experimentally that: 

(6) 

where C is a constant which is numerically close to 1. 

3. AN EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

The property discussed above was verified on all numerical examples 
considered. The following example is presented as an illustration. 
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This example concerns a clamping plate, which can be used to fasten a 
workpiece during machining. The plate is built-in along the lower surface to 
represent the connection with the machine tool. It is also subjected to a 
pressure load on the perpendicular face to represent the cutting load. The 
mesh comprises 2,828 TET4 elements. The estimated global error is 41 % 
while the actual global error is 36%. 

Figure -1. Mesh of the clamping plate 

Now, one can plot the local effectivity index of each element. The local 
effectivity indexes are good because they are close to 1. 
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Figure -2. Local effectivity indexes in increasing order 

In the zones of interest for the estimates, which are greater than the actual 
error: 
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- in the most highly loaded zone, which corresponds to the reinforcements: 
actual error: 7.79 % 
estimate: 8.62 % 
effectivity index: 1.11 

- in the zone close to the built-in boundary condition: 
actual error: 27.57 % 
estimate: 29.70 % 
effectivity index: 1.08 

4. ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR MADE ON 
DIMENSIONING QUANTITIES 

Now we have a precise idea of the local quality of the finite element 
solution. This error concerns the energy norm of the stress. In practice, a 
parameter which is often used is Von Mises' equivalent stress. 

Here, we propose to use the constructed admissible fields 
SAd= (I}KAI !QfSA) to evaluate the local quality. 

4.1 Relation between the error on Von Mises' stress and 
the energy norm 

Let us designate by I~M(rI!l) the average Von Mises' stress on an element 

E: 

Elf 
IVl,iw) = -(E) mes E 

(7) 

1 
where: i{)!o = w -"3 Tr(!Qf)I d 

Thus: 

I 1~}Vl(!Qf ex) - J~M(i{)! h) I s J~M(:QJ' ex - i{)!h) 
~-------------------

s _1_ ( ~ Tr[(:QJ' ex - Wh) o(i{)! ex - Wh) oj dE 
mes(E)h 2 

3k 
2 mes(E) II i{)! ex - Wh II E (8) 
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-1 Tr(:r;J K-1 u) 
where: k = In! (. ) 

<I" 0 Tr:r;J:[Jl 
(9) 

is the minimum eigenvalue of K-1 . 

As shown by the previous inequation, the energy norm is an upperbound 
of the quantity of interest. This shows that if the error in the energy norm is 
small, so is the local Von Mises' error. 

One can obviously deduce from this the rigorous estimate: 

(10) 

Of course, this upperbound is of little practical interest numerically. 

4.2 Estimate retained to evaluate Von Mises' error 

Using (8) and (6), we have: 

(11 ) 

with C close to 1. 

Therefore, in practice, one can estimate the error on Von Mises' stress 
usmg: 

E 
eVM $ 

3k 
2 mes(E) 11!Qf SA - (C/ h II E 

(12) 

Thus, Von Mises' stress can be overestimated significantly, particularly if 
stresses :r;J ex and u h are spherical. 

One can also introduce the following estimate: 

(13) 

which consists simply of replacing in (8) the exact stress :J:j ex by the 
statically admissible stress :r;J SA constructed in order to obtain the error in 
constitutive relation. 
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4.3 Quality of the estimates 

The engineer who wishes, for example, to dimension a part with regard to 
the elastic limit wants to know the maximum value of Von Mises' stress in 
the structure. The error made defines an interval within which lies the exact 
stress. 

(14) 

Since the maximum stress is a deciding factor in dimensioning, one gets 

an upperbound ofthe quantity of interest by using J~MC[jJh) + e~1Vl . Then, one 
can define a quality index of an upperbound uppE: 

(15) 

This quality index must be greater than 1. One can define a quality index 
of the upperbound uppE for the heuristic estimate: 

(16) 

4.4 Example 

On the clamping plate, we plot UPPE and llPPE for all the elements in 
increasing order of Von Mises' stress. On this example, we notice that the 

ENE 
two estimates eVM and e VM are, indeed, upperbounds of the true values. In 
both cases, we get a good-quality estimate of the exact Von Mises' stress. 

NE 

The quality is better for the second estimate e VM, particularly in the 
zones where the Von Mises' stress is high, i.e. the dimensioning zones. 
Indeed, if we look at the 20% most highly stressed elements in Von Mises' 
sense, which corresponds to Zone A on Fig. 3, we observe that the quality 
indexes are close to 1. 

In the most highly loaded zone corresponding to the reinforcements: 

J~M(XJf ex) = 260 MPa 
E.. NE -J VM(cDfh) + e V1\! = 265 MPa corresponding to UPPE = 1.02 

J~M(V'h) + e~1\1 = 303 MPa corresponding to UPPE = 1.17 
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In the zone close to the clamped boundary condition: 

J~M((QJex) = 190MPa 
E NE N 

JVI\;f(COfh) + e VM = 236 MPa corresponding to UPPE = 1.23 

J~M((QJh) + e~M = 360 MPa corresponding to UPPE = 1.89 

9 .---~----~----~--~----~--~ 
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Figure -3. UPPE in increasing order of Von Mises'stress 
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Figure ~4. llPP L in increasing order of Von Mises'stress 

Therefore, the designer has two simple quality control tools at his 
disposal. Very similar results were found on other examples. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The error in constitutive relation provides good local estimates on the 
stress in terms of energy. The study performed on the Von Mises' stress 
shows that it is easy to derive realistic estimates of the error made on this 
quantity in a finite element analysis and, therefore, that this constitutes a 
usable design tool. 
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DESIGN OF WIRE HARNESSES FOR MASS 
CUSTOMIZATION 

B. Agard and M. Tollenaere 
GIL CO, Grenoble, France 

Abstract: The paper focuses on the design of wire harness assemblies for mass 
customization by a delayed product differentiation. In order to manufacture 
broadly diversified products, two algorithms are proposed both using a generic 
representation of wire harness with all options and variants in order to produce 
each wire harness in a short period of time. An industrial case study is 
presented in a contractor/supplier context, where the supplier must respond in 
a short time and provide a totally diversified product, which is to be delivered 
according to the specifications provided by the contractor. In the particular 
case described above, two different algorithms are applied and compared. 

Key words: Wire harness, Design of Product families, Product assembly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wire harnesses are a set of electric cables that are used to connect 
different elements in electromechanical or electronic systems. The functions 
of a wire harness are to provide electric power and electronic signals to the 
different peripheral units. An example of a wire harness in an automobile 
context is provided in Figure 1. 

A wire harness is composed of different kinds of elements: 
A set of cables that are used in order to transmit information and energy. 
Connectors are required to plug the wire harness with the other elements. 
Epissures are soldered joints between cables. 
Derivations are places on the wire harness where some cables change 
direction. 
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- Shafts are sometimes installed on zones of the wire harness when it is 
necessary to resist certain constraints such as vibrations, shocks, friction, 
waterproofs, ... 

- Clips are in different places on the wire harness to fix the wire harness on 
to the final product. 

Figure -I. An automobile wire harness 

All these elements are here to answer a lot of individual functions. In a 
medium wire harness in an automobile context, the family can be made of 
400 references of cable, 120 Connectors, 50 Derivations and 30 Episures, in 
order to realize approximately 15 different functions with a maximum of 9 
versions for several of these functions. 

A wire harness is a component that is rather difficult to manufacture with 
economic constraints. Complexity comes from diversity; many components 
of the final product need to be connected to the wire harness in order to 
receive energy and/or information. Nevertheless, some components could be 
optional, many of them have different variants, and moreover, these 
components may evolve towards different versions. Usually different 
variants and different versions of a component do not have the same 
requirements with the wire harness. Each time these requirements change 
(intensity of current, type of connector, number of cables) the wire harnesses 
have to be adapted. 

Let's consider a vehicle for which there are 6 versions of transmission, 7 
versions of engine cooler and 9 versions of engine, moreover, there are 5 
versions of ABS on option and 2 versions of cruise control on option. For 
that particular vehicle, one should be able to produce 6*7*9*6*3=972 
different combinations of wire harnesses! 

Actually the number of wire harnesses to produce is lower than that 
because some constraints between the different components do exist. For 
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example one can install only one version of engine in each vehicle, there is 
no ABS on small vehicles hence the existence of exclusive and inclusive 
constraints such as If "sunroof' then no "roof antenna". Difficulties also 
arise from manufacturing; the contractor wants the exact wire harness 
(without unnecessary components that he refuses to pay for) and he wants it 
to be delivered in a specific order in a short period of time. 

To realize all these wire harnesses, the provider has to take into account 
both the wide diversity and the short delivery time. The supplier then decides 
to build a certain quantity of sub-assembled modules that he will assemble 
specifically for each final product during the time interval at his disposal. 

These sub-assembled modules can be made anywhere, far from the final 
vehicle assembly line (where the labor costs are cheaper), while the final 
assembly will be carried out in factories that are local. Then the most 
important lead time for the synchronization will be the final assembly in the 
nearer factories. The diversity will be supported by the proper selection of 
the sub-assembled modules built in the distant factories; the manufacturing 
time of these modules then does not enter into the "time of final assembly" 
which is the real center of interest of this study. The contractor has an 
estimation of his average sales; the supplier then has an estimation of his 
needs in each module per period to size each buffer for the same periods. 

This results in an increasingly significant number of product alternatives 
in order to answer diversified functional requirements. For producers, this 
commercial diversity must be controlled; otherwise an expensive 
diversification process could result [6]. Necessary commercial diversity can 
be durably assumed only if it is supported by a low technical diversity, 
which guarantees acceptable management and development costs [1]. 

In the context of product design, this research focuses on the description 
of a product design problem for wide diversity with modular components 
and product-delayed differentiation for the realization of wire harnesses. 
This paper is broken up in the following way: section 2 describes the context 
of design for diversity. Section 3 provides a description of the problem that 
research addresses and how it could be solved. Finally Section 4 sets out the 
results provided by the algorithms described in section 3. 

2. DESIGN FOR DIVERSITY 

According to the wide number of different wire harnesses to realize, 
interest has been oriented toward the design of products in a context of wide 
diversity. 

To meet diversified needs, several solutions exist from standardized 
design that offers the possibility to satisfy a set of needs with a single 
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product, to specific design aiming at the strict satisfaction of each need. 
Most industrial products are at an intermediate level between these two 
extremes. There are, at the same time, standard elements and specific 
elements that could be assembled in a specific way in the final product 
delivered to the consumer. 

It is possible to distinguish two product design policies that make it 
possible to produce different products starting from standardized elements. 
These policies are modular design and product delayed differentiation. 

Modular design enables one to realize a great number of different 
products using a limited number of modular components. Kusiak [4] worked 
on modular design with the intention of producing a large variety of products 
at lower cost. He uses a matrix representation to model interactions between 
parts and functions, then he breaks down the matrix to extract elements 
which are interchangeable, standardized, and independent. 

Research has also provided methods to design product families. For 
further information, it is possible to refer to the work of Newcomb et al. [7] 
and Gonzalez et al. [2]. Jiao and Tseng [3] provided a methodology to 
develop an architecture of product families to rationalize the development of 
products for mass customization. 

Delayed differentiation (or postponement) [5,8] consists in delaying the 
point of differentiation in the product or the process in order to store semi
finished products instead of finished products. The goal is to produce a 
maximum of standard elements and to push back to the latest moment the 
point at which each product is differentiated from the others and needs to be 
identified as such. Different techniques are available to carry out 
postponement: 
- Standardization that consists in using components or processes that are 

common to a maximum number of products. 
- Modular Design consists in breaking up a product into more or less 

independent sub-elements called modules. It is then possible to produce 
each module independently. The differentiation of finished products is 
manufactured at the assembly operation by the choice of modules and 
their position in the final product. 

- Process restructuring concerns restructuring the operations of the 
manufacturing process ofa product. Lee and Tang [5] present examples 
where the operation that causes differentiation is delayed or where the 
order of two operations is inverting. 
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3. DESIGN OF A WIRE HARNESS FAMILY 

Currently the provider produces standard wire harnesses. That means he 
designs a limited number of wire harnesses that can be assembled in the 
totality of the finished products. Then he has to produce a buffer for each 
family of wire harness, the delivery time is then no longer a problem, and the 
synchronization is largely simplified for the provider. On the other hand, 
standardization causes an envelope effect (some functions are unused) that 
will have a cost. The interest of such a kind of approach depends on the 
balance between the additional costs related to the unused elements and the 
benefits coming from the reduction in diversity. 

This approach could be used until now, but in order to decrease the costs, 
the contractor has asked the provider to make an effort. The contractor 
decided to pay only for the functions that are required for each end product. 
The provider will bear the costs of the unused components himself. 

The manufacturer is then concerned with in the following problem: 
which modules should be produced in pre-assembly? Knowing that there is a 
fixed time for the final assembly (a time lower than the total manufacturing 
time of the component), and that the contractor requires exact components 
for a minimum cost. 

One of the key points in the modular approach is the total product 
division in modules. The efficiency of the whole approach depends on the 
proper compilation of the modules that enable the product to be assembled 
within the time that the provider has available, that cover all the diversity, 
and that minimize the number of expensive references. 

The goal of this project consists in determining these modules. 
Two strategies are presented. The first one will be called "structural 

strategy" and will consider the family of wire harness to produce according 
to its physical description; the second one is called "functional strategy" and 
considers the wire harnesses according to the functions it has to provide. 

3.1 Structural strategy 

All the different wire harnesses that could be produced are modeled as a 
generic wire harness with options, variants and versions plus a set of rules to 
describe the constraints between the components. 

The generic wire harness is described as a set of cables. From this point 
of view, a sub-assembled module, called industrial module (1M) is then a sub 
set of cables that will be produced at the distant manufacturing sites. The 
generic wire harness is modeled as a tree. In each branch the cables that pass 
inside are depicted (see Figure 2). 
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Figure -2. Structural description of a wire harness 

Cable ref 
1025 
1425 
1632 

The idea is to split the generic wire harness into two independent sub 
generic wire harnesses, one of them will be the 1M produced at the distant 
manufacturing sites, the other will be the specialization of the IMs in order 
to create a specific wire harness for the specific end product (See Figure 3). 

Root of the generic 
wire harness, it 
couldn't be split here. 

Figure -3. Split of a generic wire harness 

One important criterion that one has to keep in focus is the time of 
specialization; this will be called "time of final assembly". That time has to 
be less than the time that the provider has available to produce each specific 
wire harness. Once the specific wire harness has been split into different 
modules, if the time of final assembly is greater than the limit, the 
specialization module will then be split another time into two modules and 
so on until the time of final assembly is under the limit. 

In practice, the professional has to select the root of the tree by the choice 
of a node where the generic wire harness will not be split. Each node is 
evaluated from the point of view of decreasing the time of final assembly 
and the cost of creation ofIM. 

The cost of creation of 1M is directly proportional to the number of 
modules that support all the diversity. In fact one 1M is in reality several sub 
modules. If an 1M is created for cables 1, 2 and 3, we will have to create 7 
modules minus the constraints in order to produce each specific final 
product. 
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The Decreasing Time of Final Assembly (DTF A) is the time to produce 
the 1M because they will be produced for buffers, and that time does not 
enter into the final assembly. These DTF A are calculated as following: 

nh _ of __ branch nb _ of _ node 

DTF A = L time _ to _ realize _ branch(i) + L time _ to _ realize _ node(j) 
i~O j~O 

time to _ realize _ branch(i) = type _ of _ assembly(i) x length _ of _ branch (i) 

time _ to _ realize _ node(j) = type _ of _ node(j) 

Then a criterion is evaluated on each node; that criterion takes into 
account the DTF A, the cost of the references of modules and the labor cost; 
the best alternative is selected. The generic wire harness is then split into two 
parts (see Figure 3) and some branches on the specialization module are 
forbidden for a future split because some cables with an extremity in the 1M 
have the other extremity in the other part. 

3.2 Functional strategy 

As above, all the different wire harnesses that could be produced are 
modeled as a generic wire harness with options, variants and versions plus a 
set of rules to describe the constraints between the functions. The generic 
wire harness is described as a set of functions. 

In that strategy an 1M will be a set of functions that will be realized in the 
distant factories. 

Functions 
FI, B4, A7, C3 

I 

.-----..!:=====::!..-, " 
Branches that will be 
realized in pre-assembly 

I 
I 

I 

Figure -4. Functional breakdown of a wire harness 

All functions are extracted from the generic wire harness; and for each 
set of functions that appears in one branch an evaluation of the time of final 
assembly that could be saved and the cost generated by the creation of IMs 
are calculated. 

Then with the same criterion as above, the selection of the best 
alternative is made. The generic wire harness is then separated into two 
modules, and if the time of final assembly is greater than the limit, another 
separation is produced on the specialization module. 
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In the functional strategy: 
nb _ of _ branch nb _ of _ node 

DTF A = L time _ to _ realize _ branch(i) + L time _ to _ realize _ node(j) 
~o ~o 

• type _ of _ assembly(i) x length _ of _ branch (i) 
time _ to _ realize _ node(j) = if all functions into branch (i) belong to the module 

• 0 otherwise 

• type _ of _ node(j) 
time _ to _ realize _ branch(i) = if all branch from j belong to the module 

• 0 otherwise 

3.3 First results 

Both algorithms have been applied on a representative wire harness. For 
the structural strategy the results are presented in Figure 5. The results 
obtained with the same wire harness and with the functional strategy are 
presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure -5. Evolution of the structural strategy 
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Figure -6. Evolution of the functional 
strategy 

The full line represents the time of final assembly, the dotted line 
represents the costs of producing the new modules and the X -axis is the 
number of iterations for each algorithm. 

One can observe in both cases a significant decrease of the time of final 
assembly linked to an increase in the cost of references to manage. 
Moreover, the time of final assembly could be less for the structural strategy 
than for the functional strategy. Also in the structural strategy the cost 
explodes at the end to decrease the time. 

The following curves (Figure 7 and Figure 8) show how much it costs for 
the provider to produce a wire harness under a certain limit time with both 
strategies. With that kind of representation, the provider can easily sign 
contracts with his contractor to sell the set of wire harnesses. They can 
discuss the cost and time they project. Moreover, the contractor can modify 
his process to increase the time delay for his provider, and then decrease his 
contract costs. 
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Figure -7. Average Cost and time for 
structural strategy 

Figure -8. Average Cost and time for 
functional strategy 

In the following representation (Figure 9), both results have been set in 
the same range, the parts that explode in the structural strategy have been 
deleted. The full line represents the structural strategy, the dotted line the 
functional strategy. We can note that for the high limit of time the functional 
strategy is always less expensive than the structural strategy. However in 
case the contractor wants to decrease the time of final assembly below the 
limit of the functional strategy, he must adopt a structural strategy. 
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Figure -9. Comparison of both algorithms before the cost explosion 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS 

For commercial purposes, it does not appear desirable to reduce the 
diversity of products perceived by customers with an aim toward marketing 
strategy. However we have to take into account the fact that the explosion of 
product variety has a cost and that for the company there is an optimal 
internal diversity which minimizes costs. We provide a decision-making tool 
that may help designers in their choices regarding harness subassembly 
design in order to cover all the commercial diversity. 

Two algorithms have been presented that enable the production of 
subassemblies for a wire harness family. The algorithms use a physical or a 
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functional description of the wire harness family and provide a set of 
modules to produce in order to decrease the time of final assembly, knowing 
that it must provide all the diversity in a short time and for a minimum cost. 
The results allow both the provider and contractor to discuss these 
relationships; they can adjust the time of synchronization and the number of 
versions to be produces. 

This research leaves open issues: the first development to be considered 
is an evaluation of the envelope effect. It could be cheaper to add standard 
elements to all wire harnesses, a tolerance of envelope effect will be 
integrated to try to decrease the very significant number of references due to 
the total differentiation. Development of the characteristics as a function of 
that tolerance will give the best price for the percentage that is permissible. 

The actual representation of the wire harness is binary, which means that 
each option and variant is or is not in the final product. Development of the 
model may involve changing elements. Instead of regarding that one version 
of the air conditioning as incompatible with another one, it could be 
represented for the wire harness as a cable with a variant section that 
depends on the version. 
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Abstract: This paper presents a unified model for computer-aided tolerancing. It 
combines the benefits of the Jacobian matrix model and the torsor (or screw) 
model. The former is based on small displacements modeling of points using 
6x6 transformation matrices of open kinematic chains in robotics. The latter 
models the boundaries of 3-D tolerance zones resulting from a feature's small 
displacements using a torsor representation with constraints. The proposed 
unified model expands the functionalities of the Jacobian model under two 
important aspects. First, the punctual small displacement variables of the 
former Jacobian formulation are now considered as intervals formulated and 
solved using interval-based arithmetic. The equations describing the bounds 
within which the feature is permitted to move, which are the constraint 
equations of the torsor formulation, are applied on the unified model. Second, 
some of the small displacement variables used in the model are eliminated due 
to the invariant nature of the movements they generate with respect to the 
toleranced feature. This standard result of the torsor formulation is applied to 
the unified model. The effect of this is to significantly reduce the unified 
model size. A example application is also presented. 

Key words: tolerances, deviations, torsor, Jacobian, modeling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Manufactured parts are seldom used as single parts. They are rather used 
in assemblies of different parts. Tolerances on single parts of an assembly 
are therefore likely to accumulate statically and propagate kinematically, 
causing the overall assembly dimensions to vary according to the number of 
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contribution sources of variation. The critical clearances and fits which affect 
the whole assembly performance and function are thus subject to variations 
due to the tolerance stackups. 

It is the goal of tolerancing to specifY individual part variations that will 
not compromise a product's ease of assembly and proper function. In 
tolerance synthesis, one starts with a specification of the assembly's 
functional requirements in early stages of the design process and transforms 
them into suitable individual parts tolerances that will meet the functional 
requirements. In tolerance analysis, the task is reversed, i.e. one adds up the 
individual part tolerances kinematically and verifies their cumulative effects 
and validity with respect to some intended functional requirement. Clearly, 
tolerance synthesis is a more powerful tool as it enables direct specification 
of part tolerances rather then verifYing their effects. 

Currently very few CAD systems propose functionalities for assistance in 
the difficult task of tolerancing. It is the objective of this paper to present an 
innovative tolerancing model which mathematical formulation is compatible 
with current CAD systems and which lends itself to solving the dual 
problems of tolerance analysis and synthesis. 

The next section of this paper describes some prior work in computer
aided tolerancing, including the two approaches which have been unified in 
the proposed formulation. Section 3 describes the unification process using 
the concepts of intervals, invariant degrees and constraint equations applied 
to the new model. Section 4 presents a solution of the equations in the 
unified model as applied to an example application. The last section 
discusses the results and concludes the paper. 

2. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK 

A lot of work has been carried out in the past few years to develop a 
mathematical formulation of tolerances. Two main approaches can be 
distinguished: one that models the space allowed around theoretic (or 
nominal) geometric entities [1,2] and one that uses parameterization of the 
deviation from the theoretic geometric entities [2,3,4]. 
Wirtz [5] proposes a vectorial approach to tolerancing. Four vectors are 

used which describe the position, orientation, form and dimension of a part's 
feature. To each of these vectors are associated two parameters: one for the 
nominal state and the other for the deviation. This model describes a real 
surface by vectorial addition of nominal characteristics and their deviations. 
One advantage of this model is that it allows a link between the surface 
defects and their manufacturing methods [6]. Another vectorial tolerance 
approach, relatively different from that of Wirtz, is that of Gaunet [7]. The 
approach uses the concept of Technologically and Topologically Related 
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Surfaces (TTRS) introduced by Desrochers [8] in addition to their torsors of 
small displacements, also called small displacement screw. Small 
displacements are used to simulate variations between the surface of 
substitution and the nominal surface according to the tolerance 
specifications. The tolerances are modeled by torsors or screws. This model 
also introduces the concept of point sampling on the nominal surfaces. 

Several researchers use kinematic concepts to study tolerancing problems. 
In [9,10], Whitney and al. propose two representations of tolerances to 
perform tolerance analysis. The former is based on the concepts of small 
displacements screws and the latter is based on the concepts of homogeneous 
transforms used in robotics. Chase [II] represents the contacts within a 
mechanism using kinematic connections. Then a matrix of connectivity is 
obtained which establishes the vector loops around a functional requirement. 
The resulting mathematical model can be used for the study of tolerance 
analysis or synthesis. This system is limited to two dimensions. In [12], 
Chase, Gao and Magleby generalize this 2-D model to 3-D applications 
using Hessian matrices. 

Another kinematic formulation is proposed by Rivest, Fortin and 
Desrochers [13]. The description of tolerance zones is encapsulated within 
the kinematic structure. The model takes into account the type and position 
of a tolerance zone included in a generic kinematic chain. Each connection in 
the chain is associated with 14 pivot-type or slide-type connections. Each of 
the 14 connections can be blocked, left free or limited, according to the 
speci fication considered [14]. 

Laperriere and Lafond [15,16] proposed another kinematics-based method 
which uses Jacobian transforms and which integrates both tolerance analysis 
and synthesis in the same model. Modeling tolerances consists in applying 
small displacements to geometric features which are known to affect some 
functional requirements. The Jacobian enables transformation of locally 
expressed parts deviations to globally expressed functional requirements. 
Each deviation is said to be punctual as it applies to a single point on the 
part, corresponding to the origin of the local coordinate frame attached to it. 

Desrochers [17] proposes a 3-D representation of the tolerance zones using 
small displacements screws to which the parameters of invariance defined by 
Bourdet and Clement are also applied [18]. The proposed representation 
makes use of mathematical constraints which define the extreme limits of a 
tolerance zone in 3-D. 

Some researchers call upon operational research to solve problems in 
tolerancing. One such approach was introduced by Turner [19] and then 
improved by Porchet [20]. Zhang [21] proposes an approach to take the cost 
of manufacturing into consideration during both analysis and synthesis. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIFIED MODEL 

3.1 Jacobian with intervals 

The Jacobian approach described in [15,16] requires the prior 
identification of the tolerance chain, which passes through every functional 
element (or feature) dimension that is known to affect a functional 
requirement. A method for automating this identification process has been 
presented earlier [22]. In [16], the mathematical model describing the effects 
that small displacements of functional element (FE) have on some remote 
functional requirement (FR) is represented by: 

Where: 
cIS 
dii 

[J! .. J6]m 

dqFE, 

3-vector of the point of interest's (FR) small translations; 
3-vector of the point of interest's (FR) small rotations; 
i'h 6x6 Jacobian matrix associated with the toleranced FE of the i'h FE pair; 
i'h 6-vector of small dispersions associated with the i'h FE pair, i = 1 to n. 

(1) 

The resulting model takes the form of six equations with "6 X N " 
unknown factors, where "N" is the number of pairs of functional elements in 
the identified tolerance chain. The Jacobian approach has no notion of a 
tolerance zone, unless many different such small displacements are applied 
successively to the feature, in order to cover the zone in which it is permitted 
to move. To solve this problem, the punctual-based formulation of the 
former model in equation (2) must be changed to the interval-based 
formulation in equation (3). Compared to equation (2), the intervals used in 
equation (3) enable modeling of tolerance zones instead of single points. 

3.2 Eliminating invariant degrees 

It was shown in [17] that among the six possible small displacements in 
3-D that can be applied to a feature, some may leave the resulting surface 
invariant. Hence, the variables corresponding to such displacements should 
be cancelled out by setting them to zero in the right hand side column of the 
model in equation (3). For example, in figure 2 the small displacements of 
surface "0" in "y" and "z" and the small rotation around "x", respectively 
"v", "w" and "a", leave the planar surface invariant. Each such cancelled 
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invariant variable will also eliminate a corresponding column of the 
Jacobian, leading to substantial simplification of the computations involved. 

Where: 

1I 

w 

a 

j3 

(j 

u 

w 

a 

j3 

(j 

= [[J,J,JJJJJ", [ ..... L,. [J,,,_J,,,_J,,,_J,,,_J,,, J,,,L, ] [ .. .]", 

u 

w 

a 

j3 

(j 

u, v, w : Translation dispersions about X, Y, Z, respectively; 
a, /3, t5 : Rotation dispersions around X, Y, Z respectively. 

'!. U 

-" v 
w W 

£ " 
I!. 7J 
~ y 

Where: 

IV i1 

I!. 7J 
~ J 

= [[J,Jj,J,J,.J, L [ .... L , [J,._,J, ... _j, ... ..J,,"j, ... ..J,.L ] [... ...J" 
!:!... II 

v v 

~,~, !:!" g, p, Q : Lower limit of u, v, w, a, p, J defining the tolerance zone; 

u, V, w,a,p,t5 : Higher limit of u, v, w,a,p,J defining the tolerance zone. 

3.3 Adding the constraints of the torsor formulation 

(2) 

(3) 

The intervals expressed in the new model must be bound to the limits of 
the intended tolerance zone which they represent. These limits are 
hypersurfaces of the space spanned by the six variables "u, v, w, a, /3, t5" 
and for most common shapes of tolerance zones used in practice, they are not 
independent. Therefore some inequalities representing such constraints will 
sometimes involve dependencies between two of the above displacement 
variables. Moreover, it should be noted that the dependencies will 
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themselves be dependent upon the type of tolerances being represented by 
the tolerance zones. For instance, for tolerances of location, there should 
indeed be dependencies between the position and orientation components of 
the screw while for orientation tolerances, the angular components of the 
screw should remain independent of those for translation. 

4. A TOLERANCE ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 

We will use the simple example in figure 1 and 2 to describe the 
approach. 

Definition of the container (eart # 1) Definition of the block Qart (e art #22 

1-4 ~1 4 11 ±O .5---.j 
/I 10.1 B 1 

\ \ \ II 1-- II:I::IJ.5 - 1_ 8 _ 1 

~ 0 1 /I 10.2 I A I 

r 
~ Definition of the functional reguirement 10 

~ ~~ 
Block 

~ I ------
3 ~ f I -.i. 

I, 19 ~ Container ~ 

Figure -/ Definition of the block and the container with a functional requirement 
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z z z z 

Functional surface 

Functional surface (I = 0,1,2, 5) . 8 
Parts . D 
Internal pair _____ .-

Kinematic patr ' ----.. 

Functional reqUlrement ~ 

Figure -2. Definition of the part's surfaces and their associated coordinate frames 

Using the surface labels in figure 2, we trivially find the tolerance chain 
that identifies which functional elements of both parts influence the 
functional requirement in figure 1. They are: internal pair (0,2), internal pair 
(3,5). Using the frame definitions in figure 2, we also trivially find the 
Jacobian: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J (4) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Since the tolerance chain goes through planes only, we need to apply the 
constraints of only this type of geometry, as follows. 

Table -I. Tolerance zones and associated torsor parameters 

From plane «0» to plane «2» From plane «3» to plane «5» 
(Internal pair of block part) (Internal pair of container part) 

_l:<s:u:<s:+l 
2 2 

_l:<s:u:<s:+l 
2 2 

_QJ.:<s: jJ:<S: +QJ. 
10 10 

(5) _Q2:<S:jJ:<s:+Q2 
10 10 

(6) 

_QJ.:<S:J:<S:+QJ. 
8 8 

_Q2<J<+Q2 
8 - - 8 
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The final expression becomes: 

[-1,+1] 0 0 1 0 0 [ [-0.5,+0.5] 1 
[-0.1375,+0.1375] 0 0 110 0 0 [-0.01,+0.01] 

[-0.11,+0.11] 0 -110 000 [-0.0125,+0.0125] 

[0 ,0] 0 0 0 0 0 o· [ [-0.5, + 0 .5 ] 1 (7) 
[-0.03,+0.03] 0 00 0 [-0.02,+0.02] 

[-0.0375,+0.0375] 0 0 0 0 [-0.025,+0.025] 

We first note that the constraints in equations (S) and (6) use the 
dimensional tolerance 11±0.S for the small translations and the parallelism 
tolerances (0.2 and 0.1 for container and block, respectively) for the small 
rotations. Thus we have a means of predicting the contributions at the 
functional requirement of both dimensional and geometric tolerances applied 
on a same feature in the chain. 

We see also that for the "x" direction, which is that of the functional 
requirement in figure 1, we have the standard result in I-D that the sum of 
tolerances in the chain equals that of the functional requirement. 

We also see the effects of the small rotations permitted by the two 
parallelism geometric tolerances. They contribute to translations of final 
surface "s" in both the "y" and "z" directions, by an amount of [-0.137S, 
0.l37S] and [-0.11, 0.11] respectively. These constitute invariant degrees for 
surface "s" so it seems they are not relevant for this particular example. 
Still, the three small translations computed at the functional requirement 
define the zone inside which the final frame on surface "s" will move due to 
the tolerances assigned, while the three small rotations (the one around "x" 
being null) define its resulting possible orientations. What remains to be 
done is to project these displacements of the final frame at the four comers of 
surface "s" to determine the tolerance zone inside which this surface moves 
as a result of the tolerances assigned. 

Finally, the above example is clearly a worst case application, since the 
Jacobian multiplies intervals that define the extreme values that each small 
displacement can take. The interpretation is therefore that 100% of the parts 
produced (container and block) that satisfY their individual assigned 
tolerances (figures 1) will necessarily result in 100% of assemblies for which 
the functional requirement will be bound to the values of the left column in 
equation (7). 

5. CONCLUSION 

A method for combining the benefits of the Jacobian and tors or approach 
in computer-aided tolerancing has been presented. The result is a so called 
unified Jacobian-torsor model which takes into account the boundaries of the 
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intended tolerance zones as modeled by the mathematical constraints applied 
to it. It is an innovative tolerancing model in which the mathematical matrix
based formulation is compatible with current CAD systems. 

A method for solving the equations of the unified model has been 
proposed. The limitation is that the solved values are those of the tolerance 
zone boundaries, therefore restricting this solution approach for worst-case 
type applications only. Other methods are currently under investigation in 
order to make the model also applicable in statistical situations, by 
considering the intervals as the limits of some statistical distributions with 
possible percentages of reject. 

The underlying interval arithmetic behind the approach makes it 
mathematically robust and generic [23]. 

The tool is compatible with the standards in the sense that the 
dimensional or geometric tolerances of a drawing can be mapped into the 
variables of the model for performing tolerance analysis. 

Finally, the developed tool is also suitable for performing the dual 
problem of tolerance synthesis: one simply needs to invert the Jacobian. We 
have started working in this direction and preliminary results are available 
[24]. 
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Abstract: For several years, CAD software have adopted a variational approach for 
modelling. This choice is justified by users' needs. Indeed, a product is often 
designed to fulfill requirements that are not expressed as geometric 
specifications. In addition, the geometric model of the product evolves 
continuously during the design process. During this process, the software must 
be able to preserve the coherence of the model specifications. To fit into this 
context, a variational modeler has been set up which includes new concepts of 
analysis and solving approaches to identify locally over/under-constrained 
systems and provide more feed back to the designer. The structure of the 
modeler is briefly outlined followed by the introduction of the analysis and 
solving modules that are clustered into three tasks: a pre-solver analysis, a 
solver, a post-solver analysis in case of resolution failure. Parts of examples 
are used to illustrate the descriptions of this structure. 

Key words: variational geometry, functional specifications, design modeler, constraint 
analysis, problem decomposition 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For several years, CAD software has developed a parametric 
representation scheme. Such a technological choice has been driven by 
users' needs. Actually, a user designs a product in order to fulfill technical 
requirements. In fact, geometric constraints are merely a consequence of 
functional specifications. Some of these specifications will be later referred 
to as engineering constraints when they have no geometric meaning. 

73 
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The geometric model of a product is subjected to continuous changes 
during the design process until the functional requirements are fulfilled. 
Hence, CAD software must provide means to modify/update a model to 
reach the user specifications. Within this context, many variational or 
parametric geometric solvers have been proposed. Even though these solvers 
have now become fairly robust in 2D, their efficiency in 3D is restricted to 
simple configurations. In addition, some approaches initially devised for 
geometric purposes only cannot be extended to handle engineering 
specifications (e.g. equations relating the dynamic equilibrium of a rigid 
body to geometric parameters). Other approaches, based on a powerful 
mathematical solver have been derived from the initial problem stated, i.e. to 
solve a geometric problem often ill constrained (locally over/under 
constrained) and to provide the user with an intuitive solution. 

This paper shows how, starting from an original geometric modeler, 
analyzer and solver modules have been set up. Section 2 briefly describes the 
principle of the variational modeler. Then, section 3 outlines the structure set 
up for analyzing and solving the functional specifications. Section 4 provides 
details about the analysis phase and section 5 about the resolution scheme 
generated. Finally, section 6 illustrates how a post resolution analysis can be 
performed to provide the user with a significant diagnosis in case of failure 
of the solving process. 

2. PRINCIPLES OF THE GEOMETRIC MODELER 

An object geometry, either of volume, surface or line type is composed of 
a set of elementary objects. All these objects can be defined using the 
position of a set of characteristic points located in the workspace with the 
addition, in some cases, of complementary data (e.g. knot sequence and 
homogeneous coordinates for NURBS entities). In addition, using a B-Rep 
approach, these objects must be bound together using topological 
relationships to satisfy the necessary coherence constraints of the object. 

Usually, a geometric entity is located in space using the Cartesian 
coordinates of its characteristic points. The basic idea of this modeler is to 
describe naturally the relative position of the various entities, i.e. an entity is 
solely defined by its dimensions and/or its relative position with respect to 
others. To this end, the various characteristic points of an entity are 
expressed using geometric constraints with respect to those of other entities. 
Such a set of points and relationships can be seen as a skeleton of the objects 
geometry. This approach relying on a volume model of type B-Rep, the 
deformable body is a set of surface entities bound together using topological 
relationships. This body defines the skin of the object. Each skin entity is 
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attached to its associated characteristic points which are located in space 
using its associated skeleton entity. This modeler can be called a declarative 
modeler. 

The skeleton: It must contain the data required to locate the 
characteristic points in space. Clement et al. [2] demonstrated that a 
polyhedral object can be specified from 13 elementary geometric constraints: 
the TTRS (Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces). These 
constraints can be generated from a set of two elementary constraints: the 
distance between two points and the angle between two segments [3]. Using 
points, bi-points, unit vectors and angles between unit vectors, a data 
structure describes the skeleton (Fig. 1). 

Bipcilt I I Angle 
0,. 0.. 0.. 

lki1 VCQcr I 
Goo", ObjCCl 

Figure -1. UML of the skeleton Figure -2. UML of a geometric object 

From these data, a pre-solver module allows to generate a necessary and 
sufficient set of algebraic equations [7]. The user will be able to update this 
set with a set of engineering constraints defined between the same geometric 
parameters and some external parameters (e.g. mass, forces, stresses, ... ). 
Classically, a well-suited equation system is considered as equivalent to a 
construction "with the rule and the compass" whereas other configurations 
lead to a highly intricate system, hence robustness cannot be achieved. 

The skin: The data attached to the skin is stored in a data structure ofB
Rep type (Fig. 2). The only difference with respect to a B-Rep approach 
remains the intrinsic properties of the objects solely used to define them. 
Their position in space is defined by the coincidence relationship between 
each characteristic point of the object and a point of the skeleton. 

3. THE SOLVER APPROACH 

The overall behavior of the solver is based on a top-down process where 
the overall problem is progressively subdivided [1, 5, 8, 11]. To this end, 
various modules are set up: an analysis module, a resolution module, a post
resolution analysis module in case of resolution failure. Contrary to the 
previous approaches however, the solver is not bound to a straightforward 
resolution of the equation system provided by the modeler. Let us assume 
that this module has as input an equation system representing a construction 
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"with the rule and the compass". Thus, starting from a set of algebraic 
equations, the solver module has to: 
- perform a structural analysis ofthe problem to reduce its complexity, 
- analyze each SIS of the solver roadmap to assess its constraint level and, 

possibly, to correct the solver roadmap, 
- solve each SIS, 
- propose other solutions for the current problem, 
- generate a meaningful diagnosis for the designer in case of resolution 

failure. 
In order to fulfill these needs, the solver performs a set of successive 

tasks (Fig.3). In the first place, a first solver roadmap is generated from a 
structural analysis of the whole set of equations. This analysis being strictly 
structural, it is possible to generate effective under-constrained SIS. In a 
second step, a more precise analysis is performed on each SIS. If an under
constrained state has been detected, a rebalancing algorithm is applied to this 
SIS and the solver roadmap is adequately updated. As soon as this task ends, 
the solver roadmap is globally as well as locally well constrained and the 
resolution itself can start. The resolution may behave well. In this case, a 
first solution can be submitted to the designer. However, the resolution may 
stop at any point of the roadmap. One cause may be the failure of the 
resolution algorithm. Hence, a question can be raised: "Does a solution for 
this SIS exist ?". A negative answer to this question draws the diagnosis to 
an existency problem of the solution. A second cause may arise from an 
"over-constraint" which is incompatible with the current value of the partial 
solution. In this case, the module diagnoses an incoherence problem. Once 
the failure category has been identified, a final module helps localize the 
failure to give clear explanations to the designer. 

Figure -3. Overall solving algorithm. 
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4. THE ANALYSIS MODULE 

The analysis module is based on a bipartite graph [10]. A bipartite graph 
is a graph whose set of vertices can be partitioned into two classes such that 
two vertices of the same class can never be adjacent. Such a graph is useful 
to analyze an equation system: the first set of vertices aggregate the 
equations and the second one the variables (Fig. 4). Indeed, the structural 
properties of a bipartite graph are not sufficient to analyze thoroughly a 
system. As an example: 
- an over-constrained equation system is either redundant or contradictory 

but the bipartite graph cannot distinguish these configurations, 
- generally, a graph structurally under-constrained is represented by an 

equation system that may provide an infinite number of solutions. 
Actually, such a system can generate a finite (or empty) set of solutions. 
As an example, the under-constrained system: "X2 + l = 0" has only one 
solution: x = 0, y = 0, 

- a system structurally iso-constrained can incorporate redundant or 
contradictory equations (Fig. 6). 
The bipartite graph approach provides a first analysis which subdivides 

the initial problem into a set of problems of smaller size with some 
independence between them. In all cases, the subdivision obtained does not 
modify the effective status of the initial problem. A deeper analysis will be 
performed later for each SIS using other tools. 

The structural analysis performed on the bipartite graph of the equation 
system, subdivides it into subsystems solvable independently of each other, 
i.e. SIS. The SIS obtained are further ordered into a directed graph which 
represents the solver roadmap (Fig. 5). Each vertex of this graph designates a 
SIS. The directed arcs express the dependencies between the SIS. The use of 
a directed graph is particularly useful from an algorithmic point of view, i.e. 
at the stage of the update of the solver roadmap, when solving the problem 
itself or when diagnozing and analyzing failure of the resolution. Figure 5 
provides a solver roadmap with seven SIS with one SIS equivalent to a 
system of two equations and two unknowns. In this example, the first three 
SIS (4, 5, 6) can be solved in parallel. The two following ones (3, 7) can be 
solved only in a second step. In addition, SIS 7 can be solved as soon as SIS 
6 is solved. SIS 3 must wait until the first three have been resolved. Finally, 
solving SIS 1 and 2 depends solely on the resolution of SIS 3. 
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Figure -4. Bipartite graph Figure -5. Example of a solver roadmap 

{
X, +X, =5 

2X, +2X, =1 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure -6. Structurally identical systems 

IkmY 
Figure -7. Graph decomposed into SIS 

Numerical analysis of each SIS: The bipartite graph only provides a 
structural analysis of an equation system but it cannot detect configurations 
where the system is effectively under-constrained, i.e. one equation is a 
combination of a equation sub-system of the SIS. The example in figure 6 
illustrates this problem: the three equation systems are structurally identical 
but the system (a) is a well constrained system with a finite number of 
solutions; system (b) is under-constrained, it has an infinite number of 
solutions and system (c) is incoherent, it has no solution. 

A first test is to compute the value of the jacobian with the initial value of 
the parameters to verify that the system is non-degenerate. The second test is 
the probabilistic scheme as proposed by Lamure [6]: the value of the 
jacobian is computed at some random points. If it vanishes each time, then 
the probability is very close to 1 that the jacobian is identically zero. 

Local modification of the solver roadmap: The above numerical 
analysis has led us to locate a redundant equation into a SIS. From a 
geometric point of view, it has identified, from the solver roadmap, an 
under-constrained geometric area. The idea is to check if this under
constraint can be balanced by an existing over-constraint. From a graph 
point of view, the result of the numerical analysis states that one equation is 
redundant and, hence, its associated node in the bipartite graph should not 
have been coupled with this equation. The removal of this couple (equation, 
variable) frees one variable and hence its node associated that should not be 
coupled in the graph. An under-constraint graph area appears. If free 
"equation" nodes exist, it is necessary to search for coupling of higher 
cardinality. In this case, the variable freed and one node associated with one 
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of the over-constrained equations become coupled. The over-constraint level 
decreases. The system has been locally balanced. The following scheme 
describes the algorithms used for such a modification. 

Figure 7 represents a bipartite graph decomposed into SIS. This graph is 
over-constrained, i.e. one equation is not coupled. Assuming that the 
numerical analysis has identified one of the equations of the second SIS as 
redundant, this equation is removed from the graph (Fig. 8). The 
corresponding SIS becomes under-constrained, therefore it is necessary to 
verify that the global system constraint level could not be decreased. In other 
words, it is necessary to check that the graph coupling is still of maximum 
cardinality. If the graph has a uncoupled set of equations (other than the 
equation just removed) and if there is a path between the newly free variable 
and one non coupled equation (Fig. 9), then the cardinality of the coupling 
can be increased to become maximum. Such a path is searched for in the 
oriented graph where the coupled arcs are bi-directional and the uncoupled 
ones are oriented in the direction variable-equation. 

I~I 
Figure -8. A redundant equation identified Figure -9. A redundant equation localized 

Once such a path has been found, each coupled arc is transformed into an 
uncoupled one and conversely. Thus, the coupling cardinality has been 
maximized. To demonstrate this property, one has to consider: 

the graph is initially of maximum cardinality, therefore removing a 
coupled equation reduces by one the cardinality of the graph coupling, 
if there exists one uncoupled equation, given the variable that has been 
freed, the cardinality of coupling can potentially be increased by one, 
if there is a path in the oriented graph (described previously), this path 
will link an uncoupled variable to an uncoupled equation. All the nodes, 
except the extremities, are attached to one and only one coupled arc. The 
path is composed of an odd number of arcs (2n+ 1), therefore it contains n 
coupled arcs. If the arc type is changed (coupled ones become uncoupled 
ones and conversely), the extreme nodes of the path are therefore linked 
(like the others) to one and only one coupled arc (definition of the 
coupling). Hence, the path contains (n+ I) coupled arcs, 
if there is no path between the freed variable and one of the uncoupled 
equations of the graph, then the cardinality of the coupling of this graph 
cannot be increased, 
if, in the graph, there are other uncoupled variables or equations and if 
before equation removal the coupling is of maximum cardinality n, then 
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the maximum cardinality of the coupling after the equation removal is at 
most n. Indeed, if there are other uncoupled variables or equations before 
equation removal, then there is no path linking one of the free variables 
to one of the free equations. The removal of the equation leads to the 
removal of a set of arcs and hence decreases the number of paths between 
the various nodes without modifying the existing paths. Thus, after 
removing the equation, it will not be possible to find a path across the 
other free nodes. 
The coupling has now become of maximum cardinality, it is now 

required to decompose the graph into strongly connexe components. Such a 
decomposition can be performed on the overall graph but the decomposition 
into strongly connexe elements with respect to a coupling is unique. The 
coupling modification is only local, the modification of the decomposition 
will be only local too. It is therefore justified to restrict this decomposition to 
the sub-graph where the decomposition is modified. This sub-graph (Fig. 10) 
is defined by the set of paths derived from the variables of the modified SIS 
and ending at the newly coupled equation. The decomposition is now 
performed in this sub-graph to generate the new SIS. The previous SIS are 
removed from the solver roadmap and the new ones are inserted (Fig. 11 ). 
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Figure -/0. Sub-graph with target path Figure -11. Solver roadmap after modification 

5. RESOLUTION ALGORITHM OF A WELL 
CONSTRAINED PROBLEM 

The overall resolution algorithm is rather simple and can be stated as: 
"while an unresolved SIS exists, try to solve it with the most suited solver; in 
case of failure, come back to the last SIS solved to try to find another 
solution" . 

Difficulties appear as soon as the solver cannot find a solution for a given 
SIS. Indeed, if there one exists, it should be found. To search without 
success or announce a wrong diagnosis, the ideal would be to know whether 
or not the SIS has a solution. This would allow differentiation of numerical 
failure from the lack of existence of a solution. In the case of numeric 
failure, another solver can be used and/or other initial conditions can be 
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generated otherwise there is no clear decision to be made. A new question 
has been raised: "how to know if a solution exists at least for a given SIS and 
how to find it ?". In fact, if this global problem cannot be answered, the user 
should be provided with an efficient diagnosis.In this algorithm, one of the 
steps is the choice of the best suited solver for a given SIS. 

Multiplicity of solutions: The roadmap provides, in a first step, a first 
estimate of solutions. It gives also, in certain conditions, all the problem 
solutions. The strongest condition is to determine all the solutions of a SIS. 
This holds if each SIS is dual to a construction "with the rule and the 
compass", i.e. if all the algebraic solutions of the SIS are known. In this case, 
all the solutions ofthe SIS can be given to the user. If this configuration does 
not hold, it may be possible to provide alternative solutions to the user: 
either when there is at least one SIS whose algebraic solutions are known 
and not unique or when multiple solutions of a SIS can be found 
numerically. The following theorem used by [4] to find the roots of a 
polynomial system can be stated as an example [9]. Considering a non 
degenerate polynomial system F(x)=O for which there is a upper bound n of 
the number of solutions given by the Bezout theorem [4]. F is the target 
system of an homotopy with complex numbers based on a polynomial 
system G(x)=O having also n roots. Usually, the homotopy curves 
originating from each root of G either end at a root of F or diverge to 
infinity. The key aspect of this theorem lies in the fact that a root of 
mUltiplicity d ofF is generally reached by exactly dhomotopic curves. 

The capability to offer multiple solutions to a configuration is critical 
especially in 3D. Indeed, geometric solvers cannot always provide the most 
suited solution. In addition, their local behavior (usually the solution 
obtained depends upon the initialization conditions) produces only a 
restricted set of solutions. The user is then bound to reconstruct his/her 
geometric model to address other solutions. 

Over-constrained configurations: There are two classes of over
constrained problems. The first designates a set of redundant but coherent 
geometric constraints or specifications. The second stands for geometric 
configurations described by an incoherent set of specifications. The 
difficulty in the analysis of such configurations relies on the fact that they 
only differ from a numerical point of view. Thus, a solver must address 
coherent over-constrained configurations, i.e. hyperstatic configurations. 

Using the proposed approach, an over-constraint appears as a 
supplementary equation. It will be only after the numerical resolution step 
that the level of over-constraint will be addressed. In the following sections, 
a redundant equation will be considered equivalent to an over-constraint. 

Inequalities: The dimensional constraints are assigned specific values. 
However, to reduce the number of solutions, the user may want to specify an 
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interval of admissible values of some geometric parameters. P. Serre [12] 
has proposed a set of constraints expressing such needs (chirality constraints 
and region constraints). These constraints can be expressed as inequalities. 
In addition, the inequalities contribute to the extension of the scope of these 
new constraints since they can be considered as an equation over
constraining the problem. Their management is similar to the management of 
a redundant equation. To this end, no difference will be made in the 
following sections between a redundant equation and an inequality. 

Solver roadmap, solution tree of an over-constrained problem: 
Within the structural analysis, a redundant equation is an equation not 
coupled to a variable. Inside the roadmap, these uncoupled equations will be 
checked only at a given stage of the resolution process. They can: 
- reduce the number of solutions, 
- be incoherent with the set of specifications, 
but the resolution does not change with respect to the type of over-constraint. 
It is always necessary to scan the solution tree until a solution is found. If 
there is no solution, the analysis module will be able to locate the 
inconsistency problem of the specifications. 

6. « POST-RESOLUTION» ANALYSIS 

This analysis module is set up to bring a maximum amount of relevant 
information to the user in case of resolution failure. The various 
configurations of failure have already been described but telling the user that 
the failure is either a problem of existence or consistency problem among the 
specifications is not enough. The resolution of a geometric problem can be 
seen as a sequence of geometric construction and assembly steps. These 
steps are expressed by the SIS solver roadmap. It is therefore necessary to 
explain to the user the failure with: 
- a localization of the rigid subsets already built, 
- an explanation of the objective (assembly andlor construction) of the SIS 

that fails, 
- indications concerning the specifications involved at the current step. 

Figure 12 gives a sequential solver roadmap, each step is therefore a 
geometry construction step. Let us assume that SIS 1 leads to the 
construction of figure (a) and so on. Let us assume that SIS 3 does not 
provide a solution. In order to locate the problem for the user, a color code is 
used as described in figure 13. Then, the user can easily distinguish the part 
already built and the parameters used for that part from the part under 
construction and its associated parameters and an irrelevant part. 
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With this post-resolution analysis, only the sub-graph defined by the set 
of SIS solved and the SIS lacking a solution are considered. Such a sub
graph will be called solved sub-graph. The main feature of the diagnosis 
algorithm is to determine whether the failing SIS is associated with an 
assembly step or a construction step. If, within the solved sub-graph, the SIS 
is a connection point of the roadmap, then it is a SIS of assembly. In this 
case, it is necessary to extract the connexe sub-graphs attached at this point 
when scanning the roadmap in the opposite direction starting from the 
connection point considered. As soon as a sub-graph is identified, a rigid 
part is identified. Otherwise, the SIS characterizes a construction step. 

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this document, the structure of the solving module has been described. 
This module and its architecture try to provide a maximum amount of 
information to the user: 

when a resolution failure is faced, where it analyzes the configuration to 
give the user a clear diagnosis, 
when the resolution succeeds where it can offer alternative solutions if 
the one provided in first place is not satisfactory for the user. 
The proposed solution addresses also the configuration of consistently 

over-constrained problems. This solution can also be extended to handle 
inequalities to extend the specification range. The use of SIS decomposition 
is proved to be efficient, however, the limits of a strictly structural analysis 
have been demonstrated. A numerical analysis module has been proposed to 
locate, before the resolution itself, the redundancy problems and to correct 
them whenever possible. Though the proposed structure enhances the 
efficiency of the solver, it is necessary to address more deeply the problem 
of existence and multiplicity of solutions through future developments since 
the work described covers this aspect only superficially. 
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Figure -12. Construction steps of a solver roadmap Figure -13. Failure diagnosis 
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INERTIAL TOLERANCING IN THE CASE OF 
ASSEMBLED PRODUCTS 

M. Pillet 
LISTIe, Universite de Savoie, Annecy, France 

Abstract: In the case of assembled products, tolerancing is a key factor for quality and 
reliability. Traditionally, tolerances are defined by an interval [LSL; USL]. 
Several approaches have been proposed to detennine this tolerance, the main 
results of which be referred. Inertial Tolerancing consists in tolerancing the 
mean square deviation from the target rather than the distance. This alternative 
has numerous advantages over the traditional approach, particularly in the case 
of product assembly, mixed batches and confonnity analysis. In this paper, we 
will detail "inertial tolerancing" and compare both approaches: traditional and 
inertial tolerancing. 

Key words: Statistical Tolerancing, Worst case Tolerancing, Inertial Tolerancing, 
Capability, Taguchi Loss Function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the case of assembled product, tolerancing is a compromise between 
two situations: worst case tolerancing and statistical tolerancing [Chase 
1991]. Worst case tolerancing guarantees the specification at the final level 
of assembly if all the elementary characteristics satisfy the specification 
limits. Statistical tolerancing takes into account the low probability of having 
several characteristics close to the specification limit at the same time 
[Shewhart 1931] and to increase the specification limits in order to reduce 
production cost. Both of these situations have some well-known 
disadvantages (cost of the production for the worst case and risk of non
quality for statistical tolerancing). Several contributions have proposed a 
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compromise between worst case and statistical tolerancing such as inflated 
statistical tolerancing [Graves 1997]. Another response consists in defining 
the conformity by the capability index Cpm [Chan 1988]. All of these 
approaches are founded on the traditional representation for tolerance: the 
interval [LSL; USL]. In this paper, we suggest investigating another way 
with a new representation for tolerance: inertial tolerance. This 
representation consists in tolerancing the square deviation from the target 
and offers numerous advantages. In the case of the assembled product, we 
will see that this representation makes the best compromise between worst 
case and statistical tolerancing. 

2. THE VARIOUS APPROACHES OF 
TOLERANCING FOR ASSEMBLED PRODUCTS 

The problem consists in determining the tolerances on the elementary 
characteristics Xj to obtain a final characteristic Y satisfying the need of the 
customers. As a general rule, when one works on the neighborhood of the 
target, a first order linear approximation is generally sufficient to study the 
behavior of the system. One can characterize the behavior of Y by 
equation 1: 

(1) 
j=! 

aj represents the coefficient of the influence of Xj in Y. The problem of 
tolerance consists in trying to reconcile two antagonistic preoccupations: 

Fix tolerances as widely as possible to decrease production costs. 
Obtain an optimal quality level on the characteristic Y. 

Let us go over the main methods of tolerancing in the case of a linear 
relation. 

2.1 Worst case tolerancing 

In this case, one considers that the final condition Y will be respected in 
all cases of assembling. One note txj±,dXj the worst case tolerancing on Xj. In 
the case of a linear relation (1) we have: 

(2)(3) 

The tolerance sharing can be carried out usmg various methods 
[Graves 2001]. 

Uniform tolerance sharing. 
Consideration of standard or design rules. 
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Proportional to the square root of the nominal dimension. 
Consideration of the capability experience. 
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The well-known disadvantage of worst case tolerancing is the high cost 
associated with this method. Indeed, it leads to very tight tolerances, which 
are very difficult to obtain during production. Consequently, the cost of 
inspection, rejects and reworking increases as does the choice of a more 
sophisticated product method. The main advantage is the guarantee of the 
specification at the final level of assembly. 

2.2 Statistical tolerancing 

Statistical tolerancing was developed in order to take into account the 
low probability of having several characteristics close to the specification at 
the same time [Shewhart 1931]. From equation 1, where the variables Xi are 
independent with a standard deviation of 0;, one has the relationship (4) 

(4) 

With tolerances proportional to the standard deviation, we obtain 
[Chase 1991] equation (5): 

(5) 

Statistical tolerancing assumes centered processes. Violation of this 
assumption can result in a defective product. Many authors showed the 
disadvantages of this type of method. In particular Graves and Bisgaard 
identified 5 major risks [Graves 2000): 
1. Inadequate functional model. 
2. Desire higher capability in assembly than delivered for components. 
3. The process mean is off-center. 
4. Correlation between component characteristics. 
5. Component dimensions are not be normally distributed 

Several methods were proposed in order to counter the negative aspects 
of statistical tolerancing. The main one is inflated statistical tolerancing 
[Graves 1997][Graves 2000] [Graves 2001]. But, despite the high quality of 
this tolerancing method, it is still possible to find a situation in which the 
method will not be appropriate. 
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3. INERTIAL TOLERANCING 

3.1 Definition 

The goal of tolerancing consists in determining a criterion of acceptance 
for the elementary characteristic Xi guaranteeing the acceptance of the 
resulting characteristic Y. The tolerance limits the cost of non-quality 
generated by a variation compared to this target. For a good design, when Y 
is placed on the target, quality is robust compared to the operating and 
environmental conditions. When Y moves away from the target, the quality 
will be increasingly sensitive to the conditions, and could lead to the 
customer being dissatisfied. Taguchi [Taguchi 1987] has showed that the 
financial loss associated (L) with a shift to the target was proportional 
(coefficient K) to the square of the variation. 

L = K(Y; - cible)2 (6) 

For a batch with an average ~, the associated loss is: 

(7) 

K is a constant, and I y = «]"~ + J;) is the mean square deviation (MSD) 
of the target. Mechanically speaking, the mean square deviation behaves like 
inertia. We have the choice to call this term /y. In order to have the minimal 
"inertia" (and the minimal loss), we must have the products as near to the 
target as possible. As with inertia, the mean square deviation has the very 
interesting property of additivity in the case of the linear relationship 
between Y and Xi. To take advantage of this property, we propose to replace 
the traditional tolerance Y±L1Y by the tolerance Y(/Y) in which Iy represents 
the maximum mean square deviation accepted on variable Y. By analogy 
with the MSD with inertia, we have chosen to name this alternative method 
"Inertial Tolerancing". This way of determining the tolerances has 
interesting properties that we propose to develop. 

3.2 Conformity in inertial tolerancing 

With the traditional tolerance representation, the conformity decision for 
a component is not easy in the case of assembled products. The decision 
concerns one component, but the product quality will be the combination of 
several components. When a characteristic is near the specification limit, the 
decision about conformity must take several known or unknown elements 
into account: 
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Size of the series: Indeed in the case of a unit production the probability 
of assembling a part to the extremes is more significant than in the case 
of mass production. 
The distribution of the characteristics: The decision should not be the 
same if the part nearest the specification limit is alone or if 100% of the 
production is also near the specification limit. 
The distribution of the other important characteristics of the assembly. In 
general, these elements are unknown at the time the decision is made. 

Inertial tolerancing makes it possible to partly take these various 
elements into account. Contrary to traditional methods, the goal is not to 
obtain a level of quality measured by a percentage outside tolerance, but to 
guarantee low inertia around the target. The decision is not founded on the 
percentage outside tolerance, but rather on the inertia. Normality is not a 
necessary criterion. 

One part 9 (10.008) 
I 9.088 

• 
1=0. 088z=0. 0077 Accepted 

I 
9.125 

1=0.0078 Accepted 
Th 9.00 I 9.088 

ree part •• • 
~------~~~~~~----~~~ 

I 
A batch 1=0.0074 Accepted 

Figure -1. Conformity and inertial tolerancing 

The inertial tolerancing leads to "fuzzy tolerances" that vary according to 
the quantity of parts produced. To illustrate this point, let us imagine a 
characteristic 9 (I 0.008) of an academic case Figure 1. 

Case of one part measured at 9.088. In this case, the inertia for a part is 
equal to 0.0882=0.0077. The part is only just accepted. 
Now let us take the case of 3 parts: 9.00; 9.088; 9.125. Inertia is then 
1=0.0078, the three parts are accepted. One part has an individual inertia 
higher than 0.008. 
Finally let us take the case of a batch of parts averaging 9.05 and with a 
standard deviation of O. 07. In this case 1=0.0074 inertia; the batch is also 
accepted even though it contains 28.6 % produced whose dimension is 
higher than 9.0894 which is the approval limit in the case of unit 
production. 

This "fuzzy tolerance" is a particularly interesting point of inertial 
tolerance. In the case of unit production, it guarantees the perfect conformity 
of the production in the worst of cases. In the case of series production, the 
inertial tolerance takes into account of the weak probability that both 
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extremes of the tolerance limits will be assembled together. Thus, with only 
one tolerance, one is equally able to respond to cases of unit production as to 
those in series production. 

3.3 Extreme situations of acceptance in the case of 
inertial tolerance 

Let us study the extreme situations of acceptance in the case of inertial 
tolerancing. Inertia can increase under the influence of two parameters: a 
shift of the average by compared to the target or an increase in spread (O"y) 

around the average regardless the form of distribution. 
Centered extreme situation (by = 0) 

I y = O"~ one thus obtains: 0" YMax =.[i; (8)(9) 

Extreme situation with a standard deviation equal to zero (O"Y = 0) 

I Y = Ji one hus obtains: J yMax =.[i; (10)(11) 

Extreme !1 shift accepted according to standard deviation 
In the case of inertial tolerancing, accepted extreme shift will be a 

function of the standard deviation. 

(12) 

Up to 0" < 0.6.[i ,one can have a relatively significant shift J < 0.8.[i . 
Similarly, as long as the shift is low, one can accept a relatively significant 
spread. 

3.4 An adapted capability index (Cpi) 

In the case of inertial tolerancing, conformity is declared if the inertia /y 

of the characteristic - or the batch - is lower than the desired maximum 
inertia I yMax• It is possible to define a capability indicator Cpi by the 
equation. (13) 

I Cpi = YMax 

Iy 
(13) 

A manufacturing process must obtain Cpi higher than 1. Later in this 
paper, we will show that this indicator has many properties, in particular, in 
the case of mixed batches. The Cpi of two mixed batches is equal to the 
average of both Cpi. 
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4. PROPERTY OF ADDITIVITY OF INERTIAS 

4.1 Case of an assembled product 

The properties of inertial tolerancing come from the property of 
additivity of the mean square deviation. To illustrate this property, we will 
take the case of a resulting characteristic Y dependent on a linear function of 
several elementary characteristics (equation 1) 

In this case, it is easy to show that we have: 

Let us calculate inertia obtained on the characteristic Y. 

I Y = (J"; + g; = La}(J";2 + (La;g; ~ 

Which is written as follows: 

(14)(15) 

(16) 

The first part of the equation corresponds to the additivity of different 
inertia. The double product corresponds to the case where all shifts are on 
the same side. In the case of random distribution of the averages when the 
component count is significant, one can consider that this double product is 
equal to zero. We have a hypothesis here that is close to the assumption of 
traditional statistical tolerancing. On the other hand, in cases where the 
number of components is not significant or when the average distribution is 
not random, it is possible to integrate the double product in the distribution 
of inertias. From equation (16), we can calculate the distribution of inertias 
of each elementary characteristic according to the inertia desired on the 
resulting characteristic. This equation makes it possible - if desired - to 
integrate the risk of unfavorable systematic dec entering of all the elements. 
This equation easily makes it possible to determine the tolerances on the 
elementary characteristics according to four hypotheses: 

Assumption 1 : Worst case 
In these conditions, we saw (equation 11) that maximum decentering was 

gYMax = Fr· In the worst case, inertia will be equal to: 

(17) 

Equation (17) is simplified in the case where lX; = 1 and in the uniform 
distribution of inertia (I;Max=I MaJ on each characteristic. 

I Max = I YMax/n2 (18) 
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Assumption 2: Random distribution of the averages. 
In this hypothesis, the double product is equal to zero. Equation 17 is 

simplified where ai = 1 and in the uniform distribution of inertia (IiMax=IMaxJ 
on each characteristic 

Iy = nI Max I Max = Iy/n (19) 

Assumption 3: Unfavorable average shifts of m components among n. 
In this hypothesis, the designer determines the number of characteristics 

which can have a systematic process bias. Under these conditions the weight 
of the double product is decreased. Where ai = 1 and in the uniform 
distribution of inertia (IiMax=IMa.J on each characteristic, we can write: 

1 _ 1 YMax(1 + k 2 ) 

X - n(1+k2)+mk2(m-l) 
(20) 

Among the 3 assumptions, the best choice depends on the result desired 
on Y. To obtain a good inertia on Y, assumption 3 offers the best 
compromise. However, in most cases, one will use assumptions 2 which 
offers the best compromise between the traditional tolerancing methods 
(worst of the cases and statistics). 

4.2 Application on the ten washers example 

As an example [Bisgaard 1997] of tolerance stack-up, suppose we need 
to make an assembly consisting of 10 steel washers stacked on top of each 
other. Further, suppose each washer is required to be nominally 1 mm thick 
and the assembly Y=10± 0.1 mm. If, as is often assumed the tolerance range 
is ±30; we will require that cry =0.1/3. In the case of traditional tolerancing 
we can write: Worst case tolerancing: X = 1± 0.01; Statistical tolerancing: 
X=1±0.032. 

In the case of inertial tolerancing, the objective is to guarantee production 
centered on 10 with a standard deviation of 0.113. That corresponds to an 
inertia of iy=(O. 113)2=0. 0119. In assumption 2 (random distribution of the 
averages), it is easy to calculate inertia on each washer: ix=iyll0=0.01l90 
which corresponds to a standard deviation a=0. 0105 in the case of a 
centered population. Bisgaard sees what happens if we aim J=O.Olmm off 
target for the individual washers in the case of statistical tolerancing. Based 
on the normal distribution assumption, the probability of being outside the 
specification limits is 2% [Cpk(X)=0.68j. After the 10-washer assembly, we 
find 50% defective parts on the Y characteristics [Cpk(Y)=Oj. Two different 
situations can lead to defective parts on Y: an increase in spread and 
decentering. One can retain two extreme situations: 

The mean is on the target and the spread is maximal 
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The standard deviation is minimal and dec entering is maximal 

Table -1. Extreme situations 
bx;=O situation ax; z a situation 

situation elementary dependant elementary Dependant 
characteristics Xi characteristic Y characteristics X; characteristic Y 

worst case 
traditional 
tolerancing 

(J-0.0033 -0 I 0=0.0 I 05 0. 1 ox~OO 1 -0.1 oy=O.1 0.1 

- 0.0 1 L&JO.O l I· ~ I -0.01 1 : ~ 0.01 I M 

Cpk = I Cpk=3.16 

statistical -0.032(J-0.0 I o~·032-0.lo=O.1/3 0. 1 

traditional I ~ I I ~ I 
-0.03120X=0.01Ij320.Q3n2 -01·5

Y
=O.32,!! ~~ 

to leranclllg ---I1.o~":::;"'.....,......;:::.....L.. ",_",~;;;""....,_..;::"",JL- ---'L----T--...w-
Cpk = I Cpk = I 

Ix=0.O I/90 ly=0.OI /9 1x=0.Ol/90 Iy=O.OI/9 ? ~ ',rOO ' OS , , &r<l ' ~' 
Cpi=1 Cpi = 1 Cpi= '1 

lnertial 
tolerancing 

Table 1 illustrates these two extreme cases on x and the consequences on 
Y in the three cases of tolerancing method: traditional worst case, traditional 
statistical and inertial with the assumption 2. In this example, inertial 
tolerance allows to obtain the ideal compromise between both traditional 
tolerancing methods. If the mean is on the target, inertia means a standard 
deviation identical to the case of the traditional statistical tolerancing can be 
accepted. In the case of a standard deviation equal to zero, maximum 
dec entering permitted by inertial tolerancing almost identical to that is 
allowed by the traditional "worst case" method. In the latter case, the inertia 
is not respected on the characteristic Y, but the functional condition is 
satisfied. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Inertial Tolerancing proposed in this communication offers numerous 
advantages with regard to the traditional tolerancing methods. The main ones 
are the following: 

Inertial tolerancing takes into account the combinatory aspect in 
assembled products. It is rarely one characteristic that is responsible for 
non-quality, but often the unfavorable combination of several 
characteristics. 
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For an assembled product, the inertial tolerancing leads to a better 
compromise between the cost of production and quality as opposed to 
the traditional approaches. 
The properties of additivity make it possible to define an additive 
process capability index Cpi. That makes it possible to carry out 
mixtures of acceptable batches without risk of final unacceptable 
capability . 
Inertial tolerancing directly integrates the concept of the batch size; thus, 
the extreme limits of acceptance are different for a part or a batch. 
It is very easy to generalize the inertial tolerancing in all the one-sided 
scenarios [Pillet 2001] 
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TOLERANCING 
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Abstract: We propose in this paper the premises of an Interactive Decision Support 
System dedicated to the unidirectional tolerancing of mechanical assemblies. 
The foundation of our work is an efficient representation of a mechanical 
assembly based on graph theory. From this model, we can determine all the 
configurations of an assembly. An extended syntax for the functional 
constraints permits then to generate automatically all the tolerance chains. The 
final result is an automatically generated linear system of equations and 
inequations expressing the tolerance chains, as well as the existence of the 
configurations and coherence of the dimensioning scheme. This system can 
then be solved by an analysis or a synthesis approach. 

Key words: Computer-aided tolerancing. Unidirectional tolerancing. Tolerance chains. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tolerancing is a very complex stage of the design process and is subject 
to intensive research works. Many issues have to be addressed concerning: 
a) the representation of the geometrical errors of mechanical parts; 
b) the consequences of the adopted tolerances in terms of assembling and 

functionality (i.e. tolerance analysis); 
c) the determination of the geometrical requirements from the functional 

constraints (i.e. tolerance allocation or synthesis); 
d) the link with manufacturing and metrology; 
e) automation. 
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A comprehensive treatment of the tolerancing may be found in the books 
[1], [2]. For a more complete review on automation, see [3] and [4]. 

In the current work we focus on the unidirectional tolerancing and our 
aim is to develop an Interactive Decision Support System (lDSS) approach, 
following the previous works presented in [5] to [7]. Its purposes are 
threefold: 
1. solve efficiently the cases of unidirectional tolerancing (pre-study of 

complex mechanical systems or machine-design); 
2. provide designers with an helpful framework (geometrical specifications 

by tolerance zones in three independent directions); 
3. prepare automatic tolerancing methods for the two- and three

dimensional cases. 
The proposed approach attempts to formalize and automate the manual 

method. In section 1, we briefly recall the graph model we associate with a 
mechanical assembly [9]. Then we determine all the configurations of the 
studied assembly. Recent papers have also explored the generation of the 
configurations by applying another strategy [8]. Section 3 is dedicated to 
tolerance chains construction. We first propose an extended syntax for the 
functional constraints so as to unambiguously interpret them. Next, the 
associated tolerance chains are built and give the essential individual 
dimensions for each part. In section 5, we discuss the dimensioning schemes. 
As practiced by some designers, we introduce the possibility of defining a 
new dimensioning scheme, including only manufactured dimensions, and to 
construct the corresponding tolerances chains. Finally, in section 6, we 
present all the relations the data and the unknowns must fulfill. At this stage, 
one can achieve the analysis or the synthesis (allocation) of the tolerances. 

2. GRAPH MODEL 

Let us consider a mechanical assembly, from which parts are assumed 
geometrically perfect and perfectly rigid. In unidirectional tolerancing, it 
may be represented by a view or a section where geometries are described by 
closed curves. 

According to eventual clearances, parts can move and define new 
configurations of the assembly. In the proposed approach, the designer has to 
set the pairs of surfaces in contact or able to come into contact. The nature of 
each contact has also to be set. Three types of contacts are distinguished: 
a) permanent contact (CP), for two fixed surfaces; 
b) closed contact (CF), for two surfaces in contact but able to be separated; 
c) opened contact (CO), for two separated surfaces able to come into 

contact. 
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Here we consider only mechanical assemblies with well-positioned parts: 
each part is in contact with at least another one, and two parts are in contact 
only through two surfaces. In addition, we assume that there is no 
redundancy: it is not possible to find a set of parts defining a loop of closed 
contacts. This would be physically unacceptable for rigid parts. 

These data can easily be entered using a two-dimensional sketcher. They 
permit us to localize clearances, or to define the contact zones between the 
surfaces. Figure 1 a represents the data relative to the treated example, as 
displayed by our prototype software (developed under Windows ™ with 
C++): it contains three parts and five functional constraints. The opened 
padlocks (respectively closed) symbolize the opened contacts (respectively 
closed). 
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Figure - /. (a) Treated example. (b) Associated part graph: vertices represent parts, thin and 
bold edges represent contacts between parts while dotted arcs represent functional constraints. 

The mechanical assembly is then modeled by a graph, denoted the part
graph. The vertices are the parts and two vertices are linked by an edge if the 
parts are in contact, or may come into contact. 

For an assembly where all the parts are well-positioned, the part-graph is 
a connected non oriented 2-graph. Each edge is arbitrary numbered and has 
two values: the pair of the concerned surfaces and the type of contact ~ E 

{CO, CF, CP}. In the part-graph of figure lb, edges and vertices model the 
mechanical assembly of figure la. The edges express the contact between 
two parts, but also the ability to come into contact. As a consequence, we 
can obtain all the configurations by changing the values ~ associated with 
the edges (i.e. sliding the parts). 

A configuration corresponds to a set of closed contacts between parts. It 
can be modeled by the partial graph obtained by suppressing all the edges of 
type of contact CO in the part-graph (CO-valued edges). For instance, the 
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initial configuration of figure I a is modeled by the partial graph extracted 
from the graph of figure 1 b where only the CF -valued edges are considered 
(i.e. the bold edges). 

There are as many partial graphs as configurations contained in the part
graph. For a configuration with well-positioned parts, the partial graph is a 
connected simple graph. In the absence of redundancy, there is no cycle. So 
the partial graph is a tree. 

By sliding parts, we change contacts between parts, and new 
configurations are obtained. For determining all the configurations of the 
assembly, we use the following property: the number of CO-valued edges 
(resp. CF) is a constant along the configurations. The proof of this property 
is directly based on the fact that the partial graph is a tree (the reader should 
consult [9] for more details). 

Signed distances (relative to the tolerancing direction) between two 
surfaces in a given configuration are computed using classical algorithms of 
graph theory on the partial graph. 

In order to take into account the functional constraints we supplement the 
part-graph. For each functional constraint, we add an arc between the 
concerned parts. Each new arc is valued by the concerned parts and surfaces, 
its type and its attribute (see section 4). At this stage the graph contains 
edges and arcs as shown in figure 1 b: it is oriented and non oriented at the 
same time. These arcs are often associated with some CO-valued edges of 
the part-graph. This is logical, because when building the assembly, the 
designer tries to make the clearances clearly apparent, in order to impose the 
functional constraints. 

3. RESEARCHING ALL THE CONFIGURATIONS 

The fact that the partial graph is a tree is the foundation of the algorithm 
for the determination of all the configurations. Let meo be the number of 
CO-valued edges and meF the number ofCF-valued edges. We have: 

C:~~+mco possible combinations changing a value CF into CO while 

keeping meo and illcF constant. 
Unfortunately, each combination does not necessarily correspond to a 

valid configuration, with well-positioned parts and no redundancy. A 
combination defines a valid configuration if the associated partial graph is a 
tree. Moreover, in this combinatorial process, an opened contact can be 
defined between two surfaces of two parts which have moved, such that 
physically the surfaces collide. It is necessary to check that the distance 
between surfaces connected by a CO-valued edge is strictly positive. 
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So, the proposed algorithm consists in first generating all the 
combinations, then checking if each combination is valid, i.e. the partial 
graph is a tree and the distance along the CO-valued edges is positive. It is 
worth noting that the initial configuration given by the designer has to be 
checked first. 

Table -1: Possible Combinations. 
Edge I II III IV V VI 
1 CO CO CO CF CF CF 
2 CO CF CF CO CO CF 
3 CF CO CF CO CF CO 
4 CF CF CO CF CO CO 

The proposed example has mco = 2 and mCF = 2, and the initial 
configuration is valid. The six obtained combinations are listed in table 1. 
The initial configuration corresponds to column III. By applying the 
checking rules, we obtain the four valid configurations of the mechanical 
assembly presented in figure 2 (combinations II, III, IV and V of table 1). 
Combination I leads to an inter-penetration between parts 1 and 2. In 
combination VI, the part 3 is "floating". 

4. THE TOLERANCE CHAINS DETERMINATION 

The syntax of a functional constraint gives the following explicit 
information: the two concerned parts and their associated surfaces, the 
type(s) (i.e. minimum and/or maximum), and the value(s) of the distance(s) 
that should exist between the two surfaces. But a functional constraint also 
contains an implicit meaning: the extreme position of the surfaces to be 
taken into account. The difficulty in automating unidirectional tolerancing 
comes from the fact that it is not always possible to indicate the functional 
constraint in the relevant configuration, where parts and surfaces have the 
right position. 

In order to unambiguously interpret the functional constraints, we 
propose to add an attribute in their definition which describes the right 
position to consider and has three possible values: 
1. "actual": the surfaces are in the position in the current configuration; 
2. "far": the surfaces are as far apart as possible; 
3. "close": the surfaces are as near as possible. 

It is worth noting that the expression "as ... as possible" depends on all 
the configurations of the mechanical assembly. Therefore, in order to 
improve the semantics for a functional constraint, we introduce the four 
following interpretations: 
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1. maximum "close": to impose between two parts not allowed to come into 
contact; 

2. maximum "far": to limit the largest distance between parts; 
3. minimum "close": to limit the smallest distance between two parts not 

allowed to come into contact; 
4. minimum "far": to define the minimal distance when the two parts are far 

apart. 

Figure -2. Valid configurations and associated tolerance chains. 

These semantic interpretations of functional constraints correspond to 
actual situations. On the part-graph of figure 1 b, AMIN corresponds to an 
uni-limit minimum "far" functional constraint while AMAX is an uni-limit 
maximum "far" one. BMIN corresponds to an uni-limit minimum "close" 
one. CMIN is an uni-limit minimum "close" functional constraint while 
CMAX is an uni-limit maximum "far" one. 

Sometimes, the designer cannot impose the specifications using one of 
the former interpretations. In such a case, the "actual" attribute has to be 
used on the relevant configuration. 
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Following the tolerancing process, we now have to build the tolerance 
chains associated with each functional constraint. Among all the valid 
configurations of the mechanical assembly found in section 3, we consider 
those where the surfaces associated with the functional constraint are in 
"good" position (relative to the "far" or "close" attribute). This requires 
firstly computing the distance between the surfaces for each configuration, 
then selecting those for which the distance is minimum ("close") or 
maximum ("far"). 

For each functional constraint one has the initial surface, the final surface 
and the unique walk linking them in the partial graphs of the associated 
configurations. By grouping the surfaces belonging to each part of the walk 
it is now possible to define the individual dimensions of the parts that occur 
in the given functional constraint. 

The nominal value of these individual dimensions is given by the 
absolute value of the difference of the abscises of the surfaces, measured in 
the tolerancing direction. Moreover, the order of appearance of the surfaces 
of a part in the previous walk gives the direction of the individual dimension 
between these two surfaces or, more usefully, the sign of the individual 
dimension in the algebraic tolerance chain. 

In our example, we finally obtain the tolerance chains presented in figure 
2, for the four valid configurations. 

5. DIMENSIONING SCHEMES 

The individual dimensions that come from the tolerance chains directly 
describe the functionality of the mechanical assembly. However, they 
present drawbacks concerning: 
a) the dimensioning scheme; 
b) the manufacturing process. 

They can be incomplete because insufficient functional constraints have 
been imposed. At the same time, they also can be redundant. This can 
confuse the manufacturer even though it is not necessarily a problem for the 
designer. Moreover, some individual dimensions cannot be manufactured 
directly. 

Extended companies prefer to keep the initial dimensioning scheme, 
because parts are often realized outside with unknown tool machines. 
However some integrated companies prefer to establish a dimensioning 
scheme corresponding more directly to the manufacturing process (with 
"industrial" or "manufactured" or "simulated" dimensions). This is 
convenient to ensure the feasibility of all the dimensions, and to impose 
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associated tolerances in direct connection with the capabilities of the 
available tool machines. 

In such a case, the designer has to propose a new dimensioning scheme: 
a) complete, to define totally each part; 
b) not redundant, to make the resolution and the manufacturing processes 

eaSIer; 
c) using the initial individual dimensions as much as possible; 
d) established in collaboration with the manufacturer, to avoid auxiliary 

dimensions calculations; 
e) bi-limiting in general, to facilitate the manufacturing and the resolution 

processes. 
Roughly speaking, for each part, one has to position once and for all a 

surface relative to the other surfaces. Let ns be the number of surfaces of the 

part. We have to define ns-l dimensions among C~ -1 possible 
s 

combinations linking two surfaces, while avoiding redundancy and forgotten 
surfaces. 

In order to help the designer to make a valid choice among all these 
combinations, we introduce for each part a new non-oriented graph, called a 
surface-graph. The vertices are the ns surfaces and the edges represent the 
"industrial" dimensions. This graph must verifY the following properties: 
a) it is connected to ensure the completeness of the dimensioning scheme; 
b) it has no cycle to avoid redundancy. 

The proposed dimensioning scheme being validated by testing the 
properties of each surface-graph, one has to build new tolerance chains 
taking into account only the "industrial" dimensions. To achieve this, the 
previous method relative to the tolerance chains is used. But instead of 
considering the partial graph of the relevant configuration, a new partial 
graph is constructed, by replacing the parts with the surface-graphs. This 
graph is also a tree, so a unique walk exists between the two extreme 
surfaces of a functional constraint. 

6. TOLERANCE ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 

At this stage, we have defined the nominal geometry and the contacts, 
imposed the functional constraints, and built the tolerance chains. If 
necessary, an "industrial" dimensioning scheme has been chosen leading to 
new tolerance chains. Solving the tolerancing problem consists in 
determining the minimum and/or the maximum values of the dimensions 
occurring in the problem ("worst" case). 

The mathematical relations, automatically generated during the previous 
steps, come from: 
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a) tolerances chains; 
b) non-penetration constraints along the CO-valued edges for all the 

configurations; 
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c) coherence constraints involved by the "industrial" dimensioning scheme. 
The tolerances chains lead to a linear system of equations linking the 

functional constraints and the individual (or "industrial") dimensions. But 
this usual presentation of the tolerancing problem has to be completed. 

During the search of all the configurations, we check that there is no 
contact between surfaces connected by a CO-valued edge by using the 
nominal geometry. However, due to the variations of the dimensions during 
the resolution process, it is possible that this condition becomes violated. It 
is therefore necessary to impose additional functional constraints expressing 
the existence of the configurations in the vicinity of the nominal. 

In addition, when dimensioning the parts and to avoid redundancy, some 
neighboring surfaces are not linked by a dimension. The distance between 
these two surfaces is deduced from the other dimensions of the part. When 
these dimensions change in the resolution process, the previous distance can 
become negative, violating the topology of the part. So the dimensions of a 
given part must fulfill inequalities expressing the integrity of its topology. 

In the case of the tolerance analysis, the designer chooses minimal and 
maximal values for all the unknown dimensions. Then, the resulting values 
of the functional constraints and the resulting clearances between surfaces 
are computed while preserving the coherence of the dimensioning scheme. 
This method is implemented in our software, and permits, by a 
predictor/corrector process, the assignment of values to the dimensions, or if 
necessary, the modification ofthe values of the functional constraints. 

In the case of tolerance synthesis, the designer imposes values for the 
functional constraints and has to solve the previous linear system of 
equations and inequations. In general there are more unknowns than 
relations. Equations and inequations may be linearly dependent. They do not 
have the same importance, due to the values of the functional constraints 
and/or the number of unknowns. Moreover, the values of the functional 
constraints do not have the same reliability. For instance, the tolerance of the 
gap in a joint is generally smaller and more rigorous than the tolerance of a 
distance to an obstacle. Finally, the designer expects results close to the 
nominal values he has introduced. 

As a consequence, the resolution of this problem is complex and may 
require the simultaneous use of resolution algorithms for linear systems, 
artificial intelligence (expert system, fuzzy logic) and optimization. In our 
software, at the moment we only use a linear programming algorithm, 
minimizing the distance between the computed dimensions and the nominal 
dimensions for the tolerance synthesis. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The basis of an Interactive Decision Support System dedicated to the 
unidirectional tolerancing of mechanical assemblies has been presented. 
Prototype software has been developed in order to demonstrate the relevance 
and the efficiency of the proposed approach. The preliminary results 
obtained on some mechanical studies have to be confirmed on a wider 
benchmark. The IDDS proposed provides a framework for extending the 
present approach and testing new ideas. We are investigating the resolution 
problem with artificial intelligence and/or classical optimization approaches. 
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Abstract: In the framework of transport industries, vehicle design optImIsation 
represents a key priority issue. Indeed, this is a result of the huge pressures 
imposed on industrialists particularly in terms of active safety. Moreover, 
among of all the materials used for design, some such as composite materials 
require special attention. It is consequently within this framework that we 
propose to describe in this paper the contributions which were made to the 
numerical simulation tools for structural analysis. The latter can involve crash 
type loading for example. In a first instance, certain behavioural phenomena 
and their integration into the computational code will be described. Secondly, 
some elementary validations will be presented. Finally, some applications 
relating to the dimensioning of panels in composites subjected to linear or 
point impacts will be revealed. The conclusions of these studies will enable 
us to show, on the one hand, a certain reliability of the developments which 
permit their use as design tools but also, on the other hand, to foresee the 
prospects of future research. 

Key words: Composite materials, numerical simulations, design, crash 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Structural design optimisation in the transport industries highlights an 
increasingly high use of data-processing tools. Indeed, computation 
software allows industrialists to meet the requirements induced both by the 
economic and ecological contexts, such as cutting manufacturing costs and 
time. Nowadays, they are completely integrated within the various 
certification, standardisation or safety processes whose drastic criteria 
impose a constant increase in the structure's reliability and viability. 
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From this point of view, our research team has developed, in close 
relations with industrialists, a new finite element within an explicit code. Its 
main specificity is to come up to the dimensioning of multi-layered multi
material structures subjected to crash loads [1] [2] [3] [4]. These materials 
are a combination of metal and fibre/resin composite layers and they are 
devoted to the design of certain aircraft fuselages. 

However, the purely composite laminated materials make significantly 
great strides, essentially due to their mechanical characteristic properties: by 
including them into some structural parts, it is possible to obtain responses 
for extreme requests. Consequently, it appears necessary to optimise the 
means suggested by the computer codes so that these new tools facilitate the 
design of these new structures for the industrialists. 

The aim of this article is to present the improvements brought about to 
the previous finite element with regard to fibre/resin composite plies. 
Therefore, some general background information on the finite element is 
initially presented. An experimental quantisation of strain rate sensitivity 
for unidirectional composite materials is then tackled. This part continues 
by a theoretical approach adapted to the description of viscous phenomena. 
Finally, some simple and complex validation cases are presented which 
allow to conclude on the future prospects generated by this study. 

2. THE MULTI-LAYERED MULTI-MATERIAL 
FINITE ELEMENT 

2.1 Generality 

The multi-layered multi-material element [5] is a three or four nodes 
finite shell element. It is based on the Mindlin-Reissner theory. The 
attached assumptions mainly impose a state of plane stresses and an 
invariance of the deformation through the thickness. In addition to both 
assumptions, it is assumed that the transverse and shear effects are taken 
into account. The interpolation functions relating to the finite element are 
bilinear. 

Owing to the ply concept, the stacking and the nature of materials 
composing the structure to be designed (multi-layered multi-material, 
laminated composites, etc) are reproduced. The constituent materials can be 
only of the metallic, composite or foam type. Each ply has its own material 
characteristics, its own behaviour laws as well as a point of integration 
through thickness, located in the middle section of the ply. 
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2.2 Unidirectional composite elementary ply modelling 

The finite element offers the choice between two possibilities for the 
modelling of the unidirectional composite elementary ply. The first model is 
known as "bi-phase" [6] [7] [8] and distinguishes the fibre behaviour from 
the matrix one. The second model is known as "global" and a homogenized 
behavioural law describes the behaviour of an elementary ply [9] [10]. The 
optimisation is based on the latter model: the essential reason lies in the fact 
that this model features an easy experimental methodology in order to 
identify material characteristics. It is thus an essential asset for the software 
users. 

The global model allows the transcription of considerable phenomena 
such as elasticity, plasticity and certain types of degradation. The latter 
correspond to the micro-cracking of the matrix parallel to fibres, the 
debonding of fibre/resin and finally the rupture of fibres. The plastic flow is 
taken into account using a standard "von Mises" plasticity criterion coupled 
to an isotropic hardening law. Owing to the effective stress concept, the 
damage is integrated into the plastic flow. All the material parameters 
corresponding to this elastic plastic damaging law are identified thanks to 
some simple or cyclic tensile and compressive tests on five laminates with 
preset orientations [11]. 

2.3 Positioning of the problem 

In order to justify the validity of the finite element introduced for the 
multi-layered multi-material structure dimensioning, some results are 
shown here. They are related to dynamic three point bending on plates 
composed of aluminium and composite glass-E/epoxy layers [1] [12] [13]. 
We can note a very good correlation between the experimental results and 
the values resulting from the numerical simulation with the new multi
material element (figure 1). For each case, the maximum error featured is 
lower than 12%. As one could expect, the superposition of elements with 
different behaviours does not agree at all with the treatment of the structures 
subjected to bending loads. Our development thus introduces new 
possibilities for the numerical simulation study of multi-material laminated 
structures. Other applications on tubes impacted in axial compression have 
also produced numerical results in agreement with the experimentation [2] 
[3] [4] [12] [13]. The tubes were formed of one steel layer reinforced by 
rolling up glass fibres and epoxy resin. They can be connected to energy 
absorbers. 
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Figure -1. Maximum bending to dimension GLARE plates. 

The results previously cited have confirmed the validity of the finite 
element within the integration of a multi-layered multi-material study 
framework. However, the applications often relate to accidental shocks 
(automotive crash, bird impact on a wing section, meteorite impact on a 
protection shield, etc) during which an influencing parameter can intervene: 
the strain rate. 

3. STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF 
UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE MATERIALS 

For conventional materials such as metallic ones, behaviour laws 
suitably include the influence of the strain rate parameter. However, for 
laminated composites, the complexity of their intrinsic behaviour means 
that the static study of these materials must be supplemented by a dynamic 
one in order to check, and in the optimal case to quantify, the sensitivity of 
the material parameters to the load velocity. 

3.1 Some experimental observations 

The experimental campaign has concerned strain rate sensitivity of the 
material parameters of elastic plastic damaging law. Indeed, it is then 
possible to maintain certain reproducibility as well as feasibility for the 
computational code users with regard to characterisation tests. Moreover, it 
is also possible to preserve the global model underlying. The tests taken into 
account are consequently composed of tensile tests on laminates [0]4, 
[±45Js, [±67.5Js, [+45]4 and ofa compressive test on laminate [Ok 
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The experimental device consists of a dynamic tension/compression 
machine (rapid hydraulic jack). For each type of test, four main load 
velocities were applied: 5 mmlmin, 500 mmlmin, 0.2 mls and 4 mls. Some 
intermediate velocities were introduced, thus increasing the results' 
accuracy. The strain rate covered ranges from quasi-static state to 
approximately 150 S·I. 

Two essential conclusions arise from the experimental tests: first, as 
figures 2 and 3 show, elastic moduli, initial yield stress and longitudinal 
fracture stress undergo a significant increase starting from a certain 
threshold strain rate. These increases are about 30% to 300% according to 
the constants. Then, we note that in the longitudinal case (figure 2), there is 
a behaviour law conservation since the aforementioned remains fragile and 
elastic. However, in the shearing case (figure 3), the type of behaviour tends 
to become "damaging elastic" under strain rate influence. 
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Figure -2. Dynamic tensile tests on laminate [Ok 
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Consequently, the assumption adopted is that behaviour law can be 
described overall as a "viscous" elastic plastic damaging law and, at a given 
strain rate, can be always identified, starting from a behaviour "reference" 
law. Lastly, the evolution of all previous constants are, for this glass
E/epoxy composite, in an analytical form power according to the strain rate 
[14]. 

3.2 Theoretical approach: "viscous" modelling 

The type of behaviour observed in experiments is not easily identifiable: 
it represents neither visco-elasticity nor visco-plasticity. However, it is 
possible to approach the definition suggested by Lemaitre and Chaboche 
[15] with regard to viscous fluids. 

Indeed, epoxy resins, and more generally reticulate polymers, are 
sensitive to the strain rate during loads [16]: viscosity primarily comes from 
the chain segment movements through barriers of energy potentials. These 
phenomena are all the more active (since they are thermally activated) as 
the vitreous transition temperature from epoxy resin is relatively low 
(between 50°C and 150°C). We can be led to think that this rise in 
temperature, as a function of strain rate, brings about some micro-changes 
in resin phases, which thus tend to become "soft" solids. 

However, it should be noticed that strain rate influence on material 
behaviour is certainly related to the resin dependence with respect to this 
strain rate, but is also closely related to the choice of components. Some 
studies on carbon/epoxy unidirectional laminates [17] have shown a strain 
rate insensitivity of the elastic moduli: carbon fibres have a Young modulus 
on average three times higher than that of glass-E fibres and thus inhibit the 
viscous effects of resin (in the elastic range). 

stress 

strain 

Figure -4. Definition of viscous stress. 
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Modelling results from the approach of viscous fluids [14]: the "pseudo
visco-elasticity" of resin (and in fact of laminated composite) are taken into 
account using a viscous stress, which is itself combined with the elastic 
stress (figure 4). Indeed, in experiments, it is always possible to determine 
the behaviour at a given strain rate according to behaviour at a reference 
strain rate. 

In order to integrate the pseudo-visco-elastic nature of resin, the idea is 
to consider that dissipation's potential form is identical to the 
thermodynamic potential one, with the help of some characteristic functions 
of resin viscosity. Therefore, the stress tensor becomes as equation (1) 
according to the state law and the complementary law. 

(J = CO : ( + 8 : f (8 : viscous tensor) (1) 

The development of equation (1) for longitudinal, transverse and shear 
direction results in a description of elastic range. However, it is simplified 
owing to the approximation due to the dynamic rapid load type we are faced 
with. It can then be attributed to this general equation describing the elastic 
range: 

o ( ) e ~ = C I +F :~ (F: viscous functions) (2) 

In a phenomenological way, the material state (resin or composite) can 
always be given starting from its state in the reference configuration. We 
can thus suppose that the state for a given strain rate corresponds to the 
quasi-static state of another glass E/epoxy composite material from which 
material characteristics are different. Since the elastic moduli can 
increasingly evolve with the strain rate, this assumption results in 
postulating a damage progress faster than that of the reference case. It is 
possible to show that the constant damage evolution intrinsic to modelling 
[14], is a function root of the viscosity shear function: 

~i (i) "" ~(l + F;2 (i ))Yij 

where Yij represent each damage parameter 
(3) 

The previous assumption also suggests that the plasticity field moves 
accordingly (with an evolution of initial yield stress). Indeed, the initial 
yield stress undergoes an evolution of the same type as the elasticity moduli 
(4). Resin plasticity is coupled with the model by supposing that the plastic 
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strain evolution is similar to the reference case. However, they are delayed 
since the material becomes increasingly "rigid". 

(4) 

Finally, we put forward the additional assumption that the energy rate 
required to break the laminate (in the transverse and/or shear directions) is 
insensitive to the strain rate. 

4. VALIDATIONS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Elementary numerical validations 
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Initially, it is necessary to check that the "primary" theoretical 
behaviours are suitably represented: therefore, we have carried out 
validations known as elementary [14]. They correspond to the simulation of 
experimental tensile or compressive tests derived from the static or dynamic 
study framework. In each case, the test piece is represented - since its 
geometry makes it possible - by a single shell element. Figures 5 and 6 as 
compared to figures 2 and 3 visually show that the approach developed 
seems to correlate satisfactorily with the experiment. 

4.2 Application to the case of plates subjected to 
impacts 

Since the "viscous" behaviour law seems to be validated satisfactorily 
for the identification tests, we have started an experimental campaign in 
connection with more complex loads such as three point dynamic bending 
and impacts on plates [02 +452 --452 902]s, [+452 --452hs in order to check 
the reliability of the developments. In this part, we have some preliminary 
results [18] derived from the examinations of an impacted plate [02 +452 -

452 902Js. A spherical ball, coupled to a carriage, proposes a mass of 26.5 
kg and a velocity of 4 mls at impact moment. 

In figure 7, we compare the experimental and numerical evolutions of 
applied load versus time. The first observations tend to show that the strain 
rate sensitivity integration is a significant precaution since it allows to 
correct the structure rigidity adequately: the average strain rate observed at 
impact point is indeed about 100 s-J (figure 8). The temporal description of 
load seems to use the behavioural law optimisation more satisfactorily than 
that proposed by "quasi-static" modelling. Indeed, the first maximum load 
observed supported by the plate is around 1.5 ms. 

However, figure 7 highlights that the maximum load rate, applied to the 
plate always remains lower than the experimental one although a temporal 
description is satisfactory. Indeed, during tests we have observed the 
appearance of delamination between certain plies (hatched surface on figure 
7). However the numerical modelling adopted does not take into account 
this phenomenon; we suppose that this difference in load rate results from a 
brutal "numerical" degradation of the structure rather than a gradual 
degradation observed in experiments. The state of damage is distributed in a 
prompt and integral way depending on the thickness of the laminate 
whereas in experiments the appearance of delamination authorizes the 
conservation of a certain structure integrity and thus of its rigidity. Studies 
are currently in progress in order to apply a methodology developed within 
the laboratory [19] to validate this assumption. 
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Figure -8. Numerical contour of the strain rate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The few results presented enable us to highlight a certain relevance of 
the original approach adopted. Indeed, the elementary or complex 
validations show that the theoretical and data-processing developments lead 
to being taken into account the strain rate influence satisfactorily. The 
optimisation of the data-processing tools allows the computational code 
users to possess a powerful tool. They can simulate structure dimensioning 
including not only multi-layered multi-material but also laminated 
fibre/resin composites. 

The whole approach was transposed with the same conclusions as 
previously, to fabric glass E/epoxy or carbon/epoxy laminates. These results 
consequently encourage us to continue and refine our work, in particular by 
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proposing a more suitable description integrating the temperature rise 
phenomena. Other studies are also in progress in order to integrate the 
major delamination phenomena. 
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Abstract: This paper presents several results regarding the kinematic calibration of a 
Stewart platform. Firstly, a general method for the precision modeling of 
parallel robots is proposed by the authors and applied in the case of the 
Stewart platform. Thus, an accuracy model of the Stewart platform is 
established, taking into account the errors of the geometrical parameters. Next, 
on the basis of the precision model and the experimental data for the accuracy 
of the Stewart platform, some algorithms used in kinematic calibration were 
generated and tested; overcoming some numerical difficulties, the actual 
deviations of the geometrical parameters were identified. Thus, the correct 
values of geometrical parameters and, implicitly, the correct kinematic model 
used in command/control were obtained. Finally, the importance of the 
calibration in the optimization of the kinematic models is emphasized, based 
on the numerical results. According to these aspects, the accuracy of the 
Stewart platform model was significantly increased. 

Key words: Stewart platform, accuracy, modelling, testing, kinematic calibration. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The parallel robots represent a relative recently category of robots, 
which have tended to become an interest-center for researchers and 
practitioners. Although they offer multiple advantages (suppleness, high 
speed and accuracy, large loading etc.), parallel robots entail many 
difficulties in kinematic and dynamic modeling and, implicitly, in precision 
modeling and calibration. 
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Precision models play a central role in the calibration process. The 
modeling of parallel robots accuracy is little broached in the literature in 
comparison with serial robots. Vischer presents a precision model for a 
Stewart platform based on the accuracy of 138 geometric parameters [21]. 
Wang used 132 parameters to model the accuracy of the Stewart platform 
[22, 23]. Daney proposed a model based on the accuracy of 42 geometric 
parameters for the same type of parallel robot [3]. For the calibration of the 
Stewart platform different methods are used: direct methods based on the 
direct kinematic model [18, 21], inverse methods based on the inverse 
kinematic model [20, 21, 22, 26, 27], optimization/identification algebraic 
methods [9, 10], semi-parametrical methods [21] and constrained calibration 
methods [3, 6, 9, 11, 15, 24, 25]. 

A robot is a complex system, on which many error factors act; therefore it 
has an actual behavior that deviates from the desired (commanded) one, 
established on the basis of the nominal model. Robot accuracy can be 
increased, without structural or constructive improvements, through 
calibration, which allows in the command process the use of an actual 
(correct) model, more accurately related to the real robot. Calibration attempts 
to identifY the most important error factors, to model theirs influences on the 
robot accuracy and to obtain the actual (real, correct) values of the modeling 
parameters by analyzing the experimental data from accuracy testing. Thus, 
the nominal models can be optimized and the actual models (used in 
command/control process) ensure the increase of robot accuracy. 

General considerations about these aspects are published by Mooring 
[14], Hollerbach [8], Khalil [12], Bernhardt [1], Schrorer [19] etc. 

In this paper, the authors propose a general method, used in precision 
modeling of parallel robots, applied to a Stewart platform (section 3); based 
on the error model obtained and on the general considerations about 
calibration, a kinematic calibration algorithm for the Stewart platform is 
generated and then tested full stop (section 4). For a better understanding, a 
brief description of the Stewart platform and its parameterization are 
presented (section 2). 

2. STEWART PLATFORM: BRIEF PRESENTATION 
AND PARAMETERIZATION 

The Stewart platform (Fig. 1) is made up of an upper moving plate (tool 
base) connected to a fixed plate (robot base) by 6 telescopic arms, whose 
main part is a long prismatic joint (Fig 1 ,b). A lower universal joint connects 
the robot base to the prismatic joint and a spherical joint connects the other 
end of the prismatic joint to the tool base. 
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The parallel structure geometry, defined by the relative position of the 12 
joint center points (A; and B;, i=1..6, Fig. 1), is characterized, for the 
analysed platform, by the following parameters: rf= 270 mm; rm= 195 mm; 
ex = 4.25°; ~ = 5.885°. We associate to the Stewart platform three main 
frames (Fig. 2): robot base frame 9\.tC0f Xf Yf zf), moving plate frame 
9\m(OmxmYmzm) and tool base frame 9\p(Opxpypzp). In the initial 
configuration, the moving plate is located in Om' (Om == Om', h = 0fOm) and 
the frame 9\m is parallel to the frame 9\(. The pose of the tool base, relative to 
the robot base, is described by 6 parameters: 3 positioning parameters - the 
vector Om.om components (Fig. 1), expressed in the 9\f frame and 3 orienting 
parameters, describing the orientation of the 9\m frame relative to the reference 
frame 9\m' , with the following significances: 81 - z axis angle; 82 - x axis angle; 
83 - y axis angle. 

For the position of points A; in the 9\f frame we use a set of spherical 
coordinates (exz;, CXy;, rfi) and similarly for points B; (defined in the 9\m frame, 
Fig. 2): (~z;, ~y;, r m;). The joint displacements in the universal joints A; are 
modeled by angles ¥x; and ¥y; (Fig. 2,b); similarly, the displacements of 
spherical joints B; are modeled by angles (<Pz;, <py;, <Px;). 

Precision modeling is a special topic in the field of parallel robots. These 
models are useful in calibration process and represent one of the most difficult 
problems we must solve. Therefore, the next section presents briefly a new 
general method used in precision modeling of parallel structures in which we 
consider the objective of the kinematic calibration proposed to be solved (to 
identify the actual values of geometrical parameters) and we present explicitly 
the precision modeling for geometrical parameter deviations. A complete error 
model of this Stewart platform is shown in [17]. 

3. ERROR MODEL OF GEOMETRICAL 
PARAMETER DEVIATIONS 

The influence of geometrical parameter deviations on end effector errors 
is described by a linear model, where the error Jacobian JG is the matrix of 
the following system: 

(1) 

where [w]p =[dx dy dz Dx Dy DJ: IS the hexadimensional vector of end 

effector errors, corresponding to the characteristic point P (OmP=hm, Fig. 2), 
reduced in the 9\p frame; [ce] is a 36 dimensional vector of the errors of 

geometrical parameters used in kinematic modeling: 
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The following assumptions are used in the error modeling: 
- The joint errors (in active joints Cj , Fig. 1,b) are neglected. 
- The geometrical parameters are affected by constant deviations. 

121 

A preliminary step is applied in the error Jacobian Je modeling: 
decomposition of parallel structure in 6 open chains, one for each arm: 
OfA;BiOmP (Fig. 2). Next, a three steps algorithm is used. 

Step 1. The end effector errors description for all 6 open chains 
The end effector errors being expressed in the 9\p frame, we have to use 

D-F (type K) homogenous operators [5, 7] in direct kinematic modeling of 
each arm. The kinematic modeling is applied to an equivalent structure: to 
each geometrical parameter we associate a fictive joint (prismatic or 
rotational joint). Thus, in the direct kinematic modeling of the arm i we use 
the following homogenous operators: AOI = Rz( u z;); A12 = Ry( Uyi); 
An = TxCrfi); A34 = Rx(Yx;); A4S= RiYyi)- TiLi); AS6= RzC<Pzi); ~7= Ri<pyi); 
A7S= Rx(<Px;); AS9= TxC-rm;); A9_IO= Rk~y;); AIO_ll = RzC-~z;) . TzChmp). 

The end effector errors of each arm can be expressed by applying the 
general relations used in precision modeling of open chains [7]: 

i[W]p = [JJ[oa.:; 0ayi dlj; 0Yxi OYyi &Pzi &PYi &Px; drmi O~Yi O~JT = [JJ[cn>Gi], 

[Ji]=[Ja,i J aYi J r /i J Yxi J YYi JqJ'i JqJYi JqJ'i J rmi J~Yi J~'ir, (2) 

where each column of the Jacobian Ji describes the influence of one error
source on the end effector errors. 

Step 2. Dependent error identification 
The joint displacements in the passive joints Ai and Bi are dependent 

displacements; as a result, the displacements errors in these joints are also 
dependent errors. Knowing that the end effector errors are identical for all 6 
arms (due to the parallel connectivity), all dependent errors can be expressed 
starting from the following equations: 

(3) 

From eq. (3) 5 independent matrix equations result; separating the 
dependent term from the independent ones, we obtain: 
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=[Ja'k Ja" Jr1k J rmk J~Yk J~J[()p~dl-[Ja,! Jay! J r/l J rml J~,! J~J[()P;nJ 
k = 2 .. 6, (4) 

where we use the following notations: [dP~epl= [OYxi 0YYi &PZi &PYi &pJT 

[dP;nJ= [oaZi baYi drfi drm; O~Yi O~zJ 
Next, the 5 systems (4) are assembled in one matrix equation: 

[J~].[O<l>] = [J~l·[dG], (5) 

where [M>] = [oyX! OYy! b<pz! b<Py! O<Pxt ... 0Yx6 by y6 o<p z6 o<p y6 O<PX6] T 

is the global vector of dependent errors, and 

J",! -J<I>2 0 0 0 0 

J",! 0 -J<I>3 0 0 0 

[J~ l= J<I>! 0 0 -J<I>4 0 0 

J"'t 0 0 0 -J<I>S 0 

J"'t 0 0 0 0 -J<I>6 

-JGt J G2 0 0 0 0 

-JG! 0 J G3 0 0 0 

[J~ l= -J Gt 0 0 J G4 0 0 

-JG! 0 0 0 J GS 0 

-JG! 0 0 0 0 J G6 

J<I>k = [Jyy, J YYk J<jl" J<jl" J<jly,] , J Gk = [Ja" Ja", J rjk J rm, J~'k J~,,] , 

k= 1..6. 

(6) 

Finally, the dependent errors can be calculates by the following equation: 

(7) 

The matrix [J~ 1 is a full rank square 30x30 matrix; consequently, it is 

an inverted matrix. 
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Step 3. End effector errors determination 
The matrix J* (eq. 7) is a 30x36 size matrix, which can be subdivided into 

6 submatrices of 5 rows; each submatrix represent the error Jacobian of 
dependent errors from one arm related to the deviations dG. Considering one 
of the open chains, e.g. arm 1, the end effector errors expressed in 9\p are: 

[W]p = [J]][OUZ] oUy] drjl 0Yx] OYy] (XpZ] (Xpy] (XpX] drm] opy] opzJ = 

[J I ][J~l] [dG], (8) 

where [J ~I ] is a special matrix [17], which relates the vector d<l> GI to the vector 

dG. 
Finally, considering eq. (8) and (1), the error Jacobian h can be obtained 

through the following relations: 

(9) 

In conclusion, the modeling method presented in the paper allows the 
generalization of error modeling for parallel robots through an algorithmic 
and systematic approach. Although the error model obtained is relatively 
complex (due to the inversion of a 30x30 matrix), the error Jacobian J G can 
be computed by using one of the equations (9). 

4. KINEMATIC CALIBRATION OF STEWART 
PLATFORM 

In the calibration process of the Stewart platform we have considered the 
following assumptions: a) the end efector errors are exclusively generated by 
geometrical parameter deviations; b) the relative displacements in active 
joints (joint Ci, i= 1..6, Fig. 1 ,b) are not affected by errors. This problem is 
solved in two relevant cases: 
1. Kinematic calibration using only position measurements; 
2. Kinematic calibration using pose (position and orientation) measurements. 

4.1 Kinematic calibration using only end effector 
position errors 

In this case, for each robot configuration i experimentally tested, from 
eq. (1) we use only the first 3 scalar equations: 
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(10) 

where J~i is the upper 3x36 submatrix from J Gi (see eq. 1), corresponding 

to the positioning errors. For m configurations tested we obtain m matrix 
equations (10), which can be assembled into the following overdetermined 
linear system: 

(11) 

where dX is the global vector of end effector positioning errors (dX = [dx1 , dy1 , 

dzl, .... dxm,dym,dzmf). 
In the attemption to solve eq. (11), using the linear least squares method, 

we must first eliminate some numerical difficulties related to the Jacobian 

matrix [JS]: rank deficiency, ill condition number [8], identification of the 

redundant and unidentifiable parameters; in the case of Stewart platform we 
eliminated the parameters r m], r m2, ... , r m6. 

After all these steps, the system (11) was solved applying the method of 
zeroing small singular values [8]. The parameter deviations having been 
identified, we established the actual values of the geometrical parameters. 
Then, the kinematic model was optimized and the correct kinematic model 
could be use in command/control process. The end effector errors are 
depicted in Fig. 3, for a representative set of configurations tested, in both 
cases: before and after calibration. As shown in Fig. 3, we can draw the 
following conclusions: 
- The robot positioning accuracy is about 3 times better after calibration, 

compared with before calibration (Fig. 3,a). 
- As the end effector orienting errors have been neglected, the orienting 

accuracy after calibration is only slightly damaged (Fig. 3,b). 
- The implementation (error compensation) step of calibration consists in 

chaining the nominal values with the actual values of the coordinates of 
points Ai and Bi (see Fig. 2). 

- A marked improvement in positioning error uniformity after calibration 
is obtained. 
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Figure -3. Kinematic calibration using only positioning errors 

4.2 Kinematic calibration using end effector pose errors 

Each configuration tested offers 6 scalar equations (see eq. 1); for m 
configurations we obtained a linear overdetermined system thus: 

(12) 
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where dX; = [dxi, dvi, dzi is the vector of end effector positioning errors, and 
de; = [6xi, 6yi, <>zJT is the vector of orienting errors, for the /h configuration 
tested. 
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Figure -4. Kinematic calibration using pose errors 

In order to solve the system (12), in the linear least squares sense, and 
obtain the actual deviations of geometrical parameters, we had to apply the 
same steps as in the subsection 4.1. Finally, the end effector errors after 
calibration (Fig. 4) were established. In conclusion, the kinematic calibration 
in this case allowed the increase of both the positioning accuracy (~ 2 times, 
Fig. 4,a) and orienting accuracy (~ 2 times, Fig. 4,b). Also, we can see a 
marked improvement in error uniformity after calibration. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the modeling and experimental testing done on a Stewart 
platform, regarding kinematic calibration, the following conclusions could 
be drawn: 
a) As a result of the kinematic studies developped by the authors, a general 

precision modeling applied to parallel robots was proposed in the first 
step; this modeling was illustrated by simulation and tested on a Stewart 
platform. 

b) On the basis of the general modeling proposed and of the general 
recommendations from the literature, regarding the calibration, an 
algorithm used in the kinematic calibration of a Stewart platform was 
generated and tested, with the aim of the optimization of the kinematic 
model and to use the actual model in the command/control process. 

c) The identification of modeling parameter deviations implies solving a 
overdetermined linear system; the selection of the relevant tested
configurations and the numerical processing of the Jacobian matrix are 
the main difficulties of this step. Improved accuracy could be obtained 
only if these difficulties were solved. 

d) In the case of the calibration using only the end effector positioning 
errors, the identification step solution requires the elimination of some 
difficulties related to the selection and exclusion of redundant and 
unidentifiable parameters. The actual kinematic model assures the 
increasing positioning accuracy, with little decrease of orienting 
accuracy; this disadvantage was eliminated by calibration using the end 
effector pose errors. 

e) In the error compensation step we must only to change the nominal 
values of the coordinates of points Ai and Bi (see Fig. 2) with its actual 
values. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with a special class of three-degree-of-freedom parallel 
manipulators. First, the singular configurations of the two Jacobian matrices 
are studied. The isotropic configurations are then found based on the 
characteristic length of this manipulator. The isoconditioning loci for the 
Jacobian matrices are plotted to define a global performance index allowing 
the comparison of the different working modes. The resulting index is 
compared with the Cartesian workspace surface and the average of the 
condition number. 

Key words: parallel manipulator, optimum design, isoconditioning loci, characteristic 
length 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various perfonnance indices have been devised to assess the kinetostatic 
perfonnances of serial and parallel manipulators. As the literature on 
perfonnance indices is extremely rich to fit in the limits of this paper, the 
interested reader is invited to look at it in the rather recent references cited 
here. A dimensionless quality index was recently introduced by Lee, Duffy, 
and Hunt [1] based on the ratio of the Jacobian determinant to its maximum 
absolute value, as applicable to parallel manipulators. 
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This index does not take into account the location of the operation point 
of the end-effector, because the Jacobian determinant is independent of this 
location. The proof of the foregoing result is available in [2], as pertaining to 
serial manipulators, its extension to their parallel counterparts being 
straightforward. The condition number of a given matrix, on the other hand, 
is known to provide a measure of invertibility of the matrix [3]. It is thus 
natural that this concept found its way into this context. Indeed, the 
condition number of the Jacobian matrix was proposed by [4] as a figure of 
merit to minimize when designing manipulators for maximum accuracy. In 
fact, the condition number gives, for a square matrix, a measure of the 
relative roundoff-error amplification of the computed results [3] with respect 
to the data roundoff error. As is well known, however, the dimensional 
heterogeneity of the entries of the Jacobian matrix prevents the 
straightforward application of the condition number as a measure of 
Jacobian invertibility. The characteristic length was introduced in [5] to 
cope with the above-mentioned heterogeneity. 

In this paper, we use the characteristic length to normalize the Jacobian 
matrix of a three-degree-of-freedom (dot) planar manipulator and to 
calculate the isoconditioning loci for all working modes. 

Figure -1. A three -DOF parallel manipulator 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

A planar three-dof manipulator comprising three parallel PRR chains is 
shown in Fig. 1. This manipulator has been frequently studied, in particular 
in [6,7]. The actuated joint variables are the displacements of the three 
prismatic joints, the Cartesian variables being position vector p of operation 
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point P and orientation e of the platform. The trajectories of points Ai define 
an equilateral triangle whose geometric center is point 0, while points Bt, B2 
and B3, whose geometric center is point P, lie at the comers of an equilateral 
triangle. We thus have a i =n+(i-l)( 2n/3), for i = 1,2,3. Moreover, 

I = II = 12 = 13 , with Ii denoting the length of AiBi and r = Ii = r2 = r3 , with ri 

denoting the length of BiP, in units of length that need not be specified in the 
paper. The layout of the trajectories of points Ai is defined by radius R of the 
circle inscribed in the associated triangle. 

2.1 Kinematic Relations 

Velocity ,p of point P can be obtained in three different forms, 
depending on which leg is traversed, namely, 

p = iti + 7JiE(b i -ai) + eE(p-bJ, iE [1,3] (1) 

with matrix E and velocity 3i of points Ai defined as 

E = l~ ~ll, il, =p, II~:II = p, [:~:;:,in = Pie, 

where ei is a unit vector in the direction of the ith prismatic joint. We would 

like to eliminate the three idle joint rates 7J1' 7J2 and 7J3 from eq.(1), which 

we do upon dot-multiplying the former by (bi - Qi)T , thus obtaining 

(b i -aY p=(b i -aY iti+(bi -aY eE(p-bJ, iE [1,3] (2) 

Equation (2) can now be cast in vector form, namely, 

At = Bp with t = [p eT and p = [PI P2 pJT (3) 

with P thus being the vector of actuated joint rates. Moreover, A and Bare, 

respectively, the direct-kinematics and the inverse-kinematics matrices of the 
manipulator, defined as l(bl-al)T -(bl-al)TE(p-bJ' 

A = (b2 -a2)~ -(b2 -a2)~E(p-bJ 
(b3 -a3 ) -(b3 -a3 ) E(p-b3 ) 

l(bl -al/ el 0 0 j 
B= 0 (b 2 -aJT e2 0 

o 0 (b2 -a2/ e2 

When A and Bare nonsingular, we obtain the relations 
t = Jp with J =A -IB and p = Kt,K = B-IA 

with K denoting the inverse of J. 

(4a) 

(4b) 
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2.2 Parallel Singularities 

Parallel singularities occur when the detenninant of matrix A vanishes 
[8,9]. At these configurations, it is possible to move locally operation point P 
with the actuators locked, the structure thus resulting cannot resist arbitrary 
forces, and control is lost. To avoid any perfonnance loss, it is necessary to 
have a Cartesian workspace free of parallel singularities. For the planar 
manipulator studied, such configurations are reached whenever the axes 
AlB), A2B2 andA3B3 intersect (possibly at infinity), as depicted in Fig.2. 

Figure -2. Parallel singularity Figure -3. Serial singularity 

In the presence of such configurations, moreover, the manipulator cannot 
resist a force applied at the intersection point. These configurations are 
located inside the Cartesian workspace and fonn the boundaries of the joint 
workspace [8]. 

2.3 Serial Singularities 

Serial singularities occur when det(B) = O. In the presence of theses 

singularities, there is a direction along which no Cartesian velocity can be 
produced. Serial singularities define the boundary of the Cartesian 
workspace. For the topology under study, the serial singularities occur 
whenever (b i - ai)T ei = 0 for at least one value of i, as depicted in Fig.3 for 

i = 2. 

3. ISOCONDITIONING LOCI 

3.1 The Matrix Condition Number 
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We derive below the loci of equal condition number of the matrices A, B 
and K. To do this, we first recall the definition of condition number of an 
mXn matrix M, with m<n, K(M). Using Frobenius norm, K(M) is the ratio of 
the smallest, as, to the largest, ~, singular values ofM, namely, 

K(M) = (J, / (J/ (5) 

The singular values of matrix M are defined, in tum, as the square roots 
of the nonnegative eigenvalues of the positive-definite mXm matrix MMT. 

3.2 Non-Homogeneous Direct-Kinematics Matrix 

To make matrix A homogeneous, as needed to define its condition 
number, each term in the third column of A is divided by the characteristic 
length L [10], thereby deriving its normalized counterpart A: 

[
(b1 -a1)T -(b1 -a1)TE(p-bJI L 1 

A= (b2-a2)~ -(b2-aJ :E(p-bJ IL (6) 

(b3 -a3 ) -(b3 -aJ E(p-b 3 )IL 

which is calculated so as to minimize K( A), along the posture variables PI, 
P2 and /h However, notice that B is dimensionally homogeneous, and does 
not need to be normalized. 

3.3 Isotropic Configuration 

In this section, we derive the isotropy condition on J to define the 
geometric parameters of the manipulator. We shall obtain also the value L of 
the characteristic length. To simplify A and B, we use the notation 

Ij=(bj-a j) (7a) 

kj=(bj-afE(p-bJ (7b) 

mj = (b j _aj)T e j 

y; =LABjP 

We can thus write matrices A and B as 

r 
T j 11 -k1 I L m1 

A = 1/ -k2 I L B = l 0 

I T -k I L 0 
3 3 

(7c) 

(7d) 

(8) 

Whenever matrix B is nonsingular, that is, when mj =F- 0, for i = 1,2,3, 

we obtain 
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[

liT Iml -kl/(Lml)j 

K= 1<lm2 -k2/(Lm2) 

13 1m3 -k3 I(L mJ 
--T 

Matrix J , the normalized J, is isotropic if and only if K K = ,213x3 for 
--I 

r>O and K =J ,i.e., 

(l/li+ki2IL2)lm;=r2, iE[I,3] 

(l/lj+kikjIL2)/(mim)=0, i-::l-j, i,jE[I,3] 

From eqs.(9a-b), we can derive the conditions below: 

IIIIII = 111211 = 111311 

lip - bill = lip - b2 11 = lip - b3 11 

mlm2 = m2m3 = m3ml 
In summary, the constraints defined in the eqs.(10a-d) are: 
Pivots Bi should be placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle; 
Segments AiBi form an equilateral triangle; 
The trajectories of point Ai define an equilateral triangle. Hence, 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(IOc) 

(lOd) 

I = 'I = 12 = 13 . 
Notice tha( the foregoing conditions, except the second one, were 

assumed in chapter 2. 

3.4 The Characteristic Length 

The characteristic length is defined at the isotropic configuration. From 
eq.(9b), we determine the value of the characteristic length as, 

L = ~-klk2/(lITI2) 
By applying the constraints defined in eq.(9a), we can write characteristic 
length L in terms of angle y, i.e. 

L = Jir siner) 

where r=rl =r2 =r3' was defined in eq.(7d) and rE [0, 2Jr]. 

This means that the manipulator under study admits several isotropic 
configurations, two of which are shown in FigAa and FigAb, whereas the 
characteristic length L of a manipulator is unique [2]. When y is equal to rr/2, 
FigAa, i.e., when AiBi is perpendicular to B;P, the manipulator finds itself at 
a configuration furthest away from parallel singularities. To have an 
isotropic configuration furthest away from serial singularities, we obtain two 

conditions: eTE(b - a) = 0 and r = R I 2 . 
I I I 
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(a) (b) 

Figure -4. Two isotropic configurations with two values of p 

3.5 Working Modes 

The manipulator under study has a diagonal inverse-kinematics matrix B, 
as shown in eq.( 4b), the disappearance of one of its diagonal entries thus 
indicating the occurrence of a serial singularity. The set of manipulator 
postures free of this kind of singularity is termed a working mode. The 
different working modes are thus separated by a serial singularity. The 
formal definition of the working mode is detailed in [8]. For the manipulator 
at hand, there are eight working modes, as depicted in Fig.5. 

Figure -5. The eight working modes of the 3PRR manipulator 

However, because of symmetries, we can restrict our study to only two 
working modes, if there are no joint limits. Indeed, working mode I is 
similar to working mode 5. For the first one, the signs of the diagonal entries 
of B are all negative. For the second one, they are all positive. A similarly 
reasoning is applicable to working modes 2-6, 3-7 and 4-8. Likewise, 
working modes 3-4 and 7-8 can be derived from working modes 2 and 6 by a 
rotation of 120° and 240°, respectively. Therefore, only working modes 1 
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and 2 are studied. We label the corresponding matrices as Ai' B, K, for ith 

working mode. 

3.6 Isoconditioning Loci 

For each Jacobian matrix and for all the poses of the end-effector, we 
calculate the optimum conditioning according to the orientation of the end
effector. We can notice that there is a singular configuration for any 
orientation of the end-effector. 

Fig.6 depicts the isoconditioning loci of matrix A. We depict in Fig.7 the 
isoconditioning loci of matrix B. We notice that the loci of both working 
modes are identical. This is due to both the absence of joint limits on the 
actuated joints and the symmetry of the manipulator. For one configuration, 
only the signs of mi change from a working mode to another, but the 
condition number K is compu~d from the absolute values of mi. The shapes 
of the isoconditioning loci of ,K are similar to those of the isoconditioning 
loci of A: onlv the numerical values varv. 

yfr ylr 

10 20 

I ~ 1 J 

10 10 

O~ 0.' 

00 00 

;) ' ;)5 

. ) 0 · 10 

al::' -I ~ 

-20 -20 

Figure -6. Isoconditioning loci of the matrix (a) Al and (b) A2 with R/r = 2 and f/r = 2 

For the first working mode, the condition number of matrix A decreases 
regularly around the isotropic configuration. The isoconditioning loci 
resemble concentric circles. However, for the second working mode, the 
isoconditioning loci of matrix A resemble ellipses. Characteristic length L 
depends on r. Two indices can be studied according to parameter R: 
(i) the area of the Cartesian workspace, called S; 
(ii) the average of the conditioning, called K. 

The first index is identical for the two working modes. Fig. 8 depicts the 
variation of S as a function of Rlr, for 1/ r = 2 . Its maximum value is reached 
when R/r = 0.5. 
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Figure -7. Isoconditioning loci of the matrix (a) B] and (b) B2 with Rlr = 2 and Ilr = 2 
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Figure -10. K (B]), K (B2) = .f{RJr) Figure -II. K (1(,), K ( 1(2 ) = fiR/r) 

For the three matrices studied, K can be regarded as a global performance 
index. This index allows us to compare the working modes. Figures.9, 10 
and 11 depict K (A), K (B) and K (K), respectively, as a function of Rlr, 
with l/r=2. 

The value of K (A]) increases with R. At the opposite, the maximum 

value of K (A2 ) is reached whcn R/r = 2. For both the working modes 

studied, K (BJ and K (B2) are identical for Rlr fixed. For the first working 
mode, the minimum value of K (K]) and the maximum area of Cartesian 

workspace S occur at different values of Rlr. This means that we must reach 
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a compromise under these two indices. For the second working mode, there 
is an optimum of K (K2 ) close to the optimum of S, for R/ r = 2 . 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We produced the isoconditioning loci of the Jacobian matrices of a three
PRR parallel manipulator. This concept being general, it can be applied to 
any three-dof planar parallel manipulator. To solve the problem of 
heterogeneity of the Jacobian matrix, we used the notion of characteristic 
length. This length was defined for the isotropic configuration of the 
manipulator. The isoconditioning curves thus obtained characterize, for 
every posture of the manipulator, the optimum conditioning for all possible 
orientations of the end-effector. This index is compared with the area of the 
Cartesian workspace and the conditioning average. The two optima being 
different, it is necessary to find another index to determine the optimum 
values. The results of this paper can be used to choose the working mode 
which is best suited to the task at hand or as a global performance index 
when we study the optimum design of these kinds of manipulators. 
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Abstract: The elastokinematic performances of automotive axles guarantee driveability 
and security of passengers, also giving vehicles improved road-holding 
properties as well as increasing or reducing briskness. The search for improved 
performances leads to optimisation of mechanism kinematics. It also concerns 
integration of suitable bushings, which are elements in standard cars that are 
vital for passenger comfort in that they filter out vibrations. Such optimisation 
is needed since the design does not incorporate active suspension technologies. 
This paper presents a fast and efficient method which has been applied to the 
multi-criteria problem characterised by a large number of variables. It takes 
into account intended judicious specifications as well as inherent constraints to 
incorporation in the vehicle. 

Key words: optimisation, automotive, axle, modelling, elastokinematic 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of automotive axle design is to provide comfort for car 
passengers by means of optimum filtering of vibrations and running noises. 
This is done by integrating suitable rubber bushings in the structure. The 
passengers' comfort also involves limitation of body car movement, mainly 
rolling. Lastly, the design also includes determining the best road-holding 
properties, i.e. the ability of the car to follow the intended path. In actual 
fact, the suspension characteristics must match the intended ones in such a 
way that they lead to the desired behaviour, such as over-steering or under-
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steering. With all these properties in mind, research has mainly been directed 
at controlling the steering and camber angles, half-track variation and roll 
centre position under all restrictive conditions (i.e. lateral and longitudinal 
loads, vertical clearance etc.) [1], [2]. In fact, vehicle behaviour, vertical load 
transfer and tyre working conditions depend on these conditions [3]. 

Various optimisation techniques and models have been developed taking 
into account of the applied technologies on suspension mechanisms and the 
numerous parameters which are to be taken into consideration [4], [5], [6]. 
The principal objective of the present study is to apply a fast and efficient 
method to obtain the best elastokinematic axle characteristics. From this 
viewpoint, the task is based on the intention to model the studied vehicle on 
a kinematics and compliance measuring bench. If judicious specifications 
are to be respected and inherent constraints in the set up process to be taken 
into account, the modelling of the car and the optimisation method must 
provide the best configuration for the axle parameters. 

2. STUDIED DESIGN PRESENTATION 

The purpose of the study is to provide an optimised configuration of the 
Michelin OCP system (Optimised Contact Patch) (figure 1). 

The design features an innovative rear axle to create an optimised contact 
patch between the tyre and the ground [7]. In fact, to date, conventional 
axles have demonstrated the same problem. On comers, the car tilts as a 
result of the roll effect. Since tyres follow the body car movement, they are 
thus no longer perpendicular to the road. 

Consequently, the contact surface area is reduced, which means that 
perfect road-holding properties can no longer be guaranteed (figure 2) [8]. 

The principle comprises a means to uncouple vehicle roll movements 
from wheel leaning. In fact, it guarantees an optimum contact patch on 
comers and on straight lines using the following method : the larger the 
lateral force, the more the wheel leans towards the inside of the bend. 
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mobile frame bU ~ng 
su pensIon anns 

Figure -I. Michelin OCP system 

Figure -2. Effects of change in direction on contact surface 

3. AXLE MODELLING 

3.1 Working hypotheses 

The main way to perfonn an accurate study of the elastokinematic 
features of an axle is to prepare a model of the axle mounted on a vehicle on 
a kinematics and compliance measuring bench (figure 3). Detennination of 
the elastokinematic features is very important, as it affects the dynamic 
behaviour of the vehicle. 

The testing device provides a means of detennining the different forces, 
couplings, shifting and rotation of the contact patch between the tyres and 
the ground, as well as rotation and displacement of the wheel centre and the 
wheel rim plane. These data are obtained by constraining the vehicle axle by 
means of forces and shifting through the contact patch while the car body is 
fastened to the ground. 
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Figure -3. Testing device used for measuring forces and shifting between tyres and 
ground through the contact patch [9] 

The measured values allows the engineer to anticipate typical features of 
vehicle driveability. For example, let us consider lateral force testing applied 
in the same direction through the contact patch on the both wheels of a rear 
axle. This test reproduces tyre loads in a bend, with ground lateral forces 
being oriented towards the centre of the hypothetical path. Because of the 
lateral load, the two wheels are vertically constrained (effect of the jacking 
forces), in particular the outer wheels. In this situation, if the outer-wheel 
steering is negative (i.e. steering towards the outside), it contributes to the 
over-steering phenomenon: the vehicle tends to veer to the centre of the path 
(figure 4). 

In such a situation, it is apparent that small variations in parameters such 
as steering should create a significant change in driveability conditions. It is 
therefore necessary to try to obtain judicious elastokinematic specifications. 
Moreover, all types of vehicle loads (roll, lateral and longitudinal loads etc.) 
have to be taken into account. Among such specifications, we can mention 
searching for the minimum track variation under lateral forces or with bumps 
and rebounds in order to gain better control over the vehicle's behaviour. 

3.2 Geometric constraints 

The principal constraint in applying a suspension mechanism to a vehicle 
consists in considering the available volume under the car body. Suspension 
movements must be compatible with the environment [10]. In particular, we 
have to take into account elements such as the exhaust system, the petrol 
tank for rear suspension, or the transmission and engine block for front 
suspension. Beyond the static point of view, analysis of the constraints leads 
to a study of the volume swept by the suspension elements during their 
movements, to avoid interference between them, in particular during vertical 
wheel motion. Lastly, it is necessary to maintain adequate ground clearance 
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(figure 5). For example, it must remain possible to park the vehicle 
straddling the pavement. 

To sum up, the initial constraints define the range of optimisation 
geometric parameters. 

" 
•••• Real """, 

Wiohed pOib 

Figure -4. Over-steering 

Figure -5. Packaging constraints 

4. OPTIMISED AUTOMOTIVE AXLE 

The optimisation operation is organised in several stages. Firstly, the 
Michelin OCP system can be considered from a two-dimensional aspect 
(figure 6). In this way it is possible to constitute the initial elements for 
construction of a more complex three-dimensional model. The modelling 
work is performed using Adams software. 

After defining the general geometry, the first task is to consider the initial 
optimisation parameters, which define the axle geometry. All of these 
parameters define the vertical and horizontal positions of the mechanism 
links and take into account the geometric constraints explained above. 
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Figure -6. : Two-dimensional Adams model with vertical constraints 

Once the parameter default values are ascertained, we must constrain the 
model in a similar way to that used on the measuring bench. The vertical 
position of the tyre bases is then established (tyre grip conditions) (figure 6). 
The suspension springs are pre loaded in such a way that the vertical load of 
the tyres is equal to the initial experimental load for the vehicle on the bench. 
Gravity is considered as being equivalent to zero for the model, as the 
element weight has already been taken into account. In fact, the vertical tyre 
load already obtained is the result of the weight of the sprung and unsprung 
masses. 

The last stage before the optimisation campaign is designed to obtain the 
correct wheel centre stiffness, which is an important parameter on which the 
passengers' comfort depends. This is obtained by determining the correct 
rigidity value for the suspension springs. 

The intended elastokinematic specifications are defined while searching 
for better tyre working condition (figure 2) and the desired driveability 
(figure 4). We then have to take into account judicious objective functions. 
Among these studied functions, camber and half-track variation analyses 
under lateral forces or vertical motion can be mentioned (figure 7). 

Optimisation begins with a design study for each of the m loads and each 
of the s objective functions (g)j~l' ... ,\ to determine the most influential input 
parameters. At this stage, one parameter is variable and the value of the other 
parameters is fixed. We use a static simulation for each stage of the 
parameter variation and we compare the results obtained with the ones 
obtained in the previous stage. The design study thus provides sufficient 
elements to determine the n influential input parameters, called (xD i~I ...• m 

considered as optimisation variables. 
The second stage of the optimisation is a combination of one or several 

designs of experiments (DOE), also performed for each loading case k 
(k=1, ... , m) [11]. With respect to intended specifications, we must maintain 
each objective function gj within the intended range [ajk, bjk]. Each load 
study is associated with a specific objective function, such as camber under 
lateral forces or half-track variation under bump-rebound motions. Other 
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functions will define the optimisation constraints. Let us consider the 
following generic form for the studied loading case: 

(1) 

In DOE use, we must control the constraint values, such as steering under 
lateral force. The DOE comprises the following: 

.. 1fu' ... l'k h ajk+bjk • a pnncipa nctIOn to mmimise I e k = g k - -"----"---I 

2 

• constraints written as g j*k - b jk ~ 0 and a jk - g j*k ~ 0 . 

z 

x " 

~ 
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Figure -7. : Main features analysed under lateral loads and vertical motions 

Because of the mechanical model complexity, we cannot write each 
objective function gj in an analytical form. The purpose is not to obtain an 
analytical form of gk, from which we should obtain a global optimum, but 
rather a DOE must help us explore the whole space described by parameter 
values and obtain the best configuration (x" X2, ... , xn). If the selected trial 
performed in an initial DOE produces the best results, but does not respect 
the intended specifications, the optimum search operation can be repeated 
using another DOE with variation ranges closer to the previous optimum, 
until satisfactory results are obtained. For the purposes of our study, we 
preferred to use the full factorial design technique. Indeed, using a 550 MHz 
Pentium III processor, it is possible to perform 7776 trials over a period of 3 
hours, i.e. trials using 5 parameters and 6 levels. 

For a DOE, we could try to write the objective function in a form similar 
to the following, since the number of coefficients to be determined is less 
than or equal to the number of experiments: 

n n n 

gk(XP .. ·,xJ = ao + La;x; + LLaijx;xj (2) 
;=1 ;=1 j>; 
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Determination of these coefficients should be carried out using the least 
squares method. Its setting is particularly long, as it must be performed for 
each load. Another solution would be to use a less complex form of the 
objective function, to avoid the need to take into account so many 
coefficients. However, a mechanism such as a suspension system is 
characterised by the number of interactions between geometric parameters. 
We also prefer to use only DOE, whereas manual trial selection would also 
be a swift method. In this way very good results are obtained quickly. Other 
optimisation tools, such as genetic algorithms or classic methods, would not 
be more suitable because of the need for a longer development time or the 
risk of obtaining optimum results only locally [4]. 

The 3D kinematic and the 3D elastokinematic studies are the 
continuation of the optimisation process, completing the model. They can be 
performed either by adding other elements, which have not yet been 
considered, such as longitudinal suspension arms, steering rods (figure 8) or 
by replacing perfect links of the model by elastic bushings. In these cases, 
the spring settings, the design study and the optimum search operations are 
all similar. Moreover, adding elements also means that additional 
optimisation parameters have to be taken into consideration. These 
parameters define new link positions and bushing stiffness values. After 
performing all stages of the optimisation procedure, we reach the optimum 
solution for the suspension mechanism parameters. 

5. RESULTS 

For each graph obtained by the elastokinematic study, specific analysis is 
performed on the range of output parameters and also on the slope of each 
curve. In fact this feature does have a considerable effect on vehicle 
behaviour close to the state of equilibrium. 

The following graphs represent the principal characteristics of the 
suspension, at three stages of the optimisation process. The first graph is the 
most important one because it concerns the features of the OCP system. 
Lastly, a vehicle elastokinematic study is designed to examine a large 
number of parameter variations in detail. Because of the wide range of 
results, we have only presented the results for camber and half-track 
variations for the rear right-hand side wheel under lateral loads and its half
track variation under bump-rebound motions (figure 7). 

For standard suspension systems, as a result of the bushing compliance 
under lateral loads, we obtain a camber as shown in figure 7. The application 
of the OCP system allows the camber trend to be radically reversed under 
lateral loads (i.e. negative camber) (figure 9). The optimisation task 
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performed on the elastokinematic 3D model also improves this tendency. 
The increase in the camber curve slope thus obtained is about 180%. We can 
see that we improve the negative camber trend while controlling the increase 
in the right half-track variation. The resulting increase in that variation is 
about 40%, this remaining under the imposed limits (figure 10). 

Figure -8. 3D model 

• __ ocP30 -• NonopDmtMd OCp 30 -- $WdMI fUtpenu)tl -_. IDwetIml · _ .... 

Figure -9. Right camber variation under 
lateral loads 

This control is performed using a prudent range of trials obtained from 
the experiment designs. This selection takes into account all parameters for 
each vehicle load described by the intended specifications. It is then possible 
to maximise or minimise the parameters, while maintaining the other 
parameters in a correct range. In particular, optimisation leads to a decrease 
of 35% in the half-track variation under bump-rebound motion (figure 11), 
while the best results we could achieve were a variation of virtually zero. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The elastokinematic features of a vehicle have a considerable impact on 
its dynamic behaviour, such as road-holding. The principal method of 
studying these features is to represent the vehicle on a measuring bench 
using a numerical model. The objective is then to improve accurately the 
elastokinematic properties while optimising the model and obtaining the 
intended specifications. 

Axle optimisation involves many parameters, which define both 
geometry and bushing stiffness. We then need a fast and efficient method to 
achieve optimum intended specifications, on which the vehicle road-holding 
properties depend. The method comprises several stages. Following design 
studies, a series of experiment designs allow us to explore a wide range of 
configurations and to determine a satisfactory optimum, while also 
respecting the imposed constraints. A further assignment should deal with 
the comparison between numerical and experimental results, in order to 
improve the numerical model's quality. 
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SELF-LOOSENING MODEL FOR BOLTED 
ASSEMBLIES UNDER TRANSVERSE STRESSES 
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Abstract: The present article investigates self-loosening of bolted assemblies under the 
effects of transverse loads. Firstly, we discuss the relaxation phenomenon that 
occurs at the end of tightening. We then perform modeling and calculus for 
self-loosening conditions for a short screw, neglecting the tilt of the screw in 
its tapping. In particular, we determine a maximum value for the friction 
coefficient such that this self-loosening occurs. Lastly, we indicate the 
procedure to confirm these results and to extend the study to the case of long 
screws. 

Key words: bolted assembly, screw, unscrewing, screw-loosening, self-loosening. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional wisdom as contained in mechanical construction text books 
has it that "a well chosen and well tightened bolt does not loosen 
spontaneously". However, a host of devices intended precisely to prevent 
untimely unscrewing are manufactured and successfully marketed, none of 
which prevents operating incidents caused by the unexpected loosening of a 
bolted assembly being a relatively frequent occurrence. Although such 
events do not always lead to the total release of the parts, loosening leads to 
increased mobility of the parts and can cause fatigue fractures. 

Factors inductive to loosening are well-known: apart from sizing or 
assembly errors, we can mention impacts, vibrations, temperature variations, 
creep of materials, etc. A wide range of techniques have for long been used 
by manufacturers to prevent unscrewing. Among those most frequently used, 
we can mention locking the rotation of threaded parts (using pins, 
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deformable washers, etc.), braking by reinforcing friction on a fixed part or 
in the thread (using lock washers, close-fit threads, etc.), binding the thread, 
etc. The multiplication of these techniques testifies to the complexity of the 
problem, and the difficulty of solving it in a sure and economical way. But 
sometimes the very device designed to avoid unscrewing leads to rupture of 
the assembly by exceeding the tightening limits, damage to the parts through 
surface caulking during assembly, or through damage incurred during 
disassembly. 

Since Goodier and Sweeney in 1945 [1], a number of authors have 
investigated self-loosening, either to analyse the physical causes or to 
determine the technological conditions that may prevent it. In particular, 
Hess [2] and Junker [3] can be mentioned in this context. Their works 
distinguish different kinds of phenomenon, according to whether the 
assemblies are subjected to an axial moment, an axial force or a transverse 
force on the bolt axis. 

Self-loosening under the effect of axial moment is a relatively frequent 
phenomenon that is fairly easy to understand [4]. A part, fastened by a 
screw, turns about the axis of this screw and drives it in its rotation by 
friction. Axial tightening of the screw, acting on the helicoidal form thread, 
causes a torque reaction that encourages movement in the unscrewing 
direction. This explains why, in the event of an alternating load due to 
irregularity of the torque or to a vibration in torsion, we shall observe a 
general unscrewing movement. 

Self-loosening under the effect of an axial force is a much rarer 
phenomenon. Indeed, its very existence is open to debate. Some of the 
experiments described in the literature involve impacts and we may surmise 
that that these impacts are capable of inducing transverse loads that would 
explain the observed screw-loosening. Other experimenters obtain screw
loosening (and even screwing!) of bolts subjected to very weak tightening 
through axial vibrations. Through experiments and by calculation, we 
conducted tests [5] to determine the conditions that would be conducive to 
spontaneous screw-loosening under the effect of a purely axial force of a 
simple but realistic bolted assembly. We only attained that point with 
tightening levels very much lower than those used in mechanical assemblies. 

Finally, spontaneous screw-loosening under the effect of a transverse 
force is the type most frequently encountered. While we can readily 
reproduce this condition in experiments, modelling and calculating it are 
delicate matters because we need to take into account displacements, friction 
and deformations in the complex forms of the thread. Different authors have 
insisted on a number of aspects, especially flexion of the thread [6], tilting of 
the screw about an axis perpendicular to the exerted force [7] and swivelling 
of the screw around a parallel and laterally shifted axis [8]. In all events, 
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under an alternating load, the screw comes to rest sometimes against one 
side and sometimes against the other side of the thread, and slides in the 
tapped hole with low rotation, always oriented in the screw-loosening 
direction. 

We shall first present relaxation of the screw torsion that occurs at the 
end of screwing. We shall then study the behaviour of a screwed assembly 
under the effect of a transverse load: we shall see, in the case of a short 
screw, the conditions for sliding under the head, sliding in the thread, and the 
process that leads to self-loosening. Finally, we shall state the limits to this 
study and suggest how further studies may be conducted to take matters 
further. 

2. RELAXATION AT THE END OF SCREW
TIGHTENING 

The assembly considered here comprises a right-threaded screw, engaged 
in a tapped hole in a massive base, with a part being clamped in place 
between the screw-head and the tapped base. For numerical applications, the 
ISO metric thread is retained, with a half angle of thread of2a= 60° and the 
average thread lead angle fJ"" 3° for ordinary thread pitches and fJ"" 2° for 
fine pitches. 

Let us refer to figure 1 and, as stated in [9], consider the screw subjected 
to an external torque, C, exerted on the head (using a wrench or some other 
screw-tightening tool) and to friction and reaction in relation to its supports: 
torque, C" due to friction under the head, torque, Ct, due to contact in the 
threading and tension, Q, of the stem. The transverse force F is null and the 
screw equilibrium results in the relation: C + Cs + Ct = 0 . 

The expression for the friction torque under the head is C, = Jls r, Q 
during screwing and Cs = - Jls r, Q during unscrewing, where Jls is the 
coefficient of friction and r, the equivalent part's action radius under the 
head. 

The torque in the thread is expressed by Ct = JI/ r t Q during screw
tightening and by Ct = fl/' rt Q during unscrewing, where JI/ and JI/' are the 
equivalent coefficients of friction and r t is the equivalent action radius. An 
elementary calculation shows that: 

3 3 
2 r, out - r, in 

r f =- 2 2 

3 r, out - rt in 

(1) 

, sin fJ + JI, cos fJ 
JI, = . fJ cosa- JI, sm 

" - sin fJ + JI, cos fJ 
JI, = . fJ cosa+ JI, sm 

(2) 
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rs out and rs in are the outer and inner radii of the annular bearing surface of 
the head, while the same applies for r t. /1t is the coefficient of friction on 
contact of the threads. 

z 

~c, 

Figure -I. Forces and torques exerted on the screw 

During screw-tightening, the stem of the screw is subjected to torsion that 
tends to make the threaded portion rotate in the screwing direction. When the 
external torque, C, is no longer applied to the head, torsion remaining in the 
stem still tends to make the threaded portion rotate in the screwing direction 
and the torque in the thread retains the same sign (i.e. Ct remains positive). 
Conversely, the same torsion tends to bring the head back in the unscrewing 
direction and the frictional torque under the head then changes its sign (i.e. 
Cs becomes negative). 

The torsional moment that remains in the stem at the end of the 
tightening is limited by the least value (in absolute value terms) of torques Cs 

and Ct. For example, with a standard size connecting screw: 
- /1/ > /1s due to the wedging effect resulting from the half angle of the 

thread, a, and the lead angle, f3 ; 
- rt < rs as the mean radius of the thread is less than the mean radius of 

the seat surface of the head. 
The wedging effect of the thread is generally predominant: /1/ rt > /1s rs 

and, after screwing, we can see very slight sliding of the screw head in the 
screw-loosening direction, bringing the torsional moment in the stem back to 
the value of the sliding torque of the screw head: 

(3) 

If, during later use of the assembly, some transverse loads lead to the 
thread or the bearing surface of the head sliding, then rotation of these 
surfaces will be eased and the screw will end up losing its torsion. If, finally, 
this sliding occurs both under the head and on the thread, spontaneous 
screw-loosening can be obtained. We shall now proceed to analyse this 
phenomenon. 
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3. SELF-LOOSENING OF A SHORT SCREW 
SUBMITTED TO TRANSVERSE SLIDING 
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Here, we shall study short screws (Figure - 1) for which a transverse load 
F generated by a transverse movement d of the tightened part along the 
i axis generates only slight rocking torque about the ji axis. We shall 
neglect the latter torque and consider the stem of the screw to work without 
noticeable bending in traction, torsion and shearing. We shall also assume 
that the tension Q of the stem is uniformly distributed along the contact 
surfaces, as much at the support of the screw head as in the thread. 

3.1 Sliding under the head 

Given y , the rotation of the screw around its z axis, according to figure 
2 (a), at one point of the contact surface of co-ordinates (p, B), the sliding 
velocity of the tightened part in comparison with the screw and its module 
will be given by : 

v = dx - Pit (4) 

y v ~c. 

'~ 
F x I r p 

c:::::> ,\' ~ 

(a) - under the screw head ( b) - on the thread 

Figure -2. Velocity and load 

Considering the distribution of the sliding velocity on the bearing 
surface, Ss , the contact loads result in a force F along i and a torque Cs 

along z : 

Q J- vd F = J.1s - X.- s 
Ss Ss V 

Q J - v Cs =J.1s- pt.-ds 
Ss s, v 

(5) 
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During screw-loosening, the torsional moment in the stem ofthe screw is 
low. As a result, the tangential velocity rj due to the rotation of the head is 
small compared to the translation velocity d : 

(6) 

The expressions for F and Cs are then simplified in : 

(7) 

3.2 Slide in the thread 

At one point of the contact surface, of co-ordinates (p, 8), the sliding 
velocity of the nut in comparison with the screw is (Figure - 2 (b)) : 

v = -xx - pji + (x cos B tan a + x sin B tan f3 - pytan f3)z (8) 

Considering the distribution of the sliding velocity on the contact surface 
of the thread St, the contact loads result in a force -F along x and a torque 
Ct along z: 

_ F = Q f,U/(pr sinB - x) - v(sinac_o~B + sin f3sin B) ds 
St s, vcosa- ,U,v.z 

(9) 

C = Sl fV sin f3 - ,U, (pr - x sin 8) d 
t ~ _ _ s 

S, s, vcosa- ,U,v.z 
(10) 

Given Et , the ratio of tangential and transverse velocities in the thread : 

E, = Irt y / xl and with A( B) = ~1 + E/ - 2E, sin B + cos 2B tan 2a ,we can 

write: 

F = _1_ 2J ,U, (1- E, sin B) + (sin acos B + sin f3 sin B).A( B) dB 

Q 27r 0 cos a.A( B) - 'ut (cos B tan a + sin 8 tan f3 - E, tan f3) 

C 1 2f" sin f3.A( 8) - 'u/ (E, - sin 8) 
-=- dB 
r,Q 27r 0 cos a.A( B) - ,U, (cos 8 tan a + sin B tan f3 - E, tan f3) 

(11) 

(12) 
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These expressions were evaluated numerically for the case of a coarse 
ISO metric thread pitch for various values of the friction coefficient !If and 
ratio ff. 

3.3 Screw-loosening conditions 

A transverse movement of the screw is only possible when the force due 
to the sliding of the tightened part under the screw head is higher than that 
needed for sliding of the threads in the tapped hole. According to equations 
(7) and (9), this condition can be expressed as follows: F /Q > Ps 

Figure 3 shows that, if the coefficients of friction are identical under the 
screw head and in the threaded region, this condition obtains for Ct > 0,75 , 
whatever the value of p .. 

According to equation (7), the frictional torque under the screw head 
tends towards ° when Cs is small, i.e. when the slide velocity of the tightened 
part is high compared to the unscrewing velocity. If this condition is 
observed, and if a transverse movement of the screw occurs, unscrewing will 
occur only if torque Ct due to the contact in the thread becomes positive. The 
numerical evaluation of equation (10) leads to figure 4. 

0.25 .-----------------------, 
F /lQ I force in the thread 

force under the head 
0.2 r----_ 

.. .... , f1 = 0.08 

----f1=0.12 

-- f1 = 0.16 

0.15 ------

0.1 " ... • .• . ... . .. 
. ........ . 

0.05 - .... --, ........ -.... .. . . ~.--::-: 
limit of the transverse sliding 

o ~-----------------~ 
o 0.5 1.5 Et 2 

Figure -3. Transverse forces due to sliding 
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0.2 ,--------,----------------, 

/.it 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

limit of 
tran vcr e 

( ~>,u. ) 

limit of rotational lide 
(C,> O) 

I 
elf-Ioo ening domain 

o ~ _______ L_ _____________ ~ 

o 0.5 1.5 2 

Figure -4. Self loosening domain 

3.4 Self-loosening scenario 

Let us consider an assembly comprising a short screw tightening a part 
subjected to an alternative transverse movement. 

Immediately after screwing, the relaxation described above takes place. 
This relaxation brings the torque in the stem back to the value of the sliding 
torque of the screw head on the part. 

The first transverse movements of the part leads to the screw head being 
able to rotate again in the unscrewing direction until the torque in the stem 
reaches a value close to O. In this phase, the threaded portion of the screw 
that is acted on in the screwing direction, does not rotate because the torque 
due to the thread lead angle is opposite to the torsional moment. When the 
torsion of the stem is cancelled out, the combined action of the torque due to 
thread lead angle and the transverse force due to the slide under the head can 
cause the screw to move in its tapped hole. Figure 4 shows that this occurs 
only for a coefficient of friction at the thread contact of less than 0.12. For 
current values of /.it (between 0.1 and 0.12), the ratio Et of tangential and 
transverse velocities at the thread is about 0.75 to 1. Conversely, the ratio E;, 

of tangential and transversal velocities under the screw head is close to 0: 
rotation and radial displacement of the screw in its tapped hole are very slow 
as compared with the motion of the tightened part. 

What results paradoxically from this is that an increase in the coefficient 
of friction j.1s under the head makes unscrewing easier by allowing 
translatory drive of the screw by the tightened part while the resistive torque 
Cs under the head remains almost null. This can explain the sometimes 
negative role played by certain anti-unscrewing washers. 
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4. LIMITS TO RESOLUTION AND PROSPECTS 

We should bear in mind, however, that the above results are based on a 
number of assumptions. The most serious problems here appear to us to 
relate to variability in the coefficients of friction and to the tilting of the 
screw in its tapped hole. 

We are all well aware that Coulomb's laws of friction only provide a 
rough approximation and the coefficients of friction which we have assumed 
to be constant depend on the sliding velocity. This can make starting up very 
slow motion of the screw in its tapped hole more difficult. 

Further, we have neglected tilting torque around the y axis and, as a 
result, we have assumed uniform distribution of the tension of the stem Q 
over the contact surfaces, both on the support of the screw head and on the 
thread. This assumption appears to be justified only in the case of very short 
screws. For an assembly with greater thickness, transverse resistance to 
sliding of the head, acting along the portion between the tapped hole and the 
screw head, generates a tilting moment. The deformation of the thread and of 
the head, combined with bending of the stem, produces a rotation of the 
screw in its tapped hole around the y axis perpendicular to both the 
movement and the axis of the tightened part. These deformations can absorb 
slight movement of the part and prevent or delay the slide needed for 
unscrewing. 

Moreover, the slide of the screw in its tapped hole is much more readily 
obtained under the effect of tilting torque than through transverse force 
alone : it begins on the first thread and gradually propagates through the 
depth of the tapped hole. We believe this effect to be preponderant where the 
screw is no longer very short, explaining most cases of self-loosening 
observed under transverse stress. Detailed study of this phenomenon would 
require us to use more refined models to consider deformations of the thread, 
the core of the screw and the tapped support itself, throughout the length of 
the thread in contact. Pursuing the model further would appear to be difficult 
without resorting to numerical methods. 

Finally, we carried out a number of series of tests to check our forecasts, 
imposing alternative movement on a part tightened by a screw (Figure -5). 
We were able to measure the change in rotation and tension of the screw 
during self-loosening, together with movement of the screw in its tapped 
hole. 
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Figure -5. Testing apparatus - transverse stresses 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study introduced modelling of the self-loosening process for a 
bolted assembly, in the case of a short screw, neglecting tilting of the screw 
in its tapped hole. The self-loosening conditions were established and, in 
particular, we determined a maximum value for the coefficient of friction. 
Finally, wc indicated how these results could be confirmed through further 
investigation and how the study could be extended to study the case of long 
screws. 
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Abstract: In the automotive passive safety field, numerical simulations gradually replace 
experimental crash-tests, and allow through parametric studies an improved 
definition of the architecture and the sizing of vehicles. Tn this context, this 
paper is focused on a methodology for crashworthiness optimization. Aftcr a 
review of difficulties inherent to thc numerical modeling, we propose a global 
optimization strategy based on a surrogate approach: the resolution of the real 
optimization problem is replaced by a sequence of resolutions of approximate 
problems. An interpolation model is adopted in order to smoothen the 
objective function and constraints and to enable the analytical calculations of 
their gradients. The response surface model is build by a stochastic process. 
Unlike traditional techniques of construction of polynomial response surfaces 
by least squares regression, the approach developed, based on SPH (smooth 
particle hydrodynamics) methods, makes it possible to reproduce strong non
linearities of the objectivc functions and limiting constraints. Moreover, the 
flexibility of these models allows the updating of the approximation during the 
optimization process, which makes it possible to improve locally the quality of 
the approximations. We compare thc quality of the approximations for various 
types of optimal design of experiments. 

Key words: Optimization, Response Surface Methodology, Design of Experiment, 
Crashworthiness 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Car manufacturers are today brought to reduce their development times 
to answer expectations of their customers and to remain competitive. In this 

159 
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context, the designers are increasingly using numerical simulation 
techniques, which gradually replace physical testing on real prototypes. 

At the same time, aided design methods make their appearance in 
engineering and design departments. They allow the parameterization of 
numerical models of vehicles, and guide the engineers in their choice of new 
technological solutions. Meanwhile, the field of passive security is an area of 
on-going progress currently favoured by car manufacturers. The 
implementation of optimization techniques in fast dynamics thus facilitates 
the design of vehicles with respect to this service. Numerical optimization of 
crashworthiness requires the meshing of the vehicle (fig 1). 

Figure -I. Mesh ofa vehicle 

In the automotive passive safety field, an objective function can be 
represented by the PMG acceleration . 

. L ...... ~., ,·t· ' .. ". ~iDeceJ~(adon PMG Ji 
\ : l \ : • -, -" . . ~ .... , .. D -- .--.~-- ~ , ... -- .. ---- ..... , .... , 
~J*~ .... :' : \1: : ; : 

::r::,.::t:::::.1::: :~' :::: :::::: ; ::::::r :::::1 ' " 'r " j ~ t , ! I • ............. . .. ". ....................... .,. . . ----" --- .... -_ .... _-. 
I I • , • " I • .. ~ ....... ~ .. -- .. ;------ .. , --. ----. ~S3' ....... : · . ,. . 
• • • I, • 

.. .I ........ . . , . . .. . ................ . ....... .. "* __ _ ... .1 _ .. ___ , 
I I 1 I I I • · . . . . . 

J.. - ~ -.----~---.---:.-.----f-----.-:.-.- ' 

Figure -2. Acceleration ofPMG 
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Generally, the objective and constraint functions of a structural 
optimization problem are implicit with respect to the design parameters: they 
can be evaluated using finite elements analysis. This step is the most 
expensive operation of the minimization algorithm. Therefore, the most 
effective optimization methods [1] use the concepts of approximation. The 
initial design problem is replaced by a sequence of approximate and explicit 
problems. These approximation techniques are local when they are based on 
the linearization of the functions; they are considered to be global when 
identifying polynomial models or neural networks. 

1.2 Formulation of crashworthiness optimization 
problems 

The optimization problems encountered during the dimensioning of 
vehicles in crash are classically described by the following system: 

{ 
minF(x,q,q,q) 

x 

g(x,q,q,q) ~ 0 
Mq + g int (q, q) = g ext (q, q) 

where F is the objective function of the optimization problem, g are the 
constraint functions of optimization, and x is the vector of the design 
variables. Displacements q, speeds q and accelerations q of the structure 
are controlled by the discrete dynamics equation, integrated by an explicit 
time scheme. 

Numerical simulation of automotive crash-tests is delicate because of the 
nature of the involved physical phenomena such as buckling of the 
structures. The calculated time response is therefore strongly non-linear, 
numerically very unstable, and their gradients cannot be computed 
analytically. We propose in this article the formulation of an approximation 
model, which aims to regularize optimization problems in fast dynamics. 
After a description of the interpolation model, we examine some of its 
properties, before illustrating its construction in an analytical example. 
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2. APPROXIMATION MODEL FORMULATION 

2.1 Basics 

The approximation model presented in this paragraph, based on bayesian 
statistics, is inspired by SPH techniques (Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics) 
[2][3], initiated in the Eighties in the field of astrophysics. These methods 
consist in approaching a function y by a balanced sum y of exponential [4] 
or spline shape functions <Pi' 

The model suggested generates continuous and differentiable response 
surface on the field of study, following the equation: 

11 

L<Pi(x)ai 
y(x) = ...:...i=,,-l __ 

n 

L<Pi(X) 
;=1 

The interpolation coefficients a i are obtained by a collocation method, 
and are solutions of the following linear system: 

<PI (Xl) <Pn (Xl) 

L<Pi(Xl) L<Pi(Xl) r'}=r~')} 
<PI (XJ <Pn (xJ an y(xJ 

L<Pi(XJ L<Pi(Xn ) 

where the vector (. XI' ... , Xn) represents the list of simulation points 
where the function y is evaluated exactly, and <Pi(X) is the value of the 
correlation function at the X point. 

2.2 Correlation function 

The shape functions [5] are ofa gaussian type (fig 3): 

where the distance Ilx - Xi II is the length between the points X and Xi' 
and k a strictly positive normalization parameter. . 
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Figure -3. Gaussian-type shape function 

The k parameter controls the shape of the surrogate surface by modifying 
the size of the support of the shape functions (figure 4). Low values of k 
produce very smooth surfaces, while high values of k produce staircase 
surfaces. 

k= l k=20 
Figure -4. Influence of the k parameter on the shape of the interpolations 

2.3 Modeling properties 

The suggested modeling presents some interesting properties III the 
context of the resolution of optimization problems in fast dynamics: 

Ability to Reproduce non-linearities: contrary to linearizations and 
models of polynomial regression, the suggested interpolations are defined 
by linear combinations of non-linear functions, and thus restore the 
possibly strongly non-linear behavior of the objective function and 
limiting constraints, 
Flexibility: The approximations contain one shape function for each point 
in the sample of numerical experiments (Xl ' ... , xn). In an optimization 
process, this property makes it possible to enrich the approximations with 
information provided at each iteration by the mathematical optimization 
algorithm. This principle ensures convergence towards a real minimum 
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of the initial optimization problem, because approximate surfaces locally 
tend to the real modeled surfaces, 

- Differentiation: The sensitivity analysis, essential to the calculation of the 
directions of descent used by optimization programs, is performed by 
analytical differentiation of the interpolation models. 

3. DEFINITION OF THE SAMPLE OF 
SIMULATION POINTS 

The determination of the sample of simulation points is obtained by a 
design of experiment strategy. Designs of Experiments are classically used 
to identify analytical models with a minimum of physical or numerical 
testing [6]. 

3.1 Factorial and Central-Composite design of 
experiment approach 

The full-factorial design is based on the evaluation of all the 
combinations of factors to explore the field of variation. Three levels at least 
are necessary to estimate non-linearities in responses. An economic 
alternative to this type of design is the central-composite type. It is obtained 
by the union of a two-level full factorial design, a center point, and two 
additional points for each factor. 

3.2 D-optimal design 

Considering the costs of calculations raised in crash automotive, a D
Optimal Design of Experiment [7] has been developed to solve optimization 
problems with more than 5 design parameters. 

4. COUPLING BETWEEN THE APPROXIMATION 
MODEL AND THE OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM 

As previously introduced, the responses obtained in fast dynamics are 
unstable and contain numerical noise. Consequently, the related optimization 
problems are badly conditioned and present many local minima. We present 
an optimization algorithm adapted to the problems of the automotive crash. 
It is based on the coupling of a method of mathematical programming with 
the construction of interpolation surfaces, and consists in two main phases. 
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- an exploratory phase, which identifies a number of potentially optimal 
zones in the initial design space, by means of an examination technique. 

- the actual optimization phase, in which several optimization sub
problems are solved by a mathematical programming method. 
During the optimization by the mathematical programming algorithm, the 

response surfaces are updated. The solution of each optimization problem 
approached is included in the approximations of the following problem. This 
process is repeated until convergence of the algorithm is obtained, and 
makes it possible to tend locally to a solution of the real problem. 

In addition, the exploratory phase leads to the definition of various sub
problems of optimization, which correspond to various local minima of the 
real problem. 

5. ANALYTICAL EXAMPLE: THE ROSENBROCK 
FUNCTION 

The Rosenbrock function is a classic unconstrained optimization test
case. It is very delicate to solve because the surface to be minimized presents 
a very lengthened, arc of circle-shaped valley. Its analytical expression is as 
follows: 

The minimum of this function is the point (1,1), for which f=O. The 
exploratory phase of the algorithm results in the generation of an initial 
response surface built on a 4-level full factorial DOE. 

Table 1. 4-level full factorial design 

# XI x 2 f # XI x 2 f 
-1.75 -1.75 2323.6 9 -1.75 1.25 336.1 

2 -0.25 -1.75 330.1 10 -0.25 1.25 142.6 
3 1.25 -1.75 1097.3 11 1.25 1.25 9.8 
4 2.75 -1.75 8675.3 12 2.75 1.25 3987.8 
5 -1.75 -0.25 1104.8 13 -1.75 2.75 17.3 
6 -0.25 -0.25 11.3 14 -0.25 2.75 723.8 
7 1.25 -0.25 328.6 15 1.25 2.75 141.1 
8 2.75 -0.25 6106.6 16 2.75 2.75 2319.1 

This initial approximation leads to the identification of two valleys Rl 
and R2 defined by: 
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{
- 0.56 < XI < l.64 {- 2.00 < XI < -0.90 

R I : R2 : 
- 0.92 < X z < l.28 1.90 < x 2 < 3.00 

The optimization algorithm, based on approximations of f updated 
throughout convergence, is then used in each of these areas, and results in 
the following solutions: 

p.: = (0.89;0.79) et f* (~) = 0.012 

p; = (-1.43;2.05) et f* (Pz ) = 5.900 

The resolution of the Rl problem is illustrated in figure 5. The layout of 
the initial interpolation in the Rl area is represented in figure lOa. Figure 
lOb shows the path of the optimization process on the final approximation, 
obtained after 5 successive updates . 

... ..--

... ~ - -="'""~~--:----,.:---:~ 
""". -01 • Dl 

" 

Figure -5. Resolution in the Rl area 

6. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

We illustrate the application of the surrogate approach on the 
optimization of an automotive component. The objective is to minimize the 
deceleration of the PMG component. The design variables (figure 6) are the 
stiffness of 3 beams which make up the front part of the vehicle. 
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Figure -6. Design variables of the automotive crashworthiness optimization 
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The FE model contains 2000 elements and the runtime of a simulation on 
a Cray J916 runs into 1000s. We compare (figure 7) the deceleration 
response of the PMG component obtained by the approximation method to 
the crash-test response. 
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Figure -7. PMG deceleration curve 

These results are obtained with a D-optimal Design of Experiment 
combining 49 numerical tests. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The proposed optimization method of non-linear problems, based on the 
construction of a sequence of interpolations, answers the problems of 
optimization in fast dynamics. Moreover, this method allows to identify 
several local minima and the iterative update of the approximations makes it 
possible to converge at a lower cost to the solutions of the real problems. 
This method is applied successfully to industrial problems of explicit 
dynamics in the optimization of pre-sizing models of motor vehicles in 
frontal collision. 
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Abstract: 

Key words: 

In this study, a multidiscplinary optimisation methodology of composite 
structures with the Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) process is suggested in 
order to satisfy both the structural and the process requirements. Among the 
composite manufacturing techniques, the RTM process is distinguished for its 
own many advantages such as low manufacturing costs, complex shapes, high 
productivity, and good mechanical performance. In designing composite 
structures with the RTM process, tailoring the fibre preform architecture plays 
an important role as well as deciding the injection strategy. With some 
appropriate assumptions, a simplified optimisation method is suggested to find 
a near optimal design configuration. At first, the number of fibre mats, the 
stacking sequence of layer angles and the injection gate locations are found in 
order to satisfy the structural criteria, such as the stiffness requirement, and the 
process criteria, such as the mould filling time. Then, the thickness of the 
composite laminate and the fibre volume fraction are determined so as to 
reduce the weight keeping all the design criteria satisfied. This problem is a 
multi-objective optimisation problem and hence an objective function is 
appropriately formulated. As an optimisation technique, a genetic algorithm is 
used. The reliability of the present design methodology is assessed with some 
examples. 

design methodology, genetic algorithm, multi-objective optimisation, resin 
transfer moulding (RTM) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last several decades, much attention has been paid to the 
optimisation of composite structures to improve their mechanical 
performance or reduce their weight. Also, some research has been carried 
out on the optimisation of manufacturing processes, especially in liquid 
composite mouldings such as Resin Transfer Moulding (R TM) and injection 
moulding, in order to reduce the manufacturing cost. However, these 
structural optimisations and process optimisations have been performed 
separately. Sometimes, the optimal design solution obtained only by 
structural optimisation yields a high manufacturing cost due to 
manufacturing complexities and long cycle times. As a consequence, it is 
necessary to consider both structural and process requirements for the design 
of composite structures. 

In order to take into account the structural requirements in RTM, it is 
important to tailor fibre preform architecture such as fibre volume fraction 
and fibre orientation. From the processing point of view, it is very important 
to reduce the mould filling time so as to decrease the cycle time. It is also 
important to complete the mould filling before the resin cures. Thus, the 
injection strategy such as location of injection gate plays an important role. 

In this study, the genetic algorithm is used as an optimisation algorithm. 
The genetic algorithm is proven to be a powerful and robust search method 
to deal with highly non-linear and large spaces having many possible local 
optima. It also performs well for integer programming problems such as 
stacking sequence optimisation problems. 

As design variables, the stacking sequence of fibre mat and a location of 
injection gates are taken to satisfy all the structural and process requirements 
with a presumed fibre volume fraction, a number of fibre mats and a 
corresponding composite laminate thickness. And then, the thickness of the 
composite structure is minimized to reduce the weight of the part so that the 
design solution still satisfies the design criteria. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

2.1 Structural analysis 

The composite laminate is assumed as the lay-up of the composite layers 
which are composed of unidrectional fibre mat (glass fibre) and 
thermosetting polymer resin (epoxy resin). Each layer is assumed to have a 
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same thickness. The elastic moduli of the composites can be derived from 
the moduli of the fibre and of the matrix by the Halpin-Tsai equations [1]. 

M= modulus E2, Gn or V23 

VI = fibre volume fraction 
~ = 2 for calculation for E2 , ~ = I for calculation for G 12 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The displacements under the loads are calculated with classical 
lamination theory and finite element method [2]. 

2.2 Process analysis 

The resin flow phenomenon during RTM process can be regarded as the 
flow through porous media, which has been described by Darcy's law. 
Darcy's law relates the fluid flow to the pressure gradient using the fluid 
viscosity and the permeability of the porous medium [3]. 

- Kn u =-- vP 
JL 

(5) 

The components of the permeability tensor transformed along axis x', at 
an angle e to the principal x axis can be obtained by the next relations [4]. 

(6) 
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K9 =(KxxCOS2e+KyySin2e 

(-Kxx + Kyy)sinecose 

(-Kxx +Kyy)sinecose: 

K xx sin 2 e + K yy cos 2 e 
(7) 

The gapwised averaged permeability components Kij for a lay-up of n 
layers each of thickness hi with permeability components in the local mould 
co-ordinate frame K~ will be given by [5] 

(8) 

where H is the total thickness of the layup. Once the permeabilities are 
known, the pressure distribution is computed with equation (9). 

(9) 

With the obtained pressure distribution, the velocity distribution can be 
computed as in equation (5). 

In order to solve the governing equation, the Control Volume Finite 
Element Method (CVFEM) combined with Volume of Fluid (VOF) concept 
was applied [6,7]. 

3. OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE 

3.1 Classification of the problem 

In this study, two classes of the problems are treated. 
According to the number of the injection gates, one-gate injection and 

two-gate injection are treated. 
In the present study, two numbers of preassigned orientation angles are 

used: 0° and 90°, namely the cross-ply laminate. 

3.2 Optimisation procedure 

The final goal is to reduce the weight of the laminate plate while the 
design solutions satisfY all the design requirements. In this problem, there 
exist multiple variables and hence it is not so easy to consider all the 
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variables at the same time. Thus, it is necessary to simplify the problem with 
appropriate assumptions. In the beginning, the fibre volume fraction and the 
number of layers are assumed appropriately. Only the stacking sequence of 
the layers and injection gate locations are considered as design variables and 
these two design variables are optimized to satisfY the structural and process 
requirements. Then, the minimum number of the layers N is found which 
satisfies all the design requirements. Up to this step, the fibre volume 
fraction has been maintained as a constant. Thus, the thickness of the 
laminate plate is proportional to the number of layers. With a given number 
of fibre mats, the thickness is inversely proportional to the fibre volume 
fraction in this stage. As the thickness is increased, the stiffness of the 
structure is enhanced. Now, the number of the layers, stacking sequence of 
layers and injection gate locations are found out to satisfY the structural and 
the process requirements. Then, the weight minimisation is performed. Two 
starting points are considered. The one is N-J layers with an according 
stacking sequence and injection gate locations. The other is N layers with 
according design configurations. The former with N-J layers does not satisfY 
both structural and process requirements. However, the selected design 
configuration with N-J layers is near an optimal one among the design 
configurations with N-J layers. The latter with N layers, of course, satisfies 
all the design requirements. Yet, some margin exists to reduce the thickness 
while satisfYing the design requirements. There are two ways to determine 
an optimal thickness and a corresponding fibre volume fraction. With a 
given number of layers, namely a given amount of fibre mat, the stiffness of 
the structure increases and the mould filling time decreases as the thickness 
increases. The first way is to increase the thickness with N-J layers until all 
the design requirements are satisfied. The other way is to decrease the 
thickness with N layers as thin as possible while all the design requirements 
are satisfied. In each case, the fibre volume fraction changes with the 
thickness variation. As a consequence, two sets of design configuration are 
found. Between these two solutions, the one that more reduces the weight of 
the structure is finally selected. 

3.3 Objective function 

In the present study, two injection cases are considered, i.e. one gate resin 
injection and two-gate resin injection. In case of one gate injection, an 
optimal gate location to minimize the mould filling time can be decided 
regardless of the layer angle, since it is assumed that the optimal gate 
location depends only on the mould geometry with a uniform permeability. 
Then, an optimal stacking sequence of the layers with different fibre 
orientations is found to minimize the maximum displacement of the 
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composite structure under the given loading condition and to minimize the 
mould filling time. After that, a presumed gate location is checked with an 
obtained stacking sequence of layers. 

To deal with the multi-criteria problem, a penalty parameter is introduced. 
Objective functions are formulated as 
- Mould filling time 

- Mould filling time & displacement (stiffness) 

t : the mould filling time ( t.e : critical mould filling time) 
d : the maximum displacement 
T: penalty parameter 

(10) 

(11) 

In order to balance between the design variables, the penalty parameter is 
introduced in the objective function. The value of the penalty parameter 
would be chosen by a compromise by the designer or the manufacturer. 

In case of two-gate injection, the procedure is somewhat different. The 
optimal gate location is affected by the stacking sequence of the layers as 
well as by the mould geometry. The dependency of optimal gate locations 
upon layer angles are illustrated in Figure-I. 

(/2)H (If--l)H • 

H (3/4)_ 
( 1/4)L (314)L~ f------+ ( 112)L 

L 
(a) Layer angle of90° (b) Layer angle of 00 

Figure -1. Optimal gate locations with different layer angles (L:H=2: 1) 

For this reason, the optimal gate location and the stacking sequence 
should be investigated at the same time so as to satisfy the stiffuess 
requirement and to minimize the mould filling time. The objective function 
is formulated as equation (11). 
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4. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

The genetic algorithm is inspired by the Darwinian model of biological 
evolution [8]. Since it is suitable for integer programming, it has been 
frequently adopted for stacking sequence optimisation problems. 

In the present study, two design variables are considered : the stacking 
sequence of the layers with different fibre angle and the location of the resin 
injection gate. The stacking sequence of the preassigned angle is coded as a 
binary string. For two-angle set, 0° corresponds to 0 and 90° to 1. Thus a 
stacking sequence of 6 layers [0 90 0 0 90 0] is coded as [0 1 0 0 1 0]. 
Concerning the gate location, the nodes in the finite element calculation are 
taken as candidates. Their node number is coded as a binary string. For 
example, the node number 13 is decoded as [0 I I 0 I] for 5-digit string. 

If the objective function has several variables, as in the present case, the 
string can be represented by a concatenation of the different or same coding 
of the design variables. For example, a stacking sequence of layer = [0 0 0 
90 90 0], and an injection gate node = 30, the binary coded concatenated 
string will be A=[O 0 0 1 1 0,0 I 1 1 1 0]. 

5. SAMPLE PROBLEM AND RESULTS 

An example was a 40cmx20cm rectangular composite laminate plate for 
which thickness should be decided. The loading and boundary conditions are 
illustrated in Figure-2. 

500 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::~® : .. ::::::::::::::: .... , ............ ....... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ........... . - - - - . .......... . , .......... . 

Figure -2. Loading and boundary conditions 

Population for the genetic search is 30. Probability of crossover and 
mutation are given as 0.9 and 0.033, respectively. 

The injection pressure is maintained as a constant of 0.1 MPa and the 
permeability ratio KI/IK22 is 53.91. 

For the one injection gate problem, an optimal injection gate is found to 
be located at the center of the mould regardless of layer angles. Then an 
optimal stacking sequence is investigated. The results with stiffness 
maximisation with 7 layers are shown in Table-l and with 8 layers in Table-
2. 
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Table-i. The result of stiffness optimisation with 7 layers (1 gate injection) 

r stacking sequence [0] displacement [mm] mold filling time [sec] 

o 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
90 90 0 0 0 90 90 

15.70 
16.47 

3549.38 
354.72 

Table-2. The result of stiffness optimisation with 8 layers (I gate injection) 

r stacking sequence [0] displacement [mm] mold filling time [sec] 

o 9090 9090 90 90 90 90 10.54 
90 90 0 0 0 0 90 90 11.09 

Filling time [sec I 

_._Filling time (8 layers) 

- - Filling time (7 layers) 
600 

3549.38 
354.72 

Displacement [mm] 

16 

_____ Displacement (8 layers) 

--------- Displacement (7 layers) 15 

Thickness [mm] 
Figure -3. Mould filling time and displacement with thickness variation 

In both cases, the stacking sequences only by stiffness optimisation, 
namely r = 0, yield a high mould filling time. However, the obtained 
stacking sequences with r = 1 show better performances in the process 
criteria while the stiffness performance hardly degenerates. Then, the 
thickness of the laminate plate is minimized in order to reduce the weight. In 
this study, the maximum allowable displacement is assumed to be 13mm and 
the maximum allowable mould filling time to be 500 sec. 

Two stacking sequences are considered. The one is [90 90 0 0 0 90 90] 
with 7 layers and the other is [90 90 0 0 0 0 90 90] with 8 layers. In both 
cases, the fibre volume fraction is 0.45. The obtained stacking sequences 
satisfy the process criterion (mould filling time) in both cases_ However, the 
former does not satisfY the structural requirement (stiffness). In the case of 7 
layers, the thickness should be increased to enhance the stiffness of the 
composite laminate plate. On the contrary, the stacking sequence of 8 layers 
satisfies both the process and structural requirements. And, there is still a 
margin to reduce the thickness with the design requirements satisfied. The 
mould filling time and displacement according to the variation of the 
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thickness are shown in Figure-3. With these results, two values of the 
thickness, i.e. 7.8mm with 7 layers and 7.4 mm with 8layers are selected 
while all the design requirements are satisfied. Between these two 
configurations, the better one resulting in a lighter structure is to be finally 
selected. The fibre volume fraction and total weight of the laminate plate 
according to the variation of the thickness are illustrated in Figure-4. As a 
result, the 7.8mm with 7 layers is selected. 

VI Weight[gJ 

0.52 t""""""""l.--r-,--,--r-r-r---,--,--,-,.--,--,--,-r-,-..,-,--,--, 1200 

0.5 

0.48 

0.46 

__ Vf(8 Jayers) 

- - VI(7 Jayers) 

--
0.44 _ >'":. 

0.42 

0.4 

7 7.2 

_____ Weight (8 Jayers) 

--------- Weight (7 Jayers) 

--
1150 

.~)'-_-+I 1100 

1050 

7.4 7.6 7.8 8 

Thickness [mm ] 

Figure -4. Fibre volume fraction and weight with thickness variation 

Table-3. The result of stiffness optimisation with 7 layers (2 gate injection) 

r stacking sequence [0] displacement [mm] mold filling time [sec] gate 

o 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
90 0 0 0 0 9090 

15.70 
16.90 

1757.97 
163.34 

Table-4. The result of stiffness optimisation with 8 layers (2 gate injection) 

(L14, H/2) 
(L14, H/2) 

r stacking sequence [0] displacement [mm] mold filling time [sec] gate 

o 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
90 90 0 0 0 90 90 

10.54 
11.09 

1757.97 
159.21 

(L14, H/2) 
(3L18, H/2) 

In a similar way, optimal design configurations are found in the case of 2 
injection gates. In this case, the locations of injection gates and the stacking 
sequence should be found at the same time, since they are dependent on each 
other. The results are illustrated in Tables-3,4. Concerning gate locations, 
only the one gate location is shown since the other is located symmetrically. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, a design methodology is suggested so as to 
simultaneously optimise the structural and process parameters for a 
composite laminate plate manufactured with R TM. The stacking sequence of 
layers, locations of injection gates, number of the fibre mats and thickness 
of the laminate plate are optimized to reduce the weight of the structure 
while satisfying both the structural (stiffness criterion) and the process 
requirements (mould filling time criterion). 

Because of its own characteristics, a genetic algorithm performs well for a 
stacking sequence optimisation. However, it requires more computational 
effort as the number of design variables increases. Thus, a simplified 
methodology with some appropriate assumptions is suggested to effectively 
find a near optimal design configuration. 

In the case of a multi-objective optimisation problem, the designer or 
manufacturer should decide how much emphasis he will put on each 
objective considering the constraints and the situations he faces by 
modulating the penalty parameter in the objective function, as well as how 
the objective function should be formulated properly according to the given 
problem. 
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Abstract: 

Key words: 

This paper describes an approach of generating feasible design solutions in 
terms of form features according to functional requirements of sheet metal 
component design. The objective of this research is to develop a methodology 
of generating a solution space at the conceptual design stage and subsequently 
selecting an optimal solution for sheet metal component design. A decision 
made at the conceptual design stage causes consequences for all subsequent 
phases of the product life cycle. Normally a concept or a principle solution is 
selected on the basis of desired functional requirements, neglecting the 
consequence of selection on the performance of other life cycle phases like 
manufacturing and assembly etc. This approach causes problems at later 
product realization stages in terms of cost & time incurred due to redesign of 
product. This paper presents a novel approach of how consequences caused by 
design decisions on later life cycle phases specially manufacturing can be 
brought to the attention of designers at the conceptual design stage of sheet 
metal components 

Functional Design, Conceptual Design, Sheet Metal, Manufacturing 
Consequences 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Conceptual design is an early phase of the design process, which involves 
the generation of solution concepts to satisfy the functional requirements of a 
design problem. There can be more than one solution to a problem; this 
means that there is scope for producing improved designs if one could 
explore a full solution rather than only investigating a subset of possible 
solutions. The importance of conceptual design to the overall success of the 
product is crucial as once the conceptual design process has been finished, 
the majority of product cost and quality has been fixed by selecting 
particular concepts/solutions as the subsequent product life cycle activities 
(manufacturing, assembly, use, recycle/dispose) depends on these conceptual 
solutions. Moreover detailed design and manufacture cannot make up for a 
poor or inadequate conceptual design. Decisions taken during conceptual 
design affect all the downstream phases of product life cycle. The solution 
space for design could be explored effectively and an optimal solution at the 
conceptual design stage could be generated if the consequences caused by 
design decisions on later product life cycle stages are considered fully at the 
conceptual design stage. The subsequent sections in this paper discuss the 
current on-going research in developing a methodology to proactively 
synthesize conceptual design of sheet metal components using a knowledge 
of life cycle consequences approach and particularly 
manufacturing/assembly consequences. 

2. ROLE OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN IN DESIGN 
PROCESS 

Conceptual design is the initial and the most abstract stage of the design 
process, starting with required functions (what the product is to do without 
saying how the design is to do it) and resulting in concepts (preliminary 
system configurations). Conceptual design can be defined as the transition 
between four different information states: 1) a set of required functions; 2) a 
initial set of possible concepts solutions to fulfill the function; 3) a set of 
behaviors that fulfill the functions; 4) final selected concept(s)/solution(s) 
that generate the behaviors. Functions, behavior and form have been 
identified as the major elements of information, which are manipulated in 
these states. The representation of these elements within the conceptual 
design process is described in the following sub-sections. 
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2.1 Functional representation in conceptual design 

The word 'function' in design is regarded as a description ofthe intended 
action or effect produced by an object [1]. For example the function of shaft 
can be described as: a shaft transmits torque. There are two existing 
functional representations in mechanical artifact design. One is a natural 
language-like, non-mathematical representation, where verbs are used to 
describe what an object does, or is supposed to do. An example would be 
what does a shaft do? A shaft (object) transmits torque (function). An 
advantage of this type of representation is that it is close to the way 
designers express their ideas. But it is difficult to formalize this 
representation in a generalized way. 

The other representation is a mathematical representation of function, 
where it is expressed as a transformation between input(s) and output(s). It is 
formalisable and more suitable for a computational environment. However if 
a man-machine environment is to be provided, using this representation, the 
commonly used functions expressed in the first representation would have to 
be mapped into the latter representation before any general functional 
reasoning support environment could be developed [2]. Similarly a 
conversion from mathematical representation to a more understandable form 
by human beings is required after any reasoning. This approach obviously 
adds additional overheads and can cause problems during reasoning of 
functions and interpretation of reasoning results. This research used natural 
language representation of functions in the form of verb (operatorL noun 
(operand) like Provide (operator) _ Assembly (operand). This representation 
allows the recall of the precise meaning of function definition at any level of 
the function mapping and reasoning process. 

2.2 Behavioral representation in conceptual design 

Function reveals the intentions of the artifact; form specifies what the 
artifact is composed of and how the components are interconnected, while 
behavior spells out how the structure of the artifact achieves its functions. 
Most existing design systems explicitly represent only form, making little 
allusion to behavior as a reasoning step between function and structure [3]. 
However the functional model and form model of artifact/component alone 
are not sufficient to synthesize the artifact behavior. This is because of the 
fact that functional models do not adequately capture the interaction of 
forces and kinematic motions between the part geometry. For instance, the 
fit condition between a shaft and a bore cannot be expressed by spatial 
relationship since it does not provide functional design details such as 
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contact pressure, contact force, rotational torque, rotational speed etc. at the 
shaft-bore interface. Behavior of a function is defined to be the set of values 
of parameters (which are related casually) of the function either at the 
specified time or a series over a period of time. Like function, behavior can 
also be represented by different representation schemes like bond graphs, 
behavior graphs and natural language type representations. Behavior of a 
function is context sensitive and as such, behavior comes into play only in 
the context of a design solution. This research proposes natural language 
type representation of behavior by using context based reasoning as 
described in section 4.2 in detail. 

2.3 Form representation in conceptual design 

The modeling of a form of a mechanical artifact is expressed in terms of 
its constituent components and sub-components, and the interactions 
between them. The form of each artifact representation consists of 
information about 

1. Component/sub-component structure of the artifact. 
2. Material properties. 
3. Typical shape which characterize the artifact as a unique artifact. 
4. List of additional features, which would be required to make the 

artifact work in a real-life environment. 
5. The possible modes/situations in which the artifact might fail. 

This information has been represented through a number of mediums by 
researchers in the systems developed to support the conceptual design 
process. It includes natural language syntax based representations, graph 
based approaches and graphical modeling of components. Depending on the 
nature and complexity of information about the form of a mechanical artifact 
anyone of these or all of these methods can be used simultaneously to model 
the form of the component in each case of a concept/solution generated by 
the conceptual design process. 

3. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK IN FUNCTION 
TO FORM MAPPING 

In the past, the research efforts involving part functions were mainly 
focused in three major areas: (i) development of standard vocabularies for 
part functions; (ii) conceptual design with abstract part functions; and (iii) 
design with spatial relationships. In order to fill up the gap between the 
functional requirements of the product and rough realizations of 
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concepts/solutions a number of research projects have been carried out to 
develop methodologies/mechanisms for function form mapping support at 
conceptual design stage. Some of these approaches are detailed below. 

Pahl and Beitz [4] suggested a procedure for deriving the overall 
functions of a design from the given design problem statements; and then 
decomposing and recomposing individual sub functions to a hierarchical 
functional structure that could be mapped to appropriate physical elements. 
Though the method provides useful suggestions regarding the function 
decomposition process, it however does not relate the functions to the form 
of the product. Simon et al. [5] proposed a standardized representation of 
function consisting of schemes for function and associated flows along with 
taxonomies of generic functions and flows. Their formal representation 
provides the means for representing functions that have multiple input and 
output flow, properties and parameters associated with flows and the 
decomposition of functions into sub functions each potentially having its 
own distinct flows. Deng et al [6] developed a dual stage functional 
modeling framework, which supports functional design knowledge in an 
object oriented function representation. The identified functional design 
knowledge is organized into three levels: metal level, physical level, and 
geometric level. 

The review shows that most of the work is done from the perspective of 
functional requirements/product design specifications only. Little attention 
has been focused in bringing later product life cycle issues/knowledge at the 
conceptual design stage, so that the concept/solution generated not only 
satisfies the functional requirements and context of design, but also takes 
into account the consequences that are likely to occur in later life cycle 
stages due to the proposed selected concept. This research proposes a 
methodology of incorporating life cycle consequences especially 
manufacturing consequences at the conceptual design stage. 

4. FUNCTION TO FORM MAPPING IN THE 
CONTEXT OF SHEET METAL DESIGN 

The term sheet metal refers to metal strip of thickness ranging from 0.3 
mm to 5mm. However in some cases this range is not followed strictly. 
Sheet metal products are made up of different types of materials like ferrous, 
non-ferrous and alloys. The common functions of sheet metal products are of 
conveyance nature or of assembly nature. For example in case of 
conveyance nature functions, the mostly used functions are convey, channel, 
direct, divide, guide, etc. Lots of sheet metal residential & commercial 
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products perform these types of functions such as Air Intakes, Dormer Vents, 
Static Louvers, Roof Vents, and Ducts etc. 

In the case of assembly type functions, the mostly used functions are 
assemble, constrain, enclose, fasten, fix, guide, join, link, locate, orient, 
position, support etc. Industrial sheet metal products perform these types of 
functions like automotive body panels, computer casings, electrical control 
enclosures etc. These functions are achieved through different 
manufacturing features, which are inscribed on sheet metal during the 
manufacturing process. In other words, Product Design Elements (PDEs) 
(see figure 1) at component building level can most likely be a possible 
means of achieving a desired function requirement, though PDEs at 
component and sub-assembly levels are also possible. These PDEs include 
slot, hole, bend, notch, lance, hem, curl, emboss, bead, rib etc. Based on this 
argument, this research proposes the following PDE based function 
mappmg. 

Procb:t Desip BIcmcaIB It difrmd lmIs of Ifoduct ................................... ,',." ............................................................. . 

fiijIA ---... 
W -f!/ll;~-'" '. 

---_ ........................................... """. . ................................. . 

. ~ .. ~ ~ .. "-""-'-'----, ..................................... """ ~ 

IIIIIt Slut Bole 

Figure -1. Product Design Elements (PDEs) at different levels of a product 

4.1 PDE based design and function to PDE mapping 

A PDE is a reusable design information unit (element) representing a 
potential solution means for a function requirement. Of relevance to this 
definition and looking from the viewpoint of component construction, a 
more commonly used term feature is considered to be an information 
element defining a region of interest within a product. A feature is described 
by properties from several different classes of properties, thus relating these 
(classes of) properties to one another [7]. It is argued in this approach that a 
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feature is one type of PDEs at component building level. PDEs are hence 
used as the key to function-oriented design. 

Designing by functions or "functional design", therefore, refers to the 
process of generating a design solution from a product function point of 
view, using available well-understood function-PDEs relationships to 
identify suitable means in the form of PDEs as shown in figure 2. PDEs are 
the information carriers that allow the mapping between function 
requirements and physical solutions of a product. They are the vehicles to 
bring basic design information to the downstream product realization phases 
for embodiment, detailed part design and later life cycle processes. Figure 3 
shows the process of PDE based function design, where a [Provide
Assembly] function can be realized by four possible means or PDEs at 
assembly level of a sheet metal component. This is derived from the 
mapping search algorithm defined for the mapping process. Similarly when a 
small function can be realized by a component building PDE, it appears as a 
potential candidate. [Assembly_slot] PDE is such an example in which a slot 
solution is nominated by the mapping algorithm for designer's consideration. 

Figure -2. Function-Feature aSSOCiatIOn 

4.2 Context based function reasoning 

With an extensive function requirement definition, function-PDE 
mapping can usually produce a long list of alternative PDEs for a designer to 
consider. This can be a demanding task if each of these PDEs is fully 
evaluated manually. In addition, the deadline for a design solution can be 
quite tight. To effectively support designers in these scenarios, this research 
developed a reasoning mechanism using design context knowledge. 
Reasoning using design context information spells out the behaviour of a 
function as discussed in section 2.2. 

A design context is defined as the related background information of a 
design problem under consideration. A good understanding of design context 
information is essential to successful design and any design support system 
should investigate how design context information can be used to provide 
effective support. More specifically, design context information can include: 
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• Available infonnation of functions defined for the product in its 
current working knowledge, which is partial solution infonnation 
generated up till the current stage of the design process for a given 
problem; 

• Infonnation of users of the intended solution products, e.g. age, 
gender, product preference etc.; 

• Materials selected for the solution product, more specifically the 
properties of the chosen material; 

With the above context infonnation available, the context infonnation 
reasoning mechanism aims to detect any 'unfit' PDE from the initial mapped 
PDEs. The initial function requirement to Provide-Assembly has been 
matched with four possible means to implement this requirement. Searching 
the context infonnation of solution material selection reveals that aluminum 
material has been selected for the solution, and the joining part has plastic 
material type. This activates a piece of knowledge that Soldering means 
cannot be used for the function, as aluminum components cannot be soldered 
to plastic components. Timely prompting of this context infonnation about 
material assists designers to eliminate this infeasible option. 

4.3 Manufacturing/Assembly consequence based 
function reasoning 

Life cycle context or more specifically in this paper 
Manufacture/assembly context infonnation is the definition of life-phase 
(Manufacture/assembly) systems constraints to product definitions. This 
group of context infonnation is classified in this research in the library of 
manufacture/assembly consequences (MACs) as shown in figure 3. 
Designers are often unaware of these limitations and as design decisions 
become more related to other factors, it is very difficult, even if possible, for 
designers to foresee these potential decision consequences. This research 
isn't intend to exhaust all MACs for all scenarios, however, it does intends at 
this stage to generate sufficient useful and important MACs for function 
reasoning. Through the use of these MACs, it is possible proactively to 
remind designers of the potential consequences of their decisions. For 
example, committing Hole-Fastener as the selected PDE to realize the 
function to Provide-Assembly, triggers of a piece of MACs that violates the 
design for assembly principle as this decision results in more parts for the 
design, which in tum increases the time of the assembly process and cost of 
product. 

Through the context infonnation reasoning and MAC based reasoning, 
suitable PDEs for a function requirement can be reduced. In this example, 
designers are left to explore the remaining two alternatives (Assembly-Slot, 
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Lance-Fit). This function mapping, reasoning and decision commitment 
process can usually continue for other function specifications until suitable 
means or PDEs are found for all implementable functions. 

Idcnllfic4hon of the: 
mean for I O\1ppcO 

Intended NnCltOn 

form finll product design l olution 5tructurl 

A hbrary 

of pre ~usly 
dC'composcd 
ub--rul1CllOn! 

DICtionary 
ofpro,'C'n 

functIOn 
·means 

ISSOClillOn 

Figure -3. Function to PDE mapping and reasoning process 
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5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

This research proposes a PDE based function-means evolution 
methodology for generating conceptual solutions of sheet metal components 
through design context based and Manufacturing/Assembly consequences 
based reasoning mechanisms. Reasoning using design context information 
and MACs can further assist designers to concentrate on exploring design 
alternatives and generate more innovative design solutions thus 
reducing/eliminating the chances of redesign by considering manufacturing 
implications and increased costs due to the selection of a particular solution 
earlier at conceptual design stage. This research also highlights certain areas 
of function-means evolution methodology for future work such as: 
• Determine the relationships of different parameters, which can 

influence the context based function reasoning e.g. the relationship of 
currently considered function with other functions of components and 
how this relationship can affect the mapping of considered function to 
some PDEs 

• Extend the scope of this methodology, to incorporate at the conceptual 
design stage, consequences from other life phases apart from 
manufacturing/assembly such as the use of sheet metal components 
and their recycling. 
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FUZZY VOLUMES 
Principles and Application in the NC machining Fuzzy 

K. Benfriha and A. Aoussat 
Laboratoire CPL Ecole Nationale Superieur des Arts et Metiers, Paris, France 

Abstract: The 3D simulation of objects in an evolutionist environment is hard to 
implement when we consider the amount of parameters and the high cost of 
computer resources. These facts bring us to introduce the notion of associated 
fuzzy volumes. This concept is based on the fuzzy geometry principles, which 
can be used in production with robots assistance. The technique is the 
associating to complex objects and their environment some fuzzy volumes, 
constitute of peaks network (points positioned in 3D). In which these points 
are situated around an object or on its surface in order to approach a target 
object. With the algorithm developed in this paper, which is based on a genetic 
algorithm, it is possible to detect interference during the simulation time. The 
NC machining is used application of this technology 

Key words: Fuzzy Geometry, Fuzzy Volumes, Interferences, peaks Network, genetic 
algorithm 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of volume is bound to the surfaces constituting its border [1]. 
For example, one of the necessary conditions for a surface to constitute a 
volume's boundary is that surface must be closed. The difference between a 
volumic modelization and a surfasic modezation is the notion of inside and 
outside, which the user will be able to have access to, which possesses a 
parameter quantity greater than the geometric elements constituting its 
border [2]. 

During the 1960's, several works brought about the implementation of 
geometric models of surface description in order to make up for the 
following difficulties [3]: To make available a geometric representation 
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permIttmg representation of surfaces such as planes, cylinders, spheres, 
cones, torsos and the free surfaces of various shapes. To enable the 
exploitation of the geometric representation by a production technique in 
order to be able to materialize the numerical representation of surfaces. To 
use the knowledge and the ability of technicians so that the geometric 
representations can be manipulated with minimal mathematical background. 

2. FUZZY GEOMETRIC NOTIONS 

Fuzzy logic was introduced in 1965 by the Professor of University of 
California, Berkeley, Lotfi A. Zadeh [4] [5]. The use of fuzzy logic has been 
directed where it is not possible to express in quantitative terms; the 
reasoning is used to obtain a result and the classic rules don't give good 
results. 

The other possibility of information is in the works of the fuzzy subset 
theory, which allows evoking the notion of uncertainty and imprecision 
notion. It permits: 
- To introduce the knowledge in an automatic system, 
- To extract the knowledge from numerical data, 
- To refine its knowledge considering its mistakes [6], 
- Calculus oftwo dimensions geometric entities [7], 
- Calculus of convex envelopes [8], 

The fuzzy sets and the fuzzy geometry function on uncertain or imprecise 
data, but they are fundamentally different because the fuzzy geometry 
algorithm provides two types of results [9]: 
- Geometric results which are continuous and metric, 
- Topologic results which are logic at 3 steps (inside, on, outside) 

3. INTRODUCTION TO FUZZY VOLUMES 

One of the objectives of fuzzy volumes is to simplify some applications: 
the research in 3D environment of volumic interference cases. Their 
alleviated modelization allows the treatment by simulation of the complex 
solid set, which evolves in the same environment, without considering the 
different geometric models used for solid modelization. Contrary to the title 
"fuzzy Volume", we do not talk about a volume in the actual sense, but of a 
set of peaks positioned outside or on the solid surface (volume targets) [10]. 

These peaks associated to the solid, form two envelopes; the first is a 
spherical form of proximity, represented by a minimum of parameters, 
center and radius. Its objective is to deactivate or activate the second 
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envelope. The second is a shape envelope which is constituted of a peak 
network and positioned in the space, in order to approach the solid. These 
peaks are interconnected linearly to the center and must include the solid. 
The existence of a dynamic peak or a dynamic point allows the modification 
of fuzzy volumes with volume conservation, in order to adjust to certain 
situations where it is required to have a peak between two frozen peaks. For 
example, Segments that join peaks, as well as faces, are virtual, because we 
only use them during the treatment. 

3.1 Notation used for a fuzzy volume set 

- Fuzzy volumes; d ... z!. 
- Solids; A ... Z, 
- Center: a ... z, (the centre a 

corresponds to AI). 
- The envelope of dis rO. 

Face: at"}, iE {l,2, .. . ,n}, n : number 
of planes of AI. 
Peaks: ~~,},jE {l,2, ... ,m}, m: total 
number of peaks. 
Dynamic point d' of fuzzy volume AI. 
Connection P~' } ~a{il}. 

} ' 

3.2 Principles 

3.2.1 Condition of countenance 

Point 

Figure -1. Representation of the fuzzy 
volume Af 

Consider solid A. We associate it with a fuzzy volume AI having a center 
a, which is the solid center, and linearly joined to peaks Pi iE {O, I , .. . ,m}, all 
expressed in a reference of origin 0 and axes x, y, z. The condition of 
countenance is: At;;;;; d (than the volume AI:? A) 

3.2.2 Fuzzy error 

Each fuzzy volume associated with a solid A, generates a total volumic 
error er/=AI-A. The rate 1-(er,J/A) represents the fidelity of the fuzzy 
volume to the solid A. So the number m of peaks depends proportionally on 
the fidelity rate, and implicitly on the solid complexity, as an example, the 
peaks of the fuzzy volume (Figure -I) symbolize a cube. If we treat a cube 
solid having the same measurements as the associated fuzzy volume, we get 
a nil fuzzy error and a fidelity rate equal to 1. 
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3.2.3 Spherical envelope of proximity 

A fuzzy volume can possess a spherical envelope of proximity, with a 
center a that corresponds to the fuzzy volume center, and a radius that 
corresponds to the: max [a'Pi] (1 ::; i::; m). 

The principal objective of this envelope is to deactivate or activate the 
shape envelope (second envelope), because in some applications we treat 
some evolutionist solids with a complex shape having a distant position in 
the same environment. In order to have a low treatment time and memory 
space reserved for this application, we use the advantage that this envelope 
has only two parameters: the center and the radius. 

3.2.4 Dynamic point 

The dynamic points {1d',2d', ... ,Id'} are the (m+l) peaks of the fuzzy 
volume ~, and are able to take a position on the fuzzy volume surface. Their 
displacement is conditioned by the designation of an outside point Pext , and 
the minimal distance research criteria, between [d', Pext]. The outside point 
can be the center or the dynamic point of another fuzzy volume. The number 
of the dynamic points depends on the number of objects which can interfere 
with the fuzzy volume At. The behavior of the dynamic point in relation to 
the outside point Pext is simple because we distinguish three possible cases 
that can guarantee the minimal distance criteria : On a peak, On the 
intersection of two facets, Inside the facet area. 

3.3 The behavior of the dynamic point 

It is a relative behavior to another point (peak), expressed by a position 
change according to criteria. In order to be able to put the dynamic point in a 
position which corresponds to criteria of the minimal distance, we proceed 
by steps. We start with a peak search for a set of the fuzzy volume, closest 
to the outside point, in order to affect the dynamic point. We have two 
algorithms. The first is an idiomatic algorithm search that consists in testing 
all peaks systematically. The other is a genetic algorithm search. The 
objective of the following step is the identification of segments that 
correspond to the facet intersection, and to have the dynamic point d' in 
common. Now, it is necessary to test the existence of a point on the selected 
segments that will guarantee our starting criteria. The direct approach used is 
based on the Pythagorean theorem and a parametric configuration for the 
segment with an integral polynomial form [11]. In this paper, we use the 
Bezier model of degree 1. 
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3.3.1 Evaluation of the dynamic point belonging to a segment 

Segments coding: 
af- [Po d'], bf-[d' Pext] , Cf-[Po Pcxt] , df-[PI d'], ef-[PI Pext],ff-[Po PI]. 

alf= ((c2 - e2)/2/) + 0.5 

First result: oddness of report al/; 
a/f < 0 then d' is out of segment [Po PI], or]- ,Po[ 
alf= 0 then d' is confounded with the peak Po 
0> a/f> 1 then d' is in interval ]Po PI[ (Figure - 2) 
a/f = 1 then d' is confound with the peak PI 
al/> 1 then d' is out of the segment[Po PI], or ]PI, + [ (Figure -3) 

• Pexl 

Po d' 

Figure -2.Represent point da 

belonging at a d segment 

Po . 
Figure -3 Represent point da 

out of a Al segment 

Second result: calculus of d' if (0) aft> 1), d' = F(a/[), 

(1) 

At this step, if there exists a dynamic point on one of the segments that 
satisfY our criteria, we proceed to search one of the two facets concerned 
with the intersection of the descended segment of the previous step. For this 
we use a direct approach, having as 
arguments the coordinates of at least 
three points that constitute the plane of 
the facet and the point Pext. This 
approach is developed in the same way 
as the previous one. 

3.3.2 Evaluation of the dynamic 
point belonging to a plane 

From a plane identified by 3 points 
PO,PI ,P2 (Figure -4), we determine by a 
direct form d', the calculus of a minimal 

p. • 

. 
if 

• Pro 

Po • 
Figure -4. Representation of the 

Pext projection on a plane 
PO,Pl,P2 
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distance between the point Pext and the plane. The principle is based on the 
preceding relation (1) of cf' that is applied in several steps. The procedure 
starts by the selection of a segment [PO.P I ] in order to search a parallel 
[P30,P40] in the same plane. Next calculate the nearest two points {PIO,PSO } at 
Pext, belonging each to one of the parallel segments [Po,p]] and [P30,P40]. 

Finally we use these last two points and the outside point {PIO,PS(),Pext} to 
calculate cf'. 

(1 c2 -e21 (1 c2-e21 (c2 - /2 J ( c2 - P J 
Pzo=Po 2- 2p t R 2+ 2·p )' ~o=R l-t--e-2 - +Pz l-t+~ , 

_ (1 g2_h2 J (1 g2_h2 J _ (1 s2-t2 1 ( 1 s2-t2 1 
~o-Pzl2--Z-2 - +Pz°l"2+-Z-2 - ,Ro-Po 2-ptR 2+Pj' 

4. PROGRESSIVE SEARCH STEPS 

The progressive search for the minimal distance between different fuzzy 
volumes is presented in several steps. 

Step 1: Identification of the outside point Pext' 
Step 2: If point Pext is outside the spherical envelope of A, {Pi} and cf' are 

not activated and point Pext remains in connection with the center a. In the 
contrary case, point Pext is in the spherical envelope of A, {Pi} and cf' are 
activated, and we pass to Step 3. 

Step 3: Search the peaks {Pi} nearest to point Pext, and affect it to the 
dynamic point cf' (cf' f- Pi). 

The search for peak Pi is based on a genetic algorithm of research [12]. In 
order to optimise the research, this algorithm allows a considerable reduction 
of the research population (peaks) during iterations. 

Step 4: In some cases, step 3 can be insufficient, meaning that a peak 
exists closer to point Pext than point cf' found in 
the previous step (that doesn't belong to peaks of 
volume A). We proceed then to another search 
that concerns segments binding cf' with other 
peaks. And step 3 will have served as a starting 
point for a second search. Link constraints 
between peaks and facets of a volume are 
represented very well by a table (Table!) that is 
used for the following treatment without detail. 

P, • 

Pt' 

K-g 

Figure -5. Graphic 

representation of a fuzzy volume 

of cube type. 
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With: {a,} the set of facets having the peaks Pi in common, I the number of 
facets binding the peaks Pi, {PI} the set of summits set concerned by the 
peaks Pi 

The research is executed between point J' and peaks {PJ, through the set 
planes of a, having in common Pi. In order to determine the concerned peaks 
set {PJ we use this table with a simple manipulation shown in the following 
example. 

We proceed as follows: l. Localize segments that can be concerned by 
point J'. 2. Add a column (Som.) at the end of the last facet, in which we 
affect point J' in the intersection of the Som. column and of the line that 
corresponds to the peak found in the step 2 (in our example it is P2). We 
calculate horizontally the sum of elements that we solely consider facets 
columns concerned by P2 (a" a2, a4). Results are affected to the column 
Som. and interpreted as follows; 

Table 1. Table of constraints links 

E 'iii '" E 'iii '" a, a] aJ a4 a j 06 0 ~ ~ 
0, o} aJ 04 aj 06 0 ~ -0 

Ul E- o:: Ul E- o:: 

PI • • • 2 X P, • • • PI 
Pz • • • cf p} • • • Pz 
PJ • • • 2 x • • • 
P4 • • • I • • • I X P4 

Pj • • • 1 • • • I X 

P6 • • • 2 x • • • 
P; • • • ] • • • 0 
Pa • • • 0 • • • 0 

X 

- 0: Indicate that the peak Pi or J' has a volumic connection with elements 
having a 0 as indication of summons. 

- 1: Indicate that the peak Pi or J' has a surfasic connection with elements 
having a 1 as indication of summons .. 
2 : Indicate that the peak Pi or J' has a direct connection with elements 
having a 2 as indication of summons. 

In this step it is the last result that is going to be exploited, either: [P2'p1], 
[P2 ,P3] , [P2,P6l The second approach is the selection of only one segment 
concerned by the existence of point J' which can satisfY the condition: 

[Pi,PJ ~ [d',Pextl 
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The procedure of selection used to this effect is the condition: 
d'E [Pi ,Pj ] if 0::::; (S - R )::::;1 (R = (dist2[Pi ,PexI] - dist2[Pex" P;l) / ( 2.distz[Pi , 

Pj])for every segment. We finish the step by the computation of point: 
d' = Pi (O.S + R ) + Pj (O.S - R ). 

Step 5: Often step 4 can be insufficient, which means that a peak exists 
closer to point PexI than point d' found in the previous step and that doesn't 
belong to segments. In this case we proceed to a search that concerns facets. 
In order to determine which facets are concerned by this step, we use the 
coordinates [P;,Pj ], descended from the previous step and the link's table of 
constraints. 

We continue with the preceding example in order to explain this step. 
Example 1 : Once the point d' is found and the segment [PI ,P2] , we put the 
previous result in the column Som., we deactivate lines that already 
underwent a test in the previous step as ; PI, P3, P6• The first procedure is to 
select facets having in common [PI,PZ], by searching for a link in their 
corresponding lines, as : a] and a2. The sum of columns a] and a2 must be 
used to determine peaks concerned by the belonging test (column Test.) as : 
P4, Ps, in order to get peak P4 (column Res.). We localize the facet 
concerned by the intersection of the line P4 and columns al and a2. We get 
the facet az, that possesses the nearest point to point Pexl' We finish the step 
by a calculus procedure of point d'. The specificity of this procedure is owed 
to the rectangular shape of the facet. Because the existence of the parallel 
segment [P3,P4]f[P 1 ,P2], avoids us to calculate a segment [Px,Py]f[P 1 ,P2] 
necessary to determine d'. as example, the triangular forms of facet incites us 
to pass by the calculus of a segment [Px,Py ]f[PI ,P2]. 

R, =(dist2[Pi ,Pextl-dist2[Pexll Pj ])/(2 .dist2[Pi, Pj]), d" =Pi (O.S+R )+Pj (O.S-R) 
R2 =( dist2[P; ,Pett]-dist2[Pex" PJ)/(2.dise[Pi, Pj]), d'2 =Pi (O.S+R )+Pj (O.S-R ) 
R = (dist2[R/ ,Pext]-distz[Pex" R2])/(2 .dist2[RI, R2])' 

d' = Pi (0.5 + R ) + Pj (O.S - R ) 

Step 6 : it is a logical test that indicates the 
position of Pexl, with regard to the fuzzy 
volume; it implies that it is inside or outside 
the volume (Figure -6). 

if( [a,PexI] ~ [a,d']) 
then PexI is outside else PexI is inside. 

Po' s 

P, 

/ 

~ 

" .1 

.Pb l 

• d " 'P, 

~ . ..;~ 
",Po . 
a 

Po 

P, 

Figure -6. Representation of the 

P eXI , with regard the point cf 
and the centre a. 
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s. APPLICATION 

We treat in this application the pocket evidently in 3D (Figure -8) with 
only one islet. This allows us to observe the evolution of the tool in the stain 
space, represented by a marked geometric place. This geometric space 
includes all technological elements requisite for the stain realization. 

We associate then fuzzy 
volumes to each element (Figure -7). 

This application is not detailed and 
is limited solely to the volumic 
interference detection state and the 
treatment after detection doesn't 
concern this paper. 

Figure -7. Fuzzy 
volumes association. 

Figure -8. Pocket 
evidently. 

General Algorithm 
begin 

Initialisation; Initial Configuration of manipulator (85, 8], db d3, d4)T, 

i ~ 1, Test ~ False, N ~ Total number of configurations 

end 

do Configuration i (85,8\, db d3, d4)T 

Test ~ Procedure: inference research 

if (Test = True) then {interference existing} 

else { i ~ i + 1 } 

until (( Test = True) or (i= N +1)) 

S.l Simulation 

We simulate this example on two machining 
of different axes, and having in common the 
same machining cycle, step, tool and cut 
parameters. The first is a 3-axis site (TTT) that 
constrained the tool to displace itself in the task 
space in stationary orientation, which provokes 
in our case interference between the inactive tool 
part and the manufactured part (Figure 9) during 
the execution phase. The second case is a 5-axis 
site RTTTR having an orientation qs of the tool, 
which allows during the displacement to orient 
itself according to the normal trajectory in the 

Figure - 9. Iso-parametric 

zigzag trajectory, 3 axes NC . 

Figure - 10. Iso-parametric 

zigzag trajectory, 5 axes NC. 

iso-parametric planes, so there is no interference (Figure 10). Technically the 
addition of axes to a NC machining can be a solution to avoid collisions 
between objects, but we have to consider the economic aspect that influences 
this choice, and often leads technicians to look for other solutions. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The fuzzy volume contribution in manufacturing is interesting because 
they intervene in important phases. The 3D simulation of a complex 
production site includes a set of technological elements such as the immobile 
units of manufacture, assembly or measurement. Orland the other mobile 
units (as the mobile manipulators) allows the production to increase 
flexibility. It would be interesting to integrate the fuzzy volumes, which 
mainly concern the detection of volumic interferences (collisions). Their 
advantages offer the possibility of associating fuzzy volumes to : 

A set ofvolumic objects, without necessarily having, the same basis 
geometric model, 
An industrial environment, 
Complex objects. 
However this survey includes some aspects that must be further 

investigated in order to automate the association of fuzzy volumes and to 
integrate them in a manufacturing system. 

A minimization aspect of the fuzzy error, 
- An optimisation aspect of fuzzy volume. 
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A NORMALIZED PRODUCT STRUCTURE 
MODEL FOR MANUFACTURING 
Definition and implementation of the TMC concept, adaptation 
of the new technologies of material cutting 

L. Deshayes, J-F. Rigal, P. Ghodous* and R. Gervais* 
INS A de Lyon, France 
* LIGIM - Universite Claude Bernard, Villeurbanne, France 

Abstract: In the field of manufacturing a great number of industrial software tools 
integrate a cutting tool modeling. For some cases the cutting tool is considered 
as a resource for the various functions of the company. For other experts, it is 
for supplying the cutting parametcrs using data bases or experimental and 
numerical methods. The concept of Tool Material Couple (TMC) is one of 
these methods. To improve the performance of manufacturing systems, one 
has to facilitate collaborative work by developing tools for the concurrent 
engineering, The presented study is situated in this frame and proposes a 
normalized data model. This generic model based on the product structure 
model of the STEP standard uses the TMC concept to test its validity as 
consensual definition of the cutting tools and the cutting parameters. We also 
demonstrate that improvements of the concept TMC are necessary to consider 
the new cutting technologies, such as Hard Turning. 

Key words: manufacturing, TMC, Concurrent Engineering, STEP standard, hard turning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper concerns the static description and the data of the cutting 
process using the Tool Material Couple standard (TMC) [1]. This TMC 
standard reached now an industrial maturity and has accumulated numerous 
experiment results. It is possible to consider its data as a common base for 
the various experts of manufacturing process. The purpose is to test the 
homogenization possibilities of different cutting approaches using the TMC. 
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First works [2] [3] have shown the interest of a concurrent approach in 
cutting process based on the TMC concept. 

The first part of the article proposes a study of the computing systems of 
optimal cutting parameters (cutting software) and of a Computer Aided 
Manufacturing software (CAM software). This analysis allows to define the 
data and to build the product structure model associated to the two points of 
view. The second part proposes a product structure model taking into 
account both previous points of view as well as results of research on 
mechanical turning modeling. The proposed model is instantiated on a real 
and a simple case to validate the model. The last part shows that to improve 
a cooperation among different manufacturing experts, new experimental 
methods for considering cutting parameters have to be developed. The case 
of hard turning is considered and the study of the minimal cutting speed 
(Vcmin) determination shows clearly other components of the machining 
system to consider. This analysis shows that with new turning processes -
such that hard turning - the evolution of the CTM's notions for a best process 
control have to be considered. 

2. DIFFERENT CUTTING POINT OF VIEW 

The methodology for developing application protocols (AP) from the 
international standard for the data representation and exchanges STEP [4] is 
used for modeling the point of view of different cutting experts. The figure 
la represents this methodology. The user needs are analyzed through two 
models: - The Activity and Application Model (AAM) describes the 
activities, the processes and the data flow of an application, -The Application 
Reference Model (ARM) is an information model written in acceptable and 
general terminology for the application. It can be represented by 
EXPRESS_G (graphic representation of EXPRESS) [5]. 

From these two models, the STEP integrated resources are specialized to 
satisfy the information needs of the associated model ARM. The result of 
this specialization is the AIM (Application Interpreted Model) model 
formalized in the EXPRESS language. Diagrams proposed afterward are 
represented in EXPRESS G. This graphic language allows to build diagrams 
characterized by a level which can represent that of the entity or that of the 
schema (including a set of entities). The representation of the entity is a box 
in fine full lines. See the entities cutting tool and turning tool on the 
example, figure I b. The entities contain classified data according to three 
types: 

- The types of simple data which can be INTEGER, REAL, (STRING). 
The symbol of a data type is a fine full line box with a double bar to 
the right, as the type STRING figure lb. 
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- A type aggregated of data such as LIST (of element), ARRAY (of 
elements), ... etc. On our example, the attribute name is a list (from 1 
to 4 names trademark, common name ... ). 

I User Requirement Analysis 

1 1 
ARM AAM 

expert I expert I 

STEP resources 
specialisation 

AIM 
normali ed 

I 

Figure -lao STEP methodology Figure -lb. EXRESS-G model 
example 

The type builds of data SELECT represented in dotted line with two 
double bars to the left (type of data turning operation). So the turning 
tool is specified for a list of one to n types of turning operations which 
can be the roughing in general turning, facing etc .... 

Finally, EXPRESS G allows to represent the relations between entities 
by means of three notations: the reference relation (continuous fine line), the 
relation of inheritance (continuous thick line), and the relation of optional 
reference ( intermittent line). The direction of the relation is characterized by 
the symbol '0'. So, in the figure 2, the entity cutting tool references the data 
type STRING for its attribute Name, and the turning tool entity inherits 
characteristics of the entity cutting tool entity. We pass on the modeling of 
the schema which would be only weighing down our study and hampering 
the legibility of diagrams. So, afterward schema are represented as entities. 

2.1 CAM and Cutting expert product structure model 

The cutting software and CAM activities have been analyzed permitting 
to build the AAM and ARM models. The structure model according to the 
STEP standard [7], is used to build the AIM structure model of each expert. 
These models are presented in figure 3a for the cutting expert and figure 3b 
for the CAM expert. To simplity the lecture we present only the Cutting 
Expert's model. We considered a cutting process like constituted of three 
product instances which are: the insert, the tool holder, and the manufactured 
part. These instances inherit the characteristics of the Product generic entity. 
The machine is not considered like an instance of the product but like an 
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extern constraint on the TMC system. The entity Product_Version which 
describes the evolution during time is associated at the product entity. The 
Product_Definition entity characterizes the product during its life cycle. 
The Constituent_material model is associated to a product definition. 
Indeed, the mechanical characteristics of the material between two 
definitions of the product can be modified by different processes (thermal 
treatments for example). The Product_DefInition_Relationship entity 
models the links between the various product definitions. Among these links 
the relation Assembly_Component_Usage allows, for example, to connect 
a tool with a tool holder. The TMC model is a relation connecting a tool 
with a material (of the work piece). This relation is used to choose the best 
cutting parameters. The Product_DefInition_Shape entity connects a 
couple of products (tool/work piece) with the cutting parameters. These last 
has to correspond to the TMC model. Indeed, the shape of the manufactured 
product allows to select a given tool, and conversely a tool can realize only a 
certain type of operations. The Cutting_Process _Characteristic entity 
possesses the specific characteristics of the workpiece. This entity references 
the Product_DefInition_Shape. The Cutting_Process model represented 
here in the form of an entity is connected by a relation of related / relating 
with the product definition shape entity. A cutting process changes a product 
shape into another defined by the process. 

L-----:----1Cullln~Lpa'D.mC1Cr Select (l;J l 

Figure -3a. Cutting Expert's product structure model 

Figure - 3b. CAM Expert's product structure model 
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2.2 Cutting software and CAD-CAM software Data 
integration 

205 

Three problems have to be solved to insure the integration of both 
previous data models: - a semantic or vocabulary problem, -establish a 
correspondence of the data formats and, -a problem of data model structure. 
Transformation tables have been used [8] to make such correspondences and 
to create a generic model common to the two experts. To integrate these two 
models, the proposed generic model figure 6 and commented in the 
following paragraph facilitate the adaptation. In the studied CAD-CAM 
software, the TMC data (depth of cut ap, feed rate f and cutting speed Vc) 
are exported from the data base of the cutting software. No major 
incompatibilities have been observed. But for the tool descriptions this is 
more difficult because the Tool entity in the CAM model, figure 3b, does not 
have an explicit correspondence with the Insert entity from the cutting 
expert data model. This semantically correspondence in data modeling is 
implicit, but that discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. 

3. PROPOSITION OF A GENERIC STRUCTURE 
MODEL FOR THE CUTTING FIELD 

Data of two cutting process points of view have been analyzed in the 
previous paragraph. The objective being to propose a cooperative 
engineering platform, it is necessary to build a normalized model taking into 
account a maximum of common data. Each expert should be able to 
specialize these data considering its own model. The model companson, 
allows to propose the generic structure model figure 4. 

3.1 Proposition 

The model, figure 4, possesses the characteristics of the product structure 
model of the STEP standard in which were added on one hand the common 
data to the two software described in the part 2, and on the other hand the 
useful data for the manufacturing engineering. The cutting tool suppliers 
point of view was also considered. To pursue the objective of the TMC 
concept improvement, we privileged the entities used in the standard [1]. 
The data concern the TMC model, the tool description, the manufacturing 
processes and the material data of the tool and of the part. The material 
model was developed by considering at the same moment the tool and the 
work-piece materials [9]. The Process entity defined in CAD-CAM software 
(figure 3b) on both Product_Definition and 
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Product_DefInition_Relationship entities is resumed under the entity 
Cutting_Process by introducing a related/relating relation with the 
Product_DefInition_Form. This last entity is similar to the 
Product_Definition _Shape entity ofthe cutting software structure model 
(Figure3a). This entity allows the representation of the structure and 
geometrical relationship schema of the product structure model in CAD
CAM systems and uses the Tolerance model and the geometrical and 
topological model such as modeled on the figure 3b. On this figure 4, it was 
also added the notion of Elementary _Cutting_Feature entity which 
corresponds to the list of the entities which can be realized by two 
definitions of product instances. The TMC model and the relations with the 
other entities of the structure model such that defined by the cutting software 
are preserved. The only difference being we let the cutting parameter 
referenced by the cutting process. Such modeling allows to consider more 
process information when selecting the appropriate cutting parameters. 

Assembly_Component 
_Usage 

Figure - 4. Common structure model to different cutting expert 

3.2 Application with an instantiated model 

To illustrate the approach, a simple mechanical part is instantiated. The 
application concerns the turning process of the work piece defined figure 5. 
To facilitate the reading the application is limited to the outside profile 
(surface no 3, operation 20). The Product_DefInition_Form (DF) before 
roughing of profile A allows to characterize the definition 1 of the part (Def 
1 part) which corresponds to the geometrical characteristics before the 
operation. DF before roughing A also characterizes the Cutting_Feature 
associated to the profile A (CF _A). The relation of the model TMC 
(M _ TMC) allows to propose the convenient cutting parameters (PC) 
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Figure - 5. Instantiated generic cutting structure model 

associated to the entity CF _A and corresponding to the couple of product 
definition Def 1 tool 7 and Def 2 part Profile A. The cutting process (CP) 
uses the cutting parameters and the DF before roughing A, to realize the 
Product_Definition_Form corresponding to the profile A (DF after 
roughing A). The Product_Definition corresponding to the profile A is then 
obtained. One proceeds in the same way for the profiling operation 
continuation. In every stage a new definition of the work piece is obtained. 
The assembly relation (ASS) represents the link between the tool and its tool 
holder. The entity material manufacturing coated carbide (MU _ CR) 
indicates the material composition of the cutting tool. The entity (ALU) 
represents that of the work piece (ISO 2017 A). This instantiation validates 
the generic structure model proposed. Let us note in particular that the entity 
TMC satisfies the requirements expected as a common concept among 
various experts. 

4. CTM'S IMPROVEMENT FOR HARD TURNING 

On this point of the TMC, the global objective of the work is to simplify 
the steps for obtaining cutting conditions by using on one hand the 
information methodologies presented above and in a second hand 
mechanical methods. The static modeling of the data allows to fix the 
concerned data and the connected attributes. As we are going to see it 
afterward in the case of the hard turning, the exploitation of the TMC 
method led to interpretation difficulties. We take like example, the minimal 
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cutting speed determination whose choice is not easy for a lot of TMC due to 
the mechanical behavior. 
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Figure - 6a. Vc min stage in the case 
of conventional turning 
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Figure -6b. Vc min stage in the case 
of hard turning 

4.1 Integration of hard turning behavior 

The minimal cutting speed (Vcmin) choice is important for the TMC 
stages [1]. This parameter is sometimes difficult to put in evidence. In [1] 
V cmin is defined as being the speed from which the tool life wear is 
repetitive. Figure -a presents the specific cutting pressures (Kc) according to 
the cutting speed on a classical TMC or conventional turning. Two zones are 
distinguished. The first one for V c's small values presents important 
variations. For the second one, for Vc's higher values, the variations are less 
important. The limit of this 2 zones is the minimal cutting speed V cmin. The 
curve figure 6b, realized in the case of hard turning doesn't show significant 
uncoupling. Let us note that the diminution of Kc according to the speed is 
very weak on the speed range from 75 to 300 mlmin. Nevertheless, it can be 
observed that the curves between 20 and 75 mlmin are much more perturbed. 
than after 75m/min. Before 75m1min the KCC oscillations have an amplitude 
of 30 % from their mean value. This variation is reduced to about 6 % for 
greater cutting speed values. Due to this observation it can be considered that 
the V cmin is of the order of 75 mlmin. According to [9, 7] this observation 
becomes widespread in hard turning. The new definition for V cmin can be a 
the minimal speed value for which the process is dynamically stable with a 
good tool life repetitiveness. In the case of hard turning the instability in the 
little speeds presents strong vibrations. This phenomenon is due to the 
dynamic of the whole manufacturing system. The tool, the workpiece and 
the whole machine tool are concerned and called the Part, Tool, Machine 
(PTM) system. 

4.2 Relation between PTM and data model 

Now the question about the dynamic management of the normalized data 
model figure 4, must be solved. The first modification concerns the semantic 
definition of the minimal cutting speed, became an acceptable cutting speed. 
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This modification can be easily passed on to the various experts associated 
because it is a neutral and generic model. On the other hand the notion of 
acceptable V c possesses an important impact on the stages for obtaining its 
value. The notion of Kc's stability is added in implies to consider the set 
PTM. The modification of the normalized model, figure 4, considering these 
information are presented Figure 7. So the entity PTM model is introduced 
as under class of the entity product definition relationship. Now the TMC 
model entity connects two product definitions, while the PTM model entity 
connects three entities: the part, the tool and the machine. We can model this 
difference by introducing the machine entity and defining the PTM model on 
the machine entity. This modeling round off the model defines figure 4 
without change of the global model. On the other hand two methods of 
cutting parameter determination are considered: the method normalized by 
the TMC concept and the future method due to the PTM concept. Nowadays 
the TMC method is much more mature than the PTM. Thus the improvement 
of the TMC method has to give directions for elaborating the bases of the 
PTM to represent new technologies such as the hard turning. But, In 
practice, the changes introduced by this new entities provoke a redefining of 
the data bases. This dynamics is very badly managed in STEP. Methods of 
opened communications using the WEB technologies connected to a shared 
data base system should be used during the implementation. 

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

The comparison of the product structure model of two manufacturing 
expert allowed to propose a generic model integrating the point of view of 
the CAD-CAM, but also that of the TMC standard. The model built on this 
base allows to validate the use of the TMC concept as a set of consensual 
definitions in the various domains of the cutting process. A computer 

Figure - 7. Integration of the PTM model to the generic structure model (figure 5) 
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development will validate completely the study. Data bases corresponding to 
the models above will be implemented (under Access or Oracle). Web 
technologies like XML and EIP (Enterprise Information Portal) will be used 
to exchange and share the information via web pages. The consideration of 
new technologies such as the hard turning pulls an overtaking of the notion 
of Tool Material Couple to introduce that of the Part Tool Machine system. 
The PTM modeling is still at the beginning of developments and is far from 
equaling in maturity that of the TMC. So, to keep a good industrial reality 
we suggest on a first approach to build PTM's notion and exploiting it in 
addition to the TMC. It is envisaged that in the future, both models coexist. 
The TMC model alone for the conventional manufacturing, and the TMC 
and PTM models together for the new manufacturing technologies such as 
hard turning, high speed cutting etc. The elaboration of the PTM model leads 
to a new research of significant TMC parameters. It is the objective fixed of 
the development of two additional methods: cooperative modeling (to define 
common concepts to the various manufacturing experts) and analysis of the 
involved mechanical and experimental models. 
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PART ORIENTATON IN LAYER-BASED 
MACHINING 

Y. H. Chen, Z. Y.Yang and W. S. Sze 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. University of Hong Kong 

Abstract: Determination of build orientation for layer-based manufacturing (LM) can be 
considered as a multi-criteria optimization problem. The preferred build 
orientation should have the tendency to maximize surface quality, minimize 
build time and build cost simultaneously. For a given part model, different 
build orientation will result in variant surface quality, support design, number 
of stock layer, removed material volume and part stability. In this paper, 
determining the build orientation is modeled as a fuzzy decision making 
problem. Fuzzy sets are employed to rate the contribution made by 
alternatives. The preferred orientation is then chosen according to its rank in 
the result of fuzzy synthesis evaluation. 

Key words: layered manufacturing, build orientation, fuzzy set 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, LM technologies have been widely used by product 
designers, tool designers, and manufacturing engineers. A crucial step in LM 
is choosing a preferred direction for the model to be built in, i.e. build 
orientation. Build orientation affects the part accuracy, surface quality, build 
time, and build cost. Because not all the desired effects can be achieved in 
one build orientation, some trade-off in the determination of build 
orientation must be made. Part accuracy, build time, support structure, and 
part stability are the main factors to be considered. 

In current commercial LM systems, the build orientation is often 
chosen manually based on expenence. In order to make this operation 
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automatic and robust, much effort has been invested [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. 
Although these methodologies have proved to be effective for traditional LM 
processes, none of them can be applied to layered-based machining. 

Layer-based machining has attracted many research efforts recently 
because it is a combination of additive and subtractive method. Figure 1 (a) 
shows a castle model. The interior is rather complicated as in Figure 1(b). 
Through layer-based machining (Figure l(c)), a large castle model can be 
built by a large variety of materials. Horvath and Vergeest et al. [6] used an 
electronically/mechanically controlled flexible blade to manufacture free
form front surface layer by layer to eliminate the staircase effect that is 
inherent in current LM systems. However, the shape of a part is limited to 
simple geometry. Song and Chen [7] developed a robot based layered 
machining system for rapid prototyping applications. As the robot based 
layered machining system is described in a previous paper [7], this paper is 
focused on build orientation determination. 

(a) A Castle model (b) Section view (c) Sliced part 
Figure - I. Model shows the improved accessibility by slicing 

In traditional LM processes, the main consideration for build 
orientation includes: part accuracy, build time, build cost, the number of 
support, support-contact area, trapped volume, and part stability. In our 
system, all factors except trapped volume will be considered. In addition, 
tool accessibility is taken into account because the stock layer thickness is 
much larger than that in traditional LM (typically 10mm vs. O.lmm). 

2. FUZZY SETS 

Fuzzy decision making has been used extensively in solving 
engineering problems [8],[9]. In this paper, fuzzy sets are employed to rate 
the active factors with respect to their "satisfaction degree". Let x denotes 
the singletons that make up the universe of discourse X. Various 
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combinations of these singletons make up sets, say A, on the universe. If the 

universe of discourse X is discrete and finite, fuzzy set A can be expressed 
as: 

where I1A (x;) E [0, 1] is the membership of Xi, which represents the degree 

of membership ofx in A. An important application of fuzzy transform is 
fuzzy synthetic evaluation (FSE in brief). The following steps are typically 
included in FSE [10]: 
1. Define the universe of factors: 

U= {u), U2, ... , um }; 

2. Define the universe of evaluations: 
E = {e], e2, ... , en}; 

3. Define weight vector, whose elements are the weight assigned to each 
factor: 

W = { WI, W2, ... , Wi, ... , Wm }, where L Wi = 1 ; 

4. For an alternative ai, construct the single-factor fuzzy relation matrix 

Ri : 

Ri = [rij], 

where rij = )leiuj is the membership of Uj in ei; 
5. Calculate the evaluation fuzzy vector Vi for alternative ai: 

~ T 
Vi = W <8l R = {Vii, Vi2, ... , vij, ... , Vin} , (2) 
where <8l represents the composition operation; 

The alternative ai is evaluated as the evaluation with respect to max(v) 
according to maximum membership rule. 

3. MAJOR FACTORS AND THEIR FUZZY SET 
REPRESENTATION 

The contributions of each alternative to the factors are defined in this 
section. Fuzzy membership functions are used to represent the various ill
defined boundaries of categories in the evaluation set. 

3.1 Part stability 

Part stability factor is defined by the following equation: 
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Abp heg d 
Fps =[A+(l-j))+(I- D)]/3, (3) 

where A is the area of the object convex hull surface with the maximum area, 
D is the diameter of the part, which is treated as a polyhedron, A bp is the area 
of base plane, heg is the height of center of gravity (CG). d is the distance 
between the projection of CG onto the base plane and the boundary of the 
convex hull of base plane. If the projection of CG is within the convex hull 
of the base plane such as CG~, d is set to 0. From the definition, FpsE [0,1). 

3.2 Inaccessible area 

Inaccessible area factor is defined as: 
A 

F =1-~ 
IS A ' 

t 

(4) 

where Aia is the inaccessible area, At is the total surface area of the part. 
Dexel encoding method [8] is employed to find out Aia. DexelEncode 

function encodes 3D parts into the dexel model as below: 
DexelEncode (part, gridsize, direction, dexmat) 
Input: part geometric model 

gridsize the resolution of encoding 
direction in which the part is encoded 

Output: dexmat the dexel model of part 
box = the interior of a rectangle containing the projection of part onto 

the plane perpendicular to the direction (eg. y-axis). 
image = {(i,j)1 (i,j) E ray matrix, (i*gridsize,j*gridsize) E box} 
for (each (i,j) E image) do 
{ 

} 

(St, ... ,Sln) = y-values of intersections of the part with the ray 
through (i*gridsize, j*gridsize) normal to x-z plane, in decreasing 
sequence 

dexmat[i,j] = [eSt, Sl), ... , (Sln-l, Sln)]. 
The part is encoded in two perpendicular directions (P and Q) that are 

perpendicular to build direction for each build orientation. We get two dexel 
lists, 
[(Sll, Sll), ... , (Sln_l 1, Slnl)] and [(Sll, S}), ... , (Sln}, Slnl)]. Then we browse 
the two lists and record the number of occurrence of 

si - Si+li < de, (5) 
into an integer lA, where j = 1, 2; i = 2k, kE (1, n-l); de is the cutter 

diameter. Then Aia is calculated as: 
Aja = 2 * IA * gridsize1 . (6) 
Fis E [0,1). 
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3.3 Support area 

Because of the stiffness of raw material, not all the overhangs need 
support. As illustrated in figure 2(a), overhangs can be classified into two 
kinds according to their geometric property: Complete-Overhang and Semi
Overhang (cantilevered overhang). The former is support-needed overhang, 
while the latter can be divided further into support-needed overhang and 
support-needless overhang. Figure 2 (b) gives some possible support 
structures. Support structure for Semi-Overhang is aimed at preventing the 
part from deformation caused by gravity and cutting force. 

Support area factor Fsa is defined as: 
Fsa = 1 - SumNsIA t , (7) 

(a) Model with overhangs (b) Possible support structures 

Figure ~2. Overhangs and possible support structures 

where AI is the total surface area of the part. SumNS has the physical 
meanings to indicate how much complete overhang area the sum of all the 
support-needed area is equivalent to. Fsa E [0,1]. 

3.4 Number of stock layer 

Number of stock layer factor FsI is defined as: 
FsI = 1 - hho/D, (8) 
where hbo is the part height in build direction, D is the diameter of the 

part. FsI E [0,1). 

3.5 Removed material volume 

Removed material volume factor Frrn is defined as: 
Frrn = Vmb l Vab , (9) 

where Vmh is the volume ofthe minimum bounding box of the part, Vah is the 
volume of axis-parallel minimum bounding box (APB in brief) when the part 
is oriented. Frm E [0,1). 
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3.6 Fuzzy representation of factors 

f(x) f(x) 
F N A R SR F N A R SR 

(c) Membership function of SN Cd) Membership function ofSL 
x) 

Figure -3. Membership functions of fuzzy variables 

The five factors: Part stability (PS), Inaccessible surface area (IS), 
Support needed area (SN), Number of stock layer (SL), and Removed 
material volume (RM) are then evaluated as five linguistic categories: 
"Strongly recommended" (SR), "Recommended" (R), "Acceptable" (A), 
"Not recommended" (NR), and "Refused" (F). The membership functions of 
these evaluation categories are subjectively defined based on analysis and 
experiences. The graphical representation of the membership functions for 
each factor is shown in figure 3. 

Then the mathematical equations of the membership functions can be 
given as following: 

{

(x_a)/(b_a) 

j(x) = 1 

(x-d)/(c-d) 

o 

b~x~c (10) 
c~x~d 

otherwise 
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Using these equations, the evaluation of a given factor can be 
represented as a limited fuzzy set. For example, if Fps = 0.65, then Fsl is 
evaluated as the following fuzzy vector: 

esl = {O, 0, 0.5,0.25,0}, which means the membership values of Fps in 
"acceptable" and "recommended" are 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. 

3.7 Fuzzy synthetic evaluation 

Fuzzy relation matrix Ri for alternative ai IS then constructed by 

fuzzif)ring the factors: 
,-....., iii i i T 
Ri =(eps,ej" esn,e s!' erm) , (11) 

where ei is the single factor evaluation fuzzy vector. 

then evaluation vector ~ for alternative i can be calculated: 

(12) 

where W is given in (15), ® denotes composition operation, ~ is the 

fuzzy vector containing the membership values for alternative ai in each of 
the evaluation categories. 

3.8 Fuzzy ranking 

The preferred build orientation determination is made on the basis of 

fuzzy ranking. Suppose we have two evaluation fuzzy vectors, V; and Vj . 

We can use operations based on extension principle to calculate the truth 
~ ~ 

value of the assertion that ~ is better than Vj with the following 

expression: 

T(Vi 2:: V) = SUp minCLLv, (x),j.1v
j 
(x)), (13) 

X2Y 

(13) is the extension of inequality x 2:: y according to extension 
principle. It represents the degree of possibility in the sense that if a specific 

pair (x, y) exists such that x ~ y and f.1f/ (x) = f.1f/ (y), then T(~ ~ V) = 1. 
i j J 

The definition for two fuzzy sets can be extended to the more general case of 
multiple fuzzy sets: 

T(V:2: V;,V2 , ••• ,iZ) = T(V:2: V;) and T(V:2: V2 ) and ... and T(V:2:~) (14) 
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4. EXAMPLE 

The part in figure 4 is used as an example to demonstrate the methodology 
presented in this paper. Three candidate build orientations are chosen as 
figure 4 (b), (c), and (d). The following are some of the parameters: 

(a) An example part model (b) Possible build orientation one 

(c) Possible build orientation two (d) Possible build orientation three 

Figure -4. A part model and its candidate build orientations 

de = 10mm; girdsize = O.lmm; 
D = 567.8908; A = 140000; At = 896326.0; 
Abl) = 120000; A h/} = 51000; A b/} = 82800; 
he/a} = 126.7357; he/b) = 200; hc/} = 150; 
Ai/a} = 0; Ajh} = 29617.6;Ajc} = 28592.8; 
Vmh = Va/a} = Va/bY = vat) = 42000000; 

Table -1. Fuzzy evaluation for each candidate build orientation 

~ 
BO(a) BO(b) BO(c) 

Factors 

Fps 0.8781 0.6684 0.7758 
F is 10.967 0.0000 0.9681 
Fsa 0.9027 0.8136 0.8593 
Fsi 0.3837 0.2956 0.4717 
F rm 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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The five factors for each candidate are calculated based on these data 
and the results are tabulated in Table 1. 

Then we obtain the single-factor evaluation matrices for each candidate 
by fuzzifying the factors as follows: 

F NR A R SR 
0 0 0 0.219 0.3905 PS 

Ra= 0 0 0 0 1 IS , (15. a) 

0 0 0 0.937 0.5135 SA 
0 0.0815 0.5815 0.837 0 SL 
0 0 0 0 RM 
F NR A R SR 

0 0 0.316 0.342 0 PS 
Rb= 0 0 0 0.33 0.835 IS , (15. b) 

0 0 0.864 0.712 0.068 SA 
0.22 0.5325 0.953 0 0 SL 

0 0 0 0 RM 
F NR A R SR 
0 0 0 0.879 0 PS 

Rc= 0 0 0 0.319 0.8405 IS (15. c) 
0 0 00407 0.8643 0.2965 SA 
0 0 0.0943 0.6415 0.717 SL 
0 0 0 0 RM 

Then we put the matrix above into (12) and get the following synthesis 
evaluation vectors for each candidate: 

Va = (0.0651, 0.0651, 0.0651, 0.1lO2, 0.1049), 
Vb = (0.0651, 0.0651, 0.1102, 0.lO49, 0.0651), 
Vc = (0.0651, 0.0651, 0.0651, 0.1102, 0.0651), 
According to maximum membership rule, build orientation a and care 

evaluated as "Recommended", while b as "Acceptable". 
From (l3) we get, 

T(Va ~VJ=0.1102, T(~ ~VJ=0.0651, 

Therefore, build orientation a is preferred over c. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A methodology employing fuzzy set theory to select the preferred build 
orientation in layer based machining system has been developed. The 
benefits of experience were brought into a decision-making procedure by 
using fuzzy set to represent the factors that influence the selection of build 
orientation. The implementation of this methodology is a functional module 
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of our Robot-based Layered Manufacturing system RoLM, which is an 
OpenGL based software package developed for adaptive layer based robot 
machining. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE GENERATION OF 
TOOL PATHS IN A CAM SYSTEM 

A. Larue and B. Anselmetti 
LURPA, ENS de eachan, France 

Abstract: The flank milling of complex forms is a very effective process from the point 
of view of productivity and surface quality. Many works deal with research on 
the optimal positioning of the tool which is considered as a rigid body in order 
to minimize tool path errors. The purpose of our work is to integrate the 
compensation of the tool distortions in this optimal positioning calculation. In 
flank milling with long tools, the distortion of the cutter generates a significant 
wave (that can reach O,6mm) on the machined surface due to the cffects of the 
helical angle and the radial force which varies during the cutter rotation. After 
detailing an analysis of the force evolution and the associated model 
calculation, we will present a test protocol, that can be implemented in 
industry, in order to characterize the model parameters as a function of the 
couple tool-workpiece material. Then we will present a test to assess our 
prediction model of the straightness defects of the machined surface according 
to all machining parameters. These results make it possible to make up for 
defects by applying a translation to the tool in 3-axis and by applying a 
translation combined with a rotation in 5-axis milling. 

Key words: Identification, Force model, Compensation, Tool paths 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The flank machining of complex forms is currently a strong industrial issue. 
The objective is to machine a high quality surface while minimizing 
manufacturing times. A lot of the research deals with the generation of an 

221 
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optimal positioning of the tool which is considered as a rigid body in order 
to minimize tool paths errors [1], [2], [3]. These approaches ignore the 
cutting process's intrinsic elements, in particular the tool distortions which 
can be significant (about 0.6 mm for a 20 mm diameter long cutter and a 
raised material flow in medium-hard steel). Our objective is to take into 
account the tool deformations in tool path calculations for flank milling of 
free forms. This article qualitatively analyses the flank milling process and 
proposes a method to assess the cutting forces and the tool distortions. A test 
protocol, that can be implemented in industry is proposed to characterize the 
various model parameters as a function of a given couple tool-workpiece 
material. The defects are then compensated by a 3 axis tool translation. 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE CUTTING FORCE 

In order to highlight the tool distortion, a plane was machined with a high 
speed steel cutter of 20 mm diameter and 90 mm of length, with a 
progressive radial engagement from 0.5 to 3 mm and a constant feedrate per 
tooth fz = 0.2 mm/rev. For example, for a radial engagement of 3 mm, the 
distortion generates a variation of localization of 0.6 mm with a wave giving 
a variation of straightness of 0.2 mm (figure 1). 

_____ O.6mm ·-c r 
To model the tool distortion, it is necessary to understand the evolution of 
the cutting force. Figure 2 shows the cutting process: 

Figure -2. Displacement of the generating point. 

The cutting edge of the milling tool is a helix. The surface is thus 
obtained by a generating point which moves along the milling tool generatrix 
during the cutter rotation. At moment t, the generating point is at P at a 
distance L from the housing. At moment t+ot, the point is at P' at a distance 
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L'. An elementary cutting edge placed at point Q which is inside the material 
(figure 3) cuts an elementary chip section which depends on the engagement 
angle at this point. An elementary cutting pressure is thus applied at this 
point. This force generates an elementary inflection of the cutter. The 
distortion at point P is thus the sum of the elementary distortions for the 
whole length in mesh of the cutting edges simultaneously engaged in the 
workpiece material. 

The contact surface between the cutter and the workpiece material was 
developed in figure 3 which represents the cutter in three angular positions. 
The evolution of the chip section along the cutting edge, and the normal 
density of the force for each point Q are identified according to the angular 
position ~ at this point. a is the total engagement angle of the cutter in the 
workpiece material. 

Evolution of: 

e = fz. in(~) 

Diagram without taking the 
tool [unout into account 

o Normal force without taking the tool runout into account 
<? Chip ection _ .. _ . . _ . 

p , 
R.~ 

Figure -3. Radial Force evolution on helical developped profile. 

During rotation, distortion is variable, in particular because of the 
distances from the generating point P and points Q to the housing variation. 
Moreover, there can be one or 2 teeth completely engaged. This variation of 
distortion as a function of point P sometimes creates a significant wave in a 
machined surface section. 
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3. DISTORTION MODEL OF THE MILLING TOOL 

There are numerous works concerning the static force model study [4], 
[5], [6]. Our modeling of the forces makes use of the basic principles of the 
Kline and DeVor model [7], [5], [8]. This approach allows for the prediction 
of the cutting force and is based on a static equilibrium of the tool fitted in 
the spindle cone. 

3.1 Influence of the various factors on distortion 

We suppose that the defects observed are mainly due to the cutter 
distortion. This assumption was validated by checking. The machined parts 
are rather massive and firmly clamped to be considered as a rigid body. The 
fixture is also very rigid (vice or table fixture). The spindle was subjected to 
a static force equivalent to the machining force [8] : the distance variation 
between the spindle and the fixture (~ 0.01 mm) is is very low in relation to 
the observed defects. Similarly, the static distortion of the tool holder is also 
negligible. The distortions of components other than the milling tool will 
thus be ignored. The cutter will be considered as a beam fixed in the milling 
tool holder. A test also showed that the flexion was not deviated by the 
helical shape of the cutting edges. 

3.2 Modeling of the distortions 

The method that we propose differs from the Kline and De V or approach 
as re-envisaged by Seo [6] : Our calculation estimates the generating point of 
the cutting edge distortion by adding up the distortions due to the elementary 
forces distributed along the cutting edge. 

The model illustrated by figure 4 determines the range of deformation 
due to normal forces on the machined surface for each elementary length of 
the cutting edges in mesh. 

The cutting pressure is assumed to follow the model (eq.(1) ; eq.(2)) : 

~ Radial force: Kr = Kro. ep-03 (ep = depth of cut) (1) 

~ Tangential force: Kt = Kto.ep--D} (2) 

Coefficients Kro and Kto depend in particular on the tool angles and the 
machined material. The exponent -0.3 is a term which is considered as 
constant for a wide material range. After the tool is broken down into 
elementary discs whose thickness is ea, the two components dFt and dFr of 
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the elementary force can be calculated according to the angular position ~ at 
point Q considered (eq. (3) - eq. (4». 

=> Radial force: dFr = Kr.ep.ea = Kro (fz.sin(~))H13.ea (3) 

=> Tangential force: dFt = Kt.ep.ea = Kto. (fz.sin(~))I-o.3 .ea (4) 

The normal component to the machined surface dN can be calculated: 

dN(~)= dFr(~). cos(~) + dFt(~). sin(~) (5) 

dY :JIC:::::::::~_----I 

Figure -4. Details of the model used. 

The distortion dy at point P due to force dN at point Q can be calculated 
by considering that the tool is a fixed beam of constant Igy moment of 
inertia: 

The radial engagement being small, there is only one tooth in mesh on each 
disc. At each point P, the theoretical Yth is the sum of dy generated by all 
points Q of the cutting edges in mesh [8]. 

4. COUPLE TOOL-WORKPIECE 
CHARACTERIZATION 

4.1 Description of the test protocol 

The force model requires the identification of Kro, Kto, Igy et E. The 
term E.lgy is identified thanks to a static test of the milling tool using a 
dynamometer [8]. 

The test is based on the machining of a plane. The part is measured on a 
three-dimensional coordinate measuring machine. A simulation model 
developed under Matlab software calculates the tool distortions for each 
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point P on the surface by adjusting the parameters Kro, Kto to reproduce the 
measured form as accurately as possible. 
The test thus consists in flank machining a plane starting from a tilted raw 
plane of a known value (figure 5) giving a radial engagement ranging from 
0.5 to 3mm. The milling tool engagement angle varies throughout the facing. 
On the two raw part sides, the two zones for which the radial depth of cut is 
0.3 mm make it possible to easily readjust the measured dots cloud. The pure 
flank milling without end-milling is obtained by a groove in which the tool 
tip emerges. The calibration stage of the force model coefficients is then not 
disturbed by a parasitic friction of the tool point during the machining. 

Fini h machined plan 

Tool in HSCo (8% Co) (E = 207000 Mpa) 
fixed in clamp 

Active tool length: 93 mm 

Figure -5. Test of tool- workpiece characterization. 

Measurement is carried out in a rough-planing reference - mark built on 
the surfaces made with the tool to test and of the cutting conditions which 
must give negligible distortions of the tool (figure 5). 

Datum A.:;:.;::==-~::-::::::::::::;;:",. Three plane machined 

Machining plane r:~~::;;;:::r:: 
by the Ie ted tool with a 
mall depth of cut 

to mea ure 

Figure -6. Rough-planing reference - datum for the machined surface measurement. 

The measurement, after processing in the calculation model, gives the 
difference between the points on the machined surface and the theoretical 
surface built relative to the reference-mark of rough-planing (figure 6). The 
model coefficients are obtained by minimizing the sum of the squared 
differences between the measured dot cloud and the simulated dot cloud [8]. 
Figure 7a represents the simulated dots cloud (deflection ranging from 0 to 
0.7 mm). Figure 7b shows the distribution of the differences between the 
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points measured and the points simulated (±O.06 mm). The most significant 
variations are on the part zone where radial engagement is largest. 

(a) Milling direction 

Deviation distribution on the machined surface 

Mean of the differences: 0.019 mm 
Maximal difference: -0.06 0.07 mm 
Coefficients: Kto = 179 

Kro=217 (b) 

Figure -7. Numerical results for the HSS tool (tool diameter: 20mm, tool length : 94mm). 

Figure 8 shows the results obtained with a shorter carbide tool. 

(a) 

0.18 200 Population 
'"~ ISO 

'" 100 

" SO 

.. 
... 
... 

Deviations distrihution on the machined surface 

Mean of the differences: 0.013 mm 
Maximal difference: -0.045 0.039 mm 
Coefficients: Kto = 349 

Kro = 556 (b) 

Figure -8. Numerical results for the carbide tool (tool diameter: 20mm, tool length : 54mm). 

This test protocol allows for the estimation of the force model 
coefficients and for the prediction of the machining defects with a sufficient 
precision next to the amplitude of the measured distortions. Figure 8 shows 
that most of the variations for the robust carbide tool are included in an 
interval of ±0.03 mm, which is acceptable as regards our precision target. 

4.2 Validation procedure of the prediction defect 

The test consists in realising a circular interpolation. In this case, for a 
given radial engagement, the engagement angle is smaller than for the plane. 
The measurement consists in identifying several generators between the 
altitudes z = 0 and z = 30. 

The tests were performed for the two tools. The curves in figures 9 and 
10 show the quality obtained by this simulation. 
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/~ 
o. Mean ofthe'Ji"'---'-? 
0, measured dot on Theoretical Error be een the imulalion 
0' everal seclions curvc ~ and II e mca ured dot 

,,~ 

Figure -9. Validation of the identification procedure for a high speed steel tool. 

Deviation 

Figure -10. Validation of the identification procedure for a carbide tool. 

The difference between the dots measured and the dots simulated IS 

included in an interval of ±0.02 mm over the first 20 millimetres. 
Considering the initial objectives, our modeling is validated. The model 
must however still be refined, because the top cylinder is still rather badly 
evaluated (approximately 0.05 mm deviation). 

5. COMPENSATION OF PREDICTED DEFECTS 

The mirror technique [6], [9] allows to partially make up for the defects 
generated by the working tool deflection. In order to achieve this, in each 
section, an average value of the distortion was calculated to generate a tool 
translation following the normal to the surface. The milling test of a plane 
starting from the rough surface used for characterization of the force model 
coefficients was realised by calculating the compensated tool path as shown 
in figure 11. After computation of the mean deformation to compensate in 
each section, the defects are interpolated with a non uniform cubic Bspline 
curve, which is then discretized to generate toolpath. The test results are 
illustrated in figure 12. 

Prediction of the 

~. 

Discretized toolpath "'. 
-c:::::-

Figure -11. Generation of the compensated tool path. 

Difference between the expected 
plan and the real measured point 

Difference distribution 
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... 
'50 

'00 

50 

... 
Difference e to 95% (with compensation) : 
0.019 mm <e < 0.172 rum 
Difference to 95% (with compensation) : 
-0.004 mm < e < 0.046 mm 

Figure -12. Differences between the measured points and the theoretical plane (carbide tool). 

The position defect after compensation strongly decreased compared to 
normal milling. We observed that the 95% difference between the measured 
points and the theoretical plane is really smaller when we compensate. 77% 
of the surface points after compensation respect an interval of ±O.Ol mm, but 
the whole surface is tilted because of the tool deflection. It now seems 
difficult to improve the model without going over to 5 axes in order to 
compensate for the tool paths simultaneously by translation and rotation. 
Moreover, in this test, the transition zones have not been taken into account 
in the simulation. To improve this result, we will soon set up a 5-axis 
compensation and will manage the transition calculation at the depth of cut 
changes. The integration of our algorithm in a CAM system requires a tool 
engagement map definition correlated with a part's feedrate map which takes 
into account the machine tool dynamic. These maps allow to estimate the 
surface deviation. In 3-axis milling, we define a mean profile to calculate 
tool paths and locally control the feedrate. In 5-axis, we define tool paths 
with positioning of two points of a tool axis on the mirror surface. A 
distortion of this surface can be used to modify the part feedrate when its 
distribution is not continuous. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS 

Machining tool path generation is rather difficult in many ways. Three great 
classes of problem appear: the tool optimal laying on the machined surface, 
the generation of a numerical control program taking into account the 
machine controller's real capacities and the generation of a numerical 
control program taking into account the distortion aspects generated by the 
cutting process. We have specifically worked on the latter. We have shown 
that the distortion aspect due to the mechanical stresses during machining is 
particularly disadvantageous. No current CAM system has integrated this 
type of problem. To contribute to such an integration, we set up and evaluate 
a fast step to qualify a couple tool - workpiece material in order to predict 
the distortions undergone by a part during its machining. The method is 
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based on the machining of a test plane. This first stage allows accurate 
assessment of the defects generated by the cutting process and calculation of 
the compensation. Nevertheless, a certain number of defects related to the 
non-rigidity of the workpiece and its fixture, also related to vibrational 
phenomena and the shock effects on attack and on exit of the cutter remain 
to be taken into account. In order to improve the machined parts quality, we 
set up a 3-axis method compensation. Finally, we hope to be able to propose 
a 5-axis compensation method based on the model that we have just set up. 
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Abstract: An extensive study has been undertaken to investigate the tool-wear 

mechanisms of CBN cutting tools in finish machining of the following 

hardened steels: X155CrMoV 12 cold work steel (ATST D2), X38CrMoV5 

(AISl HII) hot work stcel, 35NiCrMo 16 hot work steel and IOOCr6 bearing 

steel (AISI 52100), treated at 54 HRC. A large variation in tool-wear rate has 

been observed in machining of these steels. The generated tool flank grooves 

have been correlated with the hard carbide density of the workpieces. A crater 

wear study has also been performed and, it is shown that the appearance of an 

adhered third body could induce a chemical wear in the tool. 

Key words: Hard turning, carbides, microstructure, tool-wear 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Because of the increased productivity and flexibility required in 
manufacturing, machining hardened steel with a cutting tool instead of 
grinding is much more attractive. It is possible to decrease the machining 
cost by using hard turning instead of grinding because a turning center is less 
expensive than a grinding machine. Also, machining operations can produce 
many different features with a single cutting tool as opposed to the need for 
changing grinding wheels in grinding. The only drawback of the turning 
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method is the high cost of the CBN turning insert. According to Konig et al. 
[1] the tool-life varies from 1 to 25 times for different hardened steels treated 
under the same hardness and machined at the same cutting parameters. 
Therefore, linking the tool-life with the cutting material microstructure is 
significant in hard turning process. 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

Konig et al. [1] and Narutaki and Yamane [2] examined the wear 
mechanisms by diffusion, abrasion, and adhesion. All these mechanisms are 
prevalent during the wear process of the tools. According to previous 
research [1], [3-6], there is a chemical and diffusion process which 
influences the tool-wear process. This diffusion wear is often linked with the 
built up layer (BUL). The existence of a BUL on the rake face and 
sometimes on the clearance face has been shown by [3-6]. The BUL can 
have many implications on tool-wear. The first is reduction of tool-wear 
according to Luo et al. [3] because it is like a coating on the tool face that 
prevents the tool from abrasion due to hard carbides in the workpiece. Barry 
et al. [4] used three different workpieces with the same hardness and 
different rates of inclusions. After extensive analysis of the BUL, the authors 
show that an increase in aluminum content leads to an increase in crater and 
flank wear. 

It is also known that annealed alloyed steel contains many different types 
of carbides. It can be a factor to explain the increase in tool-wear when there 
is a decrease in hardness. The flank groove width increases with the increase 
in workpiece hardness. The amount of carbides increases with the decrease 
in hardness, due to high tempering temperature. The increase in groove 
width can be explained for this type of steel by the fact that for high 
workpiece hardness there are only massive alloy carbides and consequently 
the groove width is closer to its average diameter. For lower hardness, there 
is also the formation of small hard carbides due to tempering. Grooves are 
formed by abrasion as well as precipitated alloy carbide particles. Ohtani and 
Yokogawa [8J show this behavior and also highlight the fact that tool-life 
increases with the increase in hardness (in the hardness range lower than 
HRC 50). 

The influence of adhesion can be observed especially on BN grains [3-
4], [8]. Indeed, with diffusion, oxidation, or chemical reaction, the grains can 
be removed more easy because the boundaries between the binder and BN 
are broken. The adhesion on BN grains followed by abrasion with high 
carbides from the workpiece can tear BN grains which are not completely 
dissolved by diffusion or chemical reaction and leave a ridge. Thus, the tool-
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wear increases with the removal of massive grains. This action can explain 
the lower tool-life of tool insert with high amount ofCBN or with higher BN 
grain size. As a result, adhesion wear is a major wear parameter and it 
influences the wear of the ceramic binder with a well known mechanism of 
adhesion and abrasion, but also wear of BN grains with a mechanism of 
adhesion and wrenching of full grains. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

3.1. Machine tool and workpiece description 

The experiments were performed on a Mazak CNC turning center with 
20 kW power. The tool geometry is as follows: cutting edge angle, Kr = 91 0 ; 

rake angle; % = _6°, inclination angle; As = - 60 • The machining operation 
performed is tube turning. The samples are tubes of 110 mm outer diameter, 
200 mm length and 20 mm thick. The tube thickness has been chosen to 
keep the microstructure in the whole sample uniform. The tubes are clamped 
between soft jaws and a tail stock to ensure stability in the machining 
operation. 

3.2. Cutting parameters 

The cutting parameters are chosen to be as close as possible to the 
industrial cutting conditions. The hard turning operation is generally used as 
a finishing operation, as the alternative to grinding. 
A depth of cut (ap ) of 0.2 mm has been selected to enable the tool-chip 
contact only on the chamfer. 
Two feed rates (f) 0.08 and 0.12 mm/rev have been selected because they 
can produce a good surface roughness for a 0.8 mm radius tool tip. 
Two cutting speeds (VJ have been selected; 230 and 180 mlmin. 
This cutting parameter is the most dominant on the tool-life in comparison 
with the two previous parameters and it is strongly correlated with the 
cutting temperature. A new model developed by Poulachon [9] shows that 
the optimal cutting speed for machining of 100Cr6 bearing steel treated at 54 
HRC was around 120 mlmin. Therefore, this cutting parameter has been 
increased in order to reduce the cutting time in the experiment. 
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4. ANALYSIS 

4.1. Flank wear study 

It is generally known that in machining, the flank wear is the most 
common criterion. Indeed, the value of the cutting edge retreat has an 
influence on the workpiece dimensional accuracy. As a consequence, this 
criteria has been the first used to measure the tool-wear rate and also to 
classify the different tool-wear rates according to the types of steels 
machined and the cutting conditions used in the experiments. Nevertheless, 
the tool-wear is a loss of the cutting material along the cutting edge, 
therefore, this criterion has been chosen to measure the tool damage. Thus, 
the flank wear VB value is only a geometric dimension and it does not show 
the tool-wear rate, but it is possible to obtain the volume of tool material 
removed as a function of VB and some geometric values of the tool as shown 
in Figure 1. Barry et al. [4] used the same method. The value S seems to be 
more reliable to show the progression of the tool material volume removed. 
By integration of S along the cutting edge, it is possible to obtain the volume 
V of the material removed. After the calculation of V and S, another 
parameter has been designed; the length of the workpiece rubbing is given 
by the following formula: length = machined surfacelfeed rate . 

Figure -I. The calculation of the material 

removed from the tool due to tool-wear. 
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Figure -2. Tool material removal rate during 

the machining ofX38CrMoV 5 steel. 

The integration of length along the cutting edge gives the surface of the 
workpiece that has rubbed the flank surface of the tool. Locally, it is possible 
to draw the graph S as a function of the length as shown in Figure 2. The 
curves obtained are straight lines that cross the origin. Barry et al. [4] 
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obtained a similar shape of curves. Thus, each flank wear can be defined by 
one coefficient that is the straight-line slope "A;". 
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Figure -3. Comparison of tool-wear rates in machining of 
four different hard steels with CBN tool. 
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Figure 3 shows the straight-line slopes for the four steels obtained from 
the tool-wear experiments. From the results shown in Figure 3, the steels can 
be classified into two different groups according to the straight-line slopes. 
The first group induces large tool-wear rates. This group has two work 
materials; lOOCr6 bearing steel and the X155CrMoVl2 steel. The second 
group is the group of steels with lower tool-wear rates. This group has two 
work materials: 35NiCrMo16 steel and the X38CrMoV5 steel. 

5. ANALYSIS OF STEELS THAT INDUCE LARGE 
TOOL-WEAR RATES 

5.1. Flank wear shape for the X155CrMoV12 steel 

The surface of the tool face shows many grooves that can be observed 
with the optical microscope as shown in Figures 4(a). The grooves are 
formed in the cutting speed direction. Those grooves seem to be the result of 
extensive abrasive wear. The grooves on the flank surface appear at the 
beginning of machining and they never disappear. The global depth of these 
grooves is constant; it is not a function of the flank wear VB as shown in 
Figure 4(a). The frequency of the grooves along the cutting edge is 
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measurable. It is of interest to see that there are two different types of 
grooves. One type is a large groove with an average size close to IO/lm. The 
other one is a small type with an average of I /lm. It also shows that the two 
types of grooves are superposed; it implies that the phenomenon is not local, 
and has two different roots. Figure 4(b) is a micrograph of the 
Xl55CrMoV12 steel where the large white clusters are M7C3 primary 
carbides, with an average size close to 15 /lm. The major groove type is 
close to the big carbide cluster size. The minor grooves seem to be dug by 
the small clusters, which are about ten times smaller than the big clusters. 
There are M7C3 secondary carbides appearing during the tempering process. 

Figure-4(a). Flank wear in machining of 
Xl55CrMoVl2 steel (cutting parameters: 
Vc = 180 mlmin, f= 0.08 mmlrev). 

Figure-4(b). Microstructure of the 
X155CrMoV 12 steel, HRC 54. 

At this stage of the study, the only thing that can be affirmed is that the 
grooves with the major groove sizes are made by high M7C3 carbide clusters. 
Some groove cannot be completely focused with the optical magnification. It 
signifies that the depth of those grooves is larger than the depth of focus 5 
/lm. 
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6. ANALYSIS OF STEELS THAT INDUCE A LOWER 
TOOL-WEAR RATE 

6.1. Flank wear pattern for the X38CrMoV5 steel 

This steel is the lowest abrasive according to the flank wear criteria. The 
structure is martensitic with cementite and a small amount of MC carbide 
type appears after the tempering. The size and the amount of carbides in the 
structure cannot be measured. The wear of the tool seems to be more linked 
to the martensitic matrix abrasive action. The pattern of the tool-wear in 
Figure 5(a) shows that the tool flank has several grooves. The average of the 
groove size is close to 25 ).lm. However, even when the grooves seem to 
have a size larger than the X155CrMoV12 grooves, the depth seems to be 
smaller. The grooves seem to be dug by the grains of the workpiece matrix 
that have a size close to 25 ).lm as shown in Figure 5(b). The profile of the 
grooves shown in Figures 5(a) has not been measured, but it can be affirmed 
that the dark lines on the flank wear is because the light is not well reflected. 
Moreover, the depth of focus is close to 5 ).lm and the grooves are 
completely focused and they induce the depth of the grooves smaller than 5 
).lm. Also, a third layer appears on the worn flank face. This layer seems to 
be homogenous like the one seen with the X155CrMoV12 steel. 

Figure-5(a). Flank wear for the X38CrMoV5 
steel (cutting parameters: V c = 180 m/rnin, 

f= 0.08 mm/rev). 

Figure-5(b). 35NiCrMo16 steel 

microstructure with HRC 54. 

6.2. Flank wear shape for the 35NiCrMo16 steel 

A preliminary study shows that for the fourth set of experiments, the 
pattern of the flank wear VB is similar, but the flank wear value VB is 
different. Its structure is martensitic without any carbides. Consequently, the 
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tool-wear is fully linked to the martensitic matrix abrasive action and the 
anticipated chemical wear takes place. 

A 

Figure-6. Cross section of a tool along 

the orange line. 

To conclude, the X155CrMoV12 and 100Cr6 bearing steels are shown as 
the more abrasive steels according to Figure 3, because they contain the 
largest and hardest carbides. The flank wear observed seems to result mainly 
from the abrasive wear of the two types of carbides. The flank wear due to 
fatigue of the tool material can also be retained as the origin of tool-wear. 
The third layer, seen as the layer in gold color, can induce another wear 
behavior like diffusion-abrasion, or adhesion-abrasion. In the first case, the 
third layer reacts with the tool material. Barry et al. [4] show that the 
diffusion between BN grains and Aluminum element can appear. Another 
explanation has been given by Konig et al. [10] where they show the re
crystallization of the binder in a new structure that leaves the CBN grain less 
tied up. The second behavior, adhesion-abrasion is only a mechanical wear 
behavior. In each case, the material deposed on the flank wear is expected to 
come from the matrix of the workpiece, which is more ductile than the 
carbides. The 35NiCrMo16 and X38CrMoV5 steels classified in the second 
group come from a matrix composed with the same elements. It is mainly 
martensitic grains with few carbides. According to this study the appearance 
of large and high carbides in the workpiece is worse for the cutting tool than 
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for an homogeneous martensitic structure, even if the macro-hardness is the 
same for all the machined materials. 

7. CRATER WEAR STUDY 

The crater wear also shows a quantity of material removed by the chip 
during machining. However, the measure of the Kr is alone in inadequate to 
characterize tool-wear because it gives only a geometric value and it does 
not give the volume of the crater. A method to generate the pattern of the 
crater has been used in order to observed the progression of the tool material 
removal rate. Figure 6 shows the parameters used. The crater shape has been 
generated only for the largest section of this one as shown in Figure 6. 
According to Figure 6, three points need to be defined; a, b, c. As a result, 
two different graphs, Figures 7, and 8 were plotted. Figure 8 was plotted 
after analyzing the data of all 16 wear tests. It shows that the ratio LflL is not 
a function of cutting speed, feed rate, or the workpiece material, indeed, it is 
independent of these parameters. With the results shown, the crater pattern is 
known in three points, and the equation that links the values L, Lfi and Kr are 
known. 

Figure-7. Progression the crater depth KT in 
machining of X155CrMoV12 steel. 
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An approximation of the crater curve as two degree polynomial where 
the k; is constant defined by the experiments was performed. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has shown the influence of the steel microstructure on tool
wear in CBN tools. The major influencing parameter on tool-wear is the 
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presence of carbides in the steel microstructure. The commonly known crater 
wear and the flank wear are linked, however the ratio between the flank wear 
and the crater wear is fixed by the microstructure of each steel. Indeed, even 
if the 100 Cr6 and the X155 CrMoV 16 steels have flank wear rate very 
close, the crater wear is different. The position and the size of the dead zone 
seem to be always a constant independent of the cutting conditions. Another 
important aspect is the influence of cutting speed for steels with only 
martensite grains. For these steels, the increase in the cutting speed has a 
greater impact on the tool-wear rate. The lower effect on steel containing 
carbides could be explained by the fact that these carbides are not affected 
by the cutting temperature (they can still be observed in the white layer of 
the X155 CrMoV16 chip). 
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Abstract: Crimping is a classical technology process to ensure the electrical and the 
mechanical link between a wire and a connector. Numerical modelling of the 
process is helpful to choose and to optimize the dimensions of the crimping 
part of the connector. In this paper, we discuss a 2D simulation of the crimping 
process, using implicit and explicit finite element methods 
(ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit) and we compare the results with 
experimental data from the industrial process of crimping (geometry, shape, 
surfaces and punch force). This non-linear problem involves large elasto
plastic strains and multiple contact conditions, with friction between the 
strands and the grip. One of the major difficulties of the simulation is due to 
the definition of all possible contact couples between strands. The explicit 
method is preferred for the modelling of multi-contact problems, in spite of the 
quasi-static process of crimping. Thus, some simulations with the implicit 
method have been performed to compare the results and tune the simulation 
parameters of the explicit approach (space and time discretization). 
Subsequently, parametric studies are performed to show the effect of the 
friction ratio or the position of the strands in the wire. 

Key words: Electrical connectors, crimping process, finite element method, large elasto
plastic strains, contact with friction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Crimping is the operation which links a wire with the contact by the 
folding of two wings around the wire (see Fig. 2 and 3). The development of 
the electronic systems in cars mcreases the number of connections and 
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requires more reliability of wiring harnesses. Moreover, to reduce the weight 
of cars, the section of the wire decreases. Mechanical simulation of the 
crimping process is important to guarantee a high degree of reliability in the 
connector: knowledge of the electrical contact resistance depends on the 
geometry and on the stress state of the connector after crimping. 

A limited number of papers has been published on the subject of 
numerical simulation of the crimping process. Villeneuve & al. [4] and Berry 
[2] used a dynamic explicit formulation, mainly because of the multi-contact 
problems. Their results present the advantage of numerical simulation and 
show good agreement between the final geometry obtained by the 
experimental method and by numerical simulations. Morita & al. [3] try to 
explain the problems of springback by using a visco-plastic model. 

This paper presents some results obtained by a 2D finite element method 
of the crimping process. We use an explicit formulation in spite of the quasi
static aspect of the crimping process mainly because of the numerous and 
severe contact conditions. Meanwhile, some implicit simulations were 
carried out to allow the tuning of the computational parameters of the 
dynamic simulation, especially for the springback evaluation. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Geometry and terminology 

A 3D view of the crimping part of the connector with a seven strand wire 
is shown in Fig. 2 (before complete crimping). 

Figure -1. A simple electrical connector 

The "U"-form of the connector is called the wing or grip. For the B
shaped crimp, we use a double-curved punch and a curved die (Fig. 3). The 
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die is fixed and the punch moves downward to fold the wing around the 
wIre. 

. 
wing 

Figure - 2. 3D view of the crimped part of an electric connector 

Figure -3. Baseline geometry for the 2D simulation 

Table presents the geometry of the wires considered in the present 
study. 

Table -I . Description of the wires 

Section - Number of strands Diameter of strands Section area (mm2) 
Commercial (mm2) (mm) 
0.35 7 0.25 0.34 
0.50 7 0.30 0.49 
0.60 12 0.25 0.59 
0.75 19 0.22 0.72 
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2.2 Material 

The grip and the wire are made of copper materials. An elasto-plastic 
constitutive law with isotropic hardening is considered for the simulation 
(Fig. 4) 
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Figure -4. Uniaxial stress-strain curves 

These curves are obtained by tensile tests but the crimping involves large 
compression strains and we need to extend the hardening curve to large 
strain values by slope extrapolation. 

3. SIMULATION MODEL 

3.1 Analysis techniques 

Crimping is a very non-linear forming process involving 
- large e1astoplastic strains; 
- multiple deformable body contact conditions with friction; 

In the present study, the simulations were performed using the 
commercial package ABAQUS (Standard and Explicit). Explicit solvers are 
very efficient for forming problems, especially when they involve complex 
contact conditions. However, the problem is quasi static and some 
simulations were performed with the implicit solver to check and to validate 
the results obtained by the explicit approach. The influence of the punch 
speed given special consideration. A classical Von Mises plasticity model 
with isotropic hardening law is considered for the material behaviour. 
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3.2 Finite element type 

The crimping process is a 3D problem. But to reduce the computing time, 
we simplify the model and study a 2D cross-section. The depth of the grip 
part is 3.4mm and we did the plane model hypothesis. As we can observe in 
Fig. 5, the plane stress assumption is better because it allows the out-of
plane extrusion and we can observe this extrusion on real crimped 
connectors. The plane strain model is too stiff and the simulation does not 
converge because of the incompressibility locking of the model. Between 
these two choices, we consider also the generalized plane strain assumption 
which allows a limited extrusion between two rigid planes. The influence of 
mesh density was studied in a number of tests. No mesh adaptivity was 
considered. Triangular (T3) and quadrilateral elements (Q4) with linear 
approximations have been used. 

3.2.1 Friction 

Coulomb's model of friction is considered with a friction coefficient 
between 0.10 and 0.30. Different coefficients have been used between the 
wing and the punch wall and between the wing and the die. 

3.2.2 Punch velocity 

The velocity of the punch is about 0.5 mls during the process: 
crimping can be considered as a quasi-static process. Using a dynamic 
explicit solver, we have to increase the punch velocity to find a 
compromIse: 
- high velocity leads to low computing time. The explicit method is 

conditionally stable and the longer the time length observed by 
simulation, the higher the number of increments needed is; 

- low velocity is physically better since the phenomenon is quasi static; 
Rules to simulate a quasi-static process with a dynamic solver can be 
extracted from a number of publications: 
- the tool velocity must be less than 1 % of the sound velocity in the 

material. For copper, the sound speed is about 6,000 m/s; 
low velocity is physically better since the phenomenon is quasi static; 

- the kinetic energy during the complete simulation must be less than 1 % 
of the total energy of the system; 
From these considerations and with information extracted from 

[1], [2] and [3], we tried several velocities using ABAQUS/Explicit 
and we compared the results with the ones obtained using the implicit 
solver. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Definition 

The compression ratio t is defined by this equation and Fig. 5: 

S final _ S initial 
t = crimped WIre 

S[:}i~~al is the initial wire area 

S in.ilial 
Slinal. hfi I' d wIre crimped lS t e lna cnmpe area 

We define two other geometrical parameters (see Fig. 5): 
height He and the crimping width We. 

Figure -5. Geometrical parameters at the final stage of crimping 

the cnmpmg 

The crimping ratio is very important and is the most frequently used 
factor to determine the quality of crimping. That ratio is usually around 15%. 

3.4 Implicit simulations 

The results of the two formulations (plane stress and generalized plane 
strain) are compared in Fig. 7. 
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Figure -6. Defonned cross-section - Effect of formulation 

These deformed shapes (starting from the situation of Fig. 3) have been 
obtained with 1,566 quadrilateral elements to discretize the wing and 700 
elements to represent the strands. The punch displacement is controlled (5 
steps) and the CPU is about 6h30 for plane stress and 3h30 for generalized 
plane strain on a Unix workstation (alpha 866MHz bi-processor). 
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Figure -7. Compression ratio and crimping height for two elements fonnulation 

The generalized plane strain method is too stiff and the final compression 
ratio is found to be too high. The plane stress formulation which permits out
of-plane extrusion appears to be the best model to simulate 2D crimping. For 
the O.35mm2 wire, we see in the Fig. 9 a close correlation between the 
experimental values and those of the simulation. 
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Figure -8. Compression ratio and crimping height for the O.35mm2 wire 

3.4.1 Partial conclusion 

The implicit method is possible but it is difficult to achieve convergence 
during tuning of the model. In order to minimize the rigid body movements 
of the strands, we have to add some springs and to focus attention on the 
geometry (no gap between parts) and on the friction coefficients. This 
method requires a lot of computing time but allows to simulate spring back 
and to find adequate parameters for the explicit method (as the punch 
velocity for example). 

3.5 Explicit simulations 

3.5.1 Punch speed 

Using the dynamic explicit approach, we need to reduce the amount of 
kinetic energy. The value of the punch velocity is very important. Therefore, 
we perform different analyses at different velocities. It appears that inertial 
effects are not significant if the punch velocity is less than 15 m/s. The 
results presented in the following figures have been obtained without mass 
scaling, with M around 2.0xlO-9s and for a punch speed of lOm/s. 
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Fig, 10 shows the cost of computing using the explicit approach. The 
computing time decreases hyperbolically with the punch speed. 
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Figure -10. Comparison of explicit and implicit methods comparison 

In Fig, 11, we compare the punch load punch displacement curves using 
the explicit and implicit approaches. It is demonstrated that both approaches 
give quite similar results. The CPU is about 40min for the explicit approach 
with a punch velocity of 10m/s. 

3.5.2 Effect of global friction coefficient 

We studied the effect of uniform friction coefficient on the final 
deformed shape. In Fig. 14, we observe that an excessively high friction 
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coefficient leads to over-compression of the wings does not allow them to 
properly surround the wire. 

! ~ 

0.0 0.15 

0.25 0.50 

Figure -11. Effect of global friction coefficient 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical simulation of the crimping process of electric connectors 
using advanced FE packages such as ABAQUS is possible. Good results can 
be obtained using explicit dynamic approaches as found in 
ABAQUS/Explicit. We have shown that a good representation of the out-of
plane extrusion is possible using 2D plane stress elements. The strand 
configuration shows less than 5% error on the final configuration. The 
friction coefficients are important to obtain a nicely crimped shape. The 
study of the springback phenomena is also an objective as well as complete 
3D simulations in order to achieve a full understanding of the process and 
before performing optimization of the process parameters. 
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SURFACE INTEGRITY IN HARD TURNING 

J. Rech and C. Lescalier* 
LTDS, ENISE. Saint-Etienne, France 
*ENSAM, Metz, France 

Abstract: Highly-stressed steel components, e.g. gears and bearing parts, arc appropriate 
applications for hard turning. Therefore the process effects on significant 
engineering properties of work materials have to be carefully analyzed. 
Roughness, residual stresses and white layers as parts of surface integrity, are 
function of the machining parameters and of the cuttability of the cutting edge, 
i.e. of the tool wear. The aim of this work was to study the influence of feed 
rate, cutting speed and tool wear on the effects induced by hard turning on 
case-hardened 27MnCr5 gear conebrakes and to point out the technical 
limitations in mass production. 

Key words: hard turning, surface integrity, residual stresses, white layers 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, the machining of hardened steel components has been the 
domain of grinding. In recent years, c-BN (cubic boron nitride) tooling has 
proven to be a viable alternative, providing both environmental and cost 
benefits. It offers the possibility of greater process flexibility, reduced 
machining time, lower energy consumption, swarf recycling possibilities and 
the optional use of coolant. Despite these obvious advantages, industrial 
realization of hard machining has not risen in comparison with the potential 
range of applications. The clearly unsatisfactory industrial acceptance of 
hard machining technology can be attributed partly to insufficient knowledge 
of the component behaviour of hard machined technical surfaces and partly 
to the uncertainty concerning the attainable accuracies-to-size. Particularly, 
the presence of residual tensile stresses at the surface of a component and the 
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formation of a hard white layer have usually been considered as detrimental 
to the component's performance (rightly or wrongly). 

Highly-stressed steel components, e.g. gear and bearing parts, are good 
applications of hard turning. Investigations into residual stresses, white layer 
and surface roughness (surface integrity) as a function of machining 
parameters and tool flank wear were undertaken on gear cone brakes of the 
same composition and thermal history. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Field tests were undertaken on gear conebrakes to define the limitation of 
the hard turning process in large scale production. Gear conebrakes are made 
of case-hardened steel 27MnCr5. 

The cementation provides an 850 HvO.3 hardness on the external surface 
and affects about 0.6 mm of the bulk material. The composition of the case
hardened layer is just about constant at a regular depth of 0.3 mm. In this 
zone, the carbon concentration of the layer is modified : about 1 % carbon. 
As a consequence, the machined material is close to a 100MnCr5. 

The case-hardening also modifies the residual stress profile and induces 
compressive stresses. The machined depth of cut is 0.15 mm because of the 
previous turning operations (before heat treatment). The surface discovered 
by the hard turning operation should still have a 850 HvO.3 hardness and a 
tangential external residual stress of -400 MPa, if the cutting process has not 
affected the machined surface (which is not usually the case). 

Continuous dry turning tests were performed on a high rigidity lathe. 
Finish cutting was conducted at a cutting speed Vc in the range of 50 to 250 
mlmin, a feed rate f in the range of 0.05 to 0.2 mmlrev and a depth of cut of 
ap = 0.15 mm. The c-BN tool inserts were ISO code TNGA 160408 S 
(chamfer normal rake angle Yn = -20°, chamfer width: 0.1 mm, honing edge 
radius rfJ= 0.03 mm) coated with a 1 ~m TiN layer. The tool holder was a 
MTJNR27050-16. The cutting edge inclination angle of the insert is As = -6°, 
and the normal rake angle is Yn = _6° . An EDS analysis of the c-BN insert 
has shown that it is mainly composed of about (in weight) 60% BN, 35% 
TiCN and some few elements as AI, Wand Co. 

Tool flank wear was measured after each test by an optical microscope. 
Two and three dimensional surface roughness values were measured on the 
conebrakes using a stylus profilometer. The two dimensional surface 
roughness was measured using a trace length of 4.8 mm, a cut-off length of 
0.8 mm, and a gauss filter. The values were recorded at five equally spaced 
locations around the circumference of the specimen. Mean values are plotted 
in figure 1. 
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3. SURFACE ROUGHNESS BEHAVIOUR 

In finishing operations, as in hard turning, the end of tool life is usually 
based on a predetermined damage level of the machined surface. So as to 
explain and predict the surface roughness, investigations have been 
conducted to determine the effect of parameters such as feed rate f, cutting 
speed Vc and flank wear VB. Three parameters of surface roughness have 
been measured: Ra, Rand Rmax. 

The general topography of the machined surface consists of long straight 
grooves in a direction parallel to the cutting velocity. These grooves are 
caused by the micro-geometry of the cutting edge. Examination of the 
machined surfaces (figure la) using three-dimensional topography reveals 
the dependence of surface roughness on tool radius as well as on feed rate. 
This kind of surfaces is forbidden for a lot of applications (oil-tightness). 
This kind of problem does not concern gear conebrakes, but can be avoided 
with additional abrasive processes as lapping. 

The theoretical expression of the surface roughness parameter Ra is : 

f 2 

R = if: feed rate (mmJrev), R E : insert radius = 0.8 mm) (1) 
a 18 . .J3.Re 

This model is based on a perfect geometrical model, made of circles 
(radius 0.8 mm) with a pitch of f mm. In this expression, flank wear is 
ignored, which is justified by the fact that all experiments were conducted 
with new inserts (no flank wear). 

The measured experimental values are shown in figure 1 band 1 c. One 
can observe that the feed rate is the main parameter that influences the 
surface roughness, compared to the influence of the cutting speed. Figure 1 b 
also indicates that the evolution of the experimental values is almost the 
same as predicted by eq. (1), irrespective of the cutting speed (in the range 
50 to 150 mlmin). 

Experimental curves show that the cutting speed has a smaller influence 
for finishing operations, especially at a low feed rate. The results for cutting 
speed higher than 150 m/min (200 and 250 mlmin) have been presented to 
show that an evolution significantly different can be observed. These results 
are not suitable for large scale applications, because the inserts are quickly 
worn after just a few seconds. As a consequence, it can be concluded that, in 
the suitable cutting conditions area, the surface roughness parameter Ra is not 
significantly influenced by the cutting speed, but is mainly influenced by the 
feed rate. 
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Figure -]. Influence of cutting parameters on the surface roughness parameters after finish 
hard turning - Steel 27MnCr5 (850 HvO.3) iIp = 0.15 mm - Insert TNGA160408S + TiN 

Observation of the surface machined at lower feed revealed the existence 
of a severe plastic flow (identical pictures as those observed in figure 1 e). 
Despite the fact that a good surface finish was obtained using a small feed 
(where the height of the feed marks becomes smaller), a close examination 
of the machined surface shows that extensive material flow existed. A 
typical SEM picture of material side flow can be observed in figure Ie. As 
presented in [1], the material side flow is defined as a displacement of the 
workpiece material in a direction opposite to the feed direction such that 
burrs form on the feed mark ridges. Workpiece material in the cutting zone 
is subjected to temperature and pressure conditions high enough to cause a 
complete plastification. Chip material flows in a direction perpendicular to 
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that of the chip. This material sticks to the newly machined surface and causes 
damage to the machined surface quality, even if the surface roughness is kept 
within the desired tolerance. In addition, the adhered material is hard and 
abrasive, such that it wears any surface that comes into contact with the 
produced surface. 

A lower feed increases the area in which the chip thickness was lower 
than the minimum chip thickness. Hence, instead of cutting, a large part of 
the material was ploughed and led to material side flow. This is confirmed 
by the evolution of the experimental Ra curves which are higher than the 
theoretical curve for a 0.05 mmlrev feed rate. This fact is borne out by the 
damage of the surface roughness at low feed rate. As a consequence, it 
seems that a minimal feed rate exists. This minimum value is in relation with 
the minimum chip thickness and the honing edge radius (0.03 mm). In this 
case, the minimum feed rate seems to be between 0.05 and 0.1 mm/rev. 

Additionally, figure 1 d shows the effect of tool wear on the surface 
topography during the machining of hardened steel. It represents the 
evolution of the surface roughness parameters (Ra> R, Rmax) with the number 
of workpieces produced, i.e. with the flank wear [1]. Due to the thermal 
effect of tool wear, the material in the cutting zone becomes so viscous that 
it fills the grooves and flows in a uniform and homogeneous way to the side 
of the cutting tool, forming high ridges. 

Furthermore, one can observe in figure 1 d that the surface roughness 
parameter Ra is not very sensitive to the flank wear and, as a consequence, to 
the occurence of material side flow. On the contrary, Rand Rmax are much 
more sensitive to the material flow. This testifies to the necessity of having 
both types of parameters : one that indicates the mean surface roughness of 
the surface (justified by the functionality of the surface) and an other that 
indicates the damage of the tool (flank wear and material side flow). 

4. RESIDUAL STRESSES AND WHITE LAYER 
BEHAVIOUR 

The level and profile of residual stresses are some of the major criteria on 
gear conebrakes, because of the high shearing load involved on these 
surfaces. Residual stresses as a function of cutting speed, feed rate and flank 
wear were investigated. Using a X-ray diffractometer, combined with a 
chemical polisher, depth profiling of residual stresses was performed. Figures 
2 and 3 present the results of these investigations. 

Residual stresses are a function of three factors: mechanical, thermal and 
metallurgical factors. In hard turning, these factors are governed by tool 
composition, tool wear, tool geometry, machining parameters and the 
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interaction of the tool material in the workpiece material. The changes in the 
physical properties of the workpiece surface due to hard turning are attributed 
partly to the mechanical stresses and partly to the temperatures arising 
during cutting. In order to compare the changes caused by hard turning, it is 
essential to analyse the corresponding chip formation mechanism. This 
mechanism has already been discussed by several authors [2]. In the area 
around the tip of the cutting edge, the compressive stress levels must be very 
high, as this is the only way of ensuring that the workpiece will plastifiy to a 
sufficient degree to allow chip formation. The high level of mechanical stress 
being exerted on the surface of the workpiece tends to induce compressive 
residual stresses. 

Thermal stresses result mainly from the friction between the wear land 
VB and the workpiece. The high direct stress levels cause high tangential 
stress which, in conjunction with relative motion between cutting edge and 
workpiece, result in high levels of friction power. It must therefore be 
assumed that most of the heat flows into the workpiece. Additionally, it is 
evident that the wear land friction alone can result in extremely high 
temperatures which, however, do not penetrate deep into the workpiece. 
Since [2], the temperature distribution, measured with a CCD infrared 
camera in orthogonal c-BN hard turning of a steel 100Cr6 (62 HRc - Vc = 

184 m/min - ap = 2 mm - f = 0.1 mmlrev - insert c-BN), shows that the 
maximum temperature is located on the flank face and reaches between 800 
and 1100°e. When these temperatures exceed the y - ex transition 
temperature (transition temperature is dependent on the heat rate), martensite 
produced by friction develops, which is recognisable as a white layer in 
micrographs. The formation of martensite as a result of friction causes 
residual tensile stress which surperimposes itself on the residual compressive 
stress resulting from mechanical compression. 

In all experiments, the profiles of residual stresses in the axial direction 
had similar characteristics to those in the circumferential direction. Therefore 
only the circumferential residual stresses mesurements have been presented. 

A typical profile of residual stresses in the circumferential direction is 
shown in figure 2c. For a new insert and a cutting speed of 100 mlmin, the 
external residual stress is about -250 MPa. Beneath the surface the profile 
decreases to -800 MPa at a distance of 0.07 mm, and then increases to the 
level of the bulk material (-400 MPa). This profile is very interesting for the 
resistance to fatigue, as the level is always compressive. Similar profiles 
have been described by [2]. 
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Figure -2. Influence of flank wear on the profile of residual stresses after finish hard turning
Steel 27MnCr5 - 850 HvO.3 - Insert TNGA 160408 S (TiN coated), ap = 0.15 mm. 

4.1 Residual stresses and flank wear 

Additionally, figure 2c shows the influence of flank wear on the profile 
of residual stresses. One can observe that the external residual stress increase 
with flank wear and, at the same time, the maximum residual compressive 
stress shifts further below the surface. Flank wear increases the level of 
friction energy and thus the cutting temperatures. This indicates that a new 
cutting tool generates a surface residual compressive stress, whereas a worn 
tool tends to generate a residual tensile stress at the surface. 

Furthermore, the microstructure of workpiece n0165 produced with the 
cutting conditions described in figure 2 reveals the presence of an affected 
zone, which is about 0.01 mm thick. After etching using a 5% nital solution 
for 5 s, a white layer is observable, followed by a dark layer, and finally the 
bulk material. White layers are found in many removal processes such as 
grinding (since [4]). White layers seem to be detrimental to product 
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performance, and therefore require either a post-finishing process or must be 
avoided. 

Since [3], white layers are a product of friction and heat, generated either 
by the cutting tool wear or by the cutting speed. White layer formation is 
mainly a thermal process involving phase transformation of the steel, possibly 
plastic strain activated. Actually, the microstructural evolution during white 
layer formation is not fully understood. Nevertheless, it is possible to say that, 
for hypereutectoid steel as 100MnCr5, martensite, the starting microstructure 
in hard turning, is a metastable structure that will decompose to ferrite and 
cementite when heated (a tempering process). However, the high heating 
rate encountered during cutting (2.1x106 °C/s according to [2]) may prevent 
martensite from decomposing (no time to respond). Instead, it may transform 
diffusionlessly to austenite (reverse martensitic transformation) with no 
carbide dissolution needed, as martensite has a high carbon concentration. 
This is in contrast to conventional hardening where the starting structure of 
soft steel is ferrite with cementite that requires soaking time for cementite 
dissolution into austenite. Carbides in affected zones show no differences 
from the bulk, further suggesting an absence of carbide dissolution during 
white layer formation. Since [2], the X-ray diffraction analysis of a white 
layer has shown that the volume fraction of austenite is higher than in the 
bulk area. This indicates the important phase transformations that have 
occurred during the cutting. The substantial increase of austenite at hard 
turned surfaces is probably due to an insufficient cooling rate or a lack of 
tempering when the machined surfaces encounter heating (rehardening) and 
self quenching during cutting. 

As a conclusion, it has to be pointed out that tool flank wear is a major 
parameter in finish hard turning, which can lead to an early change of insert 
overriding predetermined forecasts based on other parameters (roughness). 
As an example, for a surface roughness criteria R < 1.5 11m, 280 workpieces 
can be machined, and at the same time, a criteria of (J" < 0 MPa will stop the 
production after 100 workpieces. The main problem for a large scale 
production plant is the quick quantification of these residual stresses. 

4.2 Influence of cutting parameters 

Figure 3b shows the evolution of the external tangential residual stress 
with the cutting speed for different feed rates. One can observe that the cutting 
speed tends to increase the external residual stress, irrespective of the feed 
rate in the range of 50 to 150 mlmin. On the contrary, the evolution of the 
curves changes above 200 mlmin. It has to be noted that the values of 
residual stresses produced with a cutting speed of 200 and 250 mlmin are 
useless for large scale applications. In these cutting conditions, the flank wear 
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rate is so high that it is impossible to produce a workpiece in economically 
and technically acceptable conditions (presence of white layers). As a 
consequence, one can conclude that, in economical cutting conditions (50-
150 mlmin), the cutting speed tends to increase the level of external residual 
stresses. A similar conclusion has been proposed by [2-3] by indicating that 
cutting speed has almost the same effect as flank wear (described previously). 

Figure 3a also shows the effect of feed rate on the residual stresses in the 
circumferential direction. In the range of 0.05 to 0.1 mm/rev, the residual 
stresses near the surface shifted towards compression as feed rate was 
increased. Conversely, in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 mm/rev, the residual stresses 
near the surface shifted towards tension as the feed rate was increased. These 
results are confirmed irrespective of the cutting speed (in the suitable range 
of cutting speed). The limit of feed rate (0.1 mm/rev) can be explained by 
the relation between the small chip thickness at low feed rate and the cutting 
edge honing radius (0.03 mm). With low feed rates under 0.1 mm/rev, the 
friction energy conducted in the machined surface should be higher, because 
the chip thickness is too small and a part of the chips may be squeezed below 
the clearance face, as described by [1]. 
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Figure -3. Influence of the cutting conditions on the external residual stresses after finish hard 
turning - Steel 27MnCr5 - 850 HvO.3 - Insert TNGA 160408 S (TiN coated). ap = 0.15 mm. 

Nevertheless, compared to the evolution of the residual stress level with 
the cutting speed, one can conclude that the feed rate doesn't have a major 
influence on the residual stresses. Furthermore, at a depth below 0.03 mm, 
there was no change in the residual stress profiles (profiles not presented). 
These results confirm previous work of [5], which indicates that the feed rate 
did not significantly affect the residual stresses in the deep subsurface. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

For highly loaded parts, e.g. gears, the physical and technological material 
properties are of major importance in the ability of a surface to perform 
required service functions; hardness, microstructure, residual stresses profile 
and level (surface integrity) are among such properties. 

Finishing cutting processes have a great influence on the surface integrity 
because of the thermo mechanical material removal mechanisms. 

Hard turning process is interesting regarding its capacities to produce a 
low surface roughness (Ra < 0.2 11m) during a long cutting time and also to 
induce compressive residual stresses when machining at low feed rate and 
low cutting speed. Feed rate is the major parameter that influences the surface 
roughness, whereas cutting speed is the major parameter that influences the 
residual stresses level. 

Hard turning process can be subject to some restrictions, especially due 
to the generated helical surface topography (notexistant with the cylindrical 
grinding processes) and the occurrence of material side flow at very low feed 
rates or with worn tools. Another restriction of hard turning is the influence 
of the flank wear which shifts the residual stresses towards tension and also 
tends to induce white layers. In hard turning operations, residual stresses 
level and white layer are the main criteria for inserts change, far before 
roughness or accuracies-to-size, although these parameters are very difficult 
to follow in a production plant. 

The restrictions of hard turning could be solved by the association with a 
subsequent abrasive process (as lapping), which is supposed to remove the 
helical topography and the material side flow, and, at the same time, which 
should shift the residual stresses level towards compression [6]. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETER 
CALCULATION AND STRETCH FORMING 
PROCESS CONTROL OF 3D PROFILE PARTS 

S. Oding and N. Stourov 
Applied Mechanics a/Voronezh State Technical University, Russia 

Abstract: The use of the complex shaped profile parts is very frequent in automobile and 
aircraft industries. A general manufacturing process is the stretch forming of a 
rectilinear workpiece over a die. This presentation proposes a simplified 
method to model and simulate the stretch forming process of 3D profiles. The 
profile is represented as a curved beam complying with the Bernoulli's 
hypothesis. This simplified model, taking into account the forming limits 
related to the defects appearance (fractures, wrinkles ... ), allows finding the 
laws of the profile end displacements and the forces to be applied. The 
simplified simulation method is being confirmed by the comparison with the 
results of the finite element analysis. The highly reduced calculation time and 
the ordinary necessary computer resources authorize the j oint utilization of this 
simulation software and software controlling the stretch forming presses. 

Key words: technological plasticity, stretch forming, 3D profiles, technological defects, 
process control 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The modem automobile industry is characterized, on the one hand, by 
gradual complication of a car exterior, on the other hand, by reduction of 
time and costs during production. Thus there is the constant search for new 
and retrofit of present manufacturing processes. One of the major problems 
during metal forming is the reduction of tool preparation time, of material 
costs for test parts and staff release due to the automation of the whole work 
cycle. 
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The stretch forming of three- dimensional profile parts is one of such 
processes. This operation consists in the tension of an originally rectilinear 
workpiece over a curvilinear surface of a die (tool) [2] (figure 1). The 
workpiece can additionally be twisted about its axis. Recently special
purpose equipment with CNC systems was created which realizes 
simultaneously the bend in two planes and the twist of profiles. However 
there remains the real problem of control data and die preparation. 

The most effective method of part-program creation and of die surface 
design for stretch forming presses is that of mathematical modeling of the 
given process taking into account the workpiece's material behavior, the 
strain-stress state nature, and force and kinematical capabilities of a 
machine. As a result of calculation, the optimal loading program is 
determined which permits to avoid the appearance of defects (fracture of 
workpiece, wrinkles, and invalid springback). This program is transformed 
then into movements of press [1]. 

Die 

Figure -1. Profile stretch forming (©ACB Pressure Systems) 

In the present work we propose a calculation method for the complex 
strain- stress state that appears while stretch forming three- dimensional 
profiles. This method is based on simplifying hypotheses: hypothesis of flat 
cross sections under bending and twist, assumption of material isotropic 
hardening during plastic deforming. The package PS3F is being created to 
solve the integral problem of technological data preparation and stretch 
forming equipment control. 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION ALGORITHM 

2.1 Geometrical description 

The surface of the die is described III a fixed three- dimensional 
rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. Its origin is in top of the die. The 
axis Z is perpendicular to the table of the press (figure 2). 
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The shape of the part to be produced detennines the die surface. The part 
(and workpiece) is described by a space curve connecting centers of gravity 
of cross sections. Furthennore this curve is named "profile (workpiece) 
axis". We suppose that the profile adjoins the die surface leaving no gap, 
cross sections are perpendicular to the workpiece axis and the die surface. 

The position of workpiece particles (points) in the space is characterized 
using a mobile coordinate system. Coordinate ¢, describes the distance read 

out lengthwise the workpiece axis from the die top up to the cross section 
with index i. The cross section is described in a flat rectangular Cartesian 
coordinate system. At a current point of workpiece the X -axis of this system 
coincides with the tangent to the workpiece axis, Y-axis - with the major 
normal, Z-axis - with the binormal. The origin of this coordinate system 
coincides with the center of gravity of the cross section. The cross section is 
described in a plane by one or several contours. Contours are composed of 
points and lines connecting them. 

Part axis 

Die urface 

ii(/) 

Workpiece axis 

Figure -2. Schematic model of 3D profile stretch forming 

2.2 Material model 

The material of workpiece is assumed isotropic elastoplastic. In the 
elastic range the material follows Hooke's law: 

(1) deu = ds,)2G, 

where e" is the strain deviator, S" is the stress deviator, G is the shear 

modulus. In the plastic range the material is hardened as isotropic according 
to the power law: 

(2) (7, = A(e;, + el' J", 
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where a, is the equivalent stress, ep is the cumulative plastic strain, A, 

~, m are the parameters of the material flow curve approximation. 

Bauschinger's effect describes an anisotropy of material properties when 
changing loading sign (for example, stretching - compression). Within the 
framework of the given problem Bauschinger's effect is characterized by a 
ratio between yield limits in stretching and compression: 

(3) 13 = (jwmp,j a"",, 

where am"pc is the conditional yield limit in compression, a l ,", is the 

stress reached when stretching. In a general case the ratio 13 depends on 

material properties and cumulative plastic strain. The following 
approximation gives this parameter's value for different materials [4]: 

(4) 13 = flm + (flo - 13m)' exp(- C· ep ), 

where /3,,,, 130' C are the empirical parameters of Bauschinger's effect. 
This allows the expression of equivalent stress in the compressed zone to be 
written as: 

(5) a, =A(~ +eJ"' -~(j, 
where ~a=aT,jl-f3). 

2.3 Strain-Stress State 

The principal hypothesis for calculation of strains is the hypothesis of flat 
cross sections. So the flat cross sections perpendicular to the workpiece axis 
remain flat and perpendiCUlar to curvilinear profile axis after bending and 
twist. Besides, the cross section does not distort in the plane (1'" = 0). The 

deformed state at a point of workpiece cross section is characterized by the 
tensor: 

(6) [E) = (cx,c"c, ,0.5rn,0.5rJ 

where indexes x, y, z relate to the axes of the workpiece cross section 
coordinate system. 

According to the assumption of material incompressibility the linear 
components are related by the expression: 

(7) cy = c, = -0.5E,. 

F or the determination of Ex we suppose that the forming process is 
broken down into 3 phases: 
a) Stretching and twist of the rectilinear profile workpiece before it touches 

the die surface; 
b) Instantaneous bend at the tangent point; 
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c) Supplementary stretching, bending and twisting of the profile moving in 
contact with the die. 
Thus, 

(8) Ex = L1e{ + L1ell - X' Y + L1ellI' 

where L1e{ is the strain of the 1 st phase given by the loading program, X 

is the profile axis curvature at the current point, y is the distance between 

the cross section current point and axis of cross section rotation while 
bending, L1ell is the correction taking into account the fact that the axis of 

cross section rotation does not pass through the cross section center of 
gravity while bending, L1elll is supplementary stretching of the 3rd phase. 

We calculate shear strains using an expression of the small strain tensor: 

(9) Eii = (ou)ox) +oujoxJj2. 

The twist angle rp represents the angle between a cross-section's 

principal axis and the line of intersection "cross-section - bending plane". It 
is also necessary to take into account the curvilinear shape of the profile axis 
characterized by the value of torsion v. Therefore we are introducing the 
concept of a total twist angle () = rp + v . ds, where ds is the length of a 

profile axis elementary section limited by two cross-sections. The 
movements of points of the cross section plane which is turning as a single 
whole around its center of gravity are equal: 

{
V = r· sin(rpo + ())- r· sin rpo 

(10) 
v = r . cos( rpo + ()) - r . cos rpo ' 

(11) {v = Y . cos () + z . si~ () - y. 
w = z . cos () - y . SIll () - z 

where r is the distance between a cross section's point and the cross 
section's center of gravity. 

Considering ou/oy and ou/oz as small values with respect to ov/os and 

ow/os we obtain: 

(12) {y" = ov/os + ou/oy == ov/os, Yxc = ow/os + au/oz == ow/as, 
Finally, 

(13) {Yn = (drp/ds+v)(z·cos(rp+v·ds)-y·sin(rp+v·ds)) . 

Yee = (drp/ ds + v)(-z· sin(rp+ V· ds) - y. cos(rp+v· ds)) 

The stress state at a point is characterized by the tensor: 

(14) [L]=(a"r",rJ 
The determination of stress components at a cross section point is made 

III one or two steps. In the beginning we perform an elastic estimation 
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according to equation (1), that gives aij and equivalent stress according to 

the formula: 

(15) a, = ~ a~ + 3( T~, + T~, ). 

Then we validate the condition of the elastic zone using the Huber-von 
Mises yield criterion: 

(16) ae-::;'as , 

where value as characterizes the boundary between elastic and plastic 
zones at the given phase of deformation. It this limit is exceeded we update 
strain-stress state according to the power law expression (2). The stretch 
forming process takes place in conditions of the complex alternating-sign 
loading. To describe it, we apply equations from the theory of plastic flow 
[3]: 

1 3 del' 
(17) de =-ds +--s 

" 2G 'I 2 a, 'i' 

where del' is the intensity of plastic strain increments. We convert these 
equations for our case according to the form of strain and stress tensors and 
solve them together with the equation (5). The volume change in compliance 
with the incompressibility condition is: 

(18) Eo = k + E,. + E, )/3 = 0, 
(19) a o = aj3, 

that gives the equality de'l = dEy. 

(20) { ax = ;1' . dE: , Tn = ± ;p . dr::, Txc = ± ;1' . dr~· 
(21) {dE: = dE, -fc;da" dr:: = dr". - ~ dTn , dr~ = dr" - ~ dTx,· 

(22) de P = (dE:)' + ± [(dr:.)2 + (dr:J'] 

(23) a e = A(e;, + ep yn - L1a, 
N 

where e p = L de," is the cumulative plastic strain, i is a loading phase 
i=! 

number. 
The internal forces and moments must comply with the equilibrium 

equations: 

(24) N,=jax·dA, 
A 

where N, is the axial force, A is the cross sectional area; 
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(25) M, = fpJT~, +T~, ·dA, 

where M, is the twist moment, p is the distance from a cross section 

point up to the cross section's center of gravity. 

3. VERIFICATION BY FEM 

During the calculation process, the PS3F code forms the data for profile 
part and die surface 3D model creations. Also the output data contains the 
profile end movement trajectory. For that, along with applied stretching 
force and twist moment values, it computes the movement of end cross
section points. This information transfers to the finite element analysis when 
generating the model and boundary conditions. 

Profile is meshed by cubic 20-node elements. Contacting surfaces of the 
die and profile are meshed by 8-node contact elements. A selected model of 
material plastic properties corresponds to the PS3F material model. 

In order to compare the results of PS3F and ANSYS, we picked out the 
points in the upper, the most loaded, part of cross-sections located uniformly 
lengthwise to the profile contour. Results relate to one symmetrical half of 
the profile (figure 3, figure 4). 
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Figure -3. Cumulative plastic strain 

Comparison of both calculation results shows their good conformity in 
the limits of typical technological demands. Slightly higher values given by 
PS3F appear from the hypothesis of cross-section shape and dimensions 
conservation during the forming process. These results allow us to draw a 
conclusion about the correct, on the whole, strain-stress state estimation 
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proposed be the PS3F algorithm. Thus, the initial assumption about the 
proximity of the strain-stress state in this process to the uniaxial one is 
confirmed. Quantities determined in the PS3F calculation process allow 
estimation of the strain-stress state of profile material and the probability of 
technological defects appearing. Profile end trajectory at all forming steps 
serves the input data when setting the press movements and generating finite 
element boundary conditions. 

4. FORMING PROCESS CONTROL 

The principal aspect determining the forming process control strategy is 
the connection between the press actuator displacements and the current 
information about the workpiece's strain-stress state. In that case we accept 
the mathematical model of the forming process as the control object. The 
control criterion for a given process is the manufacturing of a part with 
necessary accuracy and characteristics. The problem of control consists in 
searching the workpiece end trajectory, which will ensure part production 
with minimal necessary plastic strains and acceptable probability concerning 
the appearance of defects. The main defects observed are fracture of 
workpiece, wrinkles, and springback. 

400 
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o ~ 400 600 800 1000 1200 
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Figure -4. Equivalent stress 

Plastic working processes may be characterized by the controllability, i.e. 
the possibility of change of material plastic flow conditions under the 
influence of variable parameters. Input parameters of the process are 
conditionally divided into the following groups: 

Uncontrolled (material constants, friction conditions, workpiece 
allowances, die geometry); 
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- Controlled (loading program, workpiece end trajectory). 
The uncontrolled parameter value is set before the start of simulation and 

cannot be altered. That value may also possess some statistical straggling as, 
for example, properties of material and lubricant. Other parameters depend 
on equipment design features (workpiece length, gripper jaw allowances of 
workpiece etc.). The modeling algorithm actively modifies controlled 
parameters. The target is to satisfy defect criteria and limits, which form the 
basis of the physical object and process models of the system being 
investigated. Figure 5 illustrates the profile forming control procedure. 

Initial parameters: 
material 
friction coefficient 
cross-section 

~l di e geometry 
loading pro gram 

• I Strain-stress state analysis Correction 

.. 
I 

Defect criterion testing 
I 

+ 
I Output to equipment I 

Figure -5. PS3F algorithm flowsheet 

Compliance of all defect criteria and realization of the part contour that 
coincides with the theoretical one after springback is considered as the 
simulation process termination. The output information is composed of the 
corrected die contour, the workpiece length and the profile end trajectory. 

The next stage will be recalculation of the profile end trajectory into the 
press actuator displacements. Each press has its force and kinematical limits. 
Thus, the displacements calculated during the simulation could never be 
carried out. That problem means that the part cannot be produced on the 
given press and that another press must be chosen. If the problem doesn't 
disappear after the equipment change, the simulation input parameters 
should be modified. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In the presented work the stretch forming process of three-dimensional 
profile parts was analyzed. A numerical algorithm was created to calculate 
the strain-stress state and estimate the appearance of defects. This algorithm 
basis consists of the set of mathematical models of material, die and part 
geometry, forming process. Calculation output data is the profile end 
trajectory ensuring the optimal loading program. Present calculation was 
tested and validated using the finite element simulation. The proposed 
algorithm allows the creation of industrial software to control the CNC of 
presses. 

The described methods of the cooperation between PS3F and 
ANSYS/Structural enable to make more accurate strain-stress state 
estimation for complex and very important parts by means of FEM 
simulation. The use of the trajectory calculated by PS3F greatly reduces the 
ANSYS/Structural calculation time. The search for the optimal loading 
program with plasticity and contact using only ANSYS is not real in the 
industrial conditions because of the immense calculation time. 

Today many aircraft factories utilize the technological simulation 
packages for sheet and 2D profile stretch forming processes. Their 
algorithms and control concept are similar to PS3F and there is good 
conformity between predicted optimal forming process parameters and the 
quality of produced parts. The automobile industry now needs modem 
manufacturing methods to answer the growing complexity of car design. 
One of the most efficient solutions is to introduce the vast experience in 
stretch forming simulation of aircraft parts for the purpose of cost reduction 
in car mass production. 
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APPLICATION OF THE STABILITY LOBES 
THEORY TO MILLING OF THIN WORKPIECES 
Experimental Approach 
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Abstract: The optimisation of cutting conditions in High Speed Machining (HSM) requires 
the use of a vibratory approach in order to avoid a fast deterioration of the tool 
and of the spindle, as well as a loss of quality of the surface finish. We suggest a 
transposition of the method of stability lobes to the case of milling thin parts, 
which is very typical in the aeronautical manufacturing context. After having 
modelled the dynamic behaviour of a blade and of the cutting efforts in side 
milling, we describe the zones of machining instability. An experimental 
validation allows us to emphasise the transition from stability to instability, in 
accordance to our theoretical results. The experimental profile is then compared 
with a computed profile. A decomposition of the different situations of contact 
between the tool and the part permits us to show the influence of back cutting in 
the model. Tests of machining then permit the quantification of its role. The 
objective of this work is the definition of a quick methodology for determining 
the optimal cutting conditions in a given industrial machining configuration. 

Keywords: Stability lobes, milling, chatter 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The optimisation of the cutting conditions for the machining of turbo 
machine blades in High Speed Machining (HSM) requires control of the 
vibratory phenomenon. Vibrations of machines, that withstand high forces and 
are optimised in term of mass, can be controlled, notably by the appropriate 
filter. Vibrations of the part-tool couple are more difficult to eliminate. Many 
research publications have aimed at searching for an efficient strategy in order 
to avoid tool vibrations, but the proposed solutions have not yet been 
completely validated on industrial applications. Our objective is to apply and 
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to experimentally validate the approach of stability lobes to the case of milling 
of thin walled parts with a constant surface roughness and an optimised depth 
of cut, and to identifY the back cut effect. 

2. THEORETICAL APPROACH 

The analysis of chatter during the machining of metals has shown the 
mechanism of regenerative vibration to be the main cause of vibrations. The 
analytic model resulting from these works shows stable and unstable zones. 
Studies concerning the nonlinear aspects of the process have allowed a better 
understanding of the limits of the model and have shown the nonlinearities to 
be mainly located in the tool-part contact. Initially developed for turning 
machining, this approach has been largely used for many types of milling. 
Stability lobes have been largely validated experimentally, although through 
simple experiments [1]. In order to enrich the initial analytic model, many 
numerical models have been suggested [2] [3], and have notably allowed us to 
make the connection between stability lobes and step by step time simulation. 
The elimination of regenerative chatter is obtained using various methods: 

- The diminution of the chip section (reduction of the advance for example) 
provides an elementary way for obtaining stable conditions, and is therefore 
the most employed technique when there is a lack of information. 

- The modification of cutting conditions, in consideration of the stability 
lobes of the actual machining, allows the preservation of a short machining 
time, but requires experimentation or preliminary modelling. 

- The utilisation of variable tooth pitch milling also allows us to eliminate 
vibrations for tools having several teeth, and for given cutting conditions [4]. 

It is also possible to perform a real time compensation of the vibrations, 
which requires the detection, the processing then the creation of the action of 
compensation itself. The detection can be made using an accelerometer, by 
force measurement, by displacement measurement, by microphone [5] or by 
monitoring the intensity of the spindle drive [6]. The data processing, either 
realised by spectral analysis or time analysis, either sophisticated or very 
simple, has in any case to be calibrated and very quickly carried out in order to 
prevent too strong vibrations appearing. The action of compensation can be 
performed by modification of feed speed [7] or of the frequency of 
rotation [8]. 

Others strategies aim at eliminating the source of vibrations itself, i.e. to 
obtain a better compliance between the vibrations of the tool-part couple and 
the spindle frequency. To that purpose, the sinusoidal variation of the spindle 
speed [9] is a solution according to given cutting conditions. Multilevel 
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random variation [10] functions may also provide a solution for a range of 
cutting conditions. 

There are several particularly active areas of research: 
It has been shown in the 3S laboratory of Grenoble (France) [l3], with 

which the authors have collaborated for this work, that numerical modelling 
allows an increasingly better prediction of the dynamic effects of machining, 

- Approaches based on real time compensation need to take the problem of 
regenerative vibrations into account by allowing sophisticated variations 
around the nominal cutting conditions [1 Ol 

- CAD-CAM systems can presently take some forced vibration models into 
account and also dynamic machine capacities [11]; they can also in some cases 
take into account regenerative vibrations. Finally, others processes such as 
high speed sawing by blade or by disc also suffer from regenerative type 
vibrations [12l 

As a first step, we have applied the theory of stability lobes to the side 
milling of our flexible parts, the tool being considered as rigid. 

tooth n +1 

milling direction 

h 

entire wavelenghts 
(M = 1, 2, ... ) 

stiffness 
k 

tooth n 

damping 

~ (chatter frequency fb) 

Figure -1. Cutting process with regenerative vibrations 

We consider the milling process as defined in figure 1, consider a tool with 
p teeth, turning at N revolutions per minute with an advance by tooth of hand 
a width of cut b. Only effects related to the degree of freedom of the system 
are taken in account here. The part is characterized by its stiffness k, its 
damping S and its natural frequency COo. 

We are first looking for the conditions in which the oscillations of tooth 
n+ 1 have a larger or smaller amplitude in comparison with tooth n. 
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We considers that the cutting force is linked to the width of cut b and to the 
specific cut coefficient in the direction of vibration K, as equation (1). 

Fn = - b Ks (U n - Un - 1) (1) 
In a pennanent regime and in the linear area, a harmonic vibratory regime 

can be observed. In the complex domain, the displacement of tooth n depends 
on the cutting force and on the dynamic stiffness of the system : 

Un = Z(fbJ Fn (2) 
The two previous equations allow to express : 

Un + 1 = (b Ks) (Z-1 + b Ksr 1 Un (3) 
The condition of stability limit can be written as follows: 

IU nc1 1=IUn l (4) 
By taking account the previous equation, one can obtain: 

Re {b limit Ks Z} = - 0.5 (5) 
Let us consider now that the dynamic stiffness of the system can be written 
as: 

Z(f!J = k (1 - (fbf01)2 + 2 i ~ fbf01) 
(6) 

The axial depth at the limit of stability can then be expressed as : 

b limit = - (k (1 - (fb fo I) 2) 2 + 4 ~2 (fb fO 1) 2) (2 Ks (I - (fb fo I) 2)t 1 (7) 
We have now to express it according to the frequency of spindle N. The phase 
between the tooth frequency and the chatter frequency shows M entire chatter 
periods, and a remaining fraction denoted E : 

fb(Npfl=M+E(2nfl (8) 
The phase between passage of two consecutive teeth, can be directly expressed 
as follows: 

E = Arg (U n + I) - Arg (Un) = n - 2 arcTan [2~ fb fo 1 (1 -(fb fo 1)2t 1] (9) 

We can then deduce the link between the spindle frequency and the chatter 
frequency: 

fb (N pf 1 = M + (2nf 1 (n - 2 arcTan[2~ fb fo 1 (I -(fb fol)2t 11) (10) 
The determination of the chatter frequency according to the spindle speed 
from the previous equation and the previous expression of the depth limits 
allows us to obtain the stability lobes. 

As a second step, we have used software developed in the 3S 
laboratory [l3]. This software is dedicated to the time domain study of the 
vibratory behaviour of the milling system. The only phenomenon taken in 
account is that of self-maintained vibration. Only a macroscopic scale of 
modeling of the cutting process is considered and used for simulation. At each 
instant the tool-part interaction is calculated. An implicit time integration 
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scheme is used to solve the nonlinear system. The mechanical behaviour of the 
whole part-machine system is modeled by truncated modal base whose coeffi
cients have been determined by spectral and finite element analysis. The calcu
lation of cutting forces uses two models to take into account vibratory aspects. 
In effective cutting, the model of [14] is applied; during back cutting, the 
model described in [15] is applied. The simulation is performed on side 
milling of flexible parts with a deformable tool, the part being considered as 
non deformable throughout the totality of the volume of milling, all solid 
motions being allowed. The main results provided by the software are the state 
of the manufactured surface and the vibrations of the part and of the tool. We 
have represented in figure 5 and figure 6 the results obtained on our exper
iment. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

3.1 Experimental procedure 

In order to check for consistency between our study and a given industrial 
case, we have chosen to manufacture a flexible part having a behaviour similar 
to a blade and allowing the milling of several rails. By using the configuration 
given in figure 2 and the technique described in [1], we can limit movements 
of the part to a single degree of freedom. 

limited back cut 

Figure -2. Tested parts, machined rails and tool drills 

In order to experimentally cover the different zones of the stability lobes, 
we use a mill with a diameter of 40 mm (4 teeth, K = 90 and YP = 0) considered 
as infinitely rigid in comparison to the part (see figure 2). The absence of a 
helical form allows us simplified modelling and does not require the utilisation 
of the different tools planes [3]. The maximum value of rotation of the tool is 
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8000 rev/min. The test part has been dimensioned to obtain a first natural 
frequency of around 180 Hz. The first natural frequency of the tool-spindle 
system is approximately 1700 Hz, which should not affect our results. The 
machined rail allows the variation of the depth of cut from 0 to 5.5 mm and 
allows the identification ofthe stability-instability transition, keeping the other 
cutting conditions constant (width of work Ar = 2 mm and advance 
fz = 0.15 mm/tooth). Each rail corresponds to a different spindle speed. Tests 
are firstly performed with the tool in a configuration of a strong back cutting 
effect (initial tool), then in a limited back cutting configuration (figure 2), 
corresponding to a reduction of the friction surface of the tool, limited to the 
thickness of the tip. 

3.2 Experimental results on the stability transition -
instability 

After performing the tests, machined surfaces which are function of the 
vibratory behaviour of the part are obtained. For some rails, two zones clearly 
appear: the stable area, where the surface roughness is consistent with the 
cutting process, and the unstable area where the surface can be of poor quality 
(see figure 3). 

Figure -3. Stability-instability transition and influence on machined surface 

In this case, we can notice defects of 2nd and 3'd order, randomly distributed 
or in consequence of a periodic alternation of irregular undulations, and an 
increase of the roughness due to changing cutting conditions. On the other 
hand, the case of milling with a strong back cut effect appears more 
problematical than the case with limited back cut. It seems actually that the 
back cut here provokes an increase of force transmitted to the part which result 
in a more immediate vibratory phenomenon with a large amplitude. We are 
more particularly interested in the depth of cut limits under which the 
machining process seems stable. Using a 3D roughness tester, we can identify 
this parameter and draw these measures on the theoretical layout of stability 
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lobes (figure 4). For tests with limited back cut, the experimental interpretation 
is consistent with the theory of stability lobes. Generally speaking, the areas 
deduced from theoretical transitions have a good correspondence with the 
depths of cut seen during tests. Only the rail obtained at 12000 rev/min does 
not satisfy the layout of the lobes, which can be explained by cutting 
conditions not recommended by the tool manufacturer. 
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Figure -4. Theoretical and experimental cut depth limit 

Tests with a strong back cut show a comparable dynamic behaviour but a 
modification of stability lobes parameters can still be noticed. In order to set 
our tests in correspondence with the layout of the lobes, it is necessary to 
modify the specific cutting coefficient K, in the direction of the degree of 
freedom from 250 MPa to 415 MPa. The damping coefficient S during cutting 
is then around initially 0.02 instead of 0.04. This can be explained by an 
increase of the forces on the body of the tool as a consequence of the friction. 
The interpretation of a reduction of S is more difficult to provide. An accurate 
modelling of the back cut phenomenon will be required for validating the new 
values of these parameters. Similarly as in the case of limited back cut, the test 
with N = 12000 rev/min is difficult to interpret. 

3.3 Comparison of theoretical and manufactured profiles 

The examples of figure 5 and figure 6 shows a good consistency between 
the numerical simulation of the profile and its measurement on the roughness 
tester. The transition zone between stability and instability is identical, but the 
amplitude and the period of roughness defects vary from 10 % to 40 %. This 
imprecision is only observed in the unstable area and could be due to the 
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simplification of the cutting and back cutting model. Globally, tests with high 
back cut confirm its bad influence on the surface finish, this configuration 
being naturally harmful. 

0.3 

0.2 

simulated 

-hr--------T---------r--------~--------r_~ 

5 10 15 20 25 mm 

Figure -5. Simulated and measured profile for high back cut 

1111 tJ ILL!!l' II' 'lLW" 
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5 10 15 20 25 mm 

Figure -6. Simulated and measured profile for low back cut 

The engaged length of the tool is much greater than the advance per tooth. 
It is therefore difficult to directly interpret the vibratory behaviour of the part 
from the manufactured profile since the generated surfaces are almost 
completely re-manufactured by the passage of the following teeth. 

The criteria of quality of surface finish (typical Ra) hardly allows the 
validation of the stability of the milling process. We have chosen the occur
rence of a visible jump on the profile for characterising the vibratory 
behaviour change. In this way, it is possible to determine rapidly the optimal 
cut depth on the machined rail. 

4. PERSPECTIVES 

The adaptation of the methodology to slim blades requires other 
phenomena to be taken into account. The effects of edges can no longer be 
neglected and it is therefore necessary to integrate the twist modes of the part 
in the stability lobes model. The tool, with a diameter of 16 mm, is notably 
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adapted to end milling and is characterised by a small helix angle: the distri
bution of cutting forces is therefore different. On the other hand, its defor
mation is no longer negligible and must be taken into account in the model. 
The first tests on a blade with a thickness of 6 mm (figure 7) with an adequate 
tool shows consistent results. Further experiments are in progress to model 3D 
stability lobes in order to take into account the modification of the natural 
frequency of the part during the manufacturing process. 
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Figure -7. Typical behaviour of the 6 mm thick blade 

In this, the experimental approach here based on rails machining can 
provide an interesting alternative to the complexity of the theoretical models 
duc to the multiplicity of parameters. A global model using several vibration 
modes (part and tool) could guide an experimental procedure depending on the 
expected shape of the rails. 

In the longer term, the integration of this methodology (numerical 
modelling and experimental refitting) in a CAD-CAM system could allow a 
better definition of the cutting conditions, on the basis of a depth of cut limited 
according to the geometry of the part. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Experimental results show a good correlation with calculations based on 
the theory of stability lobes in the case of rails produced by side milling on a 
flexible part. This technique could allow the very rapid and easy determination 
of the vibratory characteristics of a tool-part couple. The back cutting process 
is interpreted in the lobes model as an increase of the cutting forces, which 
provokes an earlier instability. The numerical simulation allows the quantifi-
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cation of the influence of several parameters and to guide more precise exper
imentation. The case of the blade makes obvious the limit of our initial 
modelling and shows the necessity to take into account new parameters. This 
approach will therefore have to evolve towards an integration of the method
ology in CAD-CAM systems so that they will be able to determine strategy 
and cutting condition for an optimal manufacturing process. 
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Abstract: To optimize the cutting conditions in machining, it is necessary to quantify the 
energy parameters involved in the process. Thus the control of a cutting 
process is realized if the cutting parameters, the kinematic parameters and 
contact actions are accurately estimated. To estimate these parameters, original 
metrological devices have been developed in the various laboratories involved 
in this study. Force and moment measurement has been carried out using a six 
component dynamometer [4]. Various image processing techniques allow to 
determine the chip/tool contact surface and the chip ejection angle. Complete 
and detailed energy equilibrium realized with those devices has clearly 
demonstrated the influence of moments on the mechanical power consumed by 
the cutting process. With these results, a three-dimensional therrnomechanical 
cutting model has been developed. The originality of this model is the 
complete and continuous definition of the tool geometry, integrating tip ray 
and edge acuity characteristics. Forces and moments, chip kinematic 
parameters (chip orientation, tool/chip contact area) can be evaluated. The 
presented study shows the geometrical and kinematic parameters effects, such 
as the penetration rate on force and moment values in turning. A correlation is 
established between kinematic parameters, forces, moments and an original 
experimental study using an imagery interpretation method. 

Key words: Turning process - Cutting process - Forces - Moments - Model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The performance improvement of modem cutting tools allows their use 
for finishing operations with respect to surface and dimensional qualities, in 
particular for circular parts. Previously only grinding processes were used in 
this type of operation because of the material hardness. For finishing and 
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hard turning operations, the cutting process is carried out in the tip ray 
because of depth of cut. 

The maJonty of analytical three-dimensional cutting models 
characterized the tool with three planes defined by the cutting face, the 
principal and the secondary clearance zones. Such models cannot be used for 
finishing operations and hard turning since it does not take into account the 
different tool acuities (tip ray and edge acuity, Figure -1). 

In this study, a new energetic three-dimensional cutting model is 
presented. This work is based on previous results [3], [6], [7], [8], where the 
primary and secondary shear zones are described and analyzed. The 
originality of this model is a complete definition ofthe tool geometry. 

2. TURNING CONTACT CHARACTERISTIC 

2.1 Turning tool geometrical description 

The established geometrical model describes the cutting edge on a 
mesoscopic scale. The contact between the tool and the workpiece is 
considered as a continuous surface. These zones (Figure -1) include the 
cutting face, the principal and secondary clearance faces. The tip ray r t and 
the edge acuity R of the tool realize the joint of these planes. This approach 
is in accordance with the shape of modem cutting tools, which generally 
display a large tip ray and allows complete definition of the 
workpiece/tool/chip contact. 

Figure -I. Geometrical description of tool and workpiece/tool contact. 
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2.2 Turning contact geometry description 

The three-dimensional contact surface, between the tool and the 
workpiece, is built from a path line (or acuity line) and a sketch line (or 
cutting line), (Figure -1). 

2.2.1 Acuity line definition 

The workpiece/tool contact surface is partly defined by the acuity line. A 
straight zone (Lc length) and a circular zone (rE.r length) compose the acuity 
line (Figure -1). Dimensions of these zones are function of tool geometrical 
parameters such as edge angle Kr and tip ray r t and cutting kinematic 
parameters such as cutting depth ap and feed rate f 

Thus, the contact length of the rectilinear part Lc is expressed by: 

(1) 

The contact length in the circular zone is function of the angle r. 

(2) 

where tp is the complementary contact angle on the secondary clearance 
face (Figure -1): 

(3) 

The whole contact length LeT is then expressed by: 

(4) 

2.2.1.1 Cutting line definition 
The cutting line completes the definition of the workpiece/tool contact 

surface. The cutting line is bordered by three zones: the BO zone (cutting 
face), the OJ zone (edge acuity) and the JK zone (clearance face) (Figure -
2). The length Y between Band 0 geometrically defines the cutting line and 
then by the length L between points J and K. Connection between these two 
lines is determined by the edge acuity R (Figure -2). 

Length Y cannot be directly defined and will be evaluated with 
equilibrium considerations. The workpiece/tool contact length L, according 
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to the principal clearance zone, is estimated from the hydrostatic pressure Po, 
the workpiece elastic modulus E, the cutting velocity Vc, the feed velocity Vf 
and the edge acuity R: 

L = (KXPo x(l + Vf )x( -R+ 1) )/(EX(1 + T:)) (5) 

where, K is a corrective parameter resulting from Albrecht works [1]. 

I', 

Figure -2. Description of the cutting zone, pressure and stress distribution. 

3. CUTTING MODEL 

The cutting model is established from equilibrium considerations. The 
elasto-visco-plastic behavior of the material is taken into account by a power 
type law. This law integrates coupling between stresses and thermal 
phenomena [2]. The pressure distribution in the primary shear zone and the 
kinematic parameters of the chip are based on previous works [2], [3], [4]. 

The following sections deal with the pressure and stress development in 
the secondary shear zone and on the workpiece/tool contact surface. 

3.1 Stress and pressure distribution definition 

Four parameters ((j.I, <P, Y, hi) are identified using the geometrical 
description of the problem. These parameters are respectively the secondary 
shear zone thickness, the primary shear angle, the chip/tool contact length 
and the primary shear zone thickness, [2], [3], [5] (Figure -2). 

Three zones characterize the cutting line. For each zone, a pressure and 
stress field is expressed. On the cutting face and relative to the secondary 
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shear zone (zone OB, Figure -2), the pressure and stress distribution is based 
on Dudzinski and Molinari works [9]. 

(6) 

where 1] is a distribution parameter. 
In order to establish the model, the following assumptions are made [2]: 

i) pressure and stress repartition has an angular decreasing evolution on the 
edge acuity (OJ, Figure -2). ii) Pressure and stress distribution has a linear 
decreasing evolution on the principal clearance face (JK, Figure -2). 

According to these hypotheses, pressure and stress distribution on the 
edge acuity (OJ zone), are expressed by: 

and on the principal clearance face (JK zone): 

PJK(Y)=PaxqX(l-(Y/L)); O"JK(Y)=O"oxqx(l-(Y/L)) (8) 

The angular repartition parameter q is defined by: 

q=z/(tr-j3+z) (9) 

where f3 is the tool tip angle and 1 is evaluated by: 

1 = arctan ( L/ R) (10) 

3.2 Chip kinematic considerations 

Dependence between the chip kinematic and the machining parameters 
has been experimentally observed. At the cutting face, the chip orientation 
(5) can be defined using the orientation average of the two normal contact 
directions, weighted by the contact lengths (Figure -3). The chip orientation 
angle (5), corresponding to the chip ejection angle, is defined by: 
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(11) 

Workpiece 

ap 

Tool --~~ --- -~ -J ---- Tool 

Figure -3. Chip kinematics and contact orientation on the cutting face . 

3.3 Equilibrium problem resolution 

The equilibrium problem resolution consists in evaluating the unknown 
parameters using two stages. Parameters (h" Y) and thermal variables are 
first determined using the chip equilibrium. Secondly, forces and moments 
are calculated out from the tool equilibrium. Then, the cutting energetic 
assessment can be expressed. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Some turning experiments have been realized to validate the proposed 
model. The test variables were selected in order to study the influence of the 
penetration rate (ap/re) on the measured parameters. Force and moment 
measurement has been carried out using a six component dynamometer [4]. 

4.1 Experimental conditions 

The AISI 4140 (42CD4) steel has been used for the experiments. Its 
characteristics are summarized in Table -J. 

Table -J. AISI 4140 thermomechanical characteristics. 

Thermophysic parameters 
Density: 7800kglm3 

Fusion temperature: 1227 oK 
Thermal conductivity: K=4,6.1O-2 °K/m 

Behavior law parameters 
Viscosity parameter: m=5 ,5.1 0-3 

Work hardening parameter: n=0,0563 
B=-7,9.1O-4 
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Thermophysic parameters 
Specific heat: Cp=379J/kgoK 
Stress failure: G r=900MPa 
Elastic modulus: E=21OGPa 
Hardness: 260 Hv 

Behavior law parameters 
A= I,288 

287 

Uncovering carbide inserts have been used. These inserts have no chip 
breaker (Yc=-6°; a=-6°). 

4.2 Experimental contact approach 

To describe the orientation of the chip ejection, some video acquisitions 
have been carried out during the experiments. Correlation between those 
videos and the microscopic analyses of the tool face (Figure -4) is observed. 
The microscopic images of the tool face are obtained using an image 
processing method (Figure -5), which allows to determine the chip 
orientation and the contact area. 

Figure -4. Geometrical contact determination. 

Figure -5. Contact surface interpretation by image processing method. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Chip kinematics 

It can be inferred from results (Figure -6) a non-linear evolution of the 
contact length with the penetration rate. This non-linear evolution 
demonstrates that the tip ray has a great influence on the cutting process, 
essentially for the finishing operation. 

For the contact area, the curves presented Figure -6 show a nonlinear 
evolution when the tool is engaged in the tip ray and linear when the 
penetration rate is higher than 1 (for the experimental conditions used). 
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Figure -6. Contact area (5) evolution, Chip orientation (Z) evolution. 

The chip orientation (as for the length of contact) is inflecting when the 
penetration rate exceeds 1. Figure -6 show that a simple geometrical model 
of the tool active part led to a good chip/tool contact parameter prediction. 

4.3.2 Cutting forces 

The cutting actions are expressed in the frame of the Figure -7. The 
moments are determined at the tool tip (point D '). 

Figure -7. Force and moment framework. 
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Figure -8, Forces and moments evolution at the tool tip, 

The force Fx has a non-linear evolution (Figure -8) with the tip ray. On 
the other hand, the cutting force Fz and the feed force Fy are not dependent to 
the tip ray. 

The moment analysis shows that the penetration rate has a great influence 
on My moment. The variation of My moment has a direct influence on the 
power consumed. Some visual observations show that a relationship exists 
between the chip rolling up and the moment vector orientation. Nevertheless, 
it is necessary to confirm these observations with an experimental study 
involving both video acquisition and the cutting action measurement. The 
complete description of the workpiece/tool/chip contact gives a good 
evaluation of the tool behavior in the tip ray zone. Consequently, the force 
evaluation has been improved. However, the moment evaluation at the tip 
tool is not correlated by experiments. It is necessary to develop a new 
approach that takes into account a specific behavior law which itself takes 
into account the extreme solicitation involved during a cutting process. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A 3D cutting model has been developed. It can predict the chip kinematic 
and its ejection orientation on the cutting face in turning. It also evaluates 
three forces and three moments components and therefore the total power 
consumed. This model takes into account the tool geometry. This approach 
is completely fit to the hard turning process and finishing operations. The 
tool/chip contact surface is evaluated with a micrographic observation 
coupled to an image processing method. Actually, this method is a new 
concept and gives good results. 

The moments are influenced by the penetration rate. There is a direct 
relationship between the power consumed and the moment values. Similarly, 
the direction of these moments influences the formation of the chip. 

To evaluate correctly the moments, this model must be improved with a 
better analysis of the mechanics using for example a micropolar theory [3]. 
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The tool geometry model must consider all the actual tools geometrical 
evolutions. The new tool shapes are designed for the finishing operation 
such as Wipper and Honing. 
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Abstract: 

Key words: 

For higher productivity and product quality, it is necessary to know the 
accuracy of machine tools so that defective parts are not manufactured. 
Angular and positioning errors are quite common problems in machine tools. 
The origins of these errors are kinematic parameter deviations resulting from 
manufacturing errors, assembly errors or quasi static errors. By static 
measurements such as laser interferometer, linear comparator (Heidenhain 
VMI82), electronic inclinometers (Wyler Leveltronic) and dynamic 
measurements (Double Ball Bar, DBB) different kinds of error origin 
information of the machine tools can be obtained. It is possible to convert the 
measurement results of one method to another with certain degree of accuracy. 
This helps to justity the correctness of the measurement method and locate the 
error origins more precisely. This study shows a mapping between static and 
dynamic measurements of machine tools by calculating tool tip errors using 
different devices as mentioned above. For static measurements the laser 
interferometer, VM 182 and Leveltronic measuring systems and for dynamic 
measurements the DBB has been used in this study. Theoretical trace for DBB 
is obtained based on roll, pitch, yaws and positioning errors found by laser, 
VM 182 and Leveltronic measurements. These traces are compared and 
simulated with the trace obtained by DBB. 

multi-axis machine tools, accuracy, error origins, measurements 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The positioning accuracy of a multi-axis machine tool depends on different 
kinds of error origins depending on the machine tool's structure, control 
system etc. In a typical machine tool, there are multiple error origins 
including geometric, static and dynamic loading, thermal, mismatches 
between servo-loop parameters etc. All these error origins affect positioning 
accuracy at the tool tip in a complex way. 

Substantial work has been performed in the past on the development of error 
models for geometric, thermal etc. error sources for multi-axis machines. K. 
Kim and M. K. Kim have developed a volumetric error model based on 4*4 
homogenous transformation for generalized geometric error [5]. K. F. Eman 
and B. T. Wu have developed error model accounts for errors due to 
inaccuracies in the geometry and mutual relationships of the machine's 
structural elements as well as errors resulting from the relative motion 
between these elements [3]. Kakino, Ihara and Shinohara have measured the 
positioning errors of multi-axis machine tools in a volumetric sense by 
Double Ball Bar (DBB) [4]. Real time volumetric error has been measured 
and compensated by Chen [1]. The theory behind the machine tool 
measurement for a particular measuring system can be used to justify the 
results of measurements of the same machine using different measuring 
systems. In this paper two types of machine tools measurement systems are 
described and compared. Positioning accuracy has been calculated for 
different measuring systems and a theoretical formula has been derived 
which can be used to justify the other measuring system. 

2. MACHINE TOOLS AND MACHINING 
ACCURACY 

Nowadays the NC machine tool is the most basic manufacturing equipment 
for mechanical part production. It has been widely used for various purposes 
such as for flexible automation, to improve machining accuracy, to reduce 
lead-time, to cut costs etc. The most desirable improvement is the ability to 
achieve high precision machining. The primary factor that influences 
machining accuracy is the motion accuracy of the machine tool. When there 
is a motion error in a machine tool, it will be transferred to the machined 
profile and thus increase the profile error of the machined surfaces. 

Since the machine accuracy is the major source of errors, the control of 
machine error sources is critically important. Among the sources of machine 
errors, thermally induced errors and geometrically induced errors are known 
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to be key contributors. Thermal errors come from thermal distortions of 
machine components due to external and internal heat sources, bearings, 
hydraulic systems, sunshine etc. The thermal bending of C-shaped machine 
frames, thermal expansion of lead screws and spindle thermal growth are 
typically the dominant error sources. Typical magnitude of the spindle 
growth and lead screw expansion could be more than one hundred 
micrometers as the machine warms up from a cold-start. 

The geometric errors of machine tools arise from manufacturing defects, 
machine wear and static deflection of machine components. Geometric 
errors are especially significant with medium size and large size machine 
tools for which a highly rigid machine structure is difficult to achieve. 
Geometric errors are created not only during manufacturing but also from 
improper assembly and installation. Furthermore, environmental and 
operational conditions that are not under the vendor's control also affect 
machine performance. 

2.1 Users of machine tools Inspection 

Machine tool builders use the results of machine accuracy inspection for 
the purpose of making design improvements to increase accuracy. Such 
measurements also help them to optimize the commissioning parameters of 
the control loop whenever they influence the accuracy of a CNC machine. 
Machine tool users can use these measuring systems for acceptance testing 
and regular inspection of their machines. They can use the measurement 
results to improve their machines' performance in different ways. 

3. MEASUREMENTS OF MACHINE TOOLS 

Machine tool performance from the point of view of compliance to 
tolerances, surface definition, etc, is determined essentially by the dynamic 
and static accuracy of machine movement. For precision machining it is 
therefore important to measure and compensate motional deviations. 
Guidelines and standards for inspecting machine tools (ISO 230-2 and 
ISO/DIS 230-4, and VDI/DGQ Directive 3441) stipulate a number of 
measurement methods for determining dynamic and static deviations [2]. An 
example of a machine tools' measuring system has been described by Wyler 
in reference [6]. 
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3.1 Static measurements 

This measurement is such that position deviations are measured in the 
linear axes using a comparator system that produces conclusions based 
exclusively on the geometric accuracy of the machine. Conventional 
inspection and acceptance testing of machine tools has been limited 
essentially to static measurement of the geometrical machine structure 

without load. If X real is the real position and Xideal is the ideal position, 

then the positioning error is defined by the following equation: 

Exn =Xrea1 - Xideal (1) 

where n varies from 0 to maximum measuring points. 

3.1.1 Measurement by laser interferometer 

The laser interferometer uses light interference principles to precisely 
measure the linear displacement or velocity of a body. By laser it is possible 
to measure positioning, pitch and yaw error of multi-axis machine tools. Roll 
error may be obtained by electronic level. 

Figure -I. Example of roll, pitch and yaw (RPY) of X-axis 

If the roll, pitch, yaw and positioning errors of a particular axis are 
known (in this case Z-axis) the tool tip position A can be predicted by the 
following equation: 

AorealZ -
1 o 0 Z·ko, 1 0 k". 0 -c, b, 0 1 0 0 

? 
0 1 0 Z·k" 0 I -k,x 0 c, -a, 0 0 0 (2) 

0 0 (Z+AZ) -k" k,x 0 -h a, 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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h . h . I k d k . d" . fZ were Z 1S t e nomma movement, ox an Z1 are 1rectlOn cosmes 0 -

axis, cz , az and bz are roll, pitch and yaw respectively. t;Z is the 
positioning error. 

3.1.2 VM 182 Measurements 

The YM 182 linear comparator system from Heidenhain is used for 
acceptance testing, inspection and calibration of machine tools and 
measuring equipment with traverse range up to 1520 mm. Machine tool 
builders and distributors can determine the linear and non-linear curves as 
well as the reversal errors of machine axes according to ISO 230-2. In 
addition to determining the positioning errors, the YM 182 also measures 
guideway errors perpendicular to the traverse direction of the machine axes. 
The YM 182 consists of a steel scale with a highly accurate graduation and a 
scanning head that moves over the graduation without mechanical contact. 
For example, for Y-axis movement the following equation expresses the real 
position: 

1 0 0 Myx 

0 1 0 Y + L1Y;y 
OP -spindle -

0 0 1 L'lZyz 

0 0 0 1 (3) 

Mij is the positioning error in directionj during feed direction i. Ifwe 

know all the error movements in all other directions it is possible to obtain 
the volumetric error for any point in the working space by the following 
equation: 

(4) 

3.1.3 Leveltronic measuring systems 

When measuring with inclinometers the electronic levels are used to 
measure the RPY of an axis with some interval. To learn about the 
volumetric errors of a machine tool we can interpret the results. In our 
modeling we have used a matrix to calculate the volumetric errors. 
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The level is moved along the machine tool axis with a suitable interval. 
The measured data is recorded to PC via RS232 cable for processing. An 
inclination to the right is positive and declination to the right is negative. To 
be sure about the results the measurement can be repeated with the same 
interval in different locations along the Y-axis. If the result is the same then 
it confirms that the error is pitch error of the X-axis. 

/ V2 
ci2 

~1 
< 

X1 X2 
Measuring Direction 

Figure -2. Principle of measurement with inclinometer 

According to figure 2, the data received at points 1 and 2 are shown in 
the following table. Y is expressed in f..lm and X has been expressed in 
meters. ,---------,-----------------------, 

Point I 

Point 2 

By measuring the guideways in parallel lines the whole working surface 
of the machine tool can be accessed. The spindle deviation can be calculated 
from figures 1 and 2. 

0 
- yl - yl *d 
xl xl 

PWreafl = 0 I 0 d (5) yl 
0 0 

xl 
0 0 0 I 

The real locations of all other points are calculated from corresponding 
errors. Individual errors at each location are calculated by equation 5. 

3.2 Dynamic measurements 

Dynamic measurements, especially at high traverse speeds, provide 
information on contouring behavior that permits conclusions both on the 
conditions of the machine tool and on the parameter settings of the control 
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loop consisting of CNC control, drives and position feedback systems. The 
accuracy of machining depends on dynamic deviations from the nominal 
contour and also on high acceleration in the machine tool. 

3.2.1 Double Ball Bar (DBB) method 

When a machine is commanded to make circular interpolation with a 
radius R the increase in radius is given by [6], 

(6) 

h Xn =R·cos(Bn ) d Yn =R·sin(Bn ) d Cxn =Exn -Exo were an an 

E xn = X real - Xideal on the control point E xo = X real - Xideal on 

the center of circular interpolation. Values of Cxn , Cyn and Czn are obtained 
for n points on the circular arc based on equation (6). This equation gives 

M for all n points. 

For all n points it is possible to find a positioning error that affects the 
contouring accuracy of the circular interpolation with dynamic error such as 
servo response. It affects by increasing or decreasing the radius based on 
equation (6). This contouring error can be compensated by arc replacement. 

4. CONVERSION OF MEASUREMENTS 

This section describes how to obtain or predict dynamic measurement 
results from static measurements. It has been mentioned in the definition of 
static measurement that no contouring error affects the static measurement 
because of single axis movement. In this discussion we do not consider the 
servo control system for the sake of simplicity. For exact examination the 
whole servo system, heat sources etc. should be considered. 

4.1 Static to dynamic measurements 

When we have the results of all static measurements of a multi-axis 
machine we can calculate the tool tip position deviations for the whole 
working space. For example, with the measurements of roll, pitch, yaw and 
positioning errors of all axes, it is possible to find the error values of that 
axis at any point by interpolation. 
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(7) 

where Ede,,_pt is the error at the desired point and F is mantissa. 

aXj 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 

Figure -3. Roll of X-axis (in radians) 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 

Figure -4. Pitch of X-axis 

0 ,-----,------,-----. 

- 600 '------'-----'----------' 
- 800 - 600 400 - 200 

Figure -5. The DBB error trace obtained from static measurement results 
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4.2 Dynamic to static measurements 

When the M is provided from the DBB measurement data there are 
several error components involved in the result. The error components and 
error origins could be separated from each other by least-squares technique. 

Let Mm be the measured error and M t the theoretical volumetric error 
of a machine tool. The latter indicates the volumetric error that has been 
developed for DBB (fig. 5) [4]. 

r 
A 1) 2 r-I "\' x"-I 
'-"'t =al +~ 'X+O:l'X +······+ar·x = L.Pi· 

j=1 (8) 
n 

s= LV~ 
(9) j=1 (10) 

as =0 

setting ISo k where k = 1, 2, ... r 

After simplifying those equations we obtain a set of r linear equations, 
therefore we are able to find r number of error parameters. 

k = 1,2, ... ,r (11) 

When we have all the error parameters, we are able to predict the 
measurement result of static measurement by an individual measuring 
system. 

4.2.1 DBB to Leveltronic measuring system 

For simplicity we only show how to obtain the Leveltronic measuring 
results from DBB results. From equation (10) we have individual error 
parameters that affect the volumetric error of the machine under 
investigation. Equation (10) actually gives the X component of PwrealX. Now 
the error at any point is given by the following equation: 

Yn P WrealX 

Xn d (12) 
where n varies from 0 to a maximum number of measuring points. 
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If we plot the error against the measuring axis, we obtain the trace as 
obtained by the Leveltronic measuring system. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has described the theory of how to obtain the dynamic error 
profile from static measurements of multi-axis machine tools and vice versa. 
From these two types of measurements and comparison we are able to 
investigate machines' error origins and more accurately justify the 
measurement results. Once we know the error origins precisely, we are able 
to position the tool tip at the desired position. (Tool direction may not be 
possible to fix because of the limitation of degree of freedom of machine 
tools.) In conclusion the steps for measure machine tools and justifY the 
measurement results are summarized as follows: 

1. Modeling of a machine tool for error diagnosis for different measuring 
systems. 

2. Measuring the machine tool. 
3. Diagnosing the error origins. 
4. Comparison of the measurement results obtained by other methods. 
5. Corrective actions to improve motion accuracy. 
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Abstract: The geometric error measurement techniques for machine tools have not 
evolved for several years. The laser tracker, a three-dimensional portable 
measuring system, opens the way to automatic measurements and 
consequently, the possibility of positioning error compensation under 
acceptable economic conditions. We propose strategies of measurement and 
treatment to improve and control the measurement uncertainty of a laser 
tracker used as a system of calibration within the framework of the analytical 
model of global compensation by grid. 

Key words: Coordinate Machine, Geometrical errors, Laser Tracker, Metrology 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The conquest of precision is a significant condition in improving the 
performance of the machines and the apparatus we use every day. One of the 
main difficulties is to integrate phases of measurement and correction, as 
well as during the assembly of the machine as during its use, with acceptable 
time and cost conditions. We propose the use of a new tool for geometrical 
qualification, the laser tracker. The ease of use allows the integration of the 
laser tracker during all the life stages of the machine. It is however necessary 
to reduce the influence of its high intrinsic uncertainty to investigate ways 
opened up by the direct access to the three-dimensional tool's end position. 

Coordinate machines, like machine tools and coordinate measuring 
machines (CMM), can be analyzed as systems for positioning a tool (or a 
probe) in a space linked to the workpiece. The objectives of any geometric 
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control may be either the verification of the machine with respect to the 
specifications or the standards in force, or its calibration and correction. 
Systems of measurement specially adapted to these objectives must be 
implemented. In the first case, the machine's global capacity to fulfill a 
function satisfactorily must be studied, whereas in the second case, errors 
must be identified in order to be corrected. 

In practice, two different types of intervention are open to machine users: 
• Practical tests which give the user information on the machine's average 

level of quality by following a trajectory in the workpiece space. 
• Analytical tests which measure the characteristics of each of the 

machine's axes individually according to its geometric model. 
It is generally rather difficult to take corrective action from a practical 

test (e.g. : NASA, Ball Bar, ... ) [1] whereas with analytical methods errors 
can be corrected by manual adjustment or by software compensation. The 
latter, developed by CMM manufacturers in the 80's, based on analytical 
modeling of the machine where the positioning error of the tool with respect 
to the workpiece is the sum of the displacement errors of the machine's 
constitutive axes [2], [3], [4], [5]. Expressing the errors in this form means 
coding a reduced volume of data in proportion to the sum of the lengths of 
the axes and the sampling step chosen. 

However, the classic measuring techniques used in this approach remain 
delicate and often have to be carried out by experienced technicians. This 
frequently involves very long measuring campaigns. 

2. THE GEOMETRIC CONTROL OF A MACHINE 

The control of a machine's geometry means a model of the errors has to 
be installed so that they can be identified, corrected or their variation 
followed. As far as serial machines are concerned, we will retain the 
analytical model for which each axis of the machine is analyzed separately 
then positioned in the machine space. We will only present, in this article, 
the case of a machine composed of 3 axes for which there is a bijection 
between the Cartesian coordinates of the tool and the coordinates of the 
machine's axes. The analytical model can be applied to a machine with more 
than 3 axes if a sufficient set of coefficients is introduced. 

2.1 The analytical model of a 3-axis machine 

Subject to the undeformability of the machine's constitutive solids, the 
errors of each axis, whether translation or rotation, are described by a field of 
displacement of solid bodies. The displacement error retained is the 
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difference between the position actually reached and the theoretical position 
aimed at. The use of the small displacement screw model to describe these 
position errors can, by its linearity, render the displacements independent 
and commutative. Thus, for each measuring step, the position error can be 
written by coding only 6 independent pieces of information (Figure 1) : 

.3 translation errors: 1 linear displacement error (called XTx) and 2 
straightness errors (called XTy and XTz) 

.3 rotation errors: Roll (XTx), Pitch (XTy) and Yaw (XTz) 
For a serial machine with 3 orthogonal linear axes, the analytical model 

is constituted of 18 error functions and 3 parameters of axis relative position 
(perpendicularities). The acquisition of the machine's errors according to the 
analytical approach necessitates the implementation of different measuring 
systems specific to each error category. 

Figure -1. Modelling of the errors ofa linear guide of axis X 

Once the analytical model has been identified, the positioning error of the 
tool can be detennined whatever the X, Y, Z position of the machine's axes. 
Error correction can be considered, either in the form of a correction matrix 
associated to the analytical model [6]. 

2.2 The measuring techniques 

The main difficulty of a machine's geometric verification lies in the 
measuring operation which is a succession of independent measurements, 
problematic in the industrial environment, notably because of thermal shifts 
which are a source of geometric instability. We have made a list of the 
techniques and the associated uncertainties of measurement, which can give 
infonnation to the analytical model (table 1). 

The number of measurement systems and the ability level of their 
implementation restrict their industrial use, although the need of machine 
qualification is universally recognized. 
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Table -1. Common measuring techniques 

Type of error Measuring technique 
Implementation Uncertainty 

(I) (2) 
3 linear displacements 
-XT~:-YTy:-zitrt~s~~-;~t~rfe~~~~trY---------------------------------------T----d;ff;c~lt-----T--4.-i-o:~L---

_~_~_~~1l5_gh!~~~~~_s. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
XTy; XTz Rule + comparator (or) 
YTx ; YTz Alignment laser (or) difficult 211m/m 
ZTx ; ZTy Tense wire + microscope 
6 Horizontal axis rotations 

--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------

_!ig_JS_1_XgX __________ ~!~~_~~1:l.115_~J~:::~J_s. _______________________________________________________ ~_1l~Y.. ______________ ?_H_~sIc ____ _ 

XRy; YRx 
ZRx; ZRy 

Electronic levels (or) easy 2 flTd 
Interferometer laser by double linear accuracy (or) difficult 3 flTd 
Autocollimation (or) difficult 3 flTd 
Double straightness very difficult ~ 10 flTd 

3 Vertical axis rotations 

-~:::-yR~---------~m-~~~::-~~~=f;~~~~~~~cyT;t~~;ghtn~~s---------------T~-~;f~~~~:;~T--=~l:~~---
Perpendicularities 

:~;~:~:;;:;:~~~:::1~~~;~~~;~~;~~~~;~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I::::::~:;~~~:::::l:::~:?:;~~:::: 
(1) Easy: can be carried out by following written instruction 

Difficult: needs trained experienced staff 
Very difficult: needs an expert's supervision 

(2) Optimum uncertainty (k=2) estimated in industrial conditions in a workshop without air 
conditioning varying between 18 and 23°C, on a machine with no mechanical lash. 

3. TOWARDS AN INDUSTRIAL INTEGRATION OF 
THE MEASUREMENT OPERATIONS 

During the past ten years, new systems of measurement capable of 
simulating tooling with integrated metrology have appeared (e.g. : Ball Bar, 
bi-dimensional grid, ... ) thus avoiding having to make test workpieces. The 
great advantage of this type of tool lies in its facility to store information on 
a state of the machine even if the results have not been interpreted by a 
practical test. This is the notion of reference state of a system of production 
which enables an estimation at any time of whether the machine has 
undergone any changes since it was put into service. Trajectories which can 
be qualified by these instruments are limited, so their uses are reduced to 
global practical tests or to local analyses of servo-control errors, but these 
tools do not allow the exhaustive identification of an analytical model. 

3-D measuring instruments like the laser tracker, mainly used in 
aeronautics, constitute an interesting alternative to the actual measuring 
instruments. Indeed the laser tracker allows the measurement of the position 
of a spindle's nose, whatever its position in the workspace. From 
information obtained from several points, one can deduce geometrical errors 
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of the machine. This system brings about numerous advantages. Its 
implementation does not require long and meticulous adjustments, all 
geometrical errors coming from the analytical model are measured by a 
single device, without intermediate adjustments. This operation is automatic 
with a permanent information exchange between the numerical command 
and the laser tracker. As a consequence, total time of qualification is mainly 
constituted by active measurement periods, depending on the machine's 
dimensions and the sampling step. Implementation times and adjustments 
are very short. For example, qualification of a one cubic meter workspace 
machine requires less than a half-day for the measurement and the analysis, 
and so can be integrated into a follow-up policy of the production machine. 

Our concern is to define a measurement methodology adapted to an 
objective sought in terms of uncertainty and measuring time. To that 
purpose, we propose, from the laser tracker's intrinsic characteristics, an 
implementation method of this instrument which optimizes these parameters 
as well as an original approach allowing error correction. 

4. THE LASER TRACKER 

A laser tracker is constituted of a classic interferometric laser mounted on 
two perpendicular rotation axes, motorized and equipped with angular 
encoders. It is able to follow the displacements of a measurement point 
materialized by the reflector center. 

In this sort of device, the measurement uncertainty of a position in the 
volume is far from isotropic. It is composed, for the part linked to the sensor, 
of the uncertainty due to the interferometer and the uncertainty due to the 
angular encoders. The uncertainty of measurement introduced by the 
encoders is proportional to the distance between the position measured and 
the laser tracker. The measurement uncertainty due to the interferometric 
laser essentially depends on the environment the light beam has to cross. 

Classically environmental conditions (temperature, pressure) are taken 
into account when measuring interferometric length. The problem is far 
more difficult in the planes perpendicular to the beam where thermal 
gradients can locally modify the beam's direction in proportions it is very 
difficult to quantify in the industrial environment as in the laboratory. 

In order to represent the resulting measurement uncertainty, imagine a 
volume around the measured point. This volume is an ellipsoid each axis of 
which represents respectively, the uncertainty on the distance measurement, 
the uncertainty on the elevation and azimuth measurements. An estimate of 
the measurement uncertainties of a position one meter from the laser tracker 
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is 1 micrometer following the beam direction and 5 micrometers in the 
perpendicular plane. 

5. ACQUISITION AND CORRECTION OF THE 
GEOMETRICAL ERRORS 

The process of geometric correction of a machine is always composed of 
a stage of measuring and a stage of analysis carried out through the model of 
correction chosen. The first method to appear was the analytical one, for at 
that time only unidirectional measuring systems existed and software storage 
possibilities were extremely limited. 

The second method, born with the arrival of 3-D acquisition systems, is 
global correction by grid [2]. This method consists in measuring the errors 
Tx, Ty and Tz at the level of the tool according to a grid of the machine's 
work volume. This information is stored in the matrix and will subsequently 
permit direct correction of the programmed trajectories. Unlike the analytical 
correction model, the axis errors are not identified, only the sum of their 
influence on the position of the tool is characterized. The price to pay for this 
apparent ease is the considerable amount of data to be stored, now 
proportional to the cube of the length of the axes and the sampling step, this 
leads to long measurement cycles, frequently several hours long. So, it is 
impossible to repeat these cycles often enough to reduce the measurement 
uncertainty by the effect of averaging. We are directly dependent on the 
uncertainty of the system of measurement. Its application is limited to 3-axis 
machines with little variation in the length of tools. Furthermore, direct 
correction of trajectory presents local instability risks if corrections are not 
the result of a fine analysis in terms of acceleration generated. 

We propose an analysis of these two approaches from the point of view 
of the measurement uncertainties and the ease of implementation in the 
industrial environment (table 2) and then we propose a mixed process 
combining only the advantages. 

Table -2. Advantages and disadvantages of the two ways of correction 

Approach 1: analytical Approach 2: global 
Advantages Di sadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 

Implementation of several Considerable data: L n 

Good level of measuring systems acquisition Simple modelling long acquisition time. 
uncertainty time very long. Uncertainty of the 
Little storage of Model needing some calculation Automatable correction directly 
data: 6.n.L Measurement difficult to measuring method linked to the 

automate measuring system 
n= number of axis 
L = measuring step hyphen often function of the axis length 
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5.1 Proposition of a new approach 

We propose a third possibility (3) which makes the most of the 
advantages of both methods, i.e., using 3-D measuring system with a global 
acquisition strategy, and with the information obtained, identifying the 
analytical model (figure 2 and table 3). This hybrid approach allows, in 
comparison with the global one, a return to the analytical model of the 
machine by an error analysis and so to physical phenomena: straightness of 
slide channels, error of linear scales, etc. 

Grid 
or 

Scan 
Measuring strategy 

"- '. _ .. -.(1) - .. - .. - .. - .. _ .. 
Error model 

dx, dy, dz, da ... 

Figure -2. Three approaches for correcting errors 

The analysis of a large number of three-dimensional measurements, 
synthesized through the analytical model, allows the influence of the 
measurement uncertainty of the device on the estimated characteristics to be 
decreased and also the minimization of the influence of possible absurd 
points. As a result, characteristics gain high and accelerations, generated by 
the corrections, are limited. 

Table -3. Mixed approach for the correction of a machine tool 

Approaeh 3: Global measurement ~ partial analytieal model 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Low uncertainty by effect of average Acquisition of a large amount of data 
Automatable measuring method --7 Long acquisition time 
Little storage of data All the rotations cannot be determined with 

one position of the reflector alone 

Another significant interest of this analysis strategy is that the influence 
of the drift during the measurement, mainly from thermal origin, is averaged. 
Indeed, during the measurement of a three-dimensional grid, which can take 
more than one hour, the temperature can vary by some degrees if the room is 
not air-conditioned. The error measured at one point depends on the thermal 
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conditions during its acquisition, so the correction will also be defined for 
these thermal conditions. The return to the analytical model allows the 
definition of a correction image reflecting of the average state of the 
machine perturbed by the external temperature variations or from its 
components. The potential result of this are a correction less linked to the 
machine state during the measurement of trajectory errors and the generation 
of smaller residual errors during future use of the machine. 

5.2 Experimental comparison of displacement error 

To characterize the contribution of this strategy of evaluation to make a 
correction, we will restrict our study to the linear displacement error of a 
machine tool's X axis. The presented measurement is obtained from a three
dimensional grid of the machine (procedure described in the paragraph 6.1). 
The comparison is made between the linear displacement error XTx obtained 
by the linear trajectory in the center of the machine during the realization of 
the grid by the laser tracker and the linear displacement error obtained by the 
treatment of the whole grid through the analytical model. Each curve 
represents the deviation from traditional measurement of the central linear 
trajectory which was made just before the grid acquisition (figure 3). 
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Figure -3, Grid analysis effect on linear error measurement of X axis 

It clearly appears that the linear displacement error from direct 
acquisition is of greater significance than that resulting from the analytical 
model. It is the consequence, at the same time, of the decrease of 
measurement uncertainty and the averaging of thermal effects. The average 
slopes of both curves are the thermal drift signature between the grid 
measurement and the linear error measurement from the interferometer laser. 
F or this new approach, there is a margin of freedom, which consists in 
choosing the best strategy of acquisition of points in the working volume of 
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the machine to optimize the error identification of the analytical model. We 
propose the use of two strategies, which are experimentally qualified. 

6. PRATICAL RESULTS 

We tested two strategies of acquisition, used within the framework of 
campaigns of comparative studies carried out on a machine tool with a 
volume below one cubic meter, so as to situate the potential of this third 
approach compared to the classic analytical process. The first strategy of 
acquisition consists in a classic 3-D scan of the machine space, the second 
original strategy is based on the measurement of circles aligned on the axes 
of the machine enabling a refinement of the identification of the error model. 

6.1 Scan by successive planes 

We carried out 11 scans of 11 points in 11 successive planes i.e. 1331 
points measured (Figure 4). For reasons related to laser tracker time 
integration, each point is measured statically, the machine stopped. 

We compared the results obtained to conventional measuring systems. 
We present part of the results, i.e. the straightness error of axis Z following 
direction X (called ZTx). 
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Figure -4, Scan by successive planes and straightness axis Z of the machine tool 

The repeatability error with 2 standard deviation is about 5 micrometers 
for the 11 2, i.e. 121,.straightness measurements of the axis Z. It corresponds 
to the case of adverse uncertainty since the angular measurement is dominant 
in this error direction for this position of the laser tracker. 
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This level of repeatability is not altogether sufficient considering the 
errors of present machines: more or less the same over 1 meter with 
repeatabilities of about 1 micrometer. Improvement in the quality of 
measurement can be obtained by the average of the 121 measurements, 
which corresponds to the identification of the analytical model. We 
compared this result to a measurement taken with conventional systems (rule 
+ comparator) at the center of the machine (figure 4). The cross-check is ofa 
good level, even more so since the measurements were not taken at the same 
time, the test was carried out in an industrial environment (premises not air
conditioned) and the conventional measurement was made at only one place 
on the machine. The other five straightness errors of the machine were the 
subject of a similar cross-check and considerable efficacy was recorded in all 
the cases. The uncertainty of measurement is very clearly improved by the 
effect of averaging. 

The method of scanning by successive planes is very interesting as it 
enables us to obtain a level of uncertainty comparable, and even superior on 
certain criteria, to conventional systems, while at the same time exploring 
the whole volume of the machine automatically. The laser tracker should 
however be placed in 3 positions so that the linear displacement errors are 
characterized with a level comparable to that of the classic interferometry 
commonly used to measure this type of error. Acquisition time is trebled of 
course, but the analysis of the coherence of the three measuring cycles is an 
excellent indicator of the machine's stability. 

6.2 The cylinder method 

The second scanning strategy consists in measuring a succession of 
circles interpolated in the plane of the machine. Thus 3 " cylinders" of axes 
parallel to the machine's displacements X, Y and Z are measured. In this 
case, the machine is in movement during the measuring operation. The laser 
tracker is able to measure 1 point per millisecond with an uncertainty that is 
not as good as when the measurements are static. The real axes of the 3 
cylinders are constructed from the center of each of the circles (Figure 5). 

Each circle center being obtained from a large number of points, 
uncertainty of its position is greatly reduced. During our studies each circle 
of 400 mm diameter was measured at about 1300 points. Acquisition time is 
considerably reduced compared to static measuring (by a factor of 8 in this 
case). We compared the results obtained by different techniques (Figure 6). 
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Figure -6. Straightness axis Z 

The result obtained with the cylinder method, compared to the 
conventional measurement, is better than with the Cartesian grid. This seems 
logical because the image of the straightness obtained by the cylinder 
method integrates the machine's errors on a diameter of 400 mm around the 
average position characterized by the conventional method, while the 
Cartesian grid covers the whole machine. In theory, the straightness error 
ZTx is constant in the volume, in practice the existence of deformations due 
to static indeterminacy of guidance generates error variations. 

As for the Cartesian scanning, linear displacement error measurement 
according to the angular component of the laser tracker does not have a 
quality comparable with an interferometric measurement. So it is necessary 
to envisage three measurement configurations for the laser tracker. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The global approach to measuring a machine tool's errors with the help 
of a 3-D measurement system like the laser tracker is limited by the accuracy 
of the angular measurement of these devices. This limitation is of about ± 
5 micrometers on small volume machines (less than Imxlmxlm). 

The laser tracker is at the same time a system which carries out practical 
and analytical tests and one which offers the possibility of rapid 
investigations during assembly operations, adjustment of the geometry of the 
machines and for their periodic monitoring. 

The implementation of a process of analysis of the machine's errors 
based on a strategy of global measurement and identification of the 
analytical error model enables a very significant improvement in the 
uncertainty of measurement of the errors. Campaigns of comparative 
measurement with the classic system of geometric qualification of the 
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machine tools show the pertinence and the quality of the results obtained. 
The fundamental gain is above all to be found in the ease of implementation 
and the automation of the measurements which make the qualification of the 
machine possible in less than one day. 
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SIMULATION OF REGENERATIVE 
VIBRATIONS AND SURFACE GENERATION IN 
FLANK MILLING 
APPLICATION TO HIGH SPEED MACHINING 

G. Peigne, H. Paris and D. Brissaud 
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Abstract: High speed machining is really suitable for present production constraints. 
However high rotational speeds inherent to high cutting speeds excite 
structures at high frequency. Resulting dynamic phenomena can reduce 
surface quality, damage material and decrease productivity. So as to avoid 
machining cutting conditions leading to the development of such phenomena, 
we developed a tool allowing the numerical computation of the machining 
system dynamic behaviour as well as to predict the machined surface 
geometry and quality. Our approach is based on the numerical computation at 
the macroscopic level of workpiece-tool system dynamic behaviour submitted 
to cutting forces. These forces are modelled and allow us to deduce the 
workpiece motion thanks to the Newton equation which is solved with an 
implicit integration scheme. The cutting nonlinearities are taken into account 
by the modelisation of the surface being machined. Simulation results follow 
the experimental trends, and a machining simulation example is given to show 
the main regenerative vibration effects upon the behaviour of machining 
system as well as upon the surface quality. 

Key words: high speed milling, simulation, regenerative vibrations, dynamic cutting 
forces, ploughing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High speed machining (HSM) satisfies present machining production 
constraints. As it allows high material removal rate and high surface quality, 
this makes this technology very competitive. However, when tool rotational 
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frequencies increase, vibrations that may occur during cutting process may 
damage the spindle as well as the cutting tool and decrease surface 
properties. 

Early researches has shown that the most important source of instability 
is the regenerative vibrations due to the coupling between cutting forces and 
structural dynamics of the tool/workpiece/machine-tool system [1]. The most 
outstanding result given by research on this phenomenon is, for high 
rotational speed, the identification of stable cutting process regions between 
unstable regions. These are commonly represented in a spindle speed versus 
depth of cut diagram where they have a lobed shape. Firstly, analytical 
prediction models of the lobes were made for turning operations [2], [3], 
latterly, models have been adapted to milling operations [4]. 

One of High Speed Machining's definitions is based on this vibration 
phenomenon, [5]. Stability lobes show that milling stability strongly depends 
on the ratio 1] of the tool teeth passing frequency upon frequency of 
dominant vibrating mode. Four different zones exists, depending on the 
spindle speed, where machining behaviours are very different. Each zone 
corresponds to a machining type. In low-speed machining zone, 7]<1110, 
regenerative vibrations that may occur have short wavelengths. Thus, even 
with low amplitude, they generate a contact between the tool clearance face 
and the workpiece ; the strong resulting forces tend to reduce vibrations. 
This phenomenon, called machining process damping, allows high axial 
depth of cut. However, the longer vibration wavelengths are, the less the 
damping acts. In midrange machining zone, this damping no longer acts 
while stability lobes do not yet exist. This gives rise to a low and almost 
constant limit of stability. This zone ends when spindle speed is high 
enough, i.e. T1 greater than 14, to obtain large stable regions. In the high 
speed machining zone, the effect of stability lobes is important, and the 
stability limit greatly depends on the spindle speed. The choice of ratio 1] 

equal to an integer fraction allows the highest depths of cut. Finally, in Ultra 
High Speed Machining zone, 11 over 2 or 3, the highest stability lobe is 
exceeded. Rotational speeds don't excite the structure very much and the 
machining process becomes very stable. However, at the moment, spindles 
cannot reach such speeds yet, and above all, high cutting speeds lead to 
excessive tool wear. 

Therefore, the best removal material rate are obtained in HSM. However, 
in these, spindle speeds excite the structure close to the frequencies of weak 
structural modes, and vibrations may have large amplitudes even in chatter 
free cutting conditions. Thus the machined surface may be affected and have 
important form defects. Thanks to the rise of computers, time domain 
simulations have been developed [6], [7], allowing the resulting surface 
finish produced by vibrations in milling to be predicted. Furthermore, they 
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can consider the modifications of structural behaviour during machining, the 
evolution of cutting conditions, like the tool penetration phase or the tool 
disengaging phase and real tool geometry with tooth run out or tool 
eccentricity. 

However as time domain simulations are time consuming and they must 
be optimised for specific applications. In this paper a time domain 
simulation, in ongoing development, is presented. This simulation deals with 
peripheral milling operations in High Speed Machining. It is dedicated to 
thin walls machining application and long tool use. In section 2, the different 
models used are presented. Particular attention is given to the geometrical 
models used to describe surface machining. These models have been 
optimised for HSM in order to effect accurate geometrical computations 
with low computational cost. In section 3, a machining simulation is shown 
in order to see different effects of vibrations on machined surface. Finally, 
the paper is concluded by summarising the contributions. 

2. TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION 

The simulation is based on a macroscopic scale model of the dynamic 
behaviour of the tool, workpiece, machine-tool system submitted to cutting 
forces. Thanks to Newton's second equation we can derive system motions 
from the forces caused by these tool/workpiece interactions. An explicit time 
integration scheme is used 

2.1 Mechanical model 

A differential matrix equation is used to give the motion of The tool
workpiece-machine system: 

[M,vRxJ+[cwKxJ+[KwRxJ={Fc(t)} 
[M, Kx,}+ [C, ]{x,}+ [K, Rx,}= {Fe (t)} 

(1) 

where [XwJ and [XJ are respectively workpiece and tool position vectors, 
[M,J and [MtJ the mass matrix, [CHJ and [CJ the damping matrix, [KwJ and 
[KJ, the stiffness matrix. However, the system must be rigid in the Z 
direction. 
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2.2 Cutting forces model 
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Figure -2, Tooth geometry 

Cutting force {Fe} is expressed by its radial and tangential components 
Fr and Ft, figure 1. Orthogonal cutting forces model is used: 

F; = Ks.ap.h m 

Fr = Kr.Ft 
(2) 

Where ap is the axial depth of cut, h is the instantaneous chip thickness 
and Ks, Kr, m cutting force coefficients depending on workpiece material 
and tool geometry. For a non zero helix angle tool, forces are computed by 
slicing cutting edge in elementary orthogonal tools, which allows use of the 
former Single point cutting forces model. Ploughing is not modelled. 
Though, it is supervised computing the instantaneous clearance angle. 

2.3 Geometrical models 

To compute cutting forces, as well as the surface being machined, a 
geometrical description of the tool and of the workpiece surface is used. In 
order to reduce calculation complexity and therefore decrease computing 
time, tool and workpiece surface are "sliced". All computations are done in 
the workpiece referential. 
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Tool Geometrical model 

In each slice, the tool is modelled by elementary teeth. As the slices are 
thin, the assumption is made that the cutting edge is straight and normal to 
the tool axis. Elementary tooth geometry is given in figure 2. Each tooth is 
defined by its rake face and clearance face, both are straight, respectively 
oriented by the clearance angle y and the cutting angle u. The cutting edge, 
assimilated to point A, is positioned by a radius R and an angular position e. 
Lastly, tool eccentricity is given by the coordinates eu and ev• With this 
decomposition, total cutting and ploughing forces are the sum of all 
elementary forces which are computed with the relation (2). 

Cutting edge motion 

Cutting edge position is computed for each time step. Therefore, the 
motion between two time steps must be known to generate the surface being 
machined and to calculate chip thickness. Step time is usually given by the 
dynamics of the modeled system and the integrative method used. In low 
speed machining simulation, cutting edge displacements between two time 
steps are small or quite straight and may be linearly interpolated. In high 
speed machining, same time increments lead to bigger displacements. Thus 
linear interpolation may distort computation of chip thickness and generation 
of machined surface. So, if we want to maintain high accuracy in 
geometrical computation, the time step must be reduced or the interpolation 
model must be changed. The model we use is based on a quadratic 
interpolation of cutting edge trajectory, figure 3. The following notation is 
used: ,,1/ is the time step, instant t=n ,,1t is chosen as time origin and we note 
-i instant corresponding to t=(n-i) A 

The interpolating curve C has a second degree polynomial equation in the 
referential R'=(O',x',y'), figure 4. It is built to fit the last three positions Ao, 
A\, A_2 of the cutting edge. The referential R' base (i',j',k') and its origin 0' 
are built the following way : 

The vector notation used is :rA =OA and r'A =O'A. In this referential, the 
vectorial equation of the interpolating curve C is : 

(4) 
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With n=L-I and m=llrA-1 -rAo II. Trajectory between time step 1-1 and 
time step I corresponds to ~E[O,11 . 
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In each slice, the surface is discretized by points. Between two 
consecutive vertices, the surface is linearly interpolated. To model material 
removal at each time step, surface points included in volume scanned by 
teeth rake faces are removed and new points belonging to the teeth 
trajectories are created. This creation process consist of three phases: 

First step: For each tooth a primary identification of potentially 
removable surface points is made, figure 5. Vertices Sj of this set of points, 
PRS, belong to the surface scanned by a straight line going through cutting 
edge and tool center during the time step: 

Second step: Points of PRS belonging to the volume scanned by the 
tooth rake face are determined. They form the set RS, figure 6. the 
hypothesis is made that surface and cutting edge trajectory can not have 
more than one intersection point. Thus, only three material removal 
configurations exists : case 1, the tooth is still machining during the time 
step; case 2, illustrated in figure 5-7, the tooth penetrate into the workpiece; 
case 3, the tooth leaves the workpiece. These cases are determined by values 
of chip thickness at instant t and t-l : 
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easel m>O & h>O, CnSurJ=f/J ,RS=PRS 
ease2 m>O& h=O, CnSurJ=C(¢"s) , Rs={slE[m,m+p] 
case 3 m=O & h>O, CnSurJ = C(¢"s) , RS= {S t[m+p+l,m+n] 
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(6) 

Points Sm+p and Sm+p+! are the vertices of the surface segment cut by the 
cutting edge trajectory. They are found by: 

(r' C(q,n+p )-r' Sm+ p }(r' C(qm+p+! )-r' Sm+ p+l Y-;O 
9=lr'si'i' 

I 
(7) 

In order to obtain an unequivocal solution, the first couple of point 
satisfying the former equation are taken, The research is done following 
decreasing indices for case 2 and increasing indices for case 3. The 
intersection C(r;s) of the cutting edge trajectory with the surface is obtained 
using the Newton method. 

Third step: The surface machined during an actual time step is created. 
The RS set is replaced by a set NP of new points, figure 7 : 

easel NP={E,C(¢"k)},¢"k=l-k , kE [O,q] 
q 

NP={E,C(¢"k)l¢"k=l-k(l-¢"s) , kE [O,q] 

NP={C(¢"k)l¢"k=(q-k);., , kE [O,q] 
q 

(8) ease2 

ease3 

For cases 1 and 2 the intersection E between surface and tooth rake face 
is created. For its computation, the rake face is assimilated to line (Tco, Ao), 
figure 6. The number q+ 1 of created points is chosen to keep the distance 
between two consecutive points lower than a maximal value As : 

(9) 

where (~e" 9-) = (0,1) for Case 1, ( ~s, 1) for case 2 and ( 0, ~s) for case 3 ; 
Ao is the angular step of the spindle rotation, R the tooth radius and int(X) the 
integer part of X. The spatial step As is chosen equal to 115 of the feed rate: 
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Figure -5. Material removal 
process, step I 

Figure -6. Material removal 
process, step 2 

2.4 Simulation principle 

Figure -7. Material removal 
process, step 3 

Al the models have been coded in MATLAB©. The simulation input data 
are cutting conditions, cutting force model parameters, ploughing force 
model parameters, structural dynamic coefficients and workpiece and tool 
geometry. A second order implicit Euler integration scheme is used. For 
each time step, the machining process evolution is done in two phases. First, 
equilibrium of cutting forces and workpiece and tool motions in equation (1) 
is sought. During this phase, the surface is not modified. Next, when 
equilibrium is reached, the surface part machined during the step time is 
created using the material removal model. The main results are the machined 
surface, vibrations of both tool and work-piece and cutting forces. We get 
either cutting and ploughing forces. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to see regenerative vibration effects upon machined surface, 
simulation of a flexible aluminum workpiece machined with a rigid 20 mm 
diameter, 3 tooth, 35° helical end mill has been computed. The following 
data were introduced : cutting conditions : ae=2mm ; ap= 18mm ; 
f=0.15mm/tooth ; spindle speed 3660 rev/min; workpiece first bending 
mode in y direction with a natural frequency of 176 Hz, structural damping 
ratio of 2% and a stiffness of 2.1 104N/mm ; force model parameters : 
Ks=600 Mpa; Kr= 0.3 ; h=0.75 ; fsp=1.5 105 N/mm3; /-1c=0.3 ; Simulation 
parameters: ot=4.5/-1s. 

Figure 8 shows the machined surface. Three kinds of faults appear. First, 
in the z direction, while x<64mm, the surface has a marked undulation 
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leading to a shift with respect to the theoretical position varying between 
0.055mm and -0.035mm. This error is due to both helix angle and workpiece 
vibrations. Indeed, as a cutting edge machines line A-B, the tool completes 
0.2 turns and the workpiece is vibrating, figure 9. Therefore, for a given 
point, surface shift is equal to the instantaneous workpiece deflection. 

Feed direction (m m) 

Figure -8. Form default surface 

Number of turns 

Figure -9. Workpiece displacement Figure -J o. Surface detail 

In the feed direction x, the surface has small amplitude and short 
wavelength undulations. Figure 10 shows a cut in the surface in the z=7mm 
plane. We can see both the feed marks and these undulations. The latter are 
due to the transient phase of vibrations occurring at the beginning of the 
machining. At the end, as the tool is moving out of the workpiece 
(x>64mm), the surface is strongly affected by cutting condition variations. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A comprehensive simulation model of flank milling operation in the time 
domain has been presented. Both workpiece and milling cutter mechanical 
behaviors are taken into account and self-excited vibrations are dealt with. 
Cutting forces are computed with oblique cutting mechanism and real tool 
geometry with tooth run out is included. 
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Also, new machined surface and tooth motion geometrical models 
optimized for High Speed Machining have been developed, allowing the 
control of geometrical errors. As these models permit high geometrical 
accuracy independently of the time step value, they enable low 
computational cost. 

Simulation results show the same trends as experimental studies and may 
greatly improve understanding of cutting vibration phenomena. However, in 
order to obtain accurate results, validation of dynamic models in high speed 
cutting conditions must be achieved. to this aim, experiments carried out in 
the field of cutting forces show that low speed cutting models are still 
effective for high cutting speeds [8]. 

Finally, further investigations are required, in order to identify the 
contribution of other vibration phenomena to surface roughness, like random 
excitations due to material heterogeneity or the chip formation and rupture 
process. 
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FEATURE SHAPE RECOGNITION TOOLS 
DEDICATED TO A DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY 
METHODOLOGY 

O. Coma*, C. Mascle* and P. Veron** 
*Ecole Poly technique de Montreal, Quebec 
** Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Arts et Metiers, Aix-en-Provence, France 

Abstract: This paper presents an automatic feature shape recogniser tool for a Design 
For Assembly (DFA) methodology. For each part of a product, this feature 
research is performed into two steps. First, weight, dimensions and symmetries 
are identified and the part is classified as rotational or not. Second, form 
features, like steps or grooves, are extracted in order to estimate the orientation 
efficiency of the part. To fulfil first step requirements, an optimal bounding 
box, in the context of DFA, is found using the boundary representation (B
Rep) model of the part. The proposed algorithm is based on a topological 
exploration and on geometric properties of faces. 2D features identification 
step operates on a simple vertex-edge polyhedral model of the part. On every 
plane projection, along an axis of the bounding box, outer wire analysis serves 
as starting point for the 2D feature recognition. Finally, a 2D feature selection 
procedure, that optimises the orientation efficiency, is presented. All these 
algorithms are implemented in "FuzzyDFA", an assembly-oriented computer 
aided design software that takes advantage of a fuzzy decision support system. 

Key words: Design For Assembly, Bounding box, Symmetry, Feature shape recognition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DF A is an important factor in manufacturing since it can substantially 
reduce the estimated 15-70% of manufacturing cost attributed to assembly. 
Besides the reduction of cost, DF A promises additional benefits by 
increasing quality and reliability, and shortening manufacturing time. In this 
paper, we refer the well-known Boothroyd-Dewhurt methodology [1]. In the 
former, the DF A evaluation process centres on establishing the cost of 
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handling and inserting parts. The process can be applied to manual or 
automated assemblies. Regardless of the assembly system, parts are 
evaluated in terms of, ease of handling, ease of insertion and a decision as to 
the necessity of the part in question. The findings are then compared to 
synthetic data. During this evaluation process, geometric and technological 
data attached to every part are used. From the geometric point of view, parts 
are individually studied, whereas from the technological view, links between 
them are taken into consideration. This work, coupled to the methodology 
previously developed and described in [7], represents a major breakthrough 
from feature-based part coding technology [8], whereby generated codes 
were inputted for DF A evaluation. The approach herein, associated to a 
fuzzy decision support system, aims to intelligently automate DF A process 
evaluation. Herein, geometric requirements for manual and automated 
assembly operations are identified. First, the proposed approach to find an 
optimal (in the context of DF A) bounding box and symmetries of a part is 
presented. These geometric properties are qualified as basic DF A 
requirements, since the evaluation process always use them whether or not 
the assembly operations are automated, and operates on the B-Rep geometric 
model of the part. Then, a 2D features recogniser tool using the polyhedral 
geometric model of the part is detailed, as well as the definition of features 
in the context of DF A. Finally, a feature selection algorithm optimising the 
part orientation efficiency is presented. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In Rosario [2], development and implementation of computerised 
algorithms to calculate overall dimensions and rotational symmetries of a 
part are described. A wire-frame representation scheme of the CAD part 
model is used. Algorithms are based on topological relationships and a 
palindrome search. This thesis work corresponds to the basic requirements 
presented in this paper. But, using a wire-frame geometric model restricts 
algorithms to very simple parts, due to the lack of topological information 
inherent in this scheme. Boothroyd-Dewhurst [1] introduced the degenerated 
envelope in order to find a convenient bounding box for DF A. Essentially, 
the degenerated envelope is a cylinder, or a rectangular prism obtained when 
detailed features on the part are neglected. Although this approach provides 
good theoretical results, it uses the relative notion of feature size and criteria 
to decompose features which must be found. Consequently, this bounding 
box research process is difficult to automate. Jiang [3] proposed a literature 
review for the detection of symmetries (axis and angles) in a polyhedron. 
The described algorithms are complex and time consuming due to the search 
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for an axis of symmetry. Herein, a bounding box for the part is first defined, 
thus possible axes of symmetry are a priori known for the symmetry 
searches. Finally, literature abounds on feature recognition. A feature can be 
defined as a partial form or a part characteristic, which is considered as a 
unit and that, has a semantic meaning in design, process planning, 
manufacture, cost estimation or other engineering discipline [4]. "Feature 
technology" [5] describes advances in feature recognition as well as the 
context where features are of interest. 

3. GEOMETRIC REQUIREMENTS FOR DFA 

Analysis of mechanical assemblies always uses basic DF A requirements. 
Feature recognition is only to be computed for automated assembly 
operations. Table I lists requirements for a common DF A methodology: 

Table -1. Part geometric characteristics searched for 

Basic 
requirements 

Feature 
recognition 

Rotational part Other part (non-rotational) 
Dimensions: L, D 

Weight 
fl, ~ symmetries 
Steps, 
Grooves, 
Cavities, 

Dimensions: A, B, C 
Axes of symmetry X', y' et Z' 

Steps, grooves and cavities with small dimensions 

The optimal bounding box (for DF A) of a part is the one, of minimal 
dimensions, which fits the best underlying geometry. Its 3D coordinate 
system is defined by main geometric forms (planes, cylinders, etc.). Figure I 
shows bounding boxes for a rotational part and a non-rotational one. 

Figure -1. Bounding boxes for a rotational and a non-rotational part 

The ~ (a) symmetry is the angle through which a part must be rotated 
about its axis of insertion (an axis perpendicular to its axis of insertion) in 
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order to repeat its orientation. In figure I, if Z is the insertion axis of both 
parts, axis Z' (X' or V') are of interest for the ~ (ex) symmetry. In automated 
assembly operations, parts are oriented and distributed by bowl feeders. 
These bowls have mechanical selections that define, step-by-step, the 
orientation of a part. During every step, non-conforming parts are discarded 
as shown in figure 2. Accordingly, 2D features in one or more plane 
projections could be used to partially or completely define the part 
orientation. Here, only 2D steps or grooves features are of interest. If the 
orientation could not be defined solely by the 2D features, a 3D feature 
recogniser tool focused on pockets, holes and fillets should be applied to the 
geometry. Furthermore, DF A methodologies just focus on the type of 
features and hence feature decomposition is useless. The aim is to select the 
minimum number of features to orient the part, and the most appropriated 
(simple or complex) features that maximise the orientation efficiency. 

Figure -2. Orientation of parts using selections in a bowl feeder 

4. SOLVING BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

Although basic requirements seem easy to find, dimensions and 
symmetries depend on the 3D coordinate system attached to the part. When 
using a 3D modeller, designers usually create a part in the global 3D 
coordinate system predefined in the software. But there is no a priori reason 
to ensure that this coordinate system is convenient in measuring DF A 
requirements. Consequently, the optimal bounding box for each part must be 
first computed for further DF A evaluations. 

4.1 Optimal bounding box 

For a given part, the approach is based on a topological exploration of its 
solid master model. Geometric and topological entities are described using 
STEP AP203 standard where the "manifold_solid _ brep" topological data 
structure PDS (part data structure) is the shape of interest herein. The 
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proposed algorithm explores PDS in order to find the set of faces that 
characterises the best the underlying geometry. Then, the 3D coordinate 
system generated for that main characteristic serves as support for the 
optimal bounding box building. The following algorithm is illustrated with 
the part in figure 3: 

Figure -3. Face based topological decomposition of a solid 

The first step consists in exploring faces of PDS. Faces are dispatched in 
three sets: F PLN, gathering plane faces, F REV, for rotational faces and F OTH, 

for other geometric face supports. Moreover, inside each of these sets, faces 
having common properties are gathered into sub-sets. Table 2 lists the 
common face properties in every set: 

Table -2. First groupings of faces 
Set Type of surface Property 
FpLN Plane Same normal 
FREV Cylindrical, spherical, conical or of revolution Same axis 

Spherical Same centre 
F OTH Of extrusion, Bezier, B-Spline or other 

But, inside F PLN, some faces must be differently treated. For example, 
although both end faces of a cylinder are plane, they contribute to make the 
part rotational. Consequently, for each plane face f, a test evaluates whether 
it must be classified as rotational or not. This test explores edges gathered in 
three sets (linear, circular and other). Then, the total length Ll of edges in 
linear set and in other set is compared to the lengthiest edges L2 in the 
circular set. If Ll>L2 then f is added to FPLN else to FREV. For the solid in 
figure 3: 

F PLN = {{rI,f 4,f9},{r3,f5,f7},{r2,f6},{r8}}; 
- F REV = {{ril ,112 },{j13,fI4 },{ri o}}; 
- FOTH={}' 

Secondly, faces in F PLN and F REV that have close properties are gathered 
into two new sets GF PLN and GF REV as follow (cf. table 3): 
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Table -3. Second groupings of faces 
Set Properties 
GFPL"I Elements of FpL"I with a collinear or a perpendicular normal. 
GF REV Elements of F REV with the same axis whether type of surface is the same or 

not. Tfthe face is plane, the centre P of the lengthiest circular edge is computed. 
Then, this face is added to the set for which P is located on the axis. 

For the solid in figure 3: 
- GFpLN = {{rl,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,f9},{[8}}; 
- GFREV ={{r1O,fll,f12,f13,f14}}; 
- FOTH ={ }. 

Thirdly, the area Area_GFpLN (Area_FoTH) of the GFpLN (FOTH) set is 
computed as the sum of all the face areas of this set. The area Area_ GF REV 

of the GF REV set is computed as follow: 
n 

Area GFREv= sup(area GFREVi) where area GFREvi is the area of the 
- i=l -

sub-set i of the GF REV set. Then, the part is classified as rotational if 
Area_GF REV >( Area_ GF PLN + Area_FoTH)' The main characteristic for the 
bounding box is the main characteristic of the set of maximal area. The last 
step consists in finding a 3D coordinate system for this characteristic and 
then, dimensions for this bounding box. The coordinate system is found 
using geometric and mass properties of the main characteristic. 

4.2 Symmetries 

Angle values of 180°, 120°, 90° and 72° are of interest for a and ~ 
symmetries. In the DFA methodology, parts are considered to be a or ~ 
symmetric as soon as the angle around an appropriated axis is less than 180°. 
But values less than 180° enable symmetry detection for a part, the 
transversal section of which is triangular, rectangular or pentagonal. Then, 
the volume V of the intersection solid between the part and the same part 
rotated around (L1, <I» is computed. If V -::;E, where E is a real number close to 
zero, then the solid admits this symmetry. 

5. 2D FEATURES RECOGNITION 

When a part is progressing in a bowl feeder, 2D projection of its solid 
representation allows the definition of possible selections to orient that part. 
Thus, after computing a 2D projection, features of interest herein are those 
relative to the 2D bounding box of that projection. This section first presents 
the method to detect the outer wire of the polyhedral model projection of a 
part before explaining the 2D feature recognition process. In the following, 
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the B-Rep geometric model representing the part is transformed in a 
corresponding polyhedral model, obtained after triangulating every of its 
faces according to Oelaunay's method [6]. An object oriented data structure 
has been developed to handle a polyhedron. 

5.1 Outer wire 

+- -First ~rtex V, 

CUrrent ~rtex Vj 
+ 

, 

Jl Qrter Wlre delecbon and 
tlllear smphficatloo 

.... 
"\ .. 

.' . 
J 

Outer wire 

Figure -4. Projection of a polyhedral model into a plane 

Figure 4 gives indication of the selected approach. A polyhedral 
simplification algorithm is applied (with a given precision) in order to 
suppress redundant vertices and edges of lengths equal to zero. Then, a first 
vertex V I on the outer wire must be found. To do so, the 20 bounding box 
bndm including all the vertices of the polyhedron is built. The vertex, for 
which (X,Y) coordinates are minimal, that lays on a bounding box border is 
selected as VI. A loop allows the selection of the next vertex to be included 
in the outer wire till current vertex Vi is at the same location as VI. 
Candidate edges are gathered in a set, each of these edges containing Vi. 
Among every edge E j for which the dot product, between normalised vector 
V,-li and normalised vector E;, (Vi being the starting vertex of E;) is 
minimal, that of EK of minimal length is selected. Then, EK is segmented if 
necessary. Vi+l is the vertex belonging to E K , which is not equal to Vi. 

5.2 2D features from projection 

A plane face F is created using the outer wire defined above. The set of faces 
N = Fbndw - F is the basis for feature detection. Only three types of 20 
features are defined to fulfil DF A requirements: Feat2d _Groove, 
Feat2d_Step and Feat2D _Other. For each face fNi belonging to N, the type 
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of the related feature is found according to the bounding box bnd2D and area 
of the face F following three rules: 
1. a feature with 2 vertices on a border of bnd2D is of type Feat2d _Groove; 
2. a feature with 3 vertices on a border ofbnd2D is of type Feat2d_Step; 
3. a feature type of which is either Feat2d_Groove or Feat2d_Step and 

area of which is less than 0.01 times area of face F becomes oftype 
Feat2d Other. 
Figure 5 shows the step-by-step application of the described procedure 

and associated rules. In this figure, three features are identified. Feature 
number 1 and 2 are recognised like steps (Feat2d_Step) whereas number 3 is 
of type other (Feat2d _Other). It would have been of type groove 
(Feat2d _Groove) unless its area was greater than 0.01 times the area of F. 

Figure -S. Projection of a polyhedral model into a plane 

6. DEFINING THE ORIENTATION 

This section aims to define an optimal part orientation towards DF A 
methodology. The following approach selects features, which maximise the 
objective function Fobj=OE/FC, where OE is the orientation efficiency and 
Fe is the relative cost feeder. First, in each 2D projection of the part, the 
orientation capability of each feature is determined. Then, among the 
combinations of features defining an orientation solution for the part, the one 
of maximal F obj value is selected. 

6.1 Orientation of a projection 

In order to define the part orientation, the proposed algorithm evaluates 
the inner symmetries and searches for symmetric features for each 2D 
feature in a 2D projection. Five symmetry attributes (symX, symY, 
has_symX, has_symY, has_symZ) are therefore added to the 2D feature 
data structure, as well as the feature usefulness. Figure 6 illustrates the 
meaning of these symmetries for 2D features. 
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Figure -6. Symmetries used to define the projection orientation 
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For the 2D projection on the left in figure 6: 1 has X2d inner symmetry 
(syrnX), 2 has Y2d inner symmetry (syrnY). For the 2D projection on the 
right in figure 6, attributes bas_syrnX, bas_syrnY and bas_syrnZ are true 
for features 1, 2, 3 and 4. Symmetry syrnZ is not of interest for 2D features. 
According to the given definitions, no 2D feature can be symZ symmetry. 
Only features of type "hole" or "cavity" could have been symZ symmetry 
but they are not used in this approach due to their insignificance in the DF A 
methodology. Furthermore, only "hole" or "cavity" features could have been 
both symX and sym Y inner symmetries. Table 4 and figure 7 give indication 
on F2dik capabilities, the kth feature of the projection i, where i E {X, Y, Z}. 

Table -4. Orientation capability for a 20 feature 
Case number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Number of inner 
symmetries 

0 
0 

0, 1 

0, 1 
1 

2 

Number of sym-
metric features 
0 

0 
2 

3 

0, 1,2, or 3 

Properties 

Orients the part 
This feature removes two rotation 
axes for the part 
This feature and one of these 
symmetric features orient the part 
This feature is useless 

Impossible 

Figure -7. Part samples for cases n° I, 2, 3 and 4 in table 4 from the left to the right 

6.2 Orientation of a part 

In each of the three 2D projections, the best DFA feature (case nOI in 
table 4), or combination of features (case n0 3 in table 4), is selected, i.e. the 
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feature that, in decreasing order of importance, defines the part orientation, 
has the maximal F obj value and is of maximal area. If there are one or more 
such features in the part then, the one of maximal F obj value is selected as the 
only main feature for defining the part orientation. But, such features might 
not exist in a part. The example in figure 8 shows such a part, for which two 
projections have only one feature with one inner symmetry each. 

F2dXO~ 

F2dzo~ 

x 
z y 

Figure -8. Sample part for which orientation is defined by two projections 

The solution consists in using features in more than one projection. From 
a technological point of view, this approach means that, during the guidance 
in translation of the part, a second direction of translation would allow the 
complete definition of the part orientation. From the algorithmic point of 
view, this consists in searching for a combination of features i.e. case n02 in 
table 4. If F2dik is such a feature, a 3D characteristic axis, named Axis3D, is 
defined as the axis around which the part can be 180°-rotated so the face 
representing the projection i stays the same before and after this rotation. 
Table 5 provides the F2dik.Axis3D value, which is one of the 3D coordinate 
system of the optimal bounding box, corresponding to a symmetry axis 
(inner symmetry and/or symmetric feature) ofF2dik. 

Table -5. Connection between 2D and 3D coordinate systems 
Projection name 2D symmetry axis 3D axis 

X2d Y 
ProjX Y2d Z 

G2d X 
X2d X 

ProjY Y2d Z 
G2d Y 
X2d X 

ProjZ Y2d Y 
G2d Z 

For the part in figure 8, (F2dxo.Axis3D Z');f::. (F2dzo.Axis3D = V') 
therefore, by selecting these two features, the part cannot be 180°-rotated 
around any of the three axes (X' , Y' , Z'), and its orientation is defined 
without ambiguity. 
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6.3 Further geometric problems 

Sections 6.1 and 6.2 provide guidance for selecting an optimal DF A 2D 
features combination. But, they also point at a 3D feature recogniser 
usefulness. The current implementation of "FuzzyDF A", an assembly
oriented CAD software, which uses a fuzzy decision support system (FDSS) 
and the Boothroyd-Dewhurst methodology, already takes advantage of the 
above-described algorithms and, in the near future, of a 3D feature 
recogniser. The former aims to find 3D notches, holes, pockets, grooves and 
fillets (non visible in 2D projection). Recognition algorithms are based on 
pre-existing methods [5]: concavity of edges (material angle between two 
faces), concavity of underlying parametric curves of edges, inner loops of 
faces and local topology analysis. Figure 9 summarises 3D features of 
interest in the context of DF A. 

Figure -9. Examples of 3D groove, notch and pocket to be recognised 

"FuzzyDF A" was built in Visual C++ and Open CASCADE [9], which is 
a powerful 3D modelling kernel that consists of reusable C++ object 
libraries available as Open Source. This application enables the creation of 
3D assemblies, as well as the DF A definition of each part, assuming that its 
geometry has already been modelled in the STEP AP203 standard. 
Moreover, DF A evaluation can be computed, either on a time/cost basis or 
on a merit scale, for manual and automated operations. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, most of the geometric DF A requirements are pointed out. 
Weight, dimensions and symmetries are sufficient characteristics for 
computation in manual operations. For automated assemblies, we focused on 
the usage of bowl feeders, which were investigated in depth by Boothroyd
Dewhurst. These devices operate on 2D features seen in projection of a part. 
Herein, we detailed how to find these features and described an original 
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approach for defining the orientation of a part. The use of two geometric 
models (B-Rep and polyhedral) allows algorithmic effectiveness, taking 
advantages of both models while avoiding their inconveniences. Every 
geometric characteristic serves as input for the fuzzy decision support 
system used in "FuzzyDF A". Therefore, evaluation of parts may be 
performed early in the design process, even if the design of the part is not 
detailed or remains uncertain, thanks to the use of fuzzy logic. Now, a 3D 
recogniser would complete geometric requirements for most DF A 
methodologies and this is being implemented. 
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Abstract: We have developed the nodal pre-optimization concept in the context of our work 
on finite element analysis and CAD/CAM integration. This concept consists in 
deriving from all engineering data (geometric features, discretization error, 
boundary conditions, materials and physical constants) a nodal density map for 
automatic mesh generation. Nevertheless, this concept can only be applied if a 
mesh generator is able to satisfy precisely the density map mentioned above. 
This is the reason why we have developed a 3D automatic mesh generator 
based on advancing front techniques, featuring a strong ability to respect an 
imposed variable density map. Aftcr a brief description of the process, we 
introduce new parameters related to the density map respect. A set of 
applications of the concept to industrial mechanical parts are also presented in 
the paper. 

Key words: CAD/CAM, solid model, automatic meshing, density map, adaptive mesh. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent and rapid development of computer systems has allowed 
significant improvements in the resolution of mechanical problems by 
numerical analysis. Among these, the finite element method (FEM) has led 
to a surge in demand. This method which, ten years ago, was only present on 
large computer systems, is now available on all personal computers. The 
availability of this method has shown a dramatic increase and is expected to 
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rise in the upcoming years. This democratisation of the method brings about 
more and more sophisticated demands from users. A lot of questions remain 
unanswered. Among these, a certain phase gives rise to concern : data entry 
under digital simulation software by finite element method. Although this 
phase is not technically complicated, it is lengthy and fastidious. As a 
consequence, the productivity of such product has slowed down. The 
problem originates from the fact that the finite element software does not 
provide performing modeling tools. Thus, these performing tools are part of 
the CAD domain. The idea of combining the two domains was immediate. 
This link already exists in many business design solutions but it is static and 
lacks intelligence. This link basically consists in transforming the CAD 
domain into a valid meshing for the finite element method. Efforts have been 
made to improve this reality for several years. We have introduced the nodal 
density pre-optimisation concept which is summarised in the following 
section. This concept involves the necessity to resolve a multitude of 
problems pertaining to automatic mesh generation. This paper demonstrates 
3D automatic meshing methods of variable nodal density. 

2. THE PRE-OPTIMISATION CONCEPT OF 
NODAL DENSITY 

The transition phase between the CAD and FEM domains is performed 
by defining a unique model! based on two distinct models to which the 
bilateral links are added. To realise this model, several tools have been 
developed in order to obtain an integrated mesh generator2 • The pre
optimisation concept of nodal density is one of them. The nodal density pre
optimisation concept has been constantly evolving for several years!.2·3. Its 
aim is to transform any type of data in terms of size map (figure 1). 

The calculated size map must further be recognised by the mesh 
generator to obtain a final meshing of the pre-optimised domain. Data taken 
into account in this concept are of different kings: 
- shape features of the geometric model l A 

- the discretization error of the geometric model inherent in the finite 
element method3.5 

- boundary conditions and efforts applied to the model 
- the material and physical constants of the finite element problem 
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Figure -1. The pre-optimisation concept of nodal density3 

The two last aspects may lead to the definition of a tensorial size map 
(anisotropic material, fluid flow). We are now speaking of metric. The 
concrete application of this concept as stated, involves mesh generators, with 
the ability to respect as closely as possible, the size map or the metric 
calculated. Several open-ended problems are however, inherent in the 
implementation of this concept. As an example, all mesh generation levels 
must be developed in order to take the new constraints into account. This is 
why, the different meshing methods have been adapted: 

Optimal mesh edge with respect to (conforming to)a size map6 
Surface mesh with respect to a size mapS.7 
Other methods are in the process of adaptation: 
Volume mesh with respect to a size map 
Surface mesh with respect to a metric 
Volume mesh with respect to a metric 
The goal of this paper consists in explaining the problem of a given 

volume mesh with respect to a size map. After reviewing various automatic 
meshing techniques, we will demonstrate the modifications carried out in 
order to reach our goal. 
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3. THE CLASSIC VOLUME MESH 

The different mesh generation methods fall into the two following 
categories : 
- The so-called 'Delaunay" method8,9,10,11 

- The advancing front techniques3,12,13,14,14,15,16,17 

Our ultimate choice was the advancing front techniques in order to 
achieve other objectives which are not exposed here3• The following is a 
simple description of a 3D front mesh basic algorithm: 
1. initialisation of a front on the surface triangular mesh of the volume skin, 
2. classification of the front, 
3. selection of the first front element called candidate element, 
4. calculation of the ideal location of the node called candidate node, 
5. searching for existing nodes close to the candidate node, 
6. classification of the selected nodes, 
7. creation of a valid tetrahedral element with the first node that allows it, 
8. front update, 
9. if the front is not empty return to 3. 

This algorithm presents several aspects which do not have a theoretical 
solution but rather several trial-and-error-solutions which are sometimes 
antagonistic: steps 3, 4 et 6 are specific to each 3D front mesh. 

The base of our mesh respects this algorithm and the trial-and-error
solutions used derive from those of Golgolab14 . 

First of all, a classification rule of the front must be established. Golgolab 
classifies the front in a descending order of the irregularities weighted by the 
dimensions. Secondly, the calculation of a node's ideal location must be 
established. The Golgolab solution consists in considering exclusively the 
candidate element to find the co-ordinates of the candidate node : it is 
located at 1/3 of the candidate element's perimeter length on the normal line 
passing through its barycenter. Thirdly, a classification of the candidate 
nodes for the creation of a valid tetrahedron must be implemented. Golgolab 
defines several interesting concepts to differentiate the nodes surrounding 
the candidate element (figure 2). Thus an adjacent node is a node connected 
to the candidate element via another triangle, a linked node is a node 
connected to the candidate element via a meshing edge and an neighbouring 
node is a node surrounding the candidate element which is neither adjacent 
nor linked. The classification of the nodes to form a new tetrahedron is as 
follows: adjacent node, linked node, neighbouring node, ideal node. 
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• L.uted 1IOd. 

Figure -2. The node classement criterion 14 

The algorithm thus defined practically never converges. There are some 
situations where the configuration of the front, does not allow for the 
construction of a valid tetrahedron. It is often the case with the last mesh 
iterations. It is then necessary to anticipate destruction of the mesh in order 
to allow evolution of the front. This tetrahedron destruction mechanism must 
be accompanied with a mean allowing to avoid a tetrahedron construction 
destruction infinite loop. To succeed in recognising the size map, other 
constraints must be added. The Golgolab solution, however seems generated 
by a compromise between convergence of the algorithm and the number of 
constraints imposed. The whole difficulty in considering the density imposed 
consists in adding several constraints in order to promote conformance to the 
size map without however altering the convergence of the 3D front mesh. 

4. THE VOLUME MESH OF VARIABLE NODAL 
DENSITY 

By studying the Golgolab algorithm previously described, we notice that 
the control central axis of the process is searching for convergence. The 
notion of conformity with the prescribed nodal density is less significant. In 
fact the recognition of the size map can only be realised in the ideal point 
location calculation phase. With the node classification indicator used, this 
case holds the lowest priority. In other words, a node is created, if and only 
if, there is no other solution. To reach our goal, the prior use of an ideally 
positioned node must be increased. The clue to the meshing software 
development is therefore to increase this priority while maintaining the ease 
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of convergence developed by Golgolab. For this, the notions of adjacent, 
linked and neighbouring nodes are redefined in order to reduce the potential 
number of nodes available during the classification phase of the selected 
nodes. In addition, a new parameter is defined : The degree of a node 
represents the number of connections of the same type as that of a node with 
the candidate element. Thus, Golgolab's notions are refined as follows: 
- An ADJACENT3 node is a 3-degree adjacent node. It is connected to the 

candidate element by three triangles, 
- An ADJACENT2 node is a 2-degree adjacent node. It is connected to the 

candidate element by two triangles, 
- An ADJACENTl node is a I-degree adjacent node. It is connected to the 

candidate element by one triangle. Also the minimum angle between the 
candidate element and the connection triangle must be lower than 41[/9 

- A LINKED3 node is a 3-degree linked node. It is connected to the 
candidate element by three edges, 

- A LINKED2 is a 2-degree linked node. It is connected to the candidate 
element by two edges. Also the minimal angle between the candidate 
element and the connection edges must be lower than 41[/9, 

- A LINKED I is a I-degree linked node. It is connected to the candidate 
element by an edge. Also the angle between the candidate element and 
the connection edge must be lower than 41[/9, 

- A GENERAL node is a node in an ideal location (ideally positioned 
node), 

- All remaining nodes are not taken into account. The notion of adjacent 
node is particularly abandoned. 
By following these rules, the number of nodes selected is significantly 

reduced in relation to the Golgolab solution. The angular restriction imposed 
is crucial. The classification order is as follows : ADJACENT3, 
ADJACENT2, ADJACENTl, LINKED3, LINKED2, LINKEDI, 
GENERAL. The calculation of the candidate node's location is also refined. 
The edge lengths of the tetrahedron to be formed are calculated in two ways: 
- the first value dl indicates the quality aspect of the mesh and equals the 

average length of the three candidate triangle edges, 
- the second value d2 indicates the conformity with the prescribed size 

map and equals the average of the size map value at the three nodes of 
the candidate triangle. 
The length determined d is thus : 

(1) 

a is a user parameter having a 0.65. default value. 
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The maturing phase of the front is not easy to perfonn. Our 2D 
experiment l8 was not sufficient. In fact, in 2D, the number of possible 
configurations during the meeting of the front is limited to one. In 3D, 
performing this count seems difficult. Another solution is recommended: 

an automatic update of the front. The problem is to find the neighbouring 
front elements of a prescribed element. A general procedure automatically 
transforms a list of triangular elements into an oriented front where all the 
neighbourhood node relationships are established. As a result, the constituted 
front allows to determine immediately the nature of a node in relation to a 
candidate element. Thus, for each selected and classified node, a 
corresponding tetrahedron construction operation exists. 

According to Golgolab l4 and as Rassineux l7 confirms, a tetrahedron 
destruction procedure is necessary to obtain a definite convergence. In fact, 
the algorithm previously described practically never converges. This 
destruction phase must be inserted without neglecting a priori respect to a 
prescribed size map. Thus, the ultimate choice is to destroy all tetrahedrons 
preventing the formation of a tetrahedron from the candidate element and a 
GENERAL node. To avoid these destruction construction infinite loops of a 
same tetrahedron, a destroyed tetrahedron cannot be reconstructed. A front 
management by layers is performed in order to facilitate closure of the front. 
Each new front element created during the process is placed in a queue. 
When the front is empty, it is reinitialised from the queue entries. The 
process is completed when the front and the queues are empty. The front 
closure is performed at the heart of the solid. It is the location where there 
are less geometric constraints. The front can close itself more easily. 

Finally, a candidate element may not bear a solution even with the active 
destruction procedure. 

It is notably the case where a boundary triangle prevents the formation of 
a mesh. The solution determined is to put the element concerned in the 
queue described previously. This problem can further be solved in two ways 

the queue element can be absorbed by the treatment of another front 
element 
the queue element may again become a candidate element. To perfonn 
this treatment, the equation (1) is modified to obtain 

d {1-a)dl +ad2 

= number of times that this element was a candidate element (2) 
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5. RESULTS 

Figure -3. Mesh pre-optimization of a crank arm by controlling the discretization erro~ 

Figure -4. Mesh pre-optimization of a lever bracket by controlling the discretization error3 

Table -I. Results of the two sample parts 
Parameters Crank arm Lever bracket 

Number of nodes 2232 7128 
Number of tetrahedrons 7959 29268 
Minimum quality 0.15 0.1 
Maximum quality 0.99 0.99 
Mean quality 0.61 0.61 
Theoretical number of tetrahedrons 8422 31732 
Error 5.5% 7.7% 
CPU (Pentium III 650 MHz) (s) 36 188 
CPU old method 92 272 
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Examples of results on two mechanical components are shown in figures 
3 and 4. In fact, these results complete the former results concerning surface 
meshing with respect to a size map2,3.5. The size map used is the one 
developed in the discretization error context. Statistics are gathered in table 
1. 

The quality indicator used is the sphere indicator marked in the 
tetrahedron and the theoretical number de tetrahedrons is calculated 
according to the method developed by Cuilliere7. 

The CPU time is also recorded and compared to the CPU time of the 
method used previousli· 17• The latter method does not respect the prescribed 
size map. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The results presented, together with the other results that we have, 
demonstrate the efficiency of the developed meshing method. The 
compliance error of the size map is always lower than .. This result is better 
than the one obtained for surfaces2. This can be explained by the fact that 
geometric constraints are less significant in a solid than on a surface. In 
addition, the time required to obtain a final mesh network with respect to a 
size map is much shorter than with the tool that we used in the past. 

This work allows to conclude the nodal density pre-optimisation process 
based on the geometric discretization error. In addition, it paves the way to 
other solutions. Anisotropy can be produced by adapting this mesh. To do 
so, we need to introduce a new length calculation formula. Our present work 
moves towards this direction. 
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Abstract: Numerical simulations of mechanical phenomena using the Finite Element 
approach are extensively used in industry. On one hand, the FE models 
manipulated are evolving toward a high complexity in terms of size (number 
on FE elements in the model) and phenomena addressed (non linear behaviour 
laws, time dependent simulations, ... ). On the other hand, design 
methodologies are evolving towards computer supported collaborative work. 
The paper proposes a concept of a visualization model for the analysis and 
collaborative work around FE simulations results. The model presented takes 
into account the configurations and the equipment characterizing the use of 
these results and is based on a decimation technique to reduce the size of the 
FE model. To compress the model even further, it is covered with textures 
generated from the FE solution. In order to generate this visualization model in 
a transparent manner for the analyst, automatic partitioning methods have been 
set up. The compactness of the model is addressed using a multi-resolution 
approach on user-defined threshold values to extract the most significant part 
of the simulation results. 

Key words: collaborative tools, visualization, scientific results, multi-resolution models, 
textures 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the context of scientific visualization of simulation datasets, it is 
important to provide tools that fit into the design flow. This remark applies 
particularly to the field of simulation of mechanical phenomena using a 
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Finite Element (FE) technique and contributes to the integration of FE 
techniques into the design process. Up to now, two distinct needs have been 
identified in this context: 

The engineer needs specific approaches to obtain models adapted to the 
visualization capabilities of workstations so enabling him (resp. her) to 
get the best possible understanding of the phenomenon simulated. 
Currently, the FE models are becoming larger and larger and their 
visualization strictly relies on the straightforward visualization of these 
models. Even with high-end workstations, these models become difficult 
to visualize and don't allow the engineer to analyze and deeply 
understand a physical phenomenon because there is no possibility of 
animation when transient or modal analyses are performed. As a result, a 
model dedicated to the visualization phase has appeared as critical to 
produce a compressed model that still contains the significant 
information of the simulation while it is significantly compressed. Such a 
model becomes also a basis for co-located collaborative work during 
digital mock-up reviews to provide explanations to non specialists, 
The engineer needs to collaborate with other engineers of the same skills 
during the design process through distant synchronous or asynchronous 
work. At present, such an activity is not possible when FE models are 
large because they can't be sent through the mail and they are not 
compatible with synchronous collaborative tools. Here again, the 
compression of such FE models becomes critical to exchange data over 
an intranet/internet network. 
As a result, the objective is to present some approaches that lead to 

compression of simulation datasets through the use of control parameters 
that are compatible with the analysis activity performed by an engineer. The 
compression process should be transparent for the user and hence, 
automatically produce a visualization model that can be effectively used for 
the analysis task. 

Our method relies on two decimation algorithms. The first one is 
dedicated to the compression of the geometry and is based on a unique scalar 
parameter related to the chordal distance between the initial and the 
simplified model. The second one is dedicated to the scientific data. It 
performs data compression according to thresholds set by the user after the 
FE numerical computations and prior to any visualization of the results using 
a histogram of the scientific values computed. 

Different ways of blending together the compression of the geometry 
with the compression of the data attached to the geometry are presented. 
Each way gives an idea of the compression rate that can be obtained while 
providing as much information as possible to contribute to the collaborative 
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work. We propose two approaches that contribute to the integration of Finite 
Element (FE) techniques into the design process: 

Compression based on a blend of geometrical and numerical criteria to 
illustrate how control parameters can be set up from a user point of view. 
Compression with priority to the geometry and use of textured models to 
illustrate higher order compression. 
These approaches are illustrated on real world examples of simulations. 

Decimation approaches have been largely developed over the past years [I, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6] to set up mainly two categories of operators, i.e. vertex removal 
or edge collapse. These criteria and operators have produced different 
categories of decimators capable of restoring the initial shape of an object 
that has been arbitrarily triangulated. Bounding the deviation between the 
initial and decimated triangulations has appeared critical for many 
applications in the context of mechanical engineering and design. To this 
end, the approach by Veron and Leon [4, 5] uses a concept of error zone 
attached to each vertex of the initial triangulation to model a discrete 
envelope of variable distance around the object. 

Values 
assigned to Ihe 1-------"7> 

\ isualzalion 
model I · 

TrnnslllOn an=3 

values 

Figure -1. Threshold values of simulation data used to control the compression process. 

All these approaches are based on a similar concept of preserving, as 
much as possible, the shape of the initial object. However, combining 
textured models and decimation techniques is currently emerging [7]. 

The next section will present the control parameters proposed for the 
compression phase. Section 3 will describe how textures can be used to 
further increase the data compression. Results and example will be described 
at section 4. 

2. CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE 
SCIENTIFIC DATA PREPARATION 

Because the purpose of the visualization model can be considered as the 
basis of the analysis process of a physical phenomenon, the engineer is 
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interested in preserving roughly the shape of the mesh used for the FE 
computation and then, concentrating on the values of the numerical 
simulation process and the areas where critical values are located. Several 
approaches, initiated by EADS CCR (Centre Commun de Recherches), have 
already been addressed to generate compressed models [8, 9]. 

In the context of mechanical engineering, this principle is set up using 
conceptually different areas. These areas are identified automatically from 
the numerical simulation values assigned at faces of the FE mesh. 

Prior to any visualization, the engineer can access the histogram of 
simulation values using the file output of the computation phase. According 
to Figure 1, the values obtained are V, V E [Vmin , Vmax ]. Then, the engineer 

can specify a first threshold value S max' S max < Vmax such that in the 

interval ]Smax' Vmax ] the simulation values should not be altered by the 

decimation process to enable a rigorous analysis of the results. This interval 
defines the "area of interest" for the engineer and no compression should 
take place there. Therefore, this area is not modified from the simulation 
point of view. In addition, the engineer can specify a second threshold value 

S min' S min < S max' to define new areas where the decimation process will 

take place as a multi-criteria process. At present, the approximation criterion 
for the simulation data located around a candidate vertex is similar to an 
energy preserving criterion [9]. Other data compression can be performed 
using wavelets approaches [10, 11, 12, 13] and form current directions for 
future developments. Within the transition area depicted in Figure 1, the 
simulation values attached to the visualization model must be kept into the 

interval [V - E(V), V + E(V)), V E [Smin, SmaJ where the function E(V) 

is linear within the transition area. Hence, the transition area is characterized 
by the deviation over the simulation results that the engineer can accept in 
the interval [Smin' SmaJ. Such a behavior is described by two parameters 

E min and Emax (Figure 1). 

As a result, the visualization model in the context of collaborative work 
is generated through a multi-criteria decimation approach. The multiple 
criteria involve the above parameters for the scientific criterion and a 
distance parameter cg • The decimation process is applied as follows to 

select the areas where the compression will take place: 
Vertices are selected using a geometric criterion to ensure the 
preservation of the object shape, 

- The contour of the vertex removed is replaced by a new set of faces with 
new simulation data attached to thesc faces, 
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- The geometry restoration criterion is checked. lfthe new triangulation 
lies within the error zones of radius £ g the remeshing scheme is 

validated otherwise this vertex is not removed, 
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The approximation criterion for the simulation data is checked. If this 
approximation lies in the interval [Vil1i! - E(Vil1i!), Vil1i! + E(Vil1i!)], the 

candidate vertex is effectively removed otherwise it is not. 
Finally, a third area is considered, which designates a region of low 

interest for the engineer, i.e. areas of low stress levels, ... In this area 
V E [Vmin ,Smin [, the decimation process is applied with the geometric 

deviation criterion £ g only and the simulation data are propagated without 

any further constraint using the energy preserving criterion [9]. The 
geometric decimation process is set up to handle non-manifold models as 
required by the FE models currently set up for simulation purposes [14, 15]. 

As a result, the control parameters set up by the engineer are: £ g' S min' 

Smax' Emax and eventually E min if a non-zero value is wanted. All these 

parameters are strictly based on the results of the simulation process and 
easily set up from the histogram of the results. Hence, the compression is 
adaptative over the triangulation and driven by the simulation results. The 
£ g parameter is also easily set by the engineer since it characterizes the 

chordal deviation between the initial mesh and the final triangulation. 
To illustrate the effect of the multi-criteria approach set up in the 

transition area, an example is shown in Figure 2 where the object is 
decimated using an approximation of the simulation data at the transition 
area. The data originate from the modal analysis of a car body. No 
modification of the simulation data is performed for high values (rather dark 
colors around the location of the spare wheel in Figure 2). Only the 
geometric criterion is active in the low values areas (grey and dark grey 
colors mostly over the front half of the car body in Figure 2), which are not 
relevant for the engineer because the displacement amplitudes there are 
fairly small. Figure 2 clearly shows the effect of the multi-criteria 
decimation process over plane and curved areas. 
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Figure -2. FE model (left) (238 945 faces) and visualization model (right) (62 282 faces) of a 

Clio car body structure produced by a modal analysis (Courtesy Renault). The car body is 

seen from underneath. The geometric deviation is: £ g = I cm. 

3. TEXTURED MODELS FOR COLLABORATION 

The previous section has described the parameters and principle of 
generation of the visualization model used as dialog object for collaborative 
work purposes. However, the models obtained do not reach a sufficiently 
high level of compression to enable collaborative activities using current 
desktop pes because the model size (number of faces) cannot be dealt with 
by their level of graphic performance. To achieve higher compression rates 
and better performances, texture mapping seems a promising solution. 

The solution currently set up using textures decouples the geometric 
compression, i.e. the polyhedron decimation process, from the 
approximation of the scientific data. Thus, the polyhedron visualized is 
obtained through the £ g parameter only to preserve as much as possible the 

shape of the object. Figure 3 illustrates the result of the decimation process 
using a simple simulation model. This simplified model will be the basis of 
the visualization model used to display the simulation results. 

r\i~:::!fW7\-- Face F, or decimated 
polyhedron 

'f--.::!.:4-""-I-==-- Faces orthe FE mesh 

Figure -3. Decimation of a polyhedron using the distance parameter only. a) Initial 
polyhedron ( 15996 faces), b) decimated polyhedron (234 faces) . 
Figure -4. Projection operation of the faces of the FE mesh onto a face Fi of the decimated 
polyhedron. 
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.) 

Figure -5. Partitions of the FE mesh onto a face Fj of the decimated polyhedron. 
Figure -6. a) Mapping between a partition of the initial FE mesh and a texel of the 
visualization model. b) Illustration of the discrete representation of two adjacent tcxels. 

The principle of the textured model is to colour each face Fi of the 
decimated model with a picture representing the distribution of simulation 
data over the area covered by F i . To this end, it is necessary to create a 
relationship between the FE triangulation and the decimated one. This 
relationship helps defining where the triangles of the FE mesh should be 
located on the decimated triangulation. This relationship also forms the basic 
data required to generate the texture of the decimated polyhedron. 

Currently, the relationship discussed before is set up using a projection 
operator from the FE mesh onto the decimated triangulation (see Figure 4). 
The projection sorts the faces of the FE mesh according to the following 
categories: 

a face of the FE mesh lies entirely inside the face F i , 

a face of the FE mesh lies partially inside the face F i, 

a face of the FE mesh lies entirely outside the face F i . 

As a result of the projection operation, the subset Si of faces of the FE 
mesh that either overlap the face Fi or lie entirely inside this face can be 
identified. Applying this projection operation for each face Fi produces an 
atlas of subsets Si that entirely covers the surface of the FE mesh. Due to the 
fact that a subset Si contains faces which partly project onto Fi, these faces 
belong to two adjacent partitions of the atlas. Hence, the partitions partly 
overlap each other. Figure 5 shows the atlas of partitions obtained from the 
example part of Figure 3 where each partition Si is represented by a different 
colour on the initial FE mesh. 

Finally, the projection operation is used to construct the intersection 
between the faces of the FE mesh, which are partially included in a subset Si. 
Thus, the faces Fi of the decimated polyhedron form an intermediate 
parametric domain where the positions of the faces of a subset Si can be 
located to generate the texture required for the visualization. These faces are 
arbitrarily shaped and located in 3D whereas a texture requires a specific 
parametric space depending on the mapping technique chosen. 

Here, the mapping technique chosen is a 'vertex coordinate mapping' 
technique, which is well suited for arbitrarily shaped polyhedrons. Using 
such a mapping, the texture space is reduced to a unit triangle (see Figure 
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6a). The mapping between the coordinates of polyhedron triangle and the 
reference triangle is linear as is the reverse mapping between this reference 
triangle and the displayed textured triangle handled by the graphics library 
used for the visualization purposes. Hence, the transformation performed 
does not generate visual distortions. The direct and inverse linear 
transformations between the points M and M' are expressed by: 

Y I11 =q.Yi +1]·Yj +(I-q-1])·Yk 

l(Ym - Yk)-(X", -xk { ~~ J J 

q"i ~ ((yi - y,l-{xi -xt: =~: )]. 
where the I, J, K vertices of the polyhedron triangle are expressed as 2D in
plane coordinates according to Figure 6a. Such linear transformations enable 
the preservation of a relationship between the displayed model and the initial 
FE mesh. Thus, it is possible to map any pixel of the displayed model onto 
the initial FE model, e.g. when the user wants to get access to the effective 
scientific value at a selected location or wants to interrogate the FE model to 
obtain element characteristics at that location. 

Texels (Figure 6b) are discrete representations of reference triangles 
shown on Figure 6a and hence of the mapping between them and the 3D 
polyhedron triangles F i . Similarly, they incorporate with a discrete 
representation the mapping of the subset Si to effectively construct the 
texture colouring the faces Fi. The resolution, in terms of pixels, and the 
layout of the texels are important issues contributing to the compression of 
the model [16]. 

The configuration currently set up is based on texels of constant 
resolution, i.e. 100x 1 00 pixels whose layout is shown on Figure 6b. Line 
segments representing the boundaries of the initial FE mesh are discretized 
using a Bresenham like algorithm. For visual purposes, graphics treatments 
are added, like anti-aliasing between adjacent textels, to provide an efficient 
restoration of the initial FE model. JPEG compression of the textures 
generated has been applied. 

Finally, the coupling between the control parameters described in Figure 1 
and the model texturing are merged together to further increase the model 
compression while preserving the meaningful information areas. The 
principle is to generate a mixed model incorporating both coloured areas and 
textured ones, the geometric model being compressed independently using 
the principle described in Figure 3. Presently, only one threshold, Smax' is 
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used to distinguish the textured areas from the coloured ones. If a face F; 
contains scientific values greater than S max it is considered as an area of 

interest and hence, it is textured. Conversely, if the largest scientific value on 
a face F; is smaller than Smax this face is colored for it is considered as an 

area of low importance. The color assigned to this face is based on an area
weighted averaging process of the scientific values spread over this face. 

4. RESULTS 

Based on the approach described previously, Figure 7 shows an example 
where the decimation and texture mapping procedures are applied to 
generate a 3D textured model incorporating the scientific data displayed in 
Figure 7a. Figures 7a, b, c represents the initial model as well as details of 
the initial polyhedron. Figures 7d, e depicts the decimated polyhedron and 
thc fully textured model, which can be compared to the initial model. 
Depending on the texel size, which is uniform in the current approach, a first 
level of compression can be obtained from the initial model in terms of 
geometric model size and scientific data compression. However, the model 
provided still entirely preserves the scientific data attached to the initial 
model and is more suitable for use on desktop PCs to perform collaborative 
tasks. 

Figures 7f, g illustrates the effect of incorporating user-defined 
threshold values to further compress the model for collaborative tasks. All 
the models presented are based on the decimated polyhedron of Figure 7d, 
which is the most compact geometric model that fits within a given E g 

value specified by the user. Figures 7f and g enables the distinction between 
the colored part of the model and the textured one depending on threshold 
value S max 1 set by the user. A face F; of the decimated model is replaced by 

coloured ones if the maximum scientific value attached to this face is smaller 

than S max l' The color assigned to F; is an approximation of the values 

distributed over this face. This face lies in an area outside the area of interest 
of the user according to the graph of Figure 1. Depending on the size of the 
texels, the compression of the initial model reaches 89% while preserving 
the most representative information both from a geometric and scientific 
point of view. 
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d) e) f) g) 

Figure -7. Comparison of a coloured model and a textured one: a) Initial polyhedron with the 
scientific data attached to the faces (69473 faces). File size 4552 Ko. b) Representation of the 
initial polyhedron. c) a detail of the initial polyhedron. d) decimated polyhedron with a 
constant distance parameter (979 faces). File size 221 Ko. e) Entirely textured model using 
the decimated model to give the same feeling to the user. Texture file size is 2514 Ko and 

corresponds to a texture size of 16463x303 pixels. E g = 1,3%. 

Mixed models incorporating textured areas and coloured areas depending on the user 
threshold specified. All the models are based on the same decimated model in figure b. f) 

Coloured part of the model displayed on g) using a second user threshold Smax2 to generate 

coloured faces. File size containing the polyhedron and the coloured faces 179 Ko. Size of the 
texture file 228 Ko with a texture size of 909x404 pixels. g) Full mixed model based on the 
decimated polyhedron and a user threshold Smax2 . Threshold levels for scientific data are 230 

to 250 for e) to define the textured areas. The minimum scientific value is set to 100. 

However, the simplified model is still adequate for collaborative work 
purposes and can provide access to the initial FE results using the 
relationships between the texture model and the initial triangulation. 
Although, the transition area mentioncd on Figure I has not been 
implemented yet using the mixed approach, the visual transition between the 
colored area and the textured area appears satisfactory. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the implementation of the visualization aspects of a 
collaborative tool to analyse and disseminate FE simulations during a design 
process. This framework is a basis for future enhancements of the model 
compression performed to incorporate texture compression approaches to 
improve the quality of the graphic model displayed and evolve toward a 
multi-resolution model with multiple levels of textures and a progressive 
behaviour. 

Currently, the multi-criteria decimation approach as well as the mixed 
textured model allow the evaluation of the compression level that can be 
achieved to produce a model compact enough to be used on small desktop 
computers. Thus, the compressed models can effectively serve as a basis for 
collaborative work during the design process to disseminate 3D simulation 
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results among engineers and to enable the use of annotation facilities and the 
synchronous evaluation of simulations between remote sites. Such models 
extend the use of models to 3D simulation reports where engineers can 
access the whole 3D model and simulation data outside the simulation 
software environment. 

Further perspectives include the evaluation of such models within 
design configurations to address the definition of the user interface and the 
integration of collaborative functions specific to the simulation context. 

The authors would like to thank EADS CCR staff members for their 
fruitful collaboration over the past four years and their contribution to the 
approach described as well as in the opening of new research fields. 
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Abstract: Systems Engineering (SE) was born in 1960's at NASA to solve issues due to 
the increasing complexity of products developed in the space industry. 
Nowadays, the automotive industry is adapting and introducing SE. In addition 
to early applications, car production basically provides a complex and mass 
product, which is also characterized by high diversity. This specificity obliges 
us to review the role of manufacturing systems in the SE methodology 
described in international standards. This article has three major aims: the first 
aim is to define SE's span versus other industry's design methodologies, 
comparing concepts and scopes; the second aim is to give an approach of SE 
applied to manufacturing systems, especially requirement engineering and 
architectural design; the third aim is to highlight benefits expected from a 
level-defined application of SE. 

Key words: Systems Engineering, design, design methodology, automotive industry, 
manufacturing systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The automotive industry is now confronted with the increasing mechanic 
and electronic complexity of its products. The issue is to develop new 
vehicles with a high level of innovation, in a very competitive context, 
illustrated mainly by shorter development cycle time-to-market. 

These reasons explain why Systems Engineering (SE) has been adopted 
in the automotive industry. 

359 
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The source of SE description in this context is early applications that 
emerged via complex equipment and sub-systems suppliers in the aeronautic 
and aerospace industry: such as in the commercial aircraft field. 
"Automotive SE Application Framework" [l] has now appeared. We 
speculate on the idea that criteria of volume and variety may justify the 
introduction of Manufacturing Systems Engineering in the automotive 
framework. 

This study proposes a first bridge between SE and other design methods, 
despite the origin of SE, surely based on existing theories. SE isn't usually 
mentioned in other references. They are not openly dedicated to the SE 
community. Few articles from the SE community deal with existing design 
theories [2]. The area of interest of the Annual Symposiums of the 
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) shows similarities 
with the areas of interest of the International Conference on Engineering 
Design (ICED). The main difference seems to be that SE focuses more on 
Industry than on Research. 

Section 1 links SE methodologies and existing design theories. Section 2 
gives therefore an introduction of SE, implementing the design methods 
integration point of view. Section 3 deals with the theories we have 
developed to introduce Manufacturing System Engineering in our 
framework. As a conclusion, the last section indicates benefits expected 
from the application of SE and introduces studies to come. 

2. SE METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introducing SE 

SE is now deployed as a whole methodology, used to develop and 
manufacture large-scale systems. In our industrial context, systems are the 
Products and the related Manufacturing Systems. SE can also be considered 
as a way to deploy the best practices around the company engineering 
description. 

SE describes a maximalist view of all the processes performed to develop 
a complex system, considering its entire life-cycle and systems implied as a 
consequence. SE is based on a structural breakdown of the system into sub
systems and includes the project management. 

The whole description [3] should include enterprise processes, project 
processes and technical processes performed by a given organization, and 
agreement processes between two organizations, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Processes for Engineering a System 
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Figure -1. The processes in the system life cycle 

The reason why we call the SE description by processes as maximalist is 
that all the tasks required to develop a system are entirely described in the 
processes, with a sufficient level of abstraction as to be well understood by 
all of the engineers from any dept. 

The aim of this paper is to focus on design processes and processes that 
support the design, as shown in Figure 1 (see processes colored in black): the 
tasks included in the three design processes of SE are systematically 
supported by tasks described in the Verification and Validation Process (V & 
V) and in the Evaluation and Optimization Process (E & 0). 

2.2 The Methodological Integration 

Considering common standpoints of design processes, studies on 
methodological integration only deal with essential phases of design: the 
"four C": collect, create, construct and product, for Cavallucci [4]; and a 
minimalist design process for Martin [5]. 

Both these works operate with a survey of existing methods, extracting 
value- added for the design process and give the ideal combination of 
methods to maximize the efficiency of engineers. 

Considering now that our company framework provides a detailed 
description of the logical order of design tasks, we must revise the early 
hypotheses of methodological integration. 
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The following table (Table 1) gives an idea of potential contributions to 
SE processes. 

Table - 1. Potential Contributions of Design M ethods to Design Processes in SE 

Design Needs Requirement Functional Phy ica! V& E& 
Methods Definition Anal:tsi Design Design V 0 
Value Analysis .. • •• .. •• 
TRIZ CARlZ) .. .. .. " • 
QFD "* ** * • 
Axiomatic Design ** .* •• .. 
Robust Design • .. .. *" .. 
FMEC Analy i ** 
Pre!. Risk Analy i * • 
Fault & Event Trees • • 

Three types of marks identify where a design method : brings an 
imperative contribution (**), a desirable contribution (*) or doesn't bring 
any contribution (empty boxes). The interest of this approach is not 
restricted to the production of an intelligent toolbox of design methods. As 
described in quoted references, direct benefits can be extracted considering 
focal points and coverage of methods. Identifying exactly which tasks call a 
method, how, why, etc. also gives their consistency to SE Design Processes 
and is a way to increase efficiency of development. 

"Feeding" SE with existing design methods is not a one-way view, both 
will enhance mutually. 

2.3 Mutual enhancement of SE and existing Design 
Methods, example of Axiomatic Design (AD) 

The three design processes of SE shown Figure I give birth to four 
domains: Needs, Requirements, Functional domain and Physical domain. 

As done in Axiomatic Design (AD), mapping and zigzagging can be 
done among all theses domains. 
- Mapping: our implementation of SE currently advocates the use of 

matrices to ensure traceability of engineering's data and have a visual 
control of the coupling between them. 

- Zigzagging: our approach affects first the functional and the physical 
decomposition of the systems, where we can find sub-systems to which 
our processes are applied recursively. 
We face here too many specificities and disparities of knowledge and 

practices to describe exactly how to operate the decompositions, although SE 
provides the best framework to manage decomposition. Furthermore, the 
decomposition is restricted to the systems: for instance Requirements aren ' t 
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yet treated with explicit decomposition, as it can be done with AD. Very 
schematic descriptions of each method brings a good idea of the similarities, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

AD 

SE 

Customer Functional 
Attributes Requirements 

Design 
Parameters 

System Variables 

f ~ - - ~ - ........., 
[ ----, - ~ 

'0::)0 ~ ~ 
Needs 

mOPP"'8 mappJrfX "'ap/~"'g 

Requirements 
Functional 

Domain 
Physical 
Domain 

Figure -2. Very schematic comparison of ED and SE 

SE can therefore partially take advantage of AD: Two major benefits can 
be respectively found exploring the introduction in SE of AD uses of 
mapping and zigzagging. The first benefit comes from the greater use of 
AD's design matrix analysis and the second by formalizing and improving 
zigzagging in each discipline. 

On the other hand, AD's actual efforts in hierarchical decomposition [6] 
can be supported by SE concepts, including Technical Processes, as for 
instance the Implementation Process. 

3. INCLUDING MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING IN SE, A WAY TO IMPROVE 
PROJECTS EFFICIENCY 

3.1 Describing methodological concepts 

As shown in Figure 1, processes for engineering a system are divided in 
four types. We have identified these four types by their ability to be applied 
distinctly or commonly to the Products and/or the Production Systems: 
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- Technical and Agreement processes provide a generic description and 
can be distinctly applied to Product and Production Systems. 

- Enterprise and Project processes bring coordination in the development 
of Products and Production Systems needed to produce them. 
It also seems necessary to characterize in the whole technical tasks those 

which belong or contribute to Products, Productions Systems or both. The 
four Knowledge Areas of the PMBOK Guide [7] and the description of the 
Project Management Context are directly concerned with establishing a link 
between Product Systems and Production Systems. 

Table -2. Management Links between Products and Production Systems development 
Knowledge Area Link between Products and Production Systems 
Project Coordination (in Project 
Management Context) 
Project Integration Management 
Project Time Management 

Multi.projects and Development Team Coordination 
-.-!!:!rough Ente rise Organization 

Pro 'ect Plan Development 
I Activity Sequencing, Schedule Development and 

Control 
Project Communication Management lnformation Distribution 
Project Risk Management Risk Identification and Risk Quantification 

Of course, links are more complicated: for instance Risk Quantification, 
where risk concerns simultaneously Products and Production Systems, can't 
be restricted to an additive or multiplicative link. 

The coordination engineering data between developers is also technically 
very complex and must be described in SE with the best practices known in 
Concurrent Engineering, to ensure wide Information Distribution, in levels 
of Communication, Co-Ordination and Co-Operation [8]. 

A common framework, provided by SE, where processes concerning 
Manufacturing Systems Development as well as Product Development are 
described, gives us a new approach to describe data exchange between 
engineering tasks. To give an illustration of our approach, we present in this 
paper an elementary example. 

3.2 Manufacturing System Engineering, theoretical 
example of production of staple remover (abstract) 

This example shows SE principles and only concerns the first level of 
decomposition, in spite of SE's interest to drive design of all levels. 

Our staple remover design gave the followings results and choices: 
product physical decomposition, and up-graded staple remover physical 
decomposition (see Figure 3). 

- choices of followings materials and processes (based on feasibility and 
cost analysis studies, called by E & 0 and V & V technical support 
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processes of the product design): (make) cutting and stamping stainless 
steel, extruding plastic, riveting plastic grip and metallic tooth, riveting 
parts into final product; (buy) springs, rivets (two sizes), plastic bars, 
steel rolls. 
choices of followings principles : same plastic grips for each Land U
parts and same riveting. 

FtrOCIud and taW melenal PhySiCal Oecomposlhon 

I 
Tooln (L .nd U) 

I 
P .... 

[ 

SUI pie remover 

S::: 
Spring 

I 
Pintle Gnp (x 2) 

I 
RI~eta 

Fixation Rivet Ix 2) 

PIvot Rivat 

Figure -3. Up-graded Staple Remover Product Decomposition 

This decomposition constitutes a source of requirements, complemented 
by others stakeholder's needs and including product design choices. 
Allocations of requirements to functions can consequently be done, and 
some constraints can directly affect components. Products which are 
physically present in the manufacturing system are taken with requirements 
and results of functional analysis to construct the logical architecture of the 
production system, introduced in Figure 4. 

Figure -4. Logical Architecture, with macro-functions 

Functions are initially determined by requirements, and logical 
decomposition is driven with possibility of allocation of a function to a 
feasible organic solution. The matrix of Functions and components of the 
manufacturing system is given in Figure 5. 
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Rivet Teeth x 
Supply Pivot Rivets x 
Place Teeth and Spring x 
Supply U-Teeth x 

Funcl. 1 Assembly 

Supply L-Teeth x 
Supply Springs x 

r,F:;,-ix":-"G7'ri""p,=,t::..O..:.;Mc.:e:..:.ta",l,,,.p,..::a:.:.rt;-'-+-II-+-f_+-,x--l_+--+_+___l Funct. 2 & 3 Sub-Assembly 
Supply Fixation Rivets x 
Stamp Steel (2 types) x 

i-=c::;u::.:t..::S::.:te:::e::;I-:-____ +-II-+-+_+---1_~x.:....t_-+___l Funcl. 4 & 5 Metal 
Unroll Steel x 
Supply Steel Rolls x 

x 
Extrude Plastic 
Supply Plastic 

x 
Funcl. 6 Plastic 

Figure -5. Allocation Matrix of Functions and Components 

Considering the first level of decomposition will lead us to the flow chart 
of Figure 6. 

Figure -6. Physical Architecture, with sub-systems (sectors) 

E & 0 and V & V processes can be performed at each level of design to 
ensure efficiency. Technical processes of SE can also be done (they've 
started with all valid information of upper level) to sub-systems, including 
emergent properties of design and maintaining the traceability of engineering 
data. 
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4. CONCLUSION ON SE'S PROFITS AND 
PERSPECTIVES 

SE gives a structured framework to manage and justify the existence of 
engineering data and artifacts. 

It allows developers: 
to define precisely what methods must be used or what activity must be 
carried out and why it is necessary. 
to assess qualitatively and quantitatively all the realizations as outputs of 
each process. 
to dissociate logical and physical domains through an allocation 
mechanism. 
to control the introduction or the suppression of systems and sub-systems 
in a reutilization context, considering respectively needs, requirements, 
functional and physical equivalence. 
As a maximalist view of development, we have to talk about a level

defined application. As in many methodologies, a difference must be pointed 
out between what is defined, deployed or applied. A way to describe this 
issue is the triptych described in Figure 7. A way to solve this issue is to 
introduce an evaluation loop in this triptych, as shown in the same figure. 

Improvement inaptitude I > 
& Potential divergence ' 

Regulation nftCesslty 

Figure -7. Method Deployment Issue 

This question of evaluation to regulate SE realization in the company has 
already been treated in [9]. We have now to focus with further work on 
giving the awaited profits while identifying what can be provided by 
application of SE. 

This paper opens up new areas for further studies to come: 
Taking the methodological history of the company into account, based on 
[4] and [5] conclusions. 
Giving enlightenment to the coordination of data between product and 
production systems development, based on [8]. 
Implementing an AD contribution, based on [6]. 
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This first work and following studies may open a debate about SE and 
existing Design Theories. It may open the door of SE to the Mechanical 
Engineering Community, and initiate improvements of both sides. 
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Abstract: Engineering Changes (EC) implementation in product definition and at all 
stages of the product life cycle cannot be avoided when struggling for 
innovation and maintaining the product in accordance with the contractually 
agreed specifications. These "micro" design actions usually provide large 
profits on both product and processes and allow a flexibility that Concurrent 
Engineering requires. If EC management looks a rather simple activity for 
organizations offering small products on the market, it gets more complex in 
industries such as aeronautics or automotive industry where the whole supply 
chain can be impacted. In such industries, this key process remains difficult to 
control as few performance indicators exist. This lack of measurement does 
not enable any corrective action to be undertaken. In this paper, an overview of 
EC management for complex products is presented from the experience we 
have gained in the aeronautics and automotive industries. First, potential 
causes and consequences are presented and a generic process for EC 
management is proposed. Then, the importance of measuring the performances 
of such a process is highlighted in order to identify any room for improvement. 
Afterwards, our approach to design and implement a measurement plan for EC 
processes is detailed. A significant set of indicators and measurement is 
proposed and discussed according to the specific process we have focused on. 

Key words: Configuration Management, Engineering Change Managemcnt, Process 
Performances Measurement 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past twenty years, thc industries dealing with complex products 
have deeply changed. The market place is asking for more and more 
customized items. So, they have to deal with many more variants within the 
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same family. This lead to the introduction of Concurrent Engineering 
methods and techniques enhancing collaborative work practices (Prasad, 
1996). 

Therefore, many more engineering changes are introduced, particularly 
during the development phases. It has been observed in the automotive and 
aeronautic industries that such changes could have an impact on a company's 
competitive advantage. As a matter of fact, they influence product 
performances, often delay activities and impact development costs. This is 
sometimes due to a lack efficiency and responsiveness of the Engineering 
Change management process. Even if this process is now clearly described 
in quality procedures, the use of indicators and measurements revealing its 
performances are not implemented. Therefore, serious optimization of this 
activity is possible. 

In this paper, we, first present the potential causes and consequences of 
Engineering Changes from the survey we undertook in the automotive and 
aeronautic industries. Then, a generic process for the treatment of such 
changes will be proposed. Based on it, a set of indicators will be established 
as well as a method to implement them. 

2. WHAT IS AN ENGINEERING CHANGE? 

An EC can be considered as "an alteration in the approved configuration 
of a product related item" (US Military Standard 480B, 1988). An item can 
be a document or a physical component (virtual or real) of the product 
structure. The approved configurations of these items move along the 
product life cycle depending on formal or informal configurations reviews. 

Wright (Wright, 1997) defines an EC as "[00' a modification to a 
component of a product, after that product has entered production]". Like 
most of the authors on this subject, Wright tackles the problem of EC from a 
production and inventory point of view. But generally speaking, the work 
undertaken in this field is dedicated to production-inventory communities or 
design communities. In this paper, we consider engineering changes from a 
business perspective so we do not address a particular phase of the product 
life cycle. 

2.1 Causes and consequences of engineering changes 

Firstly, let's consider the primary causes of an EC. A primary cause can 
be defined as the fact which triggers an EC. We have to bare in mind that 
causes of engineering changes are often combined as most Engineering 
Change Requests (ECR) are not treated individually. However, it is still 
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possible to classify their causes. Some work has been done on the 
categorization of engineering changes (Hsu, 1996) but only for military 
aircraft programs. We try to complete it with the causes of changes we 
identified in the automotive and aeronautic industries. 
a) Changes in needs and requirements: customer needs evolves with the 

identification of new product attributes and operational modes depending 
on the way they want to use it, new offers introduced to the market by 
competitors, suppliers they want to privilege, new technologies 
introduction (Wenzel et ai., 1997), etc. Requirements can also be 
reconsidered due to problems or misunderstandings in capturing them 
right first time. 

b) Program or project interactions : within an organization, programs and 
projects can be tightly linked. An EC studied and implemented in a 
program can lead to an upgrade of an earlier program or can become the 
standard for a future program. 

c) Need to fix deficiencies: during development and production phases, not 
expecting changes due to mistakes sounds rather unrealistic even 
nowadays with TQM and collaborative work methods. 

d) Technological changes 
e) Legislation changes: authorities are important actors in the transportation 

industry where security considerations are significant. 
t) Changes in project scheduling : due to customers wishes or internal 

delays, project schedules can be re-examined in order to meet previously 
agreed specifications 
Unlike causes, it seems rather difficult to predict the possible 

consequences of an EC. But, most of the time, engineering changes are 
considered as problems rather than opportunities for improvement (Ring et 
ai., 1998). As matter of fact, with a near-term view, engineering changes cost 
money and delay product life cycle tasks. But changes can also improve 
product quality, save money in a the long term and preserve product position 
against competitors. Moreover, all possible consequences should be taken 
into consideration when initiating an EC. Even if it is difficult to quantify the 
potential consequences of an EC, it is possible to qualify them: 
a) Near Term cost Impacts: whatever the change is, it will have an impact 

on costs. Forecasting the cost of an EC will be among the factors to take 
in consideration to decide whether or not a change must be studied 
further and implemented. 

b) Impacts on program schedule : EC can introduce delays in some 
activities. Impacted activities must be re-scheduled with respect to their 
related milestones. 

c) Impacts on product performances with respect to expectations : 
Naturally, changes can increase product performances. Some changes 
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affecting the manufacturing or support systems can indirectly affect 
product performances. It highlights the process deficiencies to cope with 
product related changes. The third category encompass changes affecting 
product documentation. They do not have any incidence on product 
performances. 

d) Primary impacts on suppliers, sub-contractors and work partners. 
e) Impacts on other programs or projects: it can happen that an EC relative 

to a particular program can impact other programs. This likelihood must 
be investigated prior to any change study. 

£) Additional changes resulting from the same issue : evolutions applied to 
a specific function, element or sub-system of a product can be propagated 
to other items through their physical interfaces or links between product 
structures (Clarkson et aI., 2001). 

g) Life cycle phases impacted: the gravity of the consequences of an EC 
depends of the life cycle phase where it occurs. The "Rules ofTen" states 
a change detected in the development phase in ten times less expensive 
than if detected later. 
Like causes, it is fairly rare for a change to produce only one 

consequence. In an Extended Enterprise and for the development of complex 
products, the first challenge is to clearly point out the causes motivating an 
EC and to evaluate precisely the potential consequences of that change. 

2.2 Different kinds of Engineering Changes 

It is important to characterise an EC in order to decide whether or not it 
should be "opened" and studied further. It also helps to adapt the treatment 
process to the nature of the change. First, we could imagine that this 
categorisation is based on the classification of causes and consequences. But 
it is indirectly used. In fact, the concept of interchangeability is used to 
define the consequences of an EC on a product. This characterisation is 
further refined by predicting the impacts of that change on the activities 
performed and the amount of work to be done. 

Interchangeability is defined by Watts (Watts, 2000) as the ability of an 
entity to be used in place of another to fulfil the same requirements, without 
modification,. We distinguish engineering changes having an impact on the 
interchangeability of the components from those which do not. 
An EC which affects one or more of the following product characteristics 
will be considered as a modification : failure of the functional or 
dimensional interchangeability between the new part and the part, impacted 
by the EC, or an EC affecting an item material, safety, behavior and 
reliability. 
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If an EC does not match the modifications characteristics, it will then be 
considered as an amendment. An amendment is an EC which has no 
repercussions on the use of the amended product by users. 

When an EC only affects the presentation of information and has no 
repercussions on the component definition itself, it will be consider has a 
correction. 

As the evaluation of items interchangeability is tightly coupled with EC 
impacts studies, it seems rather djfficult to state if a change is a modification 
rather than an amendment when it is initiated. Nevertheless, it is possible 
because the actor initiating a product evolution usually has an idea of a 
potential solution. Actors knowledge and experience in change management 
and product design are important for the evaluation of possible repercussions 
of a product evolution. 

So, to characterize an EC, its potential effects on the product are first 
examined using the concept of interchangeability This categorization is 
further refined by predicting the possible effects on activities or product life 
cycle phases. A critical modification will affect product functions, therefore 
the specification process has to reconsidered. A major modification will have 
repercussions on the product definition process, the manufacturing process 
and the support processes (maintenance, documentation, etc.). Minor 
modification will only affect the manufacturing process. This 
characterization of engineering changes helps in defining the systems and 
life cycle phases impacted as well as the people to involve in the process. 

3. A GENERIC PROCESS FOR EC MANAGEMENT 

From the surveys we have conducted, it appears that, most of the time, an 
EC process can be broken down into three major stages. Each of them can be 
split in activities (Cf. Figure-I). The generic process we propose must be 
adapted a to the company's business and position in the supply chain as well 
as the complexity of the product they design or manufacture. 

In practice, some of the stages described are difficult to identify as most 
of the activities are organized in a concurrent way and sometimes performed 
in an informal manner. However, at the first stage, requests for change (or 
Engineering Change Requests- ECR) are collected with the necessary 
information to process the treatment further. 
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Figure -1. A generic Engineering Change Process 

After initialization, a pre-feasibility study is performed in order to present 
the requested change and its potential impacts to an Engineering Change 
Committee. This group, composed of the different departments 
representatives, assess the risks and costs of the requested change and decide 
if it is necessary to "open" it so a solution can be studied. If it is opened, they 
schedule the tasks to be performed, notify the actors who will be involve in 
the process and affect a change to the solution. If not, the request is 
cancelled. An accepted request becomes an Engineering Change Proposal 
(ECP). At the second stage, all trades affected by the EC think of a set of 
potential solutions taking their consequences on other systems and activities 
into account. Then, from this set of solutions the best one is chosen. This 
selection is usually done by the EC Committee is based on the costs, 
schedules, product performances, activities and systems impacted and the 
date of implementation. The chosen solution is then completely defined in 
order to be implemented. At the third stage, the solution is physically 
implemented, the documentation (drawings, calculation files, maintenance 
guides, etc.) is updated and people concerned by this change are informed. 
This simple process becomes more difficult to manage in complex 
organizations dealing with complex products. But, from the experiences we 
have collected in such businesses, we have identified potential room for 
improvement. 
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4. IMPROVING THE EC PROCESS 

In complex systems design, engineering changes are the rule and it is 
unwarranted to think they could be avoided to improve the organization's 
efficiency. This efficiency can only be gained if the methods, techniques and 
process implemented in the organizations aim at serving competitive 
strategies for engineering changes management. Fricke (Fricke et aI., 2000) 
define five possible strategies : 
1. Prevention : Avoid changes by a better in depth analysis before design 

and by the implementation of quality dedicated methods and techniques 
during the development phases. 

2. Front-Loading : Trigger changes as early as possible by speeding up 
their detection and feed back loops. 

3. Effectiveness : Assess whether or not changes are necessary and 
beneficial. 

4. Efficiency : Strive to get an optimal use of resources such as time and 
money when treating a change. 

5. Learning : Increase efficiency and effectiveness of the process by 
continuous learning from previously performed changes. 
The achievement of these different strategies is not only linked to the 

improvement of the EC process. Continuous improvements made in design 
methods and in the management of the design process can also lead to better 
performances of the EC management. As a matter of fact, the prevention 
strategy depends on the methods implemented to predict and detect potential 
engineering changes. So, the requirements capture process, quality design 
methods, efficient collaborative work, responsive complaints and feed back 
treatments are among the activities subject to continuous improvement. The 
learning strategy also depends of the means implemented to capture, store, 
organize, share and reuse change related knowledge of previously performed 
changes. As most of indicators related to these two strategies are not only 
dependent of the EC process, we do not take them into account. Therefore, 
we propose a set of indicators, suitable for the EC process and dedicated to 
front-loading, efficiency and effectiveness measurement. 

5. PROPOSITION OF A SET OF INDICATORS FOR 
THE ENGINEERING CHANGE PROCESS. 

In our context, indicators aim at measuring the performances or variables 
of a process in order to control their discrepancies with some targeted 
objectives and to plot their evolutions in time. It is difficult to define some 
targeted objectives as engineering changes may be different from one to 
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another. However, this process is not continuous and ECR can be treated 
individually. So, it is possible to check if the process is under control by 
making comparisons between the actual results and those recorded from 
previously performed changes. A distinction has to be made between 
measurements which can be established while the process is running and 
those that can be established once the change is implemented and "closed". 
However, after analysis, they are utilized to set corrective actions and/or to 
communication purposes. For the three stages of the EC process we 
described (Cf. Figure-2), we provide, in the tables below (Cf.Figures-2, 3, 
and 4) a set of indicators for the strategies we have highlighted. 

rrrr"Tn , r " r<;s EFFICIENCY FRONT-LOADING 

1. ESTIMATED EFFECTIVENESS 1. Throughput time 1. Product life 
Estimated product performances efficienc}' 2. Lead lime cycle phase where 

Estimated product lead time Scheduled lead time the change is 

3. Number of ECR related detected 
Estimated product performances efficiency to the same problem 

Stage Actual product performances 4. Costs of waiting time until 

1 
the decision to proceed is 

taken 
Estimated cost efficiency 5 Urgency 

Processing costs 6. Number of elements 

impacted by ECR 
Estimated product performances efficiency 7. Planned effecti vity of a 

Estimated number of activities impacted 5<nlulinn 

Figure -2. Indicators dedicated to stage 1 

During the first stage, it is only possible to estimate the effectiveness of 
processing an EC. The decision to raise a ECR is based on this estimation. 
Indicators related to efficiency can be grouped in two categories, those 
which measure the performances of the process and those which help the 
right decisions to manage the process. Monitoring the product life cycle 
phase where a change is triggered helps in defining if some changes should 
have been processed earlier on. 

At the second stage, efficiency measurements are based on lead times, 
proposed solution, resources involved, and related to the "best solution" 
selection process. At this stage and further, the indicators related to the 
"front-loading" strategy aim at assessing if the detection of the change and 
its implementation occur within the same product life cycle phase. The 
effectiveness is calculated using information associated to the proposed 
solutions. It is a refinement of the estimated effectiveness indicators. 
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EFFECTIVENESS EFFICIENCY RONT-LOADING 

1. Throughput time 1. Product life cycle 

2. Lead time phase where the EC 

Scheduled lead time is closed 

3. Number of documents impacted 
Stage 4. Number of times a document has been impacted 

3 
5. Number of persons to inform of this new solution 

6. Time spent on physically implementing the 
solution 

Figure -3. Indicators dedicated to stage 3 

At the third stage, it is no longer useful to introduce indicators associated 
to effectiveness as the solution is implemented and an in-depth analysis can 
be undertaken over the whole process. Efficiency indicators are based on the 
documentation impacted by the change and on the persons to be informed of 
the introduction of a new solution. 

EFFECTIVENESS EFFICIENCY IFRONT-LOADING 
1. REAL EFFECTIVENESS 1. Number of ECR in a period 1. Detection and 

implementation in 

2. Number of ECR proposed/ the same product 

New product performances efficiency rejected life cycle phase 

Process tead time 3 Real cost of the solution/ 2. Could the change 
calculated cost have been detected 

Whole Calculated cosV estimated cost earlier? When? 

Process 
New product performances efficiency 4. of the solution 

Analysis 
Old product performances 5. Real solution's effectivity/ 3. Could the solution 

planned effectivity have been 

New cost efficiency 6. Planned effectivity/ estimated implented earlier? 

Total processing costs effectivity When? 

Real product performances efficiency 7. Responsiveness of the 4. Cost of late 

Real number of activities impacted notification process detection and 

Figure -4. Indicators dedicated to whole process analysis 

Most of the indicators suggested for the analysis are built from those used 
at other stages. They reveal the overall performances of the EC process. The 
results of indicators dedicated to effectiveness measurement show if it was 
beneficial or not to process a given ECR. That kind of results should be 
reused to compare with new and similar change request. The efficiency of 
the process is measured trough the calculation of the difference between real 
results and estimations. This reveals if the methods used to assess 
performances, costs and development lead times of a new solution should be 
improved or not. The "front-loading" indicators show if the ECR was raised 
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at a propitious moment and if it could have been submitted earlier in the 
product life cycle. Therefore, design methods and detection technique could 
have to be examined. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we strove to gain a better understanding of the Engineering 
Change phenomenon and of its associated management process in complex 
products development. First, we identified the main causes of engineering 
changes as well as their primary consequences (disregarding propagation 
occurrences). Then a generic management process was proposed based on 
the observations we made in the automotive and aeronautic industries. 
During these surveys, we noticed that few indicators have been implemented 
in this process so improvements of related activities were almost impossible 
to undertake. So, a set of indicators has been proposed. 
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Abstract: The design process is a crucial phase in the life cycle of an industrial system. It 
requires the co-operation of different specialists with the skills and knowledge 
vital to the creation of objects satisfYing the needs of the future users. In the 
case of industrial systems, one of these needs is the safety of those who act on 
the system during its life. In this paper, we propose a new design approach 
aimed at correctly integrating all the factors linked to the real contexts of use 
of the industrial system. The design method is based on a conceptual data 
model that has already been presented, namely the generic model of the 
working situation, and therefore only the essential elements will be reviewed to 
allow a better understanding of the fundamentals of our work. 

Key words: Industrial system, working situation, design 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In traditional design methods, the work of the different specialists 
overlaps and communication between them is not always easy. This is 
particularly true when safety is taken into account during the design of socio
technical systems. Some of the work carried out on the integration of safety 
at the design stage is presented in [I] [2]. In practice, however, safety is very 
often taken into consideration at the end of the development cycle and even 
during the installation of the system on site [3]. Our research effort is 
focussed on the integration of the information of the different specialists 
intervening during the life cycle of the system (mechanical, electrical, 
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materials, cost, technical information, safety, etc.) through an original 
approach based on the concept of the « working situation ». In this respect, 
we have proposed a definition [4] to integrate this into a model of the system 
[5] and propose a design approach that allows the different phases of the life 
of the system to be taken into account. Indeed, the working situation presents 
the contexts of use of the system and the team working on this system. 

This paper outlines a new design approach aimed at correctly integrating 
all the factors linked to the real contexts of use of a production system. This 
method is based on a conceptual data model, namely the generic model of 
the working situation proposed in [6] [7]. In particular, taking safety into 
account systematically during the design process allows proper respect of the 
requirements of the standards without creating contradictions (e.g. safety -
productivity) linked to this integration [8] [9]. 

2. WORK METHODOLOGY 

The aim of our research work is to propose an innovative approach 
enabling human safety parameters to be taken into consideration as early as 
possible in the design process. Firstly, we had to overcome two main 
difficulties. The first concerned the characterisation of the safety parameters. 
For this problem, the solution was partly contained in the results of the work 
of our partners in this project (cf. Acknowledgements). The second was how 
to integrate these parameters into the design process in a simple and natural 
way without complicating the work of the designer and without increasing 
his or her workload. This means carrying out this integration at the best 
moment at every stage of the design process. The methodology described 
below was employed to achieve these objectives [10] [11] : 

1- observation of and interviews with the design teams, 
2- analysis of documents in the partner enterprise: Much of our early 

work focussed on modelling the operation of the industrial system by 
including the safety point of view, and therefore the levels of human-system 
interactions. This work was developed from an analysis of the documents 
supplied by the partner enterprise (the design and integrator of this system) 
to its customers concerning utilisation, adjustment and maintenance. We also 
carried out a functional analysis of the design process applied by the design 
office (DO) in this enterprise [11]. The results of our field analysis [3] [4] 
modelled by means of the Structured Analysis Design Technique (SADT) 
method [12] [13] have already been presented. 

3- formalisation and modelling. 
On the basis of the analyses conducted, and for reasons of validation and 

verification, we decided to create data models using the UML modelling 
method [6]. UML is a language designed to view, specifY, construct and 
document the artefacts of systems with a high software content [14]. The 
fundamentals of this modelling are described in the following paragraph. 
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3. MODELLING 

Modelling is the process of creating a logical image of the data and/or the 
processing, and allows four objectives to be achieved: 
~ models help us to visualise a system in its working situation, either as it 

is or the way we would like it to be ; 
~ they clarify the structure and/or the behaviour of the system and of the 

team working on this system; 
~ they provide a framework to guide the construction of a system by taking 

into account the contexts of use ; 
~ finally, they allow documentation of the decisions taken during the 

design process and capitalisation of the knowledge acquired with the 
passage of time. 

The domain examined relies on knowledge relative to different technical 
fields and concerns the life cycle of industrial systems in which numerous 
human actors are involved, from design through to exploitation. Thus, the 
concepts of « multi-views », « multi-actors », and multi-technology 
products» imply the definition of data models allowing a complete 
representation of the designed system and the dialogue between the actors. 
This must also take into account the constraints inherent to each speciality 
and to each technology at every level of the product life cycle. In this 
respect, the two extreme approaches, namely the anthropocentred and 
technocentred approach, are incapable of judiciously and simultaneously 
taking into consideration the two interacting components: operator and 
production system. 

Our work, positioned between these two approaches, develops the 
concept of globally taking stock of the working situation, where the 
production system and operator co-operate to achieve a given performance in 
accomplishing a well-determined mission. To do this, it is essential to 
propose a new design approach that has recourse to the concept mentioned 
earlier, i.e. the working situation. According to Fadier [1], the analysis of 
real working situations (on the site of the user company) reveals, from the 
safety point of view, divergences from the designed working situations. In 
addition, safety is often taken into account at the end of the development 
cycle, even during installation of the equipment, both to respect legislative 
requirements and to satisfy normative provisions, which in our case are those 
contained in draft European Standard Pr EN 1010 [15]. These arguments 
gave us an additional motive to take into consideration in the model all the 
parameters linked to the context of the use of the production system through 
coherent and innovative models. 

Thus, the conceptual model, the essential elements of which are reviewed 
in what follows, is meant to construct a comprehensible and simplified 
model of a real working situation of a system on its site of operation. This 
model served as the basis of a computer model, the main purpose of which 
was to provide coherent help to designers to simultaneously take into 
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account technical and human aspects during the design of a production 
system [16]. To do this, we studied the design process of the production 
system and its process of integration, and then created a model to represent 
the entire «socio-technical system» by employing the concept of the 
«working situation» to allow the subsequent development of a predictive 
risk model. Particular attention was paid to the « human-production system» 
relationship. 

4. THE WORKING SITUATION CONCEPT 

Following our analyses of the real working situation carried out at the 
premises of the customers of our industrial partner, we observed that the co
existence of operator and technical system was an absolute necessity. As 
presented earlier in paragraph 2, the working situation is based on the 
existence of operators and a production system carrying out a particular 
mission. Our problem was to try to identify all the elements influencing the 
Human-System interaction from the point of view of the designer. In fact, we 
considered from one angle the technical provisions of the production system 
as the system itself, i.e. the machines, the information systems, the tools and 
the instruments, and, from another angle, the physical conditions linked to 
the system or to environmental conditions such as noise, vibration, heat, 
cold, etc. A third angle was examined encompassing the intervention modes 
of the operators, the objective of the work, the nature of the tasks carried out 
by the operators, aspects linked to the physical activity and the psychological 
characteristics (knowledge, experience, qualification) of the operator to 
respect the instructions imposed by legal standards. The interactions between 
the working team and the production system are presented in figure 1. In 
contrast, we did not take into account aspects linked either to the socio
economic situation of the enterprise designing the system or, in the user 
enterprise, to the temporal and spatial organisation of the work or the type of 
work (isolated, team, production line, autonomy, etc.). The model of the 
situation is presented in [7] [17]. Improvements and enhancements were 
made to the model and are presented in [6] along with possible scenarios for 
using this model. Figure 2 presents a global view of the model of the 
working situation in UML format; the attributes of the different classes have 
not been detailed. 

4.1 The working situation in terms of time scale 

The model can be instantiated by a set of working situations. Each 
instance of the situation presents a situation at a given time t. These working 
situations characterise a system during its operational lifecycle and its 
context of use. In fact, the working situation can be represented as a series of 
images over time. This concept represents a set of tasks, activities and 
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intervention modes in a period of time. This period of time is determined by 
a change to one of the elements of the situation. For example, we are no 
longer in the same instance of the working situation when the working team 
is changed, when the work system is changed or is no longer in the same 
mode of operation or when the working team changes intervention mode. 

Integration 
organisation. 
in lallation. 

mode of 
operation of 

the 
production 
ystcm. ctc. 

Environment (nux in the workshop. cuhure of the cmerpnse, local. 
legal and social constraint, project management. etc.) 

Complex 
production 

sy,lem 
Po. 

& 
PC 

Interface relativc to: 

\ orking team 
(normal 

production. 
maintenance. 
repair. etc.) 

Organi alion 
of the 

\\orking 
team 

(training. 
competence. 
distribution 

ofta ks.ctc.) 

Consequences for the working team - production ystem interface (arduous or hazardous 
ituation, limit condition ofu e, risks, incidents. accident. etc.) 

Figure -1. The working team - production system interactions 

In contrast, changing other elements does not change the instance of the 
situation itself. It does however change the value or the image of this 
situation. Put another way, at time tl all the elements of the working 
situation have values (operator X carrying out task V). This set of values 
presents an image of the working situation. At time t2 elements of the 
situation take other values (operator X has finished task Y and is carrying out 
task Z), which presents another image of the same working situation. In fact, 
our model presents the working situation as a sequence of events (figure 3). 

More generally speaking, this representation can be extended to the 
entire life cycle of the product and takes into consideration all the specialists 
linked to the design and exploitation of the production system. 

In terms of design, employing the concept of the working situation 
consists in imagining the contexts of use of the system and therefore the 
design of working situations (definition of the system and its operating 
modes, definition of the tasks and intervention modes, definition of the 
context of this intervention (number of people, tools and consumable items, 
qualifications, etc.)). Within the context of this work, the aspects linked to 
the modelling of real working situations were focussed more on the system 
exploitation phases and less on installation, start-up and dismantling. 
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Figure -3. Temporal aspects of the Working situation concept 

4.2 The dynamic of the « working situation» 

385 

The dynamic of the utilisation of the system in the field is taken into 
account in the «Working situation» and «Task» concepts by their 
attributes and their sequencing and composition operators. Indeed, the 
sequencing operator determines the follow-up of composite tasks and their 
order of execution. The duration of a task is identified by the duration 
attribute. Tasks can be broken down into composite tasks by the composition 
operator to determine the hierarchy of this breakdown. Hence, a task is only 
considered executed if all the elementary tasks have been carried out. Tasks, 
in the working situation, are accomplished by the system and/or the working 
team. The system ensures the technical tasks are completed and the working 
team carries out the manual tasks and the surveillance and verification tasks. 
The activities necessary for the execution of a task are presented within the 
scope of the Task concept since: 
~ a utilisation task can be broken down into several elementary tasks that 

can only be done in one way. In other words, only one activity is 
necessary to carry out the global utilisation task, 

~ during the design phase, the designers are not in a position to assess the 
activities of the working team. They can merely imagine the possible 
activities that may be undertaken to accomplish the task. 
Thus, we propose specifying and breaking down the task to a sufficiently 

detailed level at which the operator cannot be excluded from the operation 
required. 

Generally speaking, during the design process, designers lay down the 
tasks of the system and those of the working team. In reality however, during 
the utilisation of the system, operators can, for various reasons and on the 
basis of their own reasoning, accomplish the task in a different way. Our 
approach, which allows capitalisation of experience feedback through the 
representation of real working situations, therefore has an additional 
advantage. 
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5. THE DESIGN PROCESS 

The design process is the progression through which the system acquires 
the properties necessary to satisfy the objectives set. Within the context of 
this project, we define our objectives as focussing on : 
Y integrating all the specialists linked to taking working situation concepts 

into account in the design process, 
Y integrating and assessing safety parameters as early as possible without 

considering them as constraints to be respected, 
Y integrating experience feedback systematically and efficiently, 
Y facilitating communication between designers of different professions 

and, if possible, making this permanent throughout thc design process. 
This allows for a circulation or flow of information that is enriched as 
the development cycle of the system progresses, 

Y avoiding costly modifications due to late interventions, 
Y facilitating the task of the project leader by follow-up related to 

completion of the designers' tasks, 
Y allowing the earliest possible intervention of one specialist when a 

decision is being made by another designer about a problem concerning 
the speciality of the former, 

Y supplying the necessary information for taking a decision linked to the 
development of the system and/or the management of its design process, 
The aim is to keep all those involved in the project informed, in 

particular the project leader, of the state of technical advancement of the 
tasks entrusted to the members of the project with a view to deciding as 
quickly as possible the approach to follow and the following steps. 

This paper offers a new design approach, the objective of which is to 
fully integrate all the factors linked to the real contexts of use of the 
production system. This approach is based on the use of the generic model of 
the working situation proposed. Thus, we propose a new way of working in a 
team in permanent communication through the use of an information 
technology environment and a data structure based on the model outlined 
earlier. This makes available the means to integrate safety-related parameters 
into the design process at the right moment. In no way does it prejudge the 
methods used to calculate a parameter, estimate a risk or determine a danger 
zone. For example, to transform the functions into functional specifications 
we do not impose the manner in which these specifications can be obtained. 
The same applies to the transfer of functions to the technical solutions 
ensuring these functions. System parameter dimensioning can also be carried 
out in several ways. The potential existence of risks or hazardous phenomena 
linked to the technical solution is made known to the designer, but to the best 
of our knowledge, at the present time, the estimation and assessment of risks 
would remain his or her responsibility. Finally, the proposed approach does 
not concern the definition of the manufacturing process plans of the systems 
or of their components. 
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Having broadly described the structure and the objectives of conceptual 
data modelling, we now go on to look at the dynamic aspects linked to the 
construction and utilisation of the model. In our approach, we take into 
account three levels of the dynamic point of view of this model: 
y the dynamic of the working situation itself on the site of utilisation. This 

concerns the potential of the model to present the dynamic of the real 
working situation by the « Task» concept. This dynamic is the subject of 
modelling allowing the clear presentation of the sequencing and the 
composition of the tasks carried out in the field. In the longer term, this 
model should allow the analysis of the divergence between the tasks laid 
down and those actually carried out (coming from experience feedback) 
in order to indicate to the designer factors linked to this divergence, 

y the project-level dynamic, this level concerns the person carrying out his 
or her design task to fulfil a requested function. It presents the dynamic 
of the use of the model and the potential passages between the different 
classes as well as the « reaction» of the model once a choice has been 
made (propagation and control of coherence). For example, if a technical 
solution is chosen, the model points out the potentially hazardous 
phenomena linked to this solution and the necessity to determine the 
risks caused by such a choice, 

y the design process dynamic. This dynamic concerns the progression and 
the advancement of and the communication between the project 
members. It allows a representation of the collaboration between the 
project members, and the project leader can thus follow the progress of 
the project members and intervene efficiently as early as possible. 
These different levels of model dynamic apply to all the specialists 

involved in the life cycle of the system. 
From an experimental point of view, our contribution focuses on the 

proposal of a tool, method and approach that, while promoting the 
integration of safety into the design process, responds to the other traditional 
criteria of improving the productivity and the reliability of the production 
system. This requires taking into account various factors linked both to the 
system and to the working team and the relationship between them. We have 
structured the model so as to : 
y allow the definition of the system in its working situation at the outset of 

design by extracting from the contractual specification all the 
information relative to the specification of the system. In fact, the 
specification documents normally contain specifications unique to the 
system and do not take into account the working situation in which the 
system must operate during its life time. This leads to the designer 
determining the specifications linked to the environment, the working 
team and all the elements characterising the working situations, 

y enrich this initial description as the design process progresses to end up 
with a complete specification of the working situations of the system, 

y retain the history of the design and the life cycle of each system designed 
to allow future use or simply consultation. In our case, the design history 
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is represented in the form of the state of advancement of the achievement 
of objectives (functions) and of the justified taking of decisions 
throughout the development cycle of the system. To do this, we adopted 
the basic concepts of the SAGEP method (Design process management 
decision-making system) proposed by Ouazzani [18], 

~ allow the systematic capitalisation of experience feedback to facilitate 
the integration of the information collected at the site of the user into 
subsequent versions of the system, 

~ identify the contradictions resulting from the integration of safety with a 
view to eliminating them (cf. paragraph 7). 
Following the analyses of the design process carried out at the premises 

of our industrial partner, and to achieve the previously mentioned objectives, 
we are currently working on modelling the dynamic of the design process by 
taking into account the generic model of the working situation. 

6. RESOLUTION OF CONTRADICTIONS 

Taking safety into consideration at both design and operating levels 
highlights conflict management taking in technical, economic and human 
aspects: for example, the choice of an efficient but costly technical solution 
in terms of design, immediate benefit or potential risk in terms of 
exploitation. These conflicts are generally resolved by compromises. The 
TRIZ method [19] proposes several resolution principles to eliminate these 
conflicts. On the basis of these principles, an analysis of the safety standards 
and our field studies, we propose a structuring of potential solutions to assist 
the designer in his or her task and to take safety into account as early as 
possible. Modification of the geometry for better operator accessibility 
(normal operation, maintenance, adjustment, etc.) responds to the objective 
of the separation of characteristics [8]. We have already presented our 
analyses concerning a safety problem on a complex automated production 
system. Our research is now focussed on Boundary Conditions Tolerated by 
Use (BCTU) [20]. In [9], we studied the interest of structuring the data 
provided by our model as an aid to using TRIZ in taking safety into account 
during design. On the one hand, we defined at which level and at what time 
TRIZ must respond to the needs of the designer, and on the other, we sought 
to define the role that TRIZ can play when making technical decisions. 

7. APPLICATION 

The model presented earlier has been entered into a database and has 
undergone development in terms of methods and of human-machine 
interfaces specific to each profession. The application has been coupled to a 
project follow-up tool. This information-technology tool development has 
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recourse to the generic model of the working situation and to the industrial 
requirements of the enterprise (respect of current information technology 
systems and processes) [16]. Indeed, the database can be linked to another 
functional base (e.g. technical data management, documentary database, 
etc.). Thus, for example, when selecting a technical solution, the designer 
can ascertain and identify the risks likely to be engendered by the solutions 
retained and, should they exist, potential alternatives. At the time of writing, 
the tool developed is simply a model and not an industrial product directly 
usable by the enterprise. Its aim is primarily demonstrative. It must firstly 
allow full-scale testing of the proposed method by the enterprise. Secondly, 
this model offers a support for the application and demonstration of our 
work. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

As this paper has tried to show, the aim of our research is to take into 
account the « socio-technical system behaviour» point of view to prevent the 
risks linked to its use. This has involved representing all the elements in a 
model adapted to such a system, and has also included specifying three 
levels of models relative to the production system and its design process 
(design - integration - utilisation) to allow the longer-term construction of a 
predictive risk model. 

In the near future, we would also like to contribute to the construction of 
a methodological and technical support system to provide assistance to 
designers to assess the appropriateness, in terms of risks, of the choices made 
to satisfy the functions requested. This area constitutes a strategic point in 
the field of industrial system design [21] [22]. 
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Abstract: Scaling up computational mechanical behaviour from small scale to the 
industrial level within a company gives rises to new problems : lack of back 
tracing, lost knowledge, repeated mistakes. The work shown in this article 
aims at identifying, structuring and formalizing the information and 
knowledge on simulation, to make them capitalisable and reusable by other 
participants and on other projects. The Renault Company is an active partner 
in this research through one of its computational mechanics departments and 
helped us to test and confront our ideas with real industrial simulation 
processes. The outcome is presented in two main steps. In the first one, we 
show how the need for structure in simulation processes leads to specification 
of new links between the different kinds of capitalised information. In the 
second one, we precisely describe the concept of Instructional Case, whose 
target is to manage knowledge of a generic nature with a high potential for 
reuse. 

Key words: Capitalization, Knowledge, Information, Structuring, Computational 
mechanics, Simulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mastering numerical simulation is essential for the competitiveness of 
industrial companies. On the one hand, it contributes towards the quality of 
marketed products, and on the other hand it helps to largely decrease the 
product development time by using fewer but better physical prototypes. It is 
in all cases a central element of the digital mock-up, the problematic of 
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which does not simply amount to the sharing and integrating heterogeneous 
3D geometric data. 

However, the increase in numerical simulations in product development 
processes brings problems of back tracing and consistency of the simulations 
made during the project. The current tendency of companies to shift the 
easiest calculations from engineers to technicians after they have been 
trained to simulation adds to the problem. In other respects, co-operation 
between the "W orId of Simulation", the "W orId of Design" and the "World 
of Testing" is often very poor. Capitalisation and reuse of calculation models 
or simulation processes are difficult to achieve within a project or within the 
different projects of a company, and the same is true for identifying the 
knowledge generated by the simulations. The tools created to assist 
engineering tasks are unfortunately of marginal use. Developing and selling 
cars and lorries, Renault has widely increased the use of computational 
mechanics in some departments over the last few years, and is now 
confronted with these general problems which raise the difficult questions of 
back tracing, capitalisation and reuse of the knowledge within the company. 

Research work on this subject is numerous and topical. 1 tackles the 
question of company memory and draws up a comparative evaluation 
amoung the different methods of knowledge capitalisation which are known 
(REX, MKSM, CYGMA, MEREX, etc.). Unlike to these methods which are 
based on models of formalisation of knowledge, 2 proposes a model which 
aims at formal ising more the context of use than the knowledge itself. The 
object of the system is then to connect the proper people at the proper time. 
Closer to the profession of computational mechanics, the work presented in 
3 or 4, for example, presents systems of help for modelling which are 
interesting but which really help only in very precise problems and thus are 
difficult to generalize to the whole knowledge of simulation. 

The approach presented in this paper is based on the work made at 
Laboratoire 3S these last few years, the general objects of which - back 
tracing, capitalisation and reuse - have given a capitalisation model specific 
for simulation of mechanics called SG3C 5. The application of these 
concepts to the structure and objectives of Renault led to a revision of the 
initial model. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS OF A CAPITALIZATION 
TOOL 

Capitalising on knowledge is a big job and the chances of achieving it 
are strongly determined by the precise definition of the objectives to reach 
and the means to engage in it 6. 
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The domain on which our work is focused is computational mechanics, 
the participants of which are either experts (engineers in calculation) or non 
experts (technicians). These participants also have different status, for 
example permanent personnel of the company or external subcontractors. 
Lastly, they have different functions as some of them have a management 
role in teams of different sizes. This brings many differences which have 
much influence on the system of capitalisation to be built up. 

The company where our observations are made has an organisation 
which splits the domain of computational mechanics in two entities. One is 
the operational calculation, which is made within the design department and 
is used to develop or validate a part or an assembly of parts in a project. The 
other one is the advanced calculation which is used to develop simulation 
methods to be supplied to operational calculation. This separation allows to 
distinguish on the one hand the knowledge linked to the product or project, 
which is generated by the operational calculation and, on the other hand, that 
related to the profession, generated by advanced calculation and used later in 
operational calculation. Nevertheless, the participants of the operational 
calculation can also generate professionally related knowledge, as they can 
modify methods of calculation when in use (changing the domain of validity, 
finding out better hypotheses, etc.). 

The main target of the capitalisation project refers only to mechanics 
domain related knowledge, which means all the knowledge generated by the 
participants of the advanced calculation plus the mechanics domain relating 
part of the one generated by the participants of the operational calculation. 
Actually, mechanics domain related knowledge and project related 
knowledge are very different and the methods to be developed to capitalise 
them are also different. It would be too long and complex to create a 
structure to capitalise both types of knowledge at the same time, and we 
limit the work to the mechanics domain relating one : only methodologies, 
methods and remarks from use of methods will be capitalised, to the 
exclusion of the product related knowledge which is set aside for the 
moment. 

3. GIVING SG3C METHODOLOGY EXPERIENCE 
OF AN INDUSTRIAL SITUATION 

The SG3C methodology 5 has been tested within the advanced 
calculation environment of Renault and it appeared that this knowledge 
capitalisation system proposed concepts of industrial interest which however 
required a great deal of adaptation to the real demands of the company. 
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Design Model (OM) : geometrical and technological model of the part or 
product to study. 

Simulation Goal (SG) : specifies the analysis to be done (conditions of 
usc, sollicitations, wanted outputs). 

Mechanical Model (MM) : represents the whole of hypotheses and the 
idealised geometrical representation of the mechanical behaviour to be 
studies (independently from the method or calculation tool to be used). 

Simulation Model (SM) : associates the method and calculation tool to 
give a computer ready representation nf the part or product. 

Results (RES) : set of outputs necessary to make the analysis 
(graphic outputs, tables, values, ... ). 

__ Informational links of Conclusion (CONC) : made by the analyst on the results and according to 
associativity the initial goal of simulation (SG). 

Figure -1. Influence type links between the entities of a cycle 

Therefore, work has been undertaken to further develop data structuring 
in order to model all of the calculations more faithfully. Thus, developments 
have been made to redefine links between entities and make the Instructional 
Case concept richer and more accurate. 

3.1 Definition of the links 

To describe the calculation processes and move through the capitalisation 
system, 5 defines a cycle of simulation as an elementary process to evaluate 
mechanical behaviour, starting from the definition of a single model, up to 
the analysis of a set of results related to this model. 5 also identifies six 
elementary entities in a simulation cycle (see figure 1) and defines links 
between them. These links express a informational associativity between two 
entities of the cycle, which means that they convey an information 
requirement from one entity to another which is assumed to contain the 
required information. It is therefore possible to model the influence of the 
data contained in an entity on the building of another entity and for that 
reason they are called Influence type links. The active role of this type of 
link is to assist in the implementation of data in a cycle of numerical 
simulation by defining a logical process to build the simulation steps. 

Actually, a calculation does not mean only one cycle, but is often made 
of successive cycles which express the sequence and the convergence of a 
calculation process. Not all cycles are independent, each of them being a 
developmental step down from the previous one, to obtain a model which 
satisfies the initial objectives. The modelling of this dependence relation 
between the cycles of a whole project is reached with an Evolution type link 
which links on cycle to next, as shown in Figure -2. 
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PROJECT 

_ Influence type links 

Cycle 2 

Previolls project or 
Instructional Case 

~ Evolution type links ---.. Mean type link 

Figure -2. Links of dependence 
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In this figure, it is visible that the first mechanical model is inappropriate 
to the problem, which required an evolution towards a second model, more 
appropriate to carry out the objectives. Because this evolution is located at 
the level of the mechanical model, only the modified entities are formalised, 
the other ones being kept implicitly as detailed in a previous cycle. 

For certain cases, building an entity in a cycle requires using a 
knowledge from a different project, this knowledge having been capitalised 
alone or through a Instructional Case (see §3.2). It is then necessary to 
represent the mean which permitted to create this entity, which means giving 
prominence to the specific knowledge or experience used. But speaking of 
knowledge does not limit one to the technical information contained in one 
or two entities. It has to take into account the context and specific 
environment of this knowledge, in order to have a global vision of it in order 
to manipulate and exploit it in the best way. For that reason, one piece of 
knowledge refers to at least one complete calculation cycle, but can also 
refer to several cycles. This representation is naturally made with a specific 
link, the Mean type link, which links the entity which uses the knowledge to 
the whole set of the exploited knowledge, as shown in Figure -2. 

3.2 The concept of Instructional Case 

Troussier presents in 7 the concept of Instructional Case, the target of 
which is to capitalise a particular type of knowledge. Let us see what is 
behind this notion and what is the desired use. 
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3.2.1 Definition of the concept of Instructional Case 

Defining knowledge is a difficult thing. 8 proposes to regard knowledge 
as a personal reality, as a relation between an individual and an object of 
knowledge. Data, information and learning are then considered as models 
independent of persons. From these objects of knowledge nature, the 
personal relation between the individual and these objects gives rise to 
several types of knowledge : generic knowledge, local knowledge and 
knowledge in the action. 

The Instructional Case becomes identified with the notion of local 
knowledge, as it gives prominence to a field in which a contextualised 
knowledge having a local significance has been observed. The definition of 
this concept of Instructional Case comes from the need - and wish - to 
formalise the information which refers to calculation of a generic nature, 
which means reusable in a different context. The progress of a project often 
needs to create and process much information of various types and levels. 
Most of them have a signification in the current project only, and thus cannot 
be used or reused easily in another project. Meanwhile, in certain cases, a 
whole set of information can be taken out of the context of the project to 
serve again in a different context, wherever it is similar to the current context 
or not. This kind of information, with a generic nature, gains from being 
identified independently of any project and from being capitalised in a 
specific knowledge base, which is different from the base where aII the 
calculation projects are gathered. This gives any participant in the 
calculation easy access to generic information which can be reused in any 
other project. 

Thus, the Instructional Case has a deeper meaning in the context of reuse 
as the ensemble of information that it contains is decontextualised from any 
project - particularly from the initial project which generated it - and then 
can be readapted to any specific project. 

This concept stands at an intermediary level between the notion of rule, 
which is too general and has too wide an application domain to be adapted to 
our needs, and the notion of example, where its specific information is 
usable only in context and cannot be transferred to other projects. 

Because the main target of the system of capitalisation under definition 
is to formalise and save the calculation knowledge to reuse it, it is obvious 
that the concept of Instructional Case is weII adapted to these objectives and 
can be transposed to this system. However, the implementation of the 
Instructional Case and its confrontation with industrial calculations has 
shown a lack of structure in the method and the need for a more detailed 
typology ofthe Instructional Case. 
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_ Influencetype links 

The Instructional Case "Simulation" : 
How to represent a given physical problem, analytically 
or numerically and with the available methods and tool? 

• Each Simulation Model is independent form the 
others, 

• Each Simulation Model uses distinct tools, methods or 
analysis parameters, 

• The Conclusion shows the best adapted Simulation 
Model to fulfil the objectives defined in the 
Simulation Goal. 

Figure -3. The Instructional Case "Simulation" 

3.2.2 Different types of Instructional Case 

In order to be efficient, the research work has been focused on the notion 
of mechanics domain related memory, in the particular case of 
computational mechanics. This mechanics domain related memory refers to 
the Instructional Case defined in 7 on which we base our work. To give the 
participants of the calculation a data reception structure which is specific, 
quickly identifiable and more easily reusable for each type of knowledge to 
capitalise through the concept of Instructional Case, the latter has been 
divided into three categories. The first two are the Instructional Case 
"Simulation" and the Instructional Case "Modelisation". They refer to 
knowledge of a technical order. The third one is the Instructional Case 
"Method" as it concerns concepts nearer to method or reasoning. 

3.2.2.1 The Instructional Case "Simulation" 
This Instructional Case proposes a structure for the capitalisation of 

technical information related to the research and implementation of a 
specific simulation model adapted to the calculation objectives. The idea is 
to compare several Simulation Models, belonging to a unique triplet Design 
Model I Simulation Goal IMechanical Model, to find out which of the 
Simulation Models tested is the best adapted and make it appear in the 
Conclusion entity. Figure -3 gives a global view of the specific structuring of 
the Instructional Case "Simulation" with all the Influence type links which 
form it. 
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TbeJnstructional Case "Simulation" : 
How to represent a given physical problem, analytically 
or numerically and with the available methods and tool? 

• Each Simulation Model is an independent from the 
others, 

• Each Simulation Model uses distinct tools, methods 
or analysis parameters, 

• The Conclusion shows the best adapted Simulation 
Model to fulfil the objectives defined in the 
Simulation Goal. 

__ Influence type links 

Figure -4. Instructional Case "Modelisation" 

3.2.2.2 The Instructional Case "Modelisation" 
The Instructional Case "Modelisation" is similar to the Instructional Case 

"Simulation", but it concerns a specific Mechanical Model instead of a 
Simulation Model. Following the same idea, it makes a comparison between 
several Mechanical Models belonging to a unique couple Design Model / 
Simulation Goal, to find out which of the Mechanical Models tested is best 
adapted and make it appear in the Conclusion entity. Figure -4 proposes a 
possible representation of a Instructional Case "Modelisation". 

The comparison of several Mechanical Models needs to implement 
several Simulation Models, which are adaptations of each Mechanical Model 
according to a method and a tool of calculation and which give results 
leading to a conclusion. It is however indispensable to implement Simulation 
Models which modify the mechanical hypotheses made during the 
mechanical model construction as little as possible, in order to obtain the 
best comparison possible. 

3.2.2.3 The Instructional Case "Method" 
In a calculation project, an initial objective has often to be broken down 

into a number of more elementary objectives giving elementary conclusions 
from which a final conclusion can be made. This particular structuring of 
calculation is the reason why we need the Instructional Case "Method", 
which proposes this division of one objective into elementary objectives. 
Figure -5 proposes an example of such a breakdown. 

This Instructional Case needs to integrate new levels of refinement to 
model the embedding of elementary objectives in more general ones. Every 
level has to contain the couple Objectives / Conclusion which is 
indispensable for understanding of the general structure of the project and 
which prevents the simulation process from consistency loss. 
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The Instructional Case" Method" : 
Which answers to elementary questions are able to 
solve a given problem? 

• The initial problem is broken down into several 
elementary problems, independent from one to 
another, 

• Every elementary problem can be seen as a 
complex one and thus broken down, 

• Every level contains at least the couple 
Simulation Goal/Conclusion. 

___ Influence type links 

Figure -5. The Instructional Case "Method" 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The increasing use of computational mechanics in the design processes 
of big industrial companies means that the latter are strongly preoccupied 
with back tracing, assistance and capitalisation of knowledge. The Work 
presented here is made within this context, in collaboration with a 
calculation department of the Renault company. 

The SG3C method, derived from a previous work, was implemented in 
the company and the observations made showed the necessity to make the 
structure of data reception evolve, as it was seen as too general. 

The work made led first to a detailed description of the concept of 
dependence through three different types : the influence type link which has 
to give a process to build simulation models, the evolution type link 
designed to trace the chronology of the process of simulation and last, the 
mean type link useful for reuse. 

The work also gave a redefinition of the concept of Instructional Case 
used to capitalise mechanics domain related knowledge, which are 
methodologies, simulation methods and experience feedback on these 
methods. Three Instructional Cases have been created. Two of them, 
Instructional Case "Simulation" and Instructional Case "Modelisation", 
allow to capitalise technical information on different levels. A third one, 
Instructional Case "Method", is useful to model the process of creating 
elementary problems. 

These evolutions actually suggest a need for structuring calculation 
processes at a more global level than that of the six basic entities presented 
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in the article. The knowledge related to the domain of simulation seems to 
extend somewhat further than the only technical data which have been 
identified with the mechanics domain relating entities "Mechanical Model" 
and " Simulation Model ". In addition to that technical level, processes 
which lead to realisation of a whole set of simulations have to be modelled. 
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Abstract: 

Key words: 

This article presents the specifications and features of a new tool designed to 
co-ordinate the development of new solutions during the early phases of 
design projects. It is the result of 18 months of field work during which we 
played an active role in the development of an innovative solution. We were 
also able to closely analyze the activities of certain actors (called materials 
experts) who are often behind proposals for new materials and processes. The 
ID2 (Innovation Development and Diffusion) tool is geared on the one hand to 
help innovative solutions emerge, and on the other to consolidate these 
solutions by circulating them to the company's different specialists on the 
other. The tool is based on a concepts/criteria table enabling the viewpoints of 
the different actors involvcd to be summarized during the design phase. In this 
article we shall show how functional features such as links, questions, alarms, 
information enquiries and the possibilities for exchanging information between 
actors can contribute to developing solutions for these different professionals. 
We will also see how the "innovative" solution proposed can be developed 
further by comparing and assessing it in relation to a list of criteria which is 
gradually drawn up by the actors involved in the project. This tool is designed 
to be managed by a specific actor (a coordinating actor), who may also, 
depending on his/her strategy, consolidate the proposal by involving an 
increasing number of people. 

Innovation, information sharing, knowledge dynamics, network of actors, 
collaborative engineering 
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1. RESEARCH METHOD AND BACKGROUND TO 
THIS STUDY 

This article presents the results of pluri-disciplinary research into the 
integration of new technologies in upstream design stages carried out jointly 
by engineering design researchers and industrial sociologists. Our approach 
is based on intervention research. For over 12 months we took part in the 
development of a project within a large company specialising in industrial 
vehicles. This socio-technical study was the opportunity to closely observe 
the practices of actors faced with a proposal for an innovative technical 
solution (and backed up by an expert supplier). The technical aspect of the 
research project was related to the development of a new application using a 
composite material (SMC or sheet molding compound) which was not very 
well known and seldom used at that time in the design office we were 
observing. On the other hand, we very quickly found that the design office 
was in a relatively stabilised situation and the material choice turned out to 
be more often than not in the favour of steel. The situation showed that 
knowledge was not being equally shared between the design office, the 
material expert and the supplier, this last being an expert in the design and 
production of composite parts. However, this imbalance did not just concern 
the technology since the supplier was also in the process of learning about 
the product to be developed, and the set of associated constraints. We were 
thus able to observe and characterise the difficulties involved in integrating a 
material, different from the ones traditionally used, in a context where the 
actors did not produce a minimum of shared knowledge, particularly off 
SMC technology [1]. 

Following this study we felt it would be interesting to compare our own 
experience in the field with the system used by the customer when 
integrating new technologies. Indeed, we were able to extend our field study 
to include the material department of our partner by following and 
questioning specific actors, referred to as "materials experts" who were also 
in charge of putting forward new product/process alternatives to the design 
offices. This second study enabled us to precisely characterise the question 
of innovation during the pre-design stage, outlined in section 2, and also 
helped to draw up a proposal for a new tool, which is what we shall look at 
in section 3. 
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2. THE ROLE OF MATERIALS EXPERTS IN THE 
PREPARATORY PHASES OF INNOVATIVE 
PROJECTS 

2.1 Fostering product/process innovation 

It is today a well known fact that innovation is a key issue in any 
company's development and competitiveness. In this article we have looked 
at this issue from an unusual angle that of innovation in the upstream design 
phases of projects through product/process integration. 

Traditionally, product/process integration is presented as an efficient way 
to plan ahead for the production stage and reinforce co-ordination between 
those who develop the product and those who design the process. This is 
why we talk about the simultaneous development of the product and 
manufacturing process since the process requirements have to be taken into 
account right from the start of the product design phases. Because of this, 
new services, new methods and new tools have been developed to meet these 
objectives. However, most of these systems are designed to be implemented 
in a relatively stabilised environment, i.e. in which the "product" actors and 
"process" actors both know the production processes. 

In our field study this was not the case as the situation observed was 
characterised by a considerable amount of uncertainty about the product as 
well as the process. Furthermore, given that in the pre-development phases 
the technologies were not always defined, this uncertainty was accentuated 
by a lack of knowledge about the product and the process. And yet, it is 
during these phases in particular that innovative technological choices can be 
made from a set of several alternatives. But exploring new product/process 
alternatives then becomes very difficult and often off-putting as the actors 
find themselves devoid of knowledge in certain areas when traditional 
solutions are already relatively stable and advanced. However, we believe 
that the development and product/process integration of new materials 
during the upstream phases is a real vector of innovation just as innovation 
can emerge from new uses or new needs. We underline that looking ahead to 
new technologies is a way of finding new product/process concepts which 
can open the way to innovative product alternatives. Weare therefore 
looking to develop an additional channel for innovation: that of 
product/process innovation. 
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2.2 Conditions for product/process innovation 

An analysis of the innovative development cases that we were able to 
follow shows that product/process innovation can only move forward if 
several dimensions have been taken into account. Indeed, we observed that 
in situations where a new material is being introduced, the pros and cons of 
the proposed technology are not enough in themselves to get a new project 
accepted. The process of adopting or rejecting a new material is part of a 
more complex process that goes beyond simply confronting different 
technologies. We have thus chosen three main dimensions to characterise 
product/process innovation and the introduction of new technologies. 

2.2.1 Organisational dimension: structural changes through actor 
networking 

In product/process innovation situations, the goal of design work above 
all consists in managing a certain amount of tension between a 
"qualification" (or acceptance) system linked to the new materials set up by 
the promoters of a new solution, and a "de-qualification" (or rejection) 
system implemented by the promoters of a more routine-based solution. This 
opposition, which can also be found in [2] concerning innovation and 
organisation, to a certain extent destabilises the systems traditionally set up. 
In particular, we noticed that the design group is often called into question 
and finds itself faced with the need to reconfigure the networks of actors. 
Indeed, we underline that the dynamics of design within the framework of 
product/process innovation require a new network of skills to be set up and 
developed for the actors to deal with a totally new set of problems. 

2.2.2 Dimension relating to the creation and sharing of knowledge 

There can be no product/process innovation that does not involve the 
creation and sharing of knowledge. In our case, introducing a new 
technology leads most actors on the side of the design office to discover the 
material and the process. This double novelty is characterised by the 
customer design office's lack of knowledge about the technical and 
economic aspects of the process and explains the tensions which can get in 
the way of and put a stop to these innovative projects. In this context, using a 
new technology in design involves developing new knowledge, which has to 
be updated and discussed throughout the network and this involves setting 
up real co-development with the expert supplier. In that case, the goal is 
therefore to organise the emergence and confrontation of know-how and 
practices on the product and process. 
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2.2.3 Instrumental dimension through an analysis of the assessment 
systems 

When new know-how is emerging and new actors are being introduced 
the product assessment and qualification systems are inevitably called into 
question. Indeed, for more routine-like projects, the "map" of actors 
involved and the main criteria used are defined and stabilised fairly quickly. 
However, in the case of innovative projects, we saw that this map is very 
unstable with, notably, the progressive arrival of new actors, bringing new 
assessment criteria with them at different stages in the project. We were able 
to observe the limits of the usual assessment systems with respect to the 
technical aspects (choice of solutions, calculations, simulations, etc.) and the 
economic aspects (estimates, quotes). These systems must therefore be 
modified and completed in order to back up the assessment grids to which 
these new criteria are added taking into account that such criteria are 
inherently unstable in the case of any innovative project. 

2.2.4 Pre-developments outside of projects: the concept of 
preparatory phases 

Following our field study concerning innovative development, we were 
able to extend our research in the field by accompanying actors playing very 
specific and strategic roles in product/process innovation, i.e. the materials 
experts. Indeed, these people sometimes have to work during pre-project 
periods, often with the help of several other actors, in order to explore, 
imagine and assess alternatives to the potential applications of a new idea or 
a new concept. Ideas for associating technology and application are thus 
developed during periods of negotiation and research, which are often 
informal and non contractual and which are referred to as the preparatory 
phases. At this level the official project has not been launched and the goal 
of these phases is first of all to be able to bring together a certain amount of 
data and information in order to justify and consolidate the idea put forward 
creating a configuration in which it is possible to launch a project. During 
these periods, the materials experts research the technical, economic, 
strategic elements and so on, relating to their new idea in order to define a 
"problematic area". This "problematic area" will be progressively analysed 
by the materials expert in relation to the capacities and characteristics of the 
new technology. This will be gradually tested with respect to the 
requirements and characteristics of the existing product and processes. 

The preparatory data help to provide the first data that will go some way 
to rationalising the decision to launch a new project by providing the 
elements for comparing the alternatives available. This means that even if 
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these phases are not clearly identified today in the development process 
traditionally presented by companies, they nevertheless constitute in 
themselves a real design work which is necessary in the development of 
innovative solutions. Furthermore, according to our hypothesis the efficiency 
of this preparatory phase work could be increased if the right tooling was 
used. Our work therefore consists in providing the instrumental tools for 
these preparatory phases. 

3. A NEW TOOL FOR VIEWPOINTS SYNTHESIS 
AND INFORMATION SHARING: ID2 
(INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT & DIFFUSION) 

3.1 Target objectives 

Since our analyses concern the development of innovative projects and 
the practices of materials experts they show up a certain lack of tools 
offering help during these preparatory phases. This is why we have 
developed a tool designed to be used in a given structure with a view to 
improving the following four points [3]: 
- Setting up a network of actors, 
- Distributing information, 
- Setting up a project log book, 
- Learning and capitalising on experience during the project. 

One of the main difficulties is to take into account the different strategies 
used by actors during the preparatory phases and generally in the upstream 
phases of a project. The tool we are offering is a tool mainly designed to be 
used mainly by the actor that is promoting the innovative solution (the co
ordinating actor) as we have already seen within the framework of the 
material expert's activity. However, the widely diffuse nature of the design 
activity [4] and the need to mobilise a wide variety of skills during the 
prospective phases has led us to propose a tool that is open to other 
participants operating in the network. Our main objective is to offer a tool to 
provide the co-ordinating actor with assistance in his/her strategy by taking 
into account the different points of view, rationale and reasoning of the other 
actors involved. Using such a tool the co-ordinator can define project access 
rights for the different actors in the company (and, if necessary, for the 
actors in external companies). Each participant must give hislher identity 
before being able to consult and act on the projects in the database for which 
s/he has been given authorised access by the co-ordinator. 
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Thus, following the identification procedure all infonnation entered is 
linked to the author's name. However, any new infonnation must be 
validated by the co-ordinating actor before being entered in the data base. 
The co-ordinator must check each declared participant's access by defining 
the read accesses to the project, for all infonnation or just a certain number 
of specific points. The co-ordinator also checks the modifications put 
forward by the actors by validating or putting on hold infonnation entered by 
the other project participants. 

3.2 The Concepts/Criteria Table (CCT) 

The ID2 tool is mainly based on a Concepts/Criteria Table (CCT) which 
gives the alternative solutions in increasing order (presented in each column) 
together with the assessment criteria (presented in each line). Figure 1 below 
gives an example of this. 

I 
Creation date 09125/2001 

Project name : rolled system 11 10.54 

Last 09/25/2001 
modification 17'5653 

Altemahve Irolled system 

Concept 
~~ting ~QI!.!liQn 

Rolled sYstem without n!lw ~on£e(!t ? 
Criteria break device 
Cost 243 € estimation 150 € ? 

Weight 15 Ka BOO 121m ? 
Desj@ --- OK ? 

IManufacturina orocess steel aluminium moulded ? 
Assemblv set UP OK (see set UP oroaram n02342 ? ? 

25/09/2001 17:56:08 
Legardeur J. 

25/09/2001 13:42:10 
Johnson B. 

«< 

25/09/2001 12:30:25 
Legardeur J . 

Figure -1. CCT and tree structure for one item of information 

We propose to summarise the infonnation from the different areas of 
expertise (engineering and industrial design, marketing, manufacture, etc.) in 
the concepts/criteria table so that all the participants can see the different 
elements called into play by the actors. In this table, the first column is for 
the reference solution, which is often the existing solution. The other 
columns are for the different alternatives (called concepts) which are 
proposed throughout the development phase. 
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So that the different points of view and areas of expertise can be 
compared, the idea is to provide a shared support tool enabling each actor to 
specify and explain hislher assessment criteria for the solutions. Thus, the 
structure of the table is dynamic and each actor can put forward new criteria 
(and thus new lines) as the project progresses. The criteria and information 
are therefore open to public viewing and discussion throughout the network. 

The table is structured so that the different boxes can be gradually filled 
in. The most recent information is displayed in each box of the table while 
previous information given by the different participants is stored in a tree 
structure. Furthermore, the previous states of the table can be accessed using 
a case history and recalled for checking, explaining or justifying some of the 
project decisions. 

Furthermore, we propose a structure with different levels of use so that 
actors can formulate information simply (a value, an appraisal, a word, etc.) 
until this information has a more complete specification (an exhaustive 
report). So, each box in the table can be linked to additional elements (texts, 
images, files enclosed) providing a broader description of and wider 
documentation on the solutions. The result of this structure is a summary 
tool giving access to different write and read levels as we shall see in what 
follows. 

3.3 Annotations 

We have seen that the design situations where partners were not sharing 
enough common knowledge, and more especially during the preparatory 
phases, often lead to communication and translation difficulties between the 
different fields of expertise and participants involved. The concepts/criteria 
table provides a multi-view support where each actor can react, comment on 
and request explanations with regard to any aspect of the project. One of the 
key features of this tool is the possibility of storing and sorting the results of 
different exchanges between project participants which helps to present the 
information in a global and structured way [5]. 

The tool thus provides an instrumental support to guide the interactions 
between different specialists via 4 annotation modes: links, alarms, questions 
and information enquiries. 
1. The links (shown by segments on the CCT in figure 2) allow actors to 

link two dependent pieces of information, whose dependency is not 
obvious and is worth being underlined. 

2. The warnings (shown by the ~ icons on the CCT in figure 2) indicate an 
actor's remark about a specific point. 
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3. The questions (shown by the IQI icons in the CCT in figure 2) show the 
need to look for information about a specific point and thus also help to 
mark the degree of uncertainty surroundi~ the solution. 

4. The information enquiries (shown by the ~ icons in the CCT in figure 2) 
allow actors to express their interest in a specific point of the project. 

~~riioI~ lim 
Creatlon date 

0912512001 

I PrOject name roPed system I 11'10:54 

Last 0912512001 
modification 17:56.53 

~ Existtng solution 
Roned S)Il;lem without' 

D~!;!Q!]~e~? 
.£ri!W ~ 

Co.t 243£ estTrnaifon 50 € ? 

~!!! 15 KOBOO 12kC oili ? 
__ D.SI9'L- --- OK I ? 

Manufac\urina Droeess steel aluminium moulded ? 

A<5emb'" 'set "n OK see se UD Droaram n' 2342 ? 
I '" 

? 

I \ 
2510912001 15:21:1 3 7 1 \ ? 

BOvIeW. 

Warning There is a prolllem with the a •• ~toty operation . If you are using this rolled system 
without break de\llce. ou cant fix ~ on the existing Ioca~on 

7 I 
2510912001 13:36:43 7 ] estimabOn 150 € 

Smith J. 
Link 

2510912001 12:28:50 ? 
lenardeur J. --, 

2510912001 13:42:1 0 
Johnson B. l <<< 

Ir Question I What are the assembly elements used to fix the system to the product? 

Figure -2. Examples of links, alanns, questions and infonnation enquiries 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The tool is structured to encourage actors to fonnulate and explain their 
own criteria thus facilitating discussion within the network. Each new actor 
adds his or her vision of the solution, which may be positive, neutral or 
negative, resulting in a certain number of assessment criteria. The innovation 
is the result of an adaptation process, the success of which depends on the 
actors who will be progressively involved in the design procedure [6]. Thus, 
the ID2 tool does not aim to offer help in looking for new ideas but 
encourages innovation by distributing information about the solution and 
putting it to the test. 

The tool provides all the actors with the different views of the project 
enabling them to learn about the specialised field of the other actors. 

I 
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Collective learning processes [7] are very important in design and especially 
when a new material is being introduced. They help to create shared 
knowledge thus encouraging co-operation mechanisms for future projects. 
With IDZ, the co-ordinating actor is no longer the only one to benefit from 
the new knowledge built into the action. For example, questions raised by 
actors on certain specific points (e.g. can the proposed material be recycled?) 
can lead to discussions (technical, economic, strategic, etc.) and possibly 
bring answers. This new information can then be shared and re-used by the 
network of actors and possibly extended to the rest of the company thanks to 
the key word research features of ID2. The different tree structures 
concerning the information, links, questions and warnings make it possible 
to retrace the history of exchanges between actors and discussions which 
these may have led to. The tool goes some way to memorising key 
arguments, the names of actors involved and the context giving rise to the 
choices made on the project. We believe that showing these exchanges 
between different specialists creates a support which can improve the co
operation and learning of actors in design situations. Our hypothesis is based 
on the fact that when a new technology is introduced, the capacity to re-use 
former design experience and, above all, mobilise available company and 
supplier skills are often strategic elements that encourage the process of 
innovation. 
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Abstract: The mechanical behavior of thin axisymmetric shells subjected to buckling 
largely depends on variability (loading, material properties, geometrical 
imperfections, ... ). The design of this kind of structure is traditionally based on 
deterministic analytical calculations and on the use of the well-known 
empirical safety factors listed in the British Standard BS5500 [I]. This 
empirical standard could be improved by a probabilistic design rule based on 
the use of the Aa knock-down factor, which only takes into account 
geomctrical imperfections, and on the use of n partial safety factors noted ri 
which consider all the structural variability cxcept geometrical imperfections. 
The Arbocz method used to calculate the Aa -factor has been efficiently 
applied [2] to an industrial axisymmetric shell requiring a tool which links two 
types of software: INCA-STANLAX for the numerical finite element 
mechanical modeling and RYFES for the calculation of the reliability level. 
This present paper focuses on the r i-factors. The calibration of partial factors 
is treated, with the aim of proposing values to bring to the design rule for thin 
shell structures subjected to buckling. 

Key words: axisymmetric shells, reliable design, buckling, calibration, partial factors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Structural design and more especially dimensioning is widely based on 
mechanical computations from characteristic values X;k , ••• , X nk of design 

411 
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variables and from the so-called "safety factors" listed in the design rules. 
These design rules are the results of the designers know-how. Their 
deterministic use hides the existence of the structural probability of failure 
due to several structural imperfections and uncertainties. 

The use of probabilistic approaches is in full expansion in theoretical 
ideas [3] as well as in mechanical applications [4]. They allow us whether to 
justify existing factors used in structural design or to improve design rules 
by computing new partial factors for a target structural reliability level: this 
second procedure is the so-called "partial factor calibration". The knowledge 
of probabilistic modeling still being incomplete, a simply algorithmic 
procedure cannot be satisfactory and a calibration procedure is performed to 
obtain the same implicit reliability level of the existing rules. 

Thin axisymmetric shells submitted to external pressure are subjected to 
geometrical instability, buckling is very sensitive to several types of 
variability (geometry, loading, ... ) [5]. In this field, serious failure 
consequences of these kinds of structures like submarines, make the use of 
probabilistic approaches very interesting and justified. The design of such 
structures is traditionally performed using British Standard BS5500 [1]. This 
standard could be improved by a probabilistic rule whose format is: 

G = G(Xld ,,,,,xl1d ,Aa) = AaPadm(Xld ,,,.,Xl1d )- P ~ 0 
where P is the external loading pressure, Padm is the safe buckling load 
which is computed from the perfect structure without geometrical 
imperfections and from n design values Xld '''., Xnd • This kind of rule format 
has the advantage of separating the different types of structural variability. 
The Aa -factor only considers geometrical imperfections like defects in 
roundness. This factor can be computed using the probabilistic approach 
from the Arbocz method [2]. The Xid -values are design values different from 

characteristic values and permit the structural target reliability level to be 
satisfied. The designer only knows characteristic values and design values 
may be expressed as a function of characteristic values using partial factors 
noted rl ,,,., r n' As a convention, Yi = Xid / Xik if Xi is a loading type 

variable (an increment of Xid decreases the G-function) and Yi = Xik / Xid if 

Xi is a resistance type variable (an increment of Xid increases the G

function). The design values and consequently the partial factors 
computations are the goal of the calibration procedure. 

The goal of this paper is to compute partial factors to bring to the design 
rule of thin axisymmetric stiffened shells. This paper considers neither 
geometrical imperfections (that is to say the An -factor) nor other factor 
taking eventual mechanical modeling uncertainties. It is divided into two 
parts. The first one reminds us reliability concepts and more particularly 
calibration method principles. The second one is the implementation of 
calibration methods on a particular complex stiffened shell requiring a 
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numerical mechanical modeling. This part compares the reliability index of 
structures designed using different calibrated rules and BS5500. 

2. PARTIAL FACTOR CALIBRATION METHODS 

2.1 Partial factor computation 

::~~~=) A (XI'X2) =0 

afely 
IXl(x2) domain 

1" 

I y~~~ , _!;~a" 
+-ratio~ 

> 
XI 

lx, (XI) 

Failure) 
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omlal distribution (0.1) 
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Figure -1. Reliability concepts. 
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From the structural mechanical modeling, the failure mode and the 
probabilistic modeling of each random variable X i, the reliability analysis 
gives the Hasofer-Lind reliability index fJ [3] from the following 

optimization problem: 

fJ=min Lul under G(Xi)::;O et Uj =Tj (Xi) (1) 
i=l...n 

where T is the iso-probabilistic transformation from the X space of the 
physical variables to the U space of the uncorrelated standard Gaussian 
variables, G(Xi) is the performance function :S; 0 if the set of data {x;} is in 

the failure domain and > 0 otherwise. The optimal point resulting from the 
problem eq.(1) is the most likelihood failure point noted P' whose 
coordinates are noted {u'} and {x· } respectively in the U and X spaces. 

Direct cosines {a} are very important values because they quantify the 

importance of each random variable on the structural reliability. The relation 
giving the most likelihood failure point IS {u·}= -fJ{a} . Figure 1 

summarizes reliability concepts in the case of a two random variables 
problem. 
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In most of the design methods, the most likelihood failure point 
coordinates are chosen as the design values and then: 

ri = x; / Xi, (loading type variable), 

ri = Xik / x; (resistance type variable) 

Figure 1 illustrates the computation of the '1i -factors in the case of a two 

variables problem. For a given design situation, with a given G- function, the 
computation of the '1i -factors is simple, it results from a single reliability 

study. Nevertheless, the aim of a calibrated design rule is to spare the 
designer the reliability analysis for each design situation giving him a rule 
which still works for a set of design situations. 

2.2 Calibration methods principle [6] 

Calibration methods are divided into six important steps: 
Step 1: define the class of structure (the mechanical element, the failure 
mode( s) and the working area of the rule) for which the rule is aimed. This 
definition may contain limitations. 
Step 2: define the goal of the rule by an expected target reliability index 11 
of structures within the structure class defined in the first step. Existing rules 
must be used for evaluate the target reliability index. 
Step 3: choose L specific design situations and evaluate their relative 

frequencies OJ j (L~=l OJ j = 1) in the structure class. Experimental design 

theory can be used. 
Step 4: design each situation j selected in step 3 according to the goal of the 
rule. Calculate, for each situation j, partial factors rrj) , ... , r~j) using the 

method stated in section 2.1. These sets of partial factors are not calibrated 
because they just work for single situations. 
Step 5: calculate n calibrated partial factors '11, ... , '1 n minimizing the fit 

between each situation reliability index and the target one. 
Step 6: verify the calibrated rule using random situation sampling within the 
structure class and calculate their corresponding reliability index. 

The first three steps are very important to define the working area and 
the goal of the calibrated rule. Steps 4 and 5 are detailed in the following 
sections. The radial expansion method [7] seems to be the most realistic for 
step 4. 

2.3 Radial expansion method [7] (step 3) 

The radial expansion method gives partial coefficients riil , ... , r~j) to be 

used in a particular design situation according to the target reliability level. 
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Figure 2 illustrates this method. From a design situation j defined by its 
performance function Gj (Xi) in the X space and by H j (Xi) in the U space, a 

reliability analysis gives the coordinates of the most likelihood failure point 
noted P'(j) whose coordinates are noted {u'U)} and the reliability index J3C}). 

The design point noted pY) whose coordinates are {u~j)} may be chosen 

according to the target reliability index and consequently may be chosen on 
the 7J -radius sphere in the U space. An infinite number of choices are 

possible. The radial expansion method suggests choosing the projection of 
P'(j) onto the 7J -radius sphere: 

{uUl }=7JI {u'U)} 
d I J3ej) 

Then, non-calibrated (because they come from a single situation j) factors 
rlUl , ... , r~j) are computed according to section 2.1. 

De ign 

H j(1I1, 1I2)= O 

U pace 

II ) 

Figure -2. Radial expansion method principles. 

2.4 Calibrated partial factors evaluation (step 4) 

The goal is to find a set of partial factors y),oo"Yn that work for all 
situations of the structure class. 

The first possibility is to choose the most conservative rule that is: 

ri = max rij) 
i 

It consists in choosing the most conservative rule. It generally has the 
disadvantage of increasing the reliability index of designed structures. 

The second possibility is to take the weighted mean values: 
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It leads to situations for which the target reliability level is not satisfied. 
The third possibility, is to compute the better set of partial coefficients 

from the following optimization problem: 

Min Ll= LOJj(Pj(YJ -7JF (2) 
Y; j 

where pj (Yi) is the reliability index of the design situation} modified by the 

set of partial coefficients. pj (Yi) , still hard to evaluate, is approximated 

using assumptions on the performance function Gj (Xi)' The problem eq. 2 

becomes [6]: 
Min Ll="OJj(7J(aj).{o}-7J)2 (3) s L. 

I 

where {a j} are the direct cosines of the design situation} and the 

optimization variables {o} defines the design point coordinates in the U 

space {u d }= -7J{o}. It is easier to compute the design point coordinates in 

the X space and then the calibrated partial factors. 

3. PARTIAL FACTOR CALIBRATION OF THIN 
AXISYMMETRIC STIFFENED SHELLS 

3.1 Step 1: structure class 
L 

F ~ V ~ .E-. -. . e 

e . h .. , 

R e .. , 
• 

IVI 

Figure -3. Structure class geometry, thin stiffened axisymmetric shell. 

The structure class is composed by thin axisymmetric shells with a single 
stiffener (see fig. 3) and submitted to an external pressure P and to the edge 
force F coming from the effect of P on the bulkheads. The calibrated design 
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rule concerns all the structures whose characteristic values are in the ranges 
table 1. The performance function is assumed to be: 

G = Peuler(Ls,e,R,ef,ew,hw, wl,E, v,fy) - P 

where Peuler is the limit buckling load with the Euler assumptions (perfect 
elastic material properties, small displacement fields before buckling) 
computed from the following eigenvalue problem: 

[K 0 + AX <T 1 v = 0, v to 0 (displacement field) (4) 

where [K 0] is the stiffness matrix of the initial geometry and [K,.] is the 

initial stress matrix. Peuler is computed multiplying the lowest eigenvalue A 
by the initial stress load. For complex structures like stiffened shells, the 
eigenvalue problem eq. 4 may be solved using finite element method. INCA
ST ANLAX software [8] gives Peuler for complex thin axisymmetric shells. 

Random variables are normally distributed, the coefficient of variation is 
0.03 for geometrical variables and 0.02 for material variables and Poisson's 
ratio can be considered as deterministic [5]. For more simplicity, 
characteristic values are chosen here as the mean value of each random 
variable. The choice of fractile values could be another judicious possibility. 
The reliability software RYFES [9] is used for the probabilistic modeling 
and for the reliability analysis. 

The stiffened shell reliability analysis requires a numerical link between 
RYFES and INCA-STANLAX using an external C++ routine [2]. 

Table - 1. Characteristic values of the structure class. 

Geometry variables (m) Material variables 

LSk ek Rk elk Ek (Pa) Vk fYk (Pa) 

[0.6-1] [0.024-0.034] [2.5-3.5] 0.024 0.01 200.109 0.3 290.106 

3.2 Step 2: goal of the calibrated rule 

The goal of the calibrated rule may be according to the implicit 
reliability index of the British Standard BS5500. Thirty random designs in 
the range of the structure class are achieved according to BS5500. Reliability 
analysis using RYFES and INCA-ST ANLAX gives the reliability index of 
each designed structure. Results can be found in fig. 5. The mean value of 
the reliability index is 4.00 and the standard deviation 0.17 (see table 4). The 
lowest obtained reliability index could be taken as the target of the rule. 
Nevertheless, it is better to propose a higher reliability index according to the 
standard deviation of the obtained BS5500 reliability indexes. The target 
reliability index of the calibrated rule is taken as 2 standard deviations 
smaller than the mean value that is to say: 

7J = 3.66 
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3.3 Step 3: choice of L design situations 

The choice of L extreme situations of the structure class seems to be 
interesting. Experimental design theory could give information on the best 
number of selected situations in order to limit this number. It is proposed to 
use a two-level experimental design (situations number 1 to 8 table 2) and 
the mean situation (number 9 table 2). The selected situations can be found 
in table 2. Their relative frequencies OJ j are the same. Other characteristic 

values are constant (see table 1). 

Table - 2. Selected design situations (steQ 3). 

Situations I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

LSk 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 

ek 0.024 0.024 0.034 0.034 0.024 0.024 0.034 0.034 0.029 

Rk 2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 3 

3.4 Step 4: radial expansion method 

After the radial expansion method, the partial factors can be found in 
table 3. Partial coefficients are normally higher than 1. 

3.5 Step 5: calibrated partial coefficients 

The three possibilities have been achieved. The first possibility is to 
consider the highest partial coefficients (in bold) in table 3. The calibrated 
rule is then: 

G = Peuier (1.080Rk,1.028L'k ' X.0I2 ek, X.004 eWk ' X.070 hWk ' 

X.021 er, ,X.021 WI, ,X.013 Ed- P ~ 0 
(5) 

where Peuler is computed using INCA-STANLAX software from 
characteristic values in the bracket. 

The second possibility is to compute the weighted mean value of partial 
coefficients. The calibrated rule becomes: 

G = Peuier (1.078Rd .027 L" ' X.O I 0 eko X.004 eWk ' X.068 hWk ' 

X.020erk' X.019 WIk ,X.013 Ek)- P ~ 0 
(6) 

The third possibility is to solve the optimization problem eq. 3. Results 
could be found in table 3. The calibrated rule becomes: 

G = Peuier (1.082Rk ,1.024L'k , X.022 ek, X.O 16 eWk , X.076 hWk , 

X.025 elk' X.032 wfk ' Yo.973 E k ) - P ~ 0 

(7) 
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Table - 3. Radial ex!:,ansion method results. 

Sit. R L, e en" h", er WI E 

1 y(1) 1.077 1.027 1.010 1.004 1.070 1.019 1.019 1.013 

2 y(2) 1.079 1.026 1.008 1.004 1.067 1.020 1.020 1.0\3 

3 y(3) 1.077 1.027 1.012 1.004 1.069 1.018 1.019 1.013 

4 y(4) 1.079 1.027 1.011 1.004 1.067 1.020 1.019 1.0l3 

5 y(S) 1.077 1.026 1.009 1.003 1.069 1.020 1.020 1.013 

6 y(6) 1.079 1.025 1.007 1.003 1.067 1.021 1.019 1.0\3 

7 y(7) 1.076 1.028 1.011 1.003 1.069 1.020 1.020 1.013 

8 y(8) 1.078 1.027 1.011 1.004 1.067 1.021 1.021 1.013 

9 y(9) 1.078 1.028 1.010 1.003 1.068 1.019 1.019 1.0\3 

Ymean 1.078 1.027 1.010 1.004 1.068 1.020 1.019 1.0\3 

Yopt 1.082 1.024 1.022 1.016 1.076 1.025 1.032 0.973 

3.6 Step 6: rules checking 

4.3 
- target reliability 
........ BS5500 

4 .2 --- conservative rule 
--+-- mea n rule 

~ 4 .1 ____ optimized rule 
'1:) 

V " .- 4 
~ 
:ii 3.9 
.!!! 
f! 3.8 

3,7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
3.6 

6 11 16 21 26 

random design situation 

Figure -4. Reliability indexes of random designed structures. 

Thirty random designs in the range of the structure class are achieved 
according to the three design rules eq. 5, 6 and 7. Then, a reliability study of 
each designed structure gives reliability indexes (see figure 4). The mean 
value and standard deviation of the reliability indexes distribution can be 
found in table 4. 

Table - 4. Reliability results from BS5500 and calibrated rule eg. 5, 6, 7. 

Mean value 
Std deviation 

BS5500 

4.00 
0.17 

j3 

3.66 

Conservative Mean rule 
rule (eg. 5) (eq.6) 
3.77 3.65 
~ 0.00 ~O.OO 

Optimized 
rule (eq. 7) 
3.67 
~ 0.00 

Calibration methods give calibrated rules leading to structures which 
have more homogeneous reliability indexes than using BS5500. The 
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conservative rule (eq.S) is not very efficient in this case because it leads to 
reliability indexes much higher than the target reliability index. The mean 
calibrated rule (eq.6) and the optimized one (eq. 7) give reliability indexes 
near to the target reliability index and whose standard deviation is near to 
zero. Nevertheless, the mean rule is generally uninteresting because it gives 
reliability indexes lower than the target reliability index. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Calibration methods seems interesting in order to give partial "safety" 
factors according to a target reliability index. Such methods are numerous 
and it is still hard to propose a single best method because it is very problem 
dependent. They provide partial coefficients in order to design structures 
with more homogenous reliability indexes than those produce by empirical 
rules like BS5S00. 

The use of such methods on the field of shell stability is efficient and the 
optimized rule seems to be the best in this case. 
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SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE DESIGN 
PROCESS 

J. A Cooke, C. A McMahon and M. R North 
Faculty of Engineering. University of Bristol, England 

Abstract: This paper reports on an investigation into the causes of error in the design 
process based on a series of case studies in three companies. An initial study 
attempted to identifY the points of occurrence of error in the case studies based 
on formal process models of the design activities. However, it was found to be 
difficult, if not impossible, to make a clear identification of a point of 
introduction of error in any of the case studies. In general, there was no single 
error source, but instead there was an accumulation of a number of 
contributory factors that when combined led to the error situation. 
Furthermore, it was generally not process issues that led to error but human 
factors. The paper identifies four categories of error inducing circumstance: 
unrecognised change of circumstances; lack of design effort; lack of 
integration of information and want of knowledge. Overall, it is asserted that 
the underlying issue is one of uncertainty handling and risk management. 

Key words: design error, risk management, uncertainty, case studies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper arises out of a research project that set out to investigate the 
design processes followed by three companies, with the aim of identifYing 
changes in procedures that would allow reduction in design error and 
rework. The approach that was initially adopted for the investigation was a 
very mechanistic "process orientated" methodology. The research team set 
about developing process and product models to represent the observed 
design activity and the product data developed during the design process. 
The process models decomposed the design process into series of activities 
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with clearly defined inputs and outputs. It was postulated that, by using 
these models, it would be possible to identify where errors were introduced 
into the design process, since for each error found in a design activity, there 
must either be errors in the input information to the activity, or the activity 
itself must introduce error. The aim was to use these results to identify 
which activities or information sources were likely to lead to error, and thus 
to suggest procedural improvements to reduce the likelihood of the 
occurrence of error in future. 

In order to carry out the investigation, the collaborating companies 
identified case studies in which error had occurred, and a programme of 
investigation comprising interviews and documentation studies was set up. 
However, despite clearly identifiable problems in the designs, it proved 
difficult if not impossible to make a clear identification of a point of 
introduction of error in any of the case studies. As the process and 
information models were developed it became apparent that in general there 
was no single error source, but instead it was found that in each case, 
although there were main candidates, a number of contributory factors 
combined to lead to the error situation. In this respect the findings reflect 
those identified in failure and disaster investigation [1][2], and also the 
motivation behind techniques such as the Toyota "Five Whys" process [3], 
which suggest that errors often arise from an accumulation of events, any of 
which by themselves may not lead to error. Further development of the 
study suggested that while there was not a clearly identifiable classification 
of errors in activities, it was possible to identify common circumstances that 
pertained in the design teams where errors occurred. 

2. ERROR AND REWORK IN DESIGN 

The present study was particularly concerned with rework in the design 
process - i.e. those circumstances in which it was necessary to repeat some 
aspect of the process, to correct an error or to deal with some change in 
requirements, but in which the eventual outcome in the product was 
satisfactory. Most other work on error in design has concerned errors that 
persist in the designed artefact - in particular those errors leading to failure. 
The subject has been investigated most widely by those concerned with the 
consequences of design error in structural failure, and these have tended to 
concentrate on the nature and effect of human error. For example, Stewart 
[4] suggests that reviews of statistical data indicate that up to 75% of 
structural failures are human errors [5], while Petroski [6] argues that human 
error is the most likely cause of fundamental errors made at a conceptual 
stage, which can be the most serious and elusive of design errors. 
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The theme of human error in structural failure is taken up by a number of 
authors, in particular through the analysis of failure case studies [7][8], and 
these and other works lead to a number of classifications and suggestions for 
terminology. Kaminetzky divided human errors into errors of knowledge 
(ignorance), errors of performance (carelessness and negligence) and errors 
of intent (greed). He contends, as does Blockley [1] that in fact all failures 
are ultimately due to human error, and he identified education and training as 
the only effective ways of reducing error. In further definitions, Norman [9] 
distinguishes between slips (unconscious errors) and mistakes (errors due to 
conscious action), and Ravindra [10] defines gross errors as deviations from 
standard practice which have an impact on plant safety or risk. He classifies 
errors as random (i.e. occur at random in time or space) or systematic 
(persistent), a distinction that is also made in experimental activity and by 
Kaminetzky. Ravindra also distinguishes between design errors (e.g. errors 
in modelling, assumptions, design data etc.), construction errors (e.g. 
misreading of drawings, defective installation etc.) and state-of-the art errors 
(e.g. failure modes or loads not envisaged, discovery of new external 
factors). There are other similar classifications in the literature (e.g. 
[11][12]). 

These classifications influenced the present authors in the view of design 
that provided the initial theoretical basis of the current study. The overall 
view on which this was based is that a design evolves from a set of 
functional requirements at the start of the design process to an information 
set at the end of the process which explicitly describes the product and its 
manufacture [13]. This evolution process occurs by a set of activities that 
transform information during the evolution. Errors may be present in the 
information supplied to the activities or may be introduced by the activities 
themselves. As the information must be represented in some form in order 
to be communicated between activities a third source of error - in the 
representation and communication process - is introduced. We expected that 
it would be possible to identify errors in information in activities or in 
representation and communication, and to categorise them using the 
categories described above. The information-transformation view was based 
on McMahon's observations on design change [14]. Design errors were 
classified according to where (in which information) they occur, and how (in 
which activities) [15]. It was proposed that it should be possible to map the 
instances of error on to the attribute and process descriptions, and that, for 
each error identified in an output from an activity, there should be an error in 
an input to the activity, or an error should be introduced by the activity itself. 

During the investigation it became apparent that this view is not entirely 
satisfactory. Often the evidence was incomplete and conflicting. Where a 
decision about the causes of an error was reached, it often came down to a 
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number of possible causes that might or might not, in isolation, have led to 
problems, but which probably led to error as a combination of 
circumstances. It was difficult to judge the extent to which an individual 
circumstance was in itself a likely cause of a problem. This was for two 
reasons. Firstly, many design decisions involve making selections from a 
continuum, such as choosing a value for a safety factor in a calculation, and 
in these cases the boundary between satisfactory and unsatisfactory decisions 
is often very unclear. Secondly, many choices are based on limited and 
perhaps conflicting available evidence. In the case studies there were 
several instances where marginal but apparently justifiable decisions 
combined to lead to problems that required rework - and even with the 
benefit of hindsight the engineers involved felt that given the same 
circumstances they would make the same choices. Recognition that a 
problem might be developing required recognition that a particular 
combination of circumstances was emerging, or alternatively recognition 
that the decisions that had been taken were based on sufficiently uncertain 
information that a problem was likely. As the study developed it was 
observed that failures to recognise these likely error conditions seemed to be 
associated with particular circumstances in the companies being studied in 
which the likelihood or risk of error was not recognised. 

3. ERROR CASES 

3.1 Case study 1 - test failure 

This case study involved the fatigue failure of components in a 
dynamically loaded assembly. The assembly was a development of an 
existing production component and the changes included a different material 
specification and a new feature - a bolted joint. Previous development 
design studies supported by testing had been carried out on the bolted joint 
aspect of the design over a number of years. During qualification testing of 
the new design a component in the region of the bolted joint failed and the 
investigation that followed found that the expected bolt preload had not been 
achieved. This had allowed movement at the joint which led to fretting at 
the joint surfaces resulting in a fretting fatigue failure. The bolts were 
tightened using a company standard torque tightening procedure and there 
was much experience in the method in other applications. However, in this 
case the tightening procedure under-performed. 

The immediate cause of this failure was that the torque tightening 
procedure did not achieve the required preload as predicted by the analysis 
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model. This resulted in gapping under high dynamic test loads and produced 
conditions where fretting could occur. In this case, however, the situation 
was compounded by bolt lubricant that did not perform as expected. 

3.2 Case study 2 - manufacturing failure 

A design improvement was introduced in which a panel that was 
originally reinforced by fabrication to provide the required thickness profile 
was redesigned to be a single panel chemically machined to the required 
profile. However despite the assurances of the manufacturer concerning the 
capability of the process it was found that the panel could not be formed into 
shape without warping. 

The manufacturer was the instigator of the change and at the time was 
short of work. There was also considerable pressure on the design 
organisation to reduce costs and the new design was believed to be a good 
method of achieving this. However, the process to be used was new to the 
manufacturer and relatively untried. There was also a considerable time 
lapse of two years between the consultation with the manufacturer and award 
of the contract. By this time the manufacturer had plenty of work on and so 
the costs had gone up considerably. 

The immediate cause of this failure was that differences in forming 
behaviour between a composite construction and a single piece construction 
were not recognised. However, underlying this were various political and 
cost pressures that caused a lack of consideration of the technical aspects of 
the design and the associated risks 

3.3 Case study 3 - change of supplier 

A component required redesign to introduce a more complex series of 
bends. The designers knew that the design was close to the limits of what 
could be achieved by the available manufacturing process. However, after 
consultation with the supplier, who had specialist machinery, a design was 
developed that was feasible. However, when the design was complete the 
supplier was changed. Although the new supplier had experience with 
manufacturing similar components in the past the extra demands made by 
the new component caused many manufacturing problems. Experienced 
designers would have known this to be the case but were not consulted when 
the decision was made to change the supplier. 

The immediate cause of this failure was that the people responsible for 
choosing the supplier were not fully aware of the design implications. This 
was compounded by a component design that was on the limit of 
manufacturing capability for a chosen supplier with specialist machinery. 
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3.4 Case study 4 - CAD modelling failures 

A customer required a piece of design work to be performed by a design 
sub-contractor, and one of the main project deliverables was CAD models of 
the design, constructed using a specified CAD system. The design team 
were generally very familiar with CAD systems including the one that the 
customer used. This was therefore considered to be a low risk part of the 
project. However, the customer required the design team to follow the 
customer's conventions and, in particular, to use parametric modelling rather 
than the more traditional non-parametric or explicit approach. It was found 
that the combination of the use of the (non-standard) customer's 
conventions, the use of an unfamiliar modelling method and also problems 
within the CAD system itself, along with a short timescale, meant that there 
was much difficulty in achieving the deliverable. 

The immediate cause of this failure was that the combinatorial effect of 
three low risk requirements joining to result in a high risk was not 
recognised. 

4. ERROR INDUCING CIRCUMSTANCES 

As noted in section 2, the case studies indicate that errors occur when 
decisions are made based on conflicting or inadequate information, or where 
a series of decisions combine to move a design into error. The common 
circumstance is that the risk in the design has been high, but what are the 
conditions that are likely to lead to unrecognised high risk? The case studies 
suggest that a number of factors are important in this respect. 

The first factor considered is unrecognised change of circumstances, 
which may occur when designers consider themselves to be experts in an 
aspect of the design which gives them confidence. This can lead to 
confirmation bias, where contradictory evidence is ignored [16]. Often this 
contradictory evidence occurs at a detailed level in the design process and 
may be as a result of many factors coming together which, on their own 
appear unimportant but, when combined, move the design away from the 
understood design domain. Confidence can lead to these factors being 
overlooked. The tendency of human behaviour to do this is understandable; 
the designer generally relies on reuse of previous designs and design 
experience. Small differences that may invalidate this approach are 
overlooked. Busby also highlights this issue stating that design re-use is an 
error prone process because designers did little research on the existing 
designs that they re-used [17]. 
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The second factor considered is lack of design effort. This error inducing 
circumstance differs from the previous one in that here the designer does 
recognise the change in circumstances but does not sufficiently explore the 
design to ensure technical success and justify the design reasoning. It can be 
an issue of uncertainty handling. The designer uses approximate analyses 
based on uncertain information but does not quantify the level of uncertainty 
in the results. Alternatively, the designer may just dismiss certain factors as 
unimportant. 

The third factor considered to be important is lack of integration of 
information, which causes what can often be considered as fairly basic 
mistakes and oversights. Designing is a process of bringing together 
information from multiple sources and resolving conflicts between 
requirements. Because there are many sources it is difficult for a single 
designer to have knowledge of them all. Systems are therefore required to 
allow the exchange of information to take place in a timely manner. The 
complexity of these systems means that they break down easily or contain 
loopholes and as a result the information is either not timely or not supplied 
at all. Because the systems are complex and numerous, errors can occur 
with relatively simple pieces of information. 

In a number of the case studies, design decisions were made on the basis 
of limited and perhaps inadequate information, and this appears to be a 
normal state of affairs in design. Often in the design process the design has 
to progress based upon necessarily uncertain information. If the information 
is not available or does not exist it is important for the company to recognise 
and mitigate this by either taking steps to generate information or to make 
allowances for the greater level of uncertainty in the design. If the 
information is not accessible (e.g. because records are not indexed properly 
or because information is kept in inaccessible personal records) then the 
company can take steps to improve its knowledge systems. If the 
information is not timely (e.g. because analysis results are late) then the 
processes followed need to be addressed. 

Errors due to unavailability of information are surprisingly rare, perhaps 
because it is relatively easy to identify this problem. More likely is that the 
designer has failed to consult the information. Examples of errors that arise 
from information being difficult to access include design modifications that 
propose previously rejected concepts and experts not being consulted. The 
authors have seen many examples of late design changes having to be made 
owing to the results of analyses arriving late. 

The final error-inducing factor proposed here is want of knowledge. 
Designers cannot be expected to be experts in all the domains that they may 
encounter during their design work. Integrated teams are one method of 
overcoming this issue. However designers must have a certain level of 
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competency. There must be a certain level of knowledge of routine design 
tasks and also enough knowledge to enable them to determine when the 
design reaches the limit of their knowledge and that external help is required. 
Ignorance of the limit of one's own knowledge is perhaps the most 
dangerous of all. Want of knowledge can also occur when design experts 
fail to keep abreast of current practice. In the case of CAD systems, 
experienced designers may be ignorant of the new tools. Various other 
examples have been noted in the case studies where mistakes were made 
because of out-of-date expertise. 

4.1 Design failure as a combination of circumstances 

In the case studies investigated, it has been found that failure generally 
occured due to a combination of two or more error inducing circumstances. 
There were no cases where a single event could be established as being 
entirely to blame for the failure. The one common theme was the failure to 
correctly identity when the uncertainty in the design was becoming 
unacceptably large so that high levels of risk were introduced into the 
project. 

5. RISK AND UNCERTAINTY 

Essentially, all of the above error inducing circumstances occur because 
the risks inherent in the emerging design are poorly understood. The risks 
can either not be identified or can be incorrectly assessed. 

Risk results when the occurrence of an event is uncertain and there is a 
penalty associated with its occurrence. The design process is full of 
uncertainty. There is uncertainty in the external loads applied to the design, 
in the accuracy of the analysis, in the material properties and in the 
geometry. All these factors lead to uncertainty in the predicted attribute 
values of the performance of the design. Each attribute has a constraining 
value associated with it - the allowable stress is constrained by the strength 
of the material. Not only is the actual stress in the component uncertain but 
the actual strength of the material has some uncertainty associated with it. 
Design failure occurs when the attribute value exceeds its constraint. The 
purpose of applying safety factors is to try to take account of the 
uncertainties by ensuring that the predicted attribute value is far enough 
away from its predicted constraining value. The value of the safety factor is 
most often determined by empirical evidence based on historical design 
practice and by the judgement of the designer. Because each attribute is 
generally dependant on many other attributes, each of which is uncertain, it 
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is very easy for the uncertainties to accumulate to a level not anticipated or 
recognised by the designer. It is under these circumstances that error likely 
conditions occur. 

The importance of risk and uncertainty suggest that through modelling of 
these factors we may be able to obtain indications of the aspects of a design 
that may be subject to accumulated errors, and perhaps also to obtain early 
indication of where the decisions taken and values chosen for a design may 
be leading the design team into circumstances where there is a high risk of 
error. In order for such an approach to be successful, however, engineers 
need to significantly increase the extent to which they collect and collate 
information about uncertainties and imprecision in engineering data and in 
engineering methods. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The authors initially approached this research from a very mechanistic, 
process orientated viewpoint assuming that errors could be traced back to 
specific events that caused them. This has proved not to be the case and it 
has been found that errors arise from an accumulation of events leading to an 
unforeseen circumstance in the design. 

In the five case studies encountered the sources of errors have been 
complex and have resulted from a combination of circumstances. A 
categorisation of the circumstances leading to error has identified four 
categories as: unrecognised change of circumstances, lack of design effort, 
lack of integration of information and want of knowledge. The error 
categories generally do not result from a failure of the processes but are 
more related to the attitude, training and competence of the designers. This 
demonstrates that the human factors are the most important aspects in the 
design process. Processes are secondary to these. 

The importance of uncertainty handling has been identified in that a 
design fails when the level of uncertainty is such that a design attribute can 
exceed its constraining value. Because there are few formal methods for 
handling uncertainty the skill and judgement of the designers is relied upon. 
All of the above error circumstances result from a failure to handle 
uncertainty correctly. 

The categories identified demonstrate that process change is not the most 
suitable method of reducing error. More important are the human factors. 
For a product to have more chance of succeeding requires the design process 
to proceed in an atmosphere of information sharing, risk awareness and 
design visibility to enable the application of expertise. 
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Abstract: In this paper we develop an as-yet-missing theoretical framework as well as a 
general methodology for model-based robust design. At the outset, a 
distinction is made between three sets: the set of design variables, grouped in 
the n-dimensional vector x, which are to be assigned values as an outcome of 
the design job; the set of design-environment parameters (DEP), grouped in 
the v-dimensional vector p, over which the designer has no control; and the set 
of performance functions, arrayed in the m-dimensional vector f, representing 
the functional relations among performance, design variables and DEP. 
Resorting to the mathematical model available for the object under design, an 
m x v design performance matrix F, mapping the space of relative variations 
of p into that of relative variations of f, is derived. Moreover, two pertinent 
concepts are introduced: the design sensitivity matrix, which plays a major role 
in the transmission of the variations of p into variations of f, and its associated 
bandwidth, defined as the logarithm of thc square root of the ratio between the 
maximum to the minimum singular values of the design performance matrix, 
measured in decades. A result stating the relation between the bandwidth of a 
matrix and its inverse is shown. Consequently, the aforementioned bandwidth 
represents an index for evaluating the robustness of a design. To demonstrate 
our approach, case studies are included 

Key words: Robust design, sensitivity, performance, and environment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The impressive development of mathematical programming in the sixties, 
mostly due to the work of Bellman in the USA [1], paved the way toward the 
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development of optimum design. In this context, the design task is formally 
defined by means of an objective function that quantifies a performance 
index whose minimization or maximization leads to an optimum 
performance. Techniques to solve the problem of optimum design are well 
developed, but they suffer of some inherent shortcomings, mainly the 
difficulty of guaranteeing a global optimum in the most general cases. More 
recently, with the development of genetic algorithms (GA) by John Holland 
[2], as well as other techniques like simulated annealing (SA) [3], some of 
those shortcomings have been overcome. Indeed, GA and SA are paradigms 
of what is known as statistical methods of optimization. While the scope of 
these methods is much broader than that of methods based on mathematical 
programming, they entail also some drawbacks, mostly the lack of general 
criteria guaranteeing convergence. 

Whether a mathematical programming or a statistical approach is used to 
solve a design problem, the nature of the task is essentially the same: 
minimize a cost or maximize a profit. Nothing in the underlying formulation 
really addresses the issue of sensitivity of the performance of the optimum 
design to changes in the design operation conditions, also referred to as 
nominal design conditions. Indeed, when formulating a design task with the 
above approaches, the designer must assume nominal values of parameters 
defining the design conditions, e.g., loads, working temperatures, cruising 
speeds and altitudes, and so on. In real life, however, actual load values as 
well as other design parameters defining the operation conditions are seldom 
known, for those conditions can vary over broad ranges. How sensitive the 
performance of the optimum design to changes in the values of the design 
parameters is cannot be anticipated by the foregoing approach. Robust 
design is an alternative approach that aims at the design of products whose 
high-quality performance is maintained even in the presence of large 
variations in the design environment. The sensitivity of the performance to 
variations in the design environment is, generally speaking, a major issue 
within the methodology of robust design. Along these lines, Gadallah and 
EI-Maraghy [4] identified the design sensitivity matrix as the Hessian of the 
objective function. However, associating the Hessian with the design job is 
limiting in that this ties robust design to the objective-function approach, 
which need not be the case. On the other hand, Zhu and Ting [5] consider 
variations in the design variables instead of variations in design environment 
parameters. 

The roots of robust design can be traced to Taguchi's work on quality 
control and the design of experiments in the fifties [6]. However, Taguchi's 
work a) was not available in English but up until the eighties, and b) lacks a 
model-based theoretical framework. Indeed, the philosophy of robust design 
was originally proposed in connection with the design of experiments, in 
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areas where a mathematical model was not available; it has not as yet fully 
impacted on design engineering, mostly because it regards the design object 
as a black box, while current design engineering is largely model-based. 
Generally speaking, robust design is a philosophy aiming at rendering a 
product performance as insensitive to variations in the operation conditions 
as possible. In his work, Taguchi introduced two concepts that are 
fundamental to engineering design [7] [8]: 
a) The signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio, that measures the sensitivity of a design 

performance to changes in both environment and operation conditions. 
The SIN ratio has been used in the communication industry since the tum 
of last century as a means of assessing the quality of communication 
systems. Dr. Taguchi brought the concept into the realm of quality 
engineering and developed it to be the index for the quality of all kinds of 
products (the larger the SIN ratio, the more robust the performance), and 

b) The loss function, that measures the loss of society by virtue of a flawed 
design. The importance of the loss to society caused by a flawed design 
cannot be overstated; for example, the catastrophe of a Concorde in July 
2000 is attributed to the flawed location of the main landing gear, before 
the engine inlet. The crash of the Concorde caused heavy losses to 
society in terms of life and property. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE ROBUST DESIGN 
PROBLEM 

Engineering design is increasingly becoming model-based, in that their 
complexity calls for a mathematical model involving multiple quantities, 
some of which are to be decided on by the designer with the purpose of 
meeting performance specifications-e.g., the thrust that an aircraft engine 
must deliver at a given rpm-under given environment conditions-engine 
must operate at a specified ambient temperature and at a given ambient 
pressure. We thus classify the various quantities occurring in the model into 
• Design variables: Those quantities that the designer has to find, as an 
outcome of the design job, with the purpose of meeting performance 
specifications under the given conditions. We shall denote by x the n
dimensional vector of design variables: 

x == [ XI X2··· Xn r 
• Design Environment Parameters (DEP): Those quantities over which the 
designer has no control, and that define the conditions under which the 
designed object must operate. They will be grouped in the array: 
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• Performance Functions: Those that are used to represent the performance 
of the design in terms of design variables and environment parameters, The 
performance parameters will be grouped in the m-dimensional vector f, 
namely, 

Let us assume that thc components {xJZ of x have been normalized so 
that they are all dimensionless, the normalization being done by dividing all 
physical design variables by their nominal values, in Taguehi's terminology, 
We have, in this context, a set of functions {J; (x; p)} ~ of the design 
variables and the environment parameters that represent the performance of 
the object under design. Thus, we have the functional relation 

f = f(x;p) 

Robust design aims at rendering the performance vector f of a design as 
insensitive to variations Llp as possible. Thus, if we introduce a variation Llp 
in the DEP, while keeping x fixed, then, 

(1) 

where HOT represents higher-order terms. Taking into account only the 
first-order terms, we can write 

Vf =FVp (2a) 

where Llp=p - Po and F is the m x v Jacobian matrix of f with respect to p, 
1.e., 

F= df 
dP 

(2b) 

We call F the performance matrix of the design at hand. Let S be the 
sensitivity of the design performance to changes in the DEP parameters, i.e., 
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(3) 

with the sensitivity matrix S defined as 

(4) 

which is apparently a positive-definite v x V matrix. Consequently, matrix S 

has V linearly independent eigenvectors denoted as {eJ~ and V nonnegative 

real eigenvalues {AJ~ [9]. Moreover, matrix S can be written in diagonal 

form as 

(5) 

where the columns of matrix E are the v linearly independent eigenvectors 
of S, namely, 

(6) 

and A is given by 

(7) 

Moreover, if we let 

(8) 

then, eq. (3) can be cast in the form 

(9) 

Letting AI':; A 2 .:; .•. .:; Av be the eigenvalues of the design sensitivity 
matrix S, S2 is bounded in the range 

(10) 
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Accordingly, the sensitivity S is never below 1..\ and never above 'Av . For a 
robust design, we want lvrnax((='Av) to be a minimum, i.e., the problem can be 
formulated as a minimax problem of the form 

minmaX{Af 
Xii 1 

(11 ) 

Obviously, A.max is a minimum when all A.i are equal, i.e., when S is 
proportional to the identity matrix and F is isotropic. An isotropic matrix is 
one with identical and nonzero singular values [10]. 

Geometrically speaking, the above relation defines an n-axis ellipsoid, 
namely, the sensitivity ellipsoid, whose axes have lengths inversely 
proportional to the square roots of the eigenvalues of S. As a consequence, 
the more the eigenvalues of S are widespread, the more sensitive the design 
is to changes in he DEP. The least sensitive design is, then, one with an 
"ellipsoid" of identical axis-lengths, i.e., a sphere. 

We now introduce 
Definition: The bandwidth b of a matrix A is defined as 

where A.max and A.min are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of AA T , 

respectively. 

Remark 1: The above definition measures b in decades. 

Remark 2: The bandwidth of an isotropic matrix is zero, while that of a 
singular matrix tends to infinity, i.e., 

0:::; b :::; 00 

Remark 3: The bandwidth of a matrix S measures the elongation of the 
sensitivity ellipsoid, defined as the ratio of its longest to its shortest 
semiaxes. 

Definition: The sensItivIty of a design, measured III decades, IS the 
bandwidth of the design sensitivity matrix. 

Now we have 

Theorem: A matrix and its inverse have identical bandwidths. 
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The proof of the foregoing theorem is straightforward, and not be included 
here. 

3. EXAMPLES 

In order to illustrate the application of the proposed methodology, we 
include two examples. 

3.1 The Robust Design of a Low-Pass Filter 

We consider here the robust design of the RL circuit shown in Fig. 1, first 
studied by Taguchi [6] and then by Wilde [11]. The design variables are the 
resistance R and the inductance L, to be determined with the aim of keeping 
the current 10 at a nominal value of 10 amperes, while the amplitude Vo of the 
excitation voltage v(t)=Vo cos(wt) and its frequency wundergo considerable 
variations beyond the control of the designer. 

R 

L 

Figure -1. A low-pass filter 

For this filter, the steady-state current i(t) is harmonic: i(t)=lo cos (w t +¢), 
where 10 and are ¢ the magnitude and the phase of i(t). These are given by 

(12) 

The design vector, the DEP vector, and the performance vector are 
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Assume that Rand L are fixed but l'lVo and l'lw induce variations l'l10 and l'lif>. 
Moreover, let 

be the nondimensional variations of vectors p and f . The performance 
matrix is, then 

F =[~ a = -'"- O1L _a2
] (1 J 

a~.h _a2 ' v;, 
(13) 

It can be noted that F relates variations in the DEP vector with those in the 
performance vector. Now, the sensitivity matrix S is calculated as 

T [1 S=F F= 
_a2 

(14) 

Figure (2) shows a plot of the bandwidth b of the sensitivity matrix S versus 
the inductance L. It is noteworthy that b ~ 00 when L = 28.9 mH, where S is 
singular. The minimum of the bandwidth of S occurs at 

J3 J3 V 
a=-~L=--o =16.7 mH 

3 310 01 

The foregoing solutions are compared with those found by Taguchi and 
by Wilde in Table 1, for Vo=100 V and w = 55 Hz. Note that the bandwidth 
of Taguchi's solution is about 30% higher than that of our solution, while 
that of Wilde's solution is about 22% higher than the bandwidth of our 
solution. 
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Figure -2. Variation ofb VS. L 

Table 1. Comparison of results; Taguchi's, Wilde's and ours 
Variable Taguchi Wilde 
R (n) 9.5 9.5 

L (mH) 10.0 10.9 
B 0.4959 0.4671 

Ours 
8.2 
16.7 
0.3828 
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All designs meet the target of 10 = 10 amperes, but, as appearing in Table 1, 
variations in the DEP leading to smaller variations in the performance are 
associated with a lower bandwidth. For instance, if the components ofp vary 
by, say, 10%, then the corresponding variations in f are summarized in Table 
2. 

Table 2. Variations off for ~V JVo=O.l and ~w/w=O.l 
Variable Taguchi (%) 

8.8058 
3.2428 
7.3000 

Wilde (%) 
8.5811 
3.4893 
7.1400 

3.2 Robust Design of a Helical Spring 

Ours (%) 
6.6694 
4.7131 
6.3300 

Figure 3 shows a helical spring loaded by the axial force F. We denote by D 
the mean spring diameter, d the wire diameter, and N the number of turns. In 
addition, the stiffness k of the spring, the shear stress in the spring, and the 
natural frequency OJ of vibration of the spring are given by 
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k = d 4 G r = K 8FD OJ = ~ (kg 
8D3 N ' S Jrd 3 ' n 2 '1-;- (15) 

where G is the shear modulus, w is the weight of the spring, and Ks is the 
shear stress correction factor and g is the gravity acceleration. 

F 

F 

D 

Figure -3. Axially loaded helical spring 

Based on the dynamics model, we have 

X k _o_ 

F l-r2 
(16) 

where X) and Fo are the amplitudes and r(=o1 m,) is the frequency ratio, with 
w denoting the excitation frequency of the harmonic excitation 
F(t)=Focos(wt). Moreover, the design vector, the DEP vector, and the 
performance vector are now 

Since Xo is a function of both Fa and wo, we can write 

In vector form 

M 

F 
(17) 
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Figure (4) shows a plot of the bandwidth b of the sensitivity matrix S 
versus the frequency ratio r. The minimum bandwidth of the design 
sensitivity matrix occurs when r = 0.6436, with a bandwidth of 0.3828 
decades. Besides, b ~ 00 when r = 1, at which value S is singular. Note also 
that the bandwidth remains essentially constant for r 2 5 . 

__ L _____ ~ _________ ~ _____ ~ __ ~ __ _ 
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I 

Figure -4. Variation ofb VS. r 

4. FURTHER REMARKS 

The two examples discussed above are quite simple. Both involve two 
performance parameters and two design environment parameters. As a 
consequence, the performance matrix is square, of 2 x 2 in fact. In general, F 
is an m x v matrix. If m > v, then the definition of S from eq. (4) is 
straightforward; this definition leads, for a full-rank F, a nonsingular v x v 
square, positive-definite matrix S. If, however, m < v, then S, as defined in 
eq. (4), is singular; however, if F is of full-rank, then S will have exactly 
(v -my zero singular values; its m positive singular values are the semiaxes of 
the sensitivity ellipsoid. Note that these positive singular values are the 
square roots of the eigenvalues ofFFT instead. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A theoretical framework for robust design, as applied to engineering 
systems, through the minimization of the sensitivity of the performance 
against the operation and environmental conditions, was proposed here. 

We showed that minimum sensitivity, and hence, maximum robustness, 
implies a minimum bandwidth of the sensitivity matrix. The robustness of 
the design is quantified by the bandwidth of the design sensitivity matrix. 
Two examples are used to illustrate the formulation and demonstrate the 
approach. 
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abstract: This paper deals with a method to analyze the modal characteristics of 
structures including bounded uncertain parameters. These parameters can be 
uncertain, variable or not set at a design stage. We will use interval theory to 
propose a formulation adapted to finite element mechanical problems, taking 
into account the construction of mass and stiffness matrices. We will consider 
two kinds of problems: finding the bounds of static problem solutions, and the 
envelopes for transfer functions. A new numerical method will be used, based 
on the formulation proposed above. We will emphasize the efficiency of this 
method on simple mechanical problems. A frame structure will be studied, for 
which an overlap phenomenon appears on the transfer function envelope. 

1. INTERVAL ARITHMETIC, INTERVAL MATRIX 
ARITHMETIC 

The interval arithmetic was first introduced by Moore [7], who was 
interested in error propagation due to truncation of the mantissa in computer 
computations. Many publications (in particular the book of Alefeld and 
Herzberger [1]) give the basic and advanced concepts of this theory. We will 
just mention the basic concepts required for a good comprehension of this 
paper. 

A real bounded and closed interval is defined by a real pair a and b, 
a::::; b: x=[a,b]={x:a::::; x::::; b} 

Boldface, lower cases, underscores and overscores respectively denote 
Intervals, scalars, lower bounds of intervals and upper bounds of intervals. 
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-
x =L!,x] (1) 

The set of real intervals is denoted as [] . An interval can then be 
identified to a couple of real numbers, for which arithmetic laws can be built. 

1.1 Operations on intervals 

The four classical arithmetic operations are defined: 

x+y=L!+y,x+y], x-y=L!-y,x-y] 
(2) 

x * y = [minC!y,!y,xy,xy),max(!y,!y, xy,xy)] 

After the definitions of these simple operations on intervals, we are likely 
to use functions of interval variables. Evaluation of functions leads to a 
(sometimes too important) problem of conservatism. 

F or instance, let us calculate the result of the operation 2x - x. We 
should get x as a result, but if th~ p!:..evious laws are applied, the result is 
quite different: 2x - x = [2! - x, 2x - !] has been calculated as 
2x - x = {2x - y / x E x, Y E y}. The dependence between the multiple 
occurrences of x has been forgotten. 

Actually all of the arithmetic expressions concerning intervals suffer 
from that conservatism problem. If the interval variables appear only once in 
the expression, the calculation gives the exact solution of the problem. 
(Moore, see [7]). 

The commutativity and associativity properties are preserved for the sum 
and multiplication operation, but the distributivity is not. Only an inclusion 
rule is true (sub-distributivity): x(y + z) c xy + xz 

If x is a real number, this is an equality. As mentioned previously, it is 
the problem of dependence (on the left side, the variables appear only once 
while x appears twice on the right side). 

1.2 Extension to n-dimension 

Definitions given above can be extended to n-dimensional problems. Interval 
arithmetic can be applied to interval vectors and interval matrices. 
An interval vector {x} is a vector whose components are intervals. 
[] n will denote the set of n-dimensional interval vectors. An interval vector 
is an n-dimensional parallelepiped whose sides are parallel to the axis. 
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An interval matrix [A] is a matrix whose components are intervals IIJ rnxn 

denotes the set of interval matrices of dimension mxn . 
The special properties of interval matrices have been investigated for 
example by Ning & al and Rohn in [8, 11]. 

1.3 Solving linear systems 

If we are interested in the static and dynamic behavior of an industrial 
mechanical structure, one has to consider Finite Element Modeling, which 
leads to matrices (such as stiffness, mass, or damping matrix). Thus, linear 
systems of equations are to be solved. If some of the mechanical parameters 
are uncertain at the design stage, or are variable, such as the weight of a 
tank, they can be modeled using interval theory. The uncertain parameters 
can be geometrical ones (length, thickness, clearance ... ), or physical ones 
(Young's Modulus ... ). Then the matrices given by the Finite Element theory 
are interval matrices, and the problem is written as [A]{x} = {b}, with 
[A]E [A] and {b}E {b}. 

Although several problems can be distinguished, as achieved by Chen 
and Ward in [2] and by Shary in [l3], we will focus exclusively in this 
paper on the outer problem which is defined as L~~([A], {b}), where [A] IS 

an interval matrix and {b} an interval vector: 

L~~([A],{b}) = {XE Rn / [A]E [A], {b} E {b}} (3) 

In general, this set is not an interval vector. It is a non convex 
polyhedron. The Oettli and Prager theorem [9] gives the exact solution set. 

Nevertheless, this method is quite difficult to use with matrices 
corresponding to real physical cases in an n-dimensional problem. Most of 
the time, we will consider the smallest interval vector containing 
L~~ ([ A], {b}), which is defined as D L~~ ([ A], {b} ) . In this case, this ensures 
that the true solution is included in the numerical solution found. 

2. FORMULATION ADAPTED TO FINITE 
ELEMENTS METHODS 

The existing algorithms used to solve L~3([A],{b}) have been 
formulated for reliable computing from a numerical point of view. In an 
interval matrix, for instance, each term can vary independently of each other 
in its interval, which is generally sharp. 
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If the interval formulation has then to be adapted to mechanics, the 
dependence between the parameters must be taken into account. Many of the 
terms of the matrices depend on the same parameters. For example if 
Young's modulus varies in E, the stiffness matrix can formally be written 

a which is not the same as , that is treated as [
kll k12] [ak]] ak12] 
k2] k22 ak21 ak22 

[ a]k11 a2kI2], with a p a2,a3 ,a4 varying in a independently. 
a3k21 a 4k22 

When including the parameters in the terms of the matrices and vectors, 
the width of L33([A],{b}) grows substantially (see example in 3.3). 

Moreover, the stiffness matrices are symmetric positive and definite. If 
all the matrices [K] E [K] are considered, we must notice that many of them 
do not physically correspond to stiffness matrices. 

The problem is formulated as: 

N p 

[A] = [Ao] + ~):,JAn] {b} = {bo} + L~p {bp} (4) 
n=l p=1 

Nand P are the number of parameters to be taken into account when 
building the matrix [A] and the vector {b}. En and ~n are independent 
centered intervals, generally [-1,1]. [Ao] and {bo} correspond to the 
matrices and vector built from the mean values of the parameters. 

This transcription of the equations enables to keep the particular form of 
the matrices and vectors. For example, considering the following stiffness 
matrix: 

N 

[K]=[Ko]+ LEn[Kn] (5) 
11=1 

for each value of En in En' [K] remains symmetric positive and definite, 
due to the physical character of this matrix. 

A special algorithm is required, because the solution set is not given by a 
combination of the bounds of the parameters. 
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3. OBTAINING AN INCLUDING SOLUTION BY 
MEANS OF A NEW ALGORITHM 

3.1 Rump's inclusion 

The inclusion method of Rump [6] relies on the fixed point theorem. 

447 

The problem to be solved is [A]{x} = {b} , where [A] is a square matrix. 
F or an arbitrary non singular matrix [R], and a vector {xo} , 
{x} = {xo}+{x*}, where {x*} verifies {x*}=[G]{x*}+{g} 
with[G] = [I] -[R][A], {g} = [R]( {b} -[A]{xo}) 

In practice, [R]",[Ar l , and {xo} = [R]{b} , so that [G] and {g} are of 
small norms, and {x*} is close to o. 

In the general case, this algorithm converges rapidly, with a high level of 
accuracy (see [10]). 

Rohn and Rex have shown in [12] that the algorithm converges if and 
only if p(l[ G]I) < 1, where p(l[ A]I) is the spectral radius of the absolute 
value of [A]. The proof can also be found in a technical report of Rohn [10]. 

3.2 Adaptation to the mechanical formulation 

The proposed algorithm has successfully been used for numerical 
analysis. In order to apply this algorithm to the mechanical formulation some 
adaptations are required, due to the specific differences of the mechanical 
problems highlighted previously. 

Let us consider a system in which only one parameter is an interval. The 
general equation of this system is: 

and the particular form of the matrix has to be taken into account [3]. 
The method proposed in [3] is easily generalized to the problems: 

N P 

(6) 

[A]{x} = {b}, where [A]=[Av]+ LUn[An], {b}={bo}+ L~p{bp} (7) 
n=! p=1 
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3.3 Comparison between the general algorithm and the 
adapted one 

The results found with the modified Rump's algorithm are much sharper 
than the ones found with the classical formulation. 

Let us consider for instance a clamped free beam: 

\ ' 
II 

(j ' 

d 

Figure -1. Clamped free beam 

M , 

F and M are respectively the shear force and bending momentum applied 
at the free end of the beam, d and e correspond to the displacement and 
slope at the free end of the beam. 

The characteristics of the beam are: 
The Young's modulus EE [2.058ell,2.142ell] 2.1ell ± 2% 
The Inertia IE [8.82e - 8, 9.l8e - 8] ge - 8 ± 2% 
The length 1= 1 

If we consider the elementary Finite Element matrix of the Euler 
Bernoulli theory [4], the static matrix equation of the problem is given by: 

(8) 

and from a numerical point of view, the stiffness matrix is an interval 
matrix. 

{} {[-10.2,-9.8]} 
Let us consider the interval vector f = . 

[29.4,30.6] 

The first problem that can be solved is finding the solution set 
corresponding to the numerical equation: 
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[ 
[4033.68,4369.68] [-6554.52,-6050.52]] {d} {[ -10.2, -9.8]} (9) 

[-6554.52,-6050.52] [121Ol.40,13109.04] e - [29.4,30.6] 

The Oettli and Prager lemma gives the exact solution set L33 ([ A], {b} ) 
and DL33 ([A],{b}) (dotted line) shown in Figure 2. All the terms in the 
matrix are said to be independent. 

On the other hand, we can consider the mechanical problem with 
factorized interval parameters: 

(10) 

As this system is quite simple, the analytical solution can be found 
analytically. The exact mechanical solution set is given in Figure 2. It is 
called a mechanical exact solution set. The hull of this set (which is an 
interval vector) has also been drawn. The mechanical exact solution set is 
included in L33 ([ A], {b}), and is really small in comparison. This shows 
how important factorization is in solving mechanical problems. 

To test our algorithm, we have computed the result of the modified 
Rump's algorithm. It is illustrated in Figure 2. As we can see, it covers the 
exact solution, but it gives a very good idea of the size of the solution, 
without large overestimation. 

As had been noticed in [2], a large overestimation is obtained when 
including the parameters in the elements of the matrices. For finite element 
matrices, this overestimation can become critical, and often leads to an 
insolvable problem. As we have shown above, even on 2x2 matrices, the 
overestimation can reach a factor of 10 or more. Such an adaptation of this 
algorithm enables its use in industrial problems involving huge matrices. 
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Figure -2. Solution sets for the clamped free beam. EI is uncertain ( ±2% ). Numerical global 
problem, and reduced mechanical problem, and their respective hulls. 

4. FRAME STRUCTURE 

We can consider some kind of realistic structure. It is a two dimensional 
frame structure (Figure 3). It can model for instance the structure of a 
building, as in [5]. 

It is a 18 element structure, with 12 degrees of freedom. Only a 
concentrated load on the beams is considered, applied on the DOFF 3, the 
torque F = 103 Nm. The parameters of the model are the lengths of the 
beams LI = L2 = 1m, the inertia J = rc10-8 /4m4 and their area 
S = rclO-4 m2 . We assume that the bending rigidity E is uncertain 
(E=21O±10% GPa$). 

We will study the two-dimensional frame structure from a dynamical 
point of view. In the Finite Element Model, we use a Euler Bernoulli Beam 
model, leading to a stiffness and a mass matrix, calculated with the 
numerical values given at the beginning of paragraph. We suppose that there 
is hysteretic damping (11 = 2% ) in the model. Because all of the beams are 
identical, some of the modes are relatively close to each other. This means 
that when the bending rigidity varies, the eigenmodes can overlap. This 
behavior is illustrated in Figure 4 , where a harmonic torque is applied on 
node 3 of the truss. The collocated transfer function H(3,3) is computed 
thanks to the proposed algorithm, and compared to deterministic transfer 
functions calculated for various values of the Young's modulus. 
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L2 L2 L2 L2 

Figure -3. Two dimensional frame structure with 12 DOFF. A torque F is applied on node 3. 

w (radj. ) 

Figure -4. Modulus of the collocated transfer function H(3,3) for the frame. The bending 
rigidity is uncertain ( E = 210 ± 10% GPa). The min and max values calculated with the 

modified algorithm are represented, wrapping the transfer function for several values ofE. 

As we can see in Figure 4, the proposed algorithm can take overlapping 
eigenfrequencies into account. It leads to an envelope of the modulus of the 
transfer function. Some of the deterministic transfer functions have been 
plotted to show that the envelope found does not overestimate the real 
solution too much. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The algorithm developed in this paper for taking into consideration 
uncertain parameters in mechanical models, and particularly the Finite 
Elements Models, has been applied to typical examples of vibrating systems. 
For a discrete system in which several parameters are uncertain, the 
algorithm gives some interesting results . It leads to an envelope both for the 
static response and for the dynamic transfer function. The relevance of such 
an envelope is that one can be certain that all of the solutions corresponding 
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to each parameter varying between the pre definite bounds is definitely in 
this envelope. This is the robust aspect of the method. Moreover, the 
numerical cost is low, especially compared to Monte Carlo simulations. 
Large Finite Elements models have also been tested, and the algorithm gives 
good results in these cases too. The solution is accurate, wrapping the 
solution set without overestimating it too much. The necessary amount of 
computation remains reasonable, and it can be reduced drastically if the 
required accuracy is lower. 

The algorithm is able to handle vibrating systems with natural 
frequencies close together. This behavior leads to an overlap phenomenon on 
the transfer functions, that is well taken into account by the algorithm. This 
enables to find "critical frequencies" bands to be avoided for example, and 
gives a superior bound of the dynamic level of the output, which in tum is of 
benefit when calculating ideal dimensions. 
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Abstract: High technology designs aim to define the best compromise between cost and 
safety. The Reliability-Based Design Optimization (RBDO) allows us to 
design structures which satisfy economical and safety requirements. However, 
in practical applications, the coupling between the geometrical modeling, the 
mechanical simulation, the reliability analyses and the optimization methods 
leads to very high computing time and weak convergence stability. 
Traditionally, the solution of the RBDO model is achieved by alternating 
reliability and optimization iterations (sequential approach). This approach 
leads to low numerical efficiency, especially when the structure geometry is 
described by efficient CAD models (such as B-spline or NURBS) which 
necessitate a great amount of data. In this case, the integration of the sequential 
RBDO approach with Finite Element Analysis requires lengthy computing 
time. In order to avoid this difficulty, we propose an efficient method, called 
the hybrid RBDO method, based on the simultaneous solution of reliability 
and optimization problems. In this paper, the efficiency of the proposed 
methodology is demonstrated on a finite element problem using CAD model 
description. 

Key words: reliability-based design optimization, CAD, finite element analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In deterministic structural optimization, the designer aims to reduce the 
construction cost without caring about the effects of uncertainties concerning 
materials, geometry and loading. In this way, the resulting optimal 
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configuration may present a lower reliability level and lead to higher failure 
rates. The equilibrium between cost minimization and reliability 
maximization is a great challenge for the designer. The purpose of 
Reliability-Based Design Optimization (RBDO) is to design structures that 
should be economic and reliable, by introducing the safety criteria in the 
optimization procedure. 

In the RBDO model, we distinguish between two kinds of variables: 
1) The design variables x which are deterministic variables to be defined in 
order to optimize the mechanical system. 
2) The random variables y which represent the structural uncertainties, 
identified by probabilistic distributions. 

The solution of coupled optimization and reliability problems requires 
very large calculation resources that seriously reduce the applicability of the 
classical approach [1]. Thus, there is a strong motivation to develop efficient 
techniques with the aim of reducing the computational time. In this paper, 
we propose a new approach which is based on the simultaneous solution of 
the reliability and optimization problems by using a new Hybrid Design 
Space (HDS). 

2. STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 

The design of structures and the prediction of their correct operation 
come from the verification of a certain number of rules resulting from the 
knowledge of physics and mechanical experience of designers and 
constructors. These rules traduce the necessity to limit the loading effects 
such as stresses and displacements. Each rule represents an elementary event 
and the occurrence of several events leads to a failure scenario. In addition to 
the vector of deterministic variables x to be used in the system control and 
optimization, the uncertainties are modeled by a vector of stochastic physical 
variables affecting the failure scenario. The knowledge of these variables is 
not, at best, more than statistical information and we admit a representation 
in the form of random variables. For a given design rule, the basic random 
variables are defined by their probability distribution associated with som~ 
expected parameters; the vector of random variables is noted herein Y 
whose realizations are written y . 

Safety is the state where the structure is able to fulfil all the functioning 
requirements: mechanical and serviceability, for which it is designed. To 
evaluate the failure probability with respect to a chosen failure scenario, a 
performance function G( x, y) is defined by the condition of good operation 
of the structure. The limit between the state of failure G(x, y )~O and the 
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state of safety G(i, Y ) > 0 is known as the limit state surface G( i , Y ) =0 
(fig. 1). The failure probability is then calculated by: 

(1) 

where Pr is the failure probability, f,;(Y) is the joint density function of the 
random variables Y and Pr[.] is the probability operator. 

Y2 Physical Space u2 

Failure 
Domain 

G(x. .Y) =O ui H(x. i/) =O 

"- A 

Figure -1. Physical and nonnalized spaces 

The evaluation of integral (1) is carried out by First and Second Order 
Reliability Methods FORMISORM [2]. They are based on the reliability 
index concept, followed by an estimation of the failure probability. The 
invariant reliability index fJ was introduced by Hasofer and Lind [3], who 
proposed to work in the space of standard independent Gaussian variables 
instead of the space of physical variables. The transformation from the 
physical variables y to the normalized variables ii is given by: 

ii == T(x,y) and y == T-1(x,ii) (2) 

This transformation T(.) is called the probabilistic transformation. In this 
standard space, the limit state function takes the form: 

H(x,ii) == G(x,y) == 0 (3) 

In the FORM approximation, the failure probability is simply evaluated 
by: 

(4) 
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where <1>(.) is the standard Gaussian cumulated function. For practical 
engineering FORM gives a sufficiently accurate estimation of the failure 
probability. The reliability index fJ is evaluated by solving the constrained 
optimization problem: 

fJ = mind(ii) = .JiiT . ii under the constraint: G(i,y)::; 0 (5) 

where d( ii) is the vector modulus in the normalized space, measured 
from the origin. The solution of the problem is called the design point: ii = 

-fJ Ii with Ii the unit normal vector to the limit state at the design point ii, 
as illustrated in figure (1). 

3. RBDO MODELS 

3.1 Classical approach 

The sequential REDO procedure is solved in two spaces: the space of 
design variables, known as the physical space and the space of Gaussian 
random variables, known as the normalized space. The REDO is calculated 
by nesting the two following problems: 
1) optimization under deterministic and reliability constraints: 

min: f(i) subjectto: gk(i)::;O and: fJ(i,ii)?fJI (6) 

where j{ i) is the objective function, g~ i )=0 are the associated 
deterministic constraints, fJ( i , ii) is the reliability index of the structure and 
fJI is the target reliability. 
2) calculation of the reliability index: 

min: d(ii) subject to: H(i,ii)::; 0 (7) 

where d( ii) is the distance in the normalized space and H( i , ii) is the limit 
state function as shown in section 2. 

3.2 Hybrid RBDO 

In order to avoid the large computational time of the nested problems 
given in section 3.1, we propose a new formulation by combining 
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detenninistic and random spaces. The new fonn of the objective function 
F( i , Y ) integrates cost and reliability aspects: 

(8) 

where dp( i , Y ) is the image of d( ii) in the physical space; this means that: 
dp( i, Y )=d(T( i, Y )). The new problem is now formulated as: 

mm F(i,y) 
subject to gk(i):::;O G(i,y):::;O and : dp (i,y)2,B, 

(9) 

Hybrid Design Space 
Limit state decreasing 

• 

Figure -2. Hybrid Design space 

The minimization of the function F( i , y) is carried out in the hybrid 
space of detenninistic variables i and random variables y. An example of 
this hybrid design space (HDS) is given in figure (2), containing design and 
random variables, where the reliability levels dfJ are represented by ellipses 
(case of nonnal distribution), the objective function levels are given by solid 
curves and the limit state function is represented by dashed lines. We can see 
two important points: the optimal solution P,* and the reliability solution p/ 
(i.e. the design point found on the curves G( i , y)=O and dfJ=/3(). All the 
infonnation about the RBDO problem can be found in this space (e.g. 
optimal points, sensitivities, reliability levels, objective function iso-values 
and constraints). The efficiency of the proposed approach with respect to the 
classical one has been tested on several examples [4,5]. 
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4. RBDO MODELS WITH FEA 

In this section, we show how the hybrid RBDO model becomes an 
efficient tool when the mechanical model is represented by Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA). After the discussion of sensitivity equations in FEA, the 
hybrid RBDO is extended to nonlinear problems in order to demonstrate the 
efficiency of the hybrid methodology. 

4.1 Sensitivity operators 

Let us consider the case of RBDO using a finite element model based on 
a geometrical and material linear elastic displacement method. For a given 
failure scenario, the limit state function is written as: 

H(x,ii,b(x,ii,q(x,ii))) = 0 (10) 

where q is the nodal displacement vector and b is a vector of response 
parameters associated with the limit state function, e.g. internal forces, 
stresses, strains or displacements. In the optimization algorithms for the 
design point search, the gradients of H(.) with respect to ii are needed. The 
efficiency of the use of sensitivity operators in reliability analysis has been 
shown in previous works [6]. 

In the RBDO problem with linear elastic analysis, it is seen that, at the 
sub-iteration level, the calculation of the limit state function and its gradient 
requires only one solution of the finite element equilibrium equations for 
each sub-level (i.e. for each x), as long as the stiffness matrix is 
independent of ii . The main advantage of estimating the sensitivities of fJ 
instead of a simple numerical finite difference scheme is that a very large 
number of fJ calculations and stiffness assemblies and inversions can be 
avoided, thus reducing considerably the computational time. 

4.2 Efficiency in non-linear analysis 

In the cases where material or geometrical non-linearities in the finite 
element model are involved, it is also possible to perform the RBDO but the 
computational time will increase significantly because the iterations must be 
performed at 3 levels: 
1) Deterministic optimization in the design space x, 
2) Reliability analysis in the normalized space ii , 
3) Nonlinear equilibrium iterations in the nodal displacement space q. 
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For nonlinear analysis, the hybrid REDO is very efficient because the 
number of derivatives is largely reduced and a lot of non-linear iterations are 
avoided, when compared to sequential approach. 

5. CAD MODELS 

The parameterization step allows us to define the search directions of the 
optimization process. In the shape optimization, these parameters are chosen 
among the design variables that define the geometry at the domain boundary. 
In fact, the shape optimization process is driven by the information 
corresponding to the geometrical boundary perturbation. The structural 
geometry that will be modified during the optimization process, can be 
described by several methods such as element list (circular arcs and straight 
segments), Bezier, B-spline or NURBS descriptions. 

The element list technique is very simple to implement; the design 
variables such as arc radius and center, angles or coordinates of straight 
segment ends can be chosen as the optimization parameters. The boundary is 
described by the assembly of the elements in the list. The perturbation of the 
boundary design variables does not imply the change of all boundaries. But 
the discontinuity in the intersection of the different elements constitutes a 
major problem for the optimization procedure. Because of these 
discontinuities, the geometric irregularities of the boundary highly influence 
the evaluation of certain variable fields defined at the boundary. These 
irregularities represent a serious disadvantage for the functional 
minimization, as artificial singularity is created in the model. Furthermore, 
the use of the element list such as straight segments, circular arcs, parabolic 
curves represented by mathematical equations, does not ensure the free 
change of topology during the optimization process. 

Therefore, it is necessary to describe the structural geometry by using 
flexible curves and surfaces. When using Bezier curves, two ways exist: in 
the first one, high-degree curves are used; in the second one, Bezier curves 
of modest order are pieced together using simple geometric rules to ensure 
continuity at the different joints. For instance, to achieve zero-order 
continuity at a joint, it is sufficicnt to make the end control points of the 
curve to coincide. First-order continuity can be obtained by stating that the 
edges of the two polygons adjacent to the common end point must lie on a 
straight line. But, the Bezier curves do not provide local control: moving any 
control point will change the shape of every part of the curve. However, the 
B-splines provide on the one hand that local control of the curve shape can 
be achieved and on the other hand, that additional control points can be 
introduced without increasing the degree of the curve. B-splines offer more 
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parameters to the designer than Bezier curves: the degree can be selected, as 
well as the multiplicity of the control points. The B-spline parametric curves 
representation is a very attractive tool for shape optimization by the design 
element technique. By using the possibility of automatically piecing together 
splines of modest order to define a B-spline, and by controlling the 
continuity, we are able to describe any complex geometry. A small number 
of design elements are generally sufficient to fully describe the region that is 
modified during optimization. Moreover, selecting the degree according to 
the variation diminishing property provides a rational scheme to avoid 
unrealistic designs [7]. 

6. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

The following applications illustrate the interest of the RBDO model with 
respect to the deterministic design optimization model. The Deterministic 
Design Optimization (DDO) problem is to minimize the structure volume 
subject to the mechanical stress constraint, however, the RBDO model aims 
to minimize the structural volume subject to the target reliability flt=3.8. 

6.1 Anchor bracket 

A bracket is clamped at its two lower ends to a rigid foundation, and 
acted upon by a concentrated load transmitted through a rigid axle. All the 
boundaries are allowed to be modified, except the internal circular hole (the 
radius of the axle is fixed). The external boundary is presented by segments 
and B-Spline curves. The coordinates of the control points (x,y) representing 
the curves' polygons are considered as optimization variables (random and 
design variables). Uncertainties are introduced by geometrical tolerances and 
applied load fluctuations. 

Table I shows that the reliability level of the deterministic point is very 
low with respect to the target reliability level. However, the RBDO solution 
respects the required reliability level of 3.8 but with a small increase of 
volume. Fig. 3 shows the final shapes of the two solutions. 

Table -1. Optimal results of the bracket 

Model DDO RBDO 

Voptimal (mm3) 93710 95760 

f3 1.41 3.82 
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Figure -3. a-Optimal solution using DDO, b-Optimal solution using RBDO 

6.2 Supporting plate 

The supporting plate shown in Fig. 4 is clamped at the four external holes 
I, 2, 3 and 4 and acted upon by a concentrated load transmitted through the 
central hole. 

Figure -4. Design model of the supporting plate 

The optimal volumes are found to be 148000 mm3 and 168000 mm3 for 
DDO and RBDO respectively. This increase of volume is accompanied by 
improving the reliability level from 1.74 to 3.83. Fig. 5 shows also the final 
shapes of the two solutions, we can see that the DDO solution leads to very 
thin supporting arms. The results indicate that the reliability at the 
deterministic optimum is quite low and needs to be improved by considering 
the RBDO which reduces the structural weight in uncritical regions. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In classical RBDO, many repeated searches are needed in the physical 
and normalized spaces that leads to very large computational time and to a 
complex coupling between geometric modeling, mechanical modeling, 
reliability analysis and optimization methods. Because of these two 
difficulties, few researchers integrate the RBDO model within the design 
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process, especially for large-scale problems. The proposed method allows 
this coupling because it consists in solving the RBDO problem in a hybrid 
space containing random and deterministic variables and it leads to parallel 
convergence for both problems. Using this approach, reliability-based design 
optimization becomes a practical tool for designers. 

Figure -5. a-Optimal solution using DDO, b-Optimal solution using RBDO 
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Abstract: The design and manufacture of complex Engineer-to-Order products is 
characterised by uncertain operation durations, finite capacity resources and 
multilevel product structures. Two scheduling methods are presented to 
minimise expected costs for multiple products across multiple finite capacity 
resources. The first sub-optimises the operations sequence, using mean 
operation durations, then refines the schedule by perturbation. The second 
method generates a schedule of start times directly by random search with an 
embedded simulation of candidate schedules for evaluation. The methods are 
compared for industrial examples. 

Key words: engineer-to-order, schedule, stochastic, resource constraints 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Planning Engineer -to-Order products [1,2,3,4] takes into account several 
factors: significant uncertainty in operation times; limited resources 
maintained by companies in response to fluctuations in demand; concurrent 
development of multiple products and complex product (Figure 1). The 
problem addressed here is to create a plan with minimum expected costs 
(both earliness and lateness). The majority of planning research in this area 
is limited to simple systems such as single machines [5], serial structures or 
flow lines [6,7,8,9], two stage assembly systems and two stage distribution 
type networks [10,11]. Research on planning multilevel products has 
optimised operation sequences for deterministic operation durations. 
However, with stochastic durations, the other factors, namely; finite capacity 
resource constraints, precedence constraints, assembly co-ordination and due 
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date constraints; all cause the actual schedule to deviate significantly from 
plan. A further difficulty is that although the schedule starts as a useful 
guide, it can rapidly become a constraint as uncertainties take effect, 
operations are completed and new conditions for the remaining operations 
come into play. Two methods are developed to optimise schedules for 
multiple complex products over multiple finite resources. The first 
optimises sequences (using mean operation duration estimates) then further 
optimises timings for this sequence. The second optimises timings directly. 
The methods are tested on examples of ETO products in the power 
generation industry. 

O. Final Product 

5Jey : 

_ Bk 

:::::::::: B; 

Components 

Figure -1. General product structure whose nodes represent manufacture/assembly (with 
component design at leaves and final assembly at the root) 

2. PLANNING 

Planning in stochastic systems needs to take account of how plans are 
implemented. For example, when a resource finishes an operation but the 
next planned operation has not arrived (but several other operations are 
queuing at this resource); which operation should the resource do next? Two 
choices present themselves. The first keeps the original sequence [12]. The 
resource ignores the queuing operations, keeps idle and waits for the next 
planned operation. The second choice selects one of the queuing operations 
by a priority rule. These choices give rise to the two methods developed here 
for planning. Broadly the first optimises sequences then refines the 
associated timings. The second optimises timings directly. 

2.1 Notation 

An implementation is a sample process (or real execution) of a schedule 
of start times s = {Si} of operations i, with durations Xi sampled from their 
probability distributions (or given by their real values). An implementation is 
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described by the 'actual' operation start times ai and completion times Cj of 
operations on many products and resources. The following notation is used: 

r set of all operations over all products and all resources, 
L set of the final assembly operations over all products, 
Ci operations which immediately precede operation i (figure 1), 
p(i) operation immediately after i in the product structure, 
r(i) resource used to undertake operation i 
<p(i) operation immediately preceding operation i on resource r(i); 
d i due date of operation i. 
hi, hi- costs of earliness and lateness for operation i. 
The basic relations among starting and completion times are: 

ai = max (Si' cCP(i), {Cj :jE Ci}) Cj = ai + Xi (1) 
The cost function which is minimised is the expected value of: 

LiEfILhj(ap(i)- Ci) + Lir=Lhimax(di - Ci,O) + LiELhi-max(ci - di,O) (2) 

2.2 Industrial ETO examples 

The planning methods were tested on examples from an Engineer-to
Order company which designs and manufactures power generation 
equipment. Although the examples are not complete products they are 
significant functional subassemblies such as bearing pedestals, casings and 
rotorlblade assemblies. The data available covered both product structures 
and estimates of operation times for manufacturing processes and assembly. 
As mentioned above these times are not known with certainty. But the 
difficulties are more profound. Because the products are engineer-to-order, 
operations are not repeated across products and so estimations of stochastic 
characteristics and distributions are problematic due to small sample sizes. 
However, from historical data on sets of similar operations, means and 
variances can be approximated but estimates of distributions are more 
difficult to obtain. In this paper we assume that the distributions are normal. 

3. TWO-PHASE OPTIMISATION METHOD 

The first phase (figure 2) sets the values of operation durations at the 
estimated means. A sequence of operations on each resource is then 
determined by either: (i) a finite loading heuristic with a priority rule or, (ii) 
random search using Simulated Annealing (SA) or Evolution Strategy (ES). 
The second phase takes operation sequences from the first phase as 
constraints and refines operation timings using a Perturbation Analysis 
Stochastic Approximation (PASA). Although SA and ES can also be used to 
refine the timings in the second phase, P ASA was found to converge faster. 
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Figure -2. Two-phase scheduling 

3.1 First phase heuristics 

First phase heuristics are based on backwards scheduling which aims to 
start each item as late as possible. If more than one operation is waiting to be 
loaded onto a resource then a latest possible completion time (LeT) priority 
rule is used to decide which is loaded first. Note that if an operation is 
loaded first in the backwards scheduling then it will be processed last when 
the plan is implemented. The LeT priority rule tries to reduce waiting and 
thus holding costs. In cases where LeT cannot decide, the highest cost ratio 
h/Xi (HeR) selects the next operation to be loaded. 

Backwards finite loading with the LeT priority rule has computational 
complexity less than O(n2) in the number of operations n. Several examples 
of ETO products, (major subassemblies), from the power generation sector 
were tested. One with 113 operations and 13 resources took 2 seconds and 
another with 239 operations on three concurrent products and 17 resources 
took 4 seconds. See table 1 and figure 4 for details of these products. Finite 
loading gives much lower costs (up to a factor of five) than infinite loading. 

3.2 First phase random search 

Random search methods are used to optimise start times of operations 
under the assumption that durations are set at their estimated means. These 
start times give a sequence which is then adopted in the second phase 
refinement of the schedule. Two different random search techniques have 
been applied. Simulated Annealing (SA) [13,14] numerically optimises [15] 
operation start times {sJ. The performance (total cost) of a candidate 
schedule within a SA iteration is determined by simulating its 
implementation using the priority rule that the operation with the earliest 
planned start time (EPST) is started first if there is competition for resources. 
Two types of constraint are applied. Physical constraints specify that a 
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starting event on an operation cannot occur before all immediately preceding 
operations C are completed. Planning constraints specify that an operation 
cannot start before its planned start time (ai ;::: s;). The actual schedule {ail 
given by the simulation is likely to deviate significantly from {Si} because of 
the finite capacity resources. Neighbouring schedules are obtained by 
randomly choosing new start times from a uniform distribution in the ranges 
[Si -1I2Yi' Si + 1I2y;] where Yi is the current step size. Step sizes and annealing 
temperatures are reduced linearly. 

Evolution Strategy (ES) has iterative procedures with "selection", 
"crossover" and "mutation" for generating offspring from a parent 
population. Offspring are selected for further generation. ES uses continuous 
variables and is thus suitable for numerical optimisation [16] of schedules. 
The chromosome of an individual schedule is represented by the vector s = 

{Si} of start times. Evaluation of offspring is by simulation as in SA. 
Results from running SA and ES on industrial data for a single multilevel 

subassembly with 113 operations and 13 separate resources indicate that SA 
converges faster than ES, although in the long term ES gives lower costs. 
See table 1 and figure 4(a) for details of this product and associated 
operations. Compared with the heuristic method ES and SA achieve 
marginally lower costs, in the region of 10%, but higher computational costs 
(by a factor of 100). Similar results were obtained from experiments on 
similar subassemblies from the power generation sector. 

3.3 Second phase perturbation analysis 

Perturbation analysis (PA) is used in the second phase. Consider a sample 
implementation (or nominal path NP) of a schedule with start times s ={s;} 
and parameters (eg durations) ro, in the whole sample space Q, determining 
start times {a;} and completion times {c;} by equations (1). The cost of the 
sample process V(s, ro) is given by (2) [17,7]. Let planned start time Sj be 
perturbed to Sj + L1. The sample process for {Sj + L1, Si, it:-j, iE l} with the 
same ro is a perturbed path (PP). The perturbed path with start and 
completion times {an and {c;'} can be constructed directly from the 
nominal path without repeating the simulation. 

Perturbation generation is described by (i) if aj> Sj, then a;'= ai and c;'= Ci, 
for iE r (ii) if aj= Sj, then a/= aj + L1 and c/= Cj + L1. Perturbation propagation 
and disappearance are described by (iii) if ai = Si (#j), then a;'= ai and c/= Ci 
(iv) if ai = cql(i) (it:-j), then a/= ai + (cql(i{ - cql(i») and c/ = Ci + (cql(i)' - cql(i»), (v) 
if ai = Ck(it:-j, kE C), then a/ = ai + (c/ - Ck) and c/= Ci + (c/ - Ck). The whole 
perturbation gain L1 will be propagated along the perturbed path. Define J(i) 
:= 1 {a/ t:- aj}, where 1 {.} takes 1 if {.} is true, and 0 otherwise. Note that a/ 
and c/ have the same perturbation gain. The sequence {/(i), iE r} determines 
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the difference between PP and NP. A recursive procedure implements the 
perturbation propagation rules and determines {I(i), iE r}. Song et al [12] 
show that for any mE Q and jE r 
dV(s, m)/dsj = 2..iET\L hr(I(P(i))-I(i))+ LiEL hJ(i)-l {di>ci} + LiEL hi-.J(i)-l {d(::;, cJ 
is an unbiased estimator of gradient, that is: 
d{E V(s, m) }/dsj = E{dV(s, m)/dsJand EldV(s, m)/dsjl < 00, for any jE r. 
Thus a P A-based Stochastic Approximation [18,19] is sn+ 1 = sn - Yn . V Jm 

where Sn are start times at the beginning of iteration n, V I n is the gradient 
estimator, and step Yn >0, Yn-'tO, :E {Yn} diverges and :E {Yn} 2 converges (eg 
Yn = lin). The gradient estimator is calculated using K sample processes. 

Some results from applying PASA (in conjunction with first phase 
methods and using K = 100 sample processes) to complex products (figure 
4) are shown in figure 5. They indicate that application of the second phase 
PASA yields an extra reduction in costs of between 10-20% with moderate 
computation. 

4. ONE-PHASE SCHEDULING 

Simulated Annealing (SA) and Evolution Strategy (ES) methods can be 
extended from their application in the two-phase process to provide one
phase optimisation methods (figure 3). Multiple sample processes are 
required to estimate expected cost. 

Initial Apply SA or ES to So Final 
schedule So Evaluation: schedule 
and EPST l. Run K sample processes consists of 
priority ~ based on So and EPST rule -. optimal s' 
rule 2. Evaluate cost function by and EPST 

averaging K sample priority 
processes rule 

Figure -3. One phase method for scheduling 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Two examples are described here (Table 1). Example A consists of a 
single product and example B has three products designed and manufactured 
concurrently. The products are major subassemblies of power generation 
plant. One simplification is introduced, namely that the concurrent products 
are all assumed to start at the same time, with the same delivery date. In 
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practice, for major subassemblies on a single product this is a reasonable 
assumption but for concurrent products, staged start and delivery will be 
usual practice. Example B has more pressure on resources - a common 
feature of ETO where resource constraints become a significant problem as 
the number of concurrent products increases. 

Table -1. Examples ofETO used for scheduling 

Example Products Components Operations Resources 

Manufacture/Assembly 

A 9 100/13 13 

B 3 47 210/29 17 

5.1 Single product 

Consider a single product (figure 4a) which is a major subassembly of 
power generation plant. The numbers on the nodes are references to 
particular operations, components and products. Normally distributed 
operation times have increasing variance as assembly progresses. Holding 
costs are set at 1 % x {sum of operation times (in days) already spent on the 
item}x £1000. Lateness costs for final product were set at twice holding 
costs of the final product. The due date for this single subassembly was 180 
days. Parameters for the search algorithms were established by experiment 
over several simulations of a range of examples, including the specific ones 
described here. For each method K= I 00 sample processes are used to assess 
stochastic effects. The three two-phase methods are compared in figure 5a, 
where the second phase P ASA is compared for the various inputs provided 
by the different first phase methods. For single products an extra cost 
reduction of about 20% is achieved by applying the second phase P ASA. 

5.2 Multiple products 

Consider three different products with the multi-level assembly structures 
shown in figure 4( a), (b) and (c). The aim is to plan concurrent development 
of these three products. The same regime of holding and lateness costs as for 
the single product was assumed but with a due date of 900 days. Normal 
distributions were assumed for all operation times with variances increasing 
for assembly operations closer to the finished product. In all cases K=100 
samples were used. The three two-phase methods are compared in figure 
5(b). The second phase P ASA is compared for the various inputs provided 
by the different first-phase methods. For multiple products an extra 10% 
cost reduction is achieved by applying the second phase P ASA. 
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Figure -4. Examples of multilevel product structures 
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Figure -5. (a) Total costs versus CPU times at the second phase for (a) assembly of product in 
figure 4( a) and (b) concurrent assembly of three products in figure 4( a), (b) and (c) 

For one phase methods the initial schedule So is obtained by a shifted 
backwards scheduling assuming infinite capacity and mean duration times. 
The shift, corresponding to letting the mean product completion time meet 
the product due date, helps to reduce SA and ES search time. The choice of 
parameters for SA and ES is made by repeated experiments on these and 
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other similar complex examples. One-phase methods are applied to the 
single and multiple product cases (figure 4) to find optimal operation timings 
with the EPST priority rule (figure 6). 
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Figure -6. Total costs versus CPU time by one-phase methods for (a) assembly of pro duet in 
figure 4(a) and (b) concurrent assembly of three products in figure 4(a). (b) and (c) 

6. CONCLUSION 

Planning large and complex products is a difficult problem especially 
when the operations have large uncertainties in duration. This is likely to 
happen for engineer-to-order products which are customised to a particular 
clienfs specification. Furthermore, companies which design and manufacture 
these types of product often have an unpredictable level of orders. Thus they 
retain core resources, but when several products are undertaken 
concurrently, significant competition for the resources occurs. The aim of an 
optimum plan is to minimise expected cost, which includes lateness and 
holding (i.e. work in progress or earliness) costs. 

The methods developed in this paper go some way to solving this 
problem. One method uses a two-phase process. The first phase optimises 
the sequence of operations and the operation the start times (assuming means 
of operation times are set deterministically at estimates of their means). An 
heuristic is described which is computationally two orders of magnitude 
quicker than alternative random search simulated annealing and evolutionary 
strategy methods, with only a marginal reduction in cost of schedules for the 
industrial examples tested. The second phase uses the sequence of operations 
from the first phase and optimises timings for this sequence using 
perturbation analysis giving between 10-20% cost reduction. The other 
method optimises timings directly through random search but due to the 
stochastic operation times a priority rule is required both to implement the 
final plan as well as evaluate candidate solutions. Repeated simulation of 
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sample processes for this evaluation makes the one-phase method 
computationally expensive. Both the one- and two-phase methods were 
implemented and validated on several cases with industrial data. Further 
research on re-planning when new orders arrive is currently being 
undertaken by the authors. 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR INTEGRA TED PRODUCT 
AND PROCESS DESIGN 
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Abstract: Simultaneous design and manufacture planning of new products can offer 
significant benefits across the product life cycle, such as reduccd lead-time, 
more efficient manufacture, and lower costs. Research at the University of 
Leeds has focused on developing a new method for achieving this through the 
use of decision-support tools. These tools will help designers identifY suitable 
manufacturing routes for their product, allowing early manufacturing planning 
and feedback so that designs can be made more suitable for manufacture. 
These tools will be underpinned by a series of units, each representing a set of 
design requirements or process capabilities. By selecting and integrating the 
appropriate units, designers will be able to compare their requirements with 
the capabilities of a range of manufacturing processes. This paper presents a 
methodology for constructing the data models that will make up these units. A 
General Purpose data model has already been developed and is presented here, 
with a discussion of how it forms the basis of the Situation-Specific data 
models needed for individual units. A method for using these units is also 
presented, and demonstrated for the case of Selective Laser Sintering. Finally, 
future work and potential improvements will be discussed. 

Key words: Concurrent Engineering; Process Selection; Product Design; Data Modeling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of concurrent engineering has seen decisions on how a 
product will be manufactured taken progressively earlier in its development 
cycle. This early consideration allows manufacture planning as the product is 
designed, and helps avoid time-consuming and expensive iterations to adapt 
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the product to the chosen manufacturing process [1]. However, as materials 
and processing technology evolve, the range of options available becomes 
wider and ever more complicated [2], and designers become more dependent 
on the experience of manufacturing engineers to inform their decisions. 

This has led to the development of decision-support tools to capture 
manufacturing expertise so that design and processing decisions can be made 
quickly and effectively. A lot of work in this area concentrates on process 
selection, choosing the most suitable combination of manufacturing 
processes to make the product, and sometimes methods for optimising the 
process and calculating production parameters. Little emphasis is placed on 
feedback to make designs better suited to the preferred manufacturing route. 

This paper focuses on the development of robust and extendable data 
models to underpin a decision support system that provides such feedback. 
These models will provide a framework for advising design decisions, and 
their impact upon the manufacturability of a product. This will support the 
adaptation of both the product and its manufacturing process during the 
design stages to ensure that the optimal combination is used. 

2. OVERVIEW 

Many process selection techniques are available, and a range of these 
[1,3-9] has been investigated in the course of this research. These take 
different approaches, from the generic methodology of Lovatt and Shercliff 
[3,4] to the domain-specific tools of Kaschka [5] and Er and Dias [6]. 

Each manufacturing process has its own set of capabilities and limitations 
and these are not always analogous or easy to compare. Lovatt and Shercliff 
[3,4] approach this by gradually rejecting possible manufacturing processes 
as the design progresses, leaving a small number - typically in a single 
domain -to be considered in more detail. Kaschka [5] adopts a similar 
approach, selecting a general "technological strategy", then considering the 
processes within that strategy in more detail. Er and Dias [6] have developed 
a selection technique specific to casting processes. However, a number of 
methods apply to manufacturing processes in general: Gayretli and Abdalla's 
constraint-based model [1] or Perzyk and Meftah's technique [7] of 
combining various domain-specific databases. 

Most process selection techniques are reactive; identifying how suitable a 
process is for making a fixed design. However, some do offer the chance to 
adapt the design in one form or another. Er and Dias [6] use a series of 
decision levels, each concentrating on a different aspect of the design. At 
each level, processes unable to meet that aspect are rejected, and the user is 
offered feedback to explain why, and given the chance to amend their 
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requirements and repeat the level. This method, however, only applies to 
casting processes. Perzyk and Meftah [7] propose a method that considers a 
number of possible designs as well as potential processes, and selects the 
optimum combination of design and process, but offers no specific feedback 
to the user. Brechet et al. [8] offer a loop for revising requirements based on 
the results of process and material selection - this, however, is to identify a 
valid set of requirements, by checking for expected and unexpected results. 
None of these methods offers specific feedback on how to adapt a design to 
make it more suitable for a given process: something this framework is 
intended to address. 

3. THE FRAMEWORK 

3.1 The General Purpose Model 

The foundation of the framework is the General Purpose Model, shown 
in Figure 1. This is an information model - developed using the EXPRESS 
information-modelling language [10] - designed to capture the information 
necessary to contrast manufacturing processes and materials with the 
requirements of a given product design, in a process similar to that of Lovatt 
and Shercliff[3,4] 

r.:i(t!cd 
capabilih' 

Figure -1. EXPRESS-G Representation of the General Purpose Model 
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The model tries to represent requirements, as they appear in the design, 
being material, geometric or economic requirements. The capabilities of the 
materials and processes are captured separately. This is not always accurate: 
the two capabilities can be dependent. For example, the accuracy of a 
manufacturing process can vary according to the material specified. The 
machine used can also affect the size of part that can be manufactured. 
However, it is felt that this adds significant complexity to the model and is 
outside the scope of the work at present. 

Each requirement and capability is captured as an instance of the 
appropriate entity, with a name describing it, a unique identifier and a value 
- which may be a numeric value, or an alphanumeric string. For every 
requirement, there must be a related capability and vice-versa. These are 
linked by an instance of the requirement_capability Jelationship entity. All 
requirements are attached to a product and all capabilities to a material or 
process. These are referred to as characterised yrocess and 
characterised_material, as they are only represented by their relevant 
capabilities, instead of every single capability that they possess. For 
example, Selective Laser Sintering's ability to produce conformal cooling 
channels is not relevant if the product does not have cooling channels, and 
should not be considered. 

3.2 Situation-Specific Models 

For a given situation, this model must be populated to reflect the specific 
product, processes and materials under consideration. This means careful 
analysis of these entities, to establish the exact requirements and capabilities 
that must be used, and requires expertise in the processes in question. 

The following three-stage procedure is used to populate the model: 
IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS: The product requirements, including 

functional requirements, are identified and classified as "geometric", 
"material" or "economic". 

RELATE TO CAPABILITIES: For each product requirement, an 
instance of the requirement entity is created, with a name and appropriate 
value. A corresponding instance of capability is added and linked to this 
requirement with an instance of the requirement_capability Jelationship 
entity. The user must choose whether the requirement is a material or 
process entity. However, it is possible to link multiple capabilities to a single 
requirement - and vice-versa - if this is appropriate. 

SPECIFY PROCESS LIMITATIONS: For each material and 
manufacturing process under consideration, an instance of the appropriate 
"characterised" entity is needed. All the limitations of each material and 
process must be identified, and added as instances of the capability entity. A 
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corresponding related instance of the requirement entity and the 
requirement Japability Jelationship entity is also needed so that the 
appropriate information from the design can be captured. 

The approach adopted here will support the development of a library of 
standard instance data for a range of materials, machines and processes. 
These standard models will capture the limitations specific to these entities 
and will be placed directly into the General Purpose Model. 

The capability and requirement entities already have attributes of name, 
value and id. It is likely that the user will wish to populate the name (a 
convenient description for the requirement or capability) and id (a unique 
identifier for convenience, when that entity is referenced by other) attributes 
as the instances are added. Unless appropriate values are known for the 
entities, then the value attribute will be left blank until the model is finished, 
and the remaining data is acquired. 

3.2.1 Implementation and Population 

Once the Situation-Specific Model has been established, it can be 
translated into some implementation form and populated with values for the 
identified requirements and capabilities. Requirement instances are 
populated using data taken from the current product design. Some of this 
information will come directly from the product requirements themselves, 
whilst others - particularly for those related to the specific limitations of a 
manufacturing process or material - will have to be acquired by examination 
of the design under consideration. To fully populate the capability instances, 
expert knowledge of the processes, materials and machines involved will be 
needed. Just as a library of expansion models can be developed for the 
specific limitations of various processes and materials, it would be possible 
to capture values for these limitations, and capabilities related to common 
requirements (common material properties, maximum dimensions etc.). 

With the Situation-Specific Model prepared and populated, the 
requirements must be compared with their associated capabilities to generate 
feedback about the design relative to the processes available. 

3.2.2 Comparing Requirements and Capabilities 

Each requirement will be compared with the associated capability of each 
process and material under consideration. A status will be allocated to the 
capability of that machine, process or material using a feedback token - a 
flag indicating whether or not the capability can meet the requirement. At 
present, two levels of feedback token are available: Go (indicating that the 
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capability can meet the requirement), and No Go (indicating that the 
capability is not able to meet the requirement). 

The feedback tokens generated for each process and material are 
presented to the user. Based on this information, the user is able to identify 
which processes and materials meet which requirements. This will support 
both the process selection decision and the indication of which design 
attributes must change to make other processes or materials viable. It is left 
to the discretion of the designer to decide if the combination of process, 
machine and material is able to meet all the requirements, or whether the 
design must be amended to make it more suitable to another process. 

These decisions would also help to highlight suitable manufacturing 
process chains for any component. For example, an injection-moulding die 
may require extremely fine features, but also conformal cooling channels 
[12]. In this case, SLS would be one of the few processes able to produce the 
conformal cooling channels, but it would not be able to produce the fine 
features required. Equally, EDM - a viable alternative in the production of 
dies - can achieve fine detail, but could not make the conformal cooling 
channels. The two processes are clearly complimentary. 

4. CASE STUDY 

The University of Leeds has been involved in creating a number of 
injection moulding dies by Selective Laser Sintering, and the use of this 
method has been illustrated by applying it to the design of such a die. The 
die was comprised of two parts: a fixed half, and a moving half. Selective 
Laser Sintering (SLS) had already been chosen as the production technique 
for the die in question, using the material RapidSteel™ 2.0, as this allows the 
production of conformal cooling channels, which can offer significant 
reductions in cycle times [11]. The proposed models were used as a 
validation check to investigate whether the process of SLS was suitable for 
the die geometry, with the feedback advising whether post processing would 
be required. 

4.1 The Product 

Table 1 shows the requirements identified for the two halves of a typical 
injection moulding die, with their related capabilities, the appropriate values 
used to populate the model, and the tokens allocated by the feedback process 
(as described in Section 4.3). For ease of comparison, units have been kept 
consistent. In this case, all lengths were measured in metres, irrespective of 
their magnitude. Consistency only needs to be strictly maintained between 
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related capabilities and requirements, but it is easier - and less confusing -
to use the same units for all measurements of the same type. In this case, the 
only other unit is )lmRa, used to measure Surface Roughness. 

Table -1. Reguirements and related caEabilities for the die halves, with values. 
PRODUCT VALUE- VALUE- RELATED PROCESS FEED-

REQUIREMENT Fixed Moving CAPABILITY CAPABILITY BACK 
Half Half TOKEN 

Conformal Yes Yes Can produce Yes Go 
Cooling conformal 

Channels? cooling channels? 
Surface Finish 0.05 0.05 Surface Finish 6~mRa NoGo 

(Moulding ~mRa ~mRa 

Surfaces) 
Height 0.053m 0.053m Maximum Part 0.365m Go 

Height 
Length 0.133m 0.133m Maximum Part 0.171m Go 

Length 
Width 0.118m 0.118m Maximum Part 0.171m Go 

Width 
Corner Radii O.Olm O.Olm Minimum 0.002m Go 

Feature Size 
Smallest Feature 0.00280m 0.00214m Minimum 0.002m Go 

Dimension Feature Size 
Moulding Surface ±0.0002m ±0.0002m Accuracy ±0.0002m Go 

Tolerance 

Features have been taken as geometric requirements, and only the 
smallest feature dimension was considered. This was on the basis that, if the 
smallest feature could be produced, all the features would be manageable 
(barring the specific exceptions given below). If SLS proved unable to 
manage this feature dimension, then the procedure could be repeated, listing 
every feature as a requirement to highlight exactly which ones the process 
could and could not manage. A similar approach was adopted for wall 
thickness (see Table 1). 

4.2 The Process 

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is an additive rapid-prototyping process, 
capable of manufacturing production tooling using materials such as 
RapidSteel™ [13,14]. In this case, SLS was carried out on a DTM 
Sinterstation 2000 machine using the material RapidSteel™ 2.0 [12]. Based 
on work carried out at the University of Leeds [13], the additional 
requirements to be added to take account of the specific limitations of SLS, 
and the values identified these requirements and capabilities are as shown in 
Table 2. 
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Table -2. Capabilities representing the specific limitations of SLS, their associated 
requirements, and values. 

PRODUCT VALUE VALUE - RELATED PROCESS FEED-
REQUIREMENT - Fixed Moving CAPABILITY CAPABILITY BACK 

Half Half TOKEN 
Minimum Wall O.OOlm 

Thickness 
Maximum 
Overhang 

O.02m 

4.3 Feedback 

O.006m Narrowest Wall O.0027m Go 

O.00225m Largest Overhang O.00225m Go 

The General Purpose model was translated into a relational database 
using Microsoft Access ™ and populated with the data described above. 
Every requirement for each die half was tested against its related capability 
and feedback tokens allocated as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 

The database allocated Go feedback tokens to every 
requirement/capability pair except the surface finish required for the 
moulding surfaces of the die, which was allocated a No Go token. In this 
case, the surface finish of the die was inherited from the requirements of the 
moulded product. Changing this would mean altering the moulded product, 
and this was considered unacceptable. However, instead of rejecting SLS 
outright, a post-processing operation (EDM) was selected as a means of 
providing the required surface finish. 

4.4 Case Study Conclusions 

The case study demonstrates successful application of the framework to a 
real situation. The General Purpose Model was easily translated into a 
relational database, though a better method for implementing the comparison 
of requirements with capabilities is needed, as the use of queries is laborious. 
The decision support mechanism using the SLS situation specific model 
guided the user towards the conclusions reached by industrial experts. This 
reflected the manufacturing method actually used and the finished die was 
able to make parts to the required standard, once the moulding surfaces had 
been finished using EDM. 

The General Purpose Model was able to handle all the necessary 
information, though several issues were raised. There is a need to build 
measurement units into the model, and ensure they are consistent between 
requirements and capabilities. It is also necessary to highlight the nature of 
the relationship between the requirement and capabilities. For example, 
whether the capability must be greater than the requirement (as with largest 
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overhang, in the case study) or less than the requirement (as with smallest 
wall in the case study), or one from a number of given values (Yes or No for 
Conformal Cooling channels, for example). 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

This paper has outlined the framework for the development of a 
feedback-based decision support tool, intended to help adapt product designs 
to better suit available manufacturing processes. The first stage of this 
method - a General Purpose information model that captures information 
about the product and available processes - has been presented here, along 
with a development process for Situation-Specific models. These models 
could also be used to support a variety of existing process selection 
methodologies; particularly those based around direct comparison of 
requirements with process capability. A case study has shown that these 
models can be used to support the design decisions throughout the 
development process. 

The General Purpose model still requires some refinement. Some features 
that could be included are as follows: 
• Verification of consistency between units using Select types; 
• Validation to ensure that requirements and capabilities are comparable 

types (for example, both text, or both numbers, instead of trying to 
compare a text requirement with a numeric capability); 

• The ability to represent requirements and capabilities by range of values; 
• The extension of the requirement_capability Jelationship entity to show 

the nature of the relationship (i.e. greater than, less than, exactly equal 
to, one of, etc.); 

In addition to the improvement of the models, a more robust method is 
required for comparing the requirements with their related capabilities and 
generating feedback. The present method of simply comparing each 
requirement with its capability in tum does not provide sufficient 
information to support the decision-making process. 

The framework presented here only helps the designer to screen 
processes on the basis of their compatibility with the given design, and adapt 
the design to be compatible with desirable processes. Ideally, the framework 
should also give some indication of which manufacturing processes are 
desirable - based on the importance of the design requirements, and how 
well they are satisfied - and how the design can be optimized. For this 
purpose, multi-criteria decision-making techniques such as Multi-Attribute 
Utility Theory [15] or the Analytical Hierarchy Process [16] may prove 
useful. 
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Finally, a suitable implementation form must be identified. While 
relational databases are very useful for storing the information, as they can 
relate directly to the EXPRESS model, a better mechanism for making the 
comparison and generating feedback is required. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with the issue of the technical control of concurrent engineering 
projects. A new approach for designing aided-design-control tools is proposed. 
It is not based on the successive representations of the product to be designed, 
but on a model of the processes, which guide technical decisions. These 
processes have been analysed by observation/action in an industrial project and 
thereafter modelled. Discrepancies due to technical management of projects can 
then be characterised, helping to define more precisely the needs of designers to 
obtain technical control of the design process. Requirements for aided-control of 
the design process have been proposed. Finally, a mock-up of such a tool has 
been implemented by structuring and capitalising distributed design processes. 

Key words: product design control, design control, viewpoints 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consumers economically pressure companies and oblige them to ever 
more reactive, to renew product families more quickly. Market globalisation 
gives rise to increasingly fierce, international competition. The new 
configuration forces companies to make their product development process 
progress to analyse operations and to bring best products to the market. First 
of all, companies answer the challenge by improving their production 
methods. Now, they must adapt their design methods. The objective of 
product development evolution is to improve product design by addressing 
all aspects of a product, at each moment of its life. Addressing the life cycle 
of a product requires clarification of the problems, the requirements the 
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product has to achieve at each stage of its life cycle. Consequently, the 
design process must include the points of view of all the people involved in 
its life cycle -the so-called life cycle actors- early in the phase of product 
definition. The design process tends toward a concurrent engineering 
approach where the actors are involved in the very early stages. It can 
succeed only if it is coupled with a change in company organisation. The 
structures specifically built to perform projects existed before concurrent 
engineering emerged but need to migrate to support the new design 
processes [1]. This evolution of engineering projects goes with the creation 
of a new job: the project controller [2], [3], [4]. A project actor is a person 
involved in the design project at any moment of the life cycle of the product. 
A project actor can be a person or a team of persons. 

2. CONTROLLING A DESIGN PROJECT 

Company management is evolving and in this process, a concurrent 
design project becomes an independent feature able to produce and choose 
its own rules and own action process [5]. Inside these independent features, 
the control actor is the keeper of these rules and action processes. He leads 
all necessary operations during project studies, development and operations. 
A concurrent design is specific due to better integration of the different 
points of view during product definition. Integrating actors' knowledge and 
know-how has to be managed, decided and planned to obtain the best 
coherence of the process and achieve the global optimum of the product. 
Optimising the product does not only address the product's technical 
features. It must also include economic, time and cost constraints. Therefore, 
controlling a project consists in controlling the activity regarding the set of 
constraints to be complied with. Control activity addresses a lot of areas of 
expertise. Tools to aid control activity have been made available and support 
cross-domain activities; their add-ons are different depending on the features 
they represent. 

3. THE ISSUE OF TECHNICAL CONTROL OF A 
DESIGN PROCESS 

To be efficient and widely used, control-aid tools have to perform the 
needs specific to each project. How should the needs of a particular project 
be addressed? Tools in use can partially complete the task. Efficient control
aid tools are those which address the control activity through the domains 
common to projects. They are based on common references, and in fact the 
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projects must adhere to the same market and budgetary rules. Managing time 
remains a common constraint, even when the scale depends on the project. 
As a consequence, it can be noted that the tools currently used in project 
control activity are based on those topics. When one addresses topics 
specific to the project so the product's technical content, supporting the 
control activity becomes more difficult. First of all, the difficulty comes 
from the heterogeneity of the technical features handled by project actors. 
From one project to another, the nature of the features varies a lot and even 
their existence or progression cannot be forecast. Moreover, a product under 
design continuously moves and is transformed. Those evolutions are very 
specific and are quite impossible to be planned when there is some 
innovation in the project. Progress comes from the confrontation of the 
points of view expressed by actors belonging to diverse disciplines, with 
diverse skills and competencies, operating in diverse logics of action. All 
these points of view which stem from the product life cycle activities have to 
be integrated in the global solution. The technical content of a project moves 
quickly and continuously; it is the main limit to the use of CAD systems as 
control activity support. We can therefore note that the objective of an 
integrated design project is to achieve a suitable system definition by 
confronting points of view and specifying the product structurally and 
physically. As we have seen above, many tools can be used to control 
projects by cost, quality and time constraints, but tools to help the project 
leader to anticipate the coherence and the integration of technical solutions 
proposed by the design actors do not yet exist. 

Among the most difficult control tasks to be planned are the integration 
of the points of view and the way they are translated into product 
specifications. This is the main reason why aided-tool are not present in this 
activity. Because there is no planning, design actors find it hard to develop a 
structured method in this field. Consequently, the control actors continuously 
zig-zag with the progress of the technical content of design projects. 
Generally, they operate only in a reactive way. This means that the current 
state of the product must be published and then the discrepancies checked 
for the design process to be redirected down the right path. This reactive 
actors' position is closely linked to the nature of the tools used. They are 
based on a representation of the current state of the system to be designed. 
The representation has been built by capitalising on decisions making 
distributed through the actors' network. This system model gives a global 
view of the product progress to the control team but does not allow the 
design process to be anticipated and finely turned by integrating the points of 
view. Therefore, a control actor must consider the product progress by 
centralising the points of view of all the design actors, then translating them 
into technical focuses, and integrating them into the current solution in fine. 
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The points of view, the techniques, the methods, the objectives of the actors 
are extremely diverse and lead to conflicts between local solutions defined in 
a distributed way. Technically mastering a project does not only consist in 
settling conflicts; the pilot actor must help design experts to identify then 
clarify and solve conflicts as soon as possible. This is the essence of efficient 
control; they have not to avoid crises but to clarify them early when many 
ways are still available to settle them. To do so, a control actor must have 
tools to, on the one hand anticipate the local on-going solutions before final 
definition, and on the other hand track interactions among all the distributed 
on-going solutions. 

Therefore, tools currently used to control design projects address the 
project technical content by monitoring the technical decision-making 
throughout the project. We propose a new way to design tools to aid the 
technical control of design projects. Regarding the role to be played by a 
control actor, it seems that he needs to know and master the distributed 
design processes that lead to decision-making on the technical content of the 
project. Our approach consists in proposing a tool based on the models of the 
design processes rather than on the successive product representations (Fig. 
1 ). 

49 New approach for projeci technical control 

Figure -1. A new approach to instrument the technical control of projects 

4. A DESIGN PROCESS MODEL 

Weare going to try to understand what the running approaches are and 
what are the features built by the control team when trying to co-ordinate 
technically and organisationally the design process. The model tries to 
reflect that. We stress the fact that the model has no vocation to be 
normative. It has not been built to describe a process that should be, but it 
results from an analysis of actual observation when designing. Our work in 
industry tends to propose two features closely linked and present in all 
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distributing design activity: the problematic situation and the targeted 
situation. 

4.1 The problematic situations 

When the project started, the first actions taken by the men involved in 
the project were to define and make explicit the need to be satisfied from a 
functional point of view. First of all, we have got a need to be satisfied 
expressed by functions to be assured, and a set of physical principles chosen 
to achieve the functions. The main project consisted in progressively specify 
more clearly the system to be defined. In an integrated design process, the 
specifications involve the whole life cycle of the product. Therefore the 
actors can express some structural specifications, from the physical 
principles to the elementary component. Progress in an increasingly detailed 
definition of the system to be designed cannot be reduced to an aggregate of 
results and local solutions planned beforehand. At each stage of the project 
and in each domain, problematic situations occur all along the design 
process [6]. A problematic situation is a configuration of the project which 
does not enable the work to properly go on. It is a set of circumstances, 
events, parameters or features, which impact together to produce new 
situations the designers have not foreseen or never imagined. They are 
situations in which the established procedures cannot be used efficiently. By 
nature, a problematic situation addresses several points of the project and it 
is very rare that it is related to merely one area of expertise. A problematic 
situation generally arises from the interaction among several features 
depending on several project domains. So, the notion of a problematic 
situation covers the set of relationships among the numerous features of a 
project whose antagonisms expressed through problems are only the visible 
and formalisable part for actors involved in the project. When designers find 
a locked situation, they generally know that they are in a problematic 
situation because they feel it, even if they cannot express it totally and in a 
unique way. Contrary to a problem expressing the formalisation of both 
causes and observable consequences, a problematic situation formalises the 
visible consequences whose causes can be interpreted. These situations must 
necessarily be dealt with for the project to continue. But how can these 
situations be dealt with, how can corrective action be taken in to a 
configuration where consequences are known but where cause may vary 
according to the points of view and interpretations of each person and in fact 
are not accurately defined? Introducing problematic situations into the model 
of a process design allows tracking and understanding the orientations a 
process can take to maintain progress. Our stay in the company helped to 
highlight the fact that the control team does not seek at all costs to formalise 
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the problematic situations in order to deal with them, but that it builds a 
specific feature which we will call the targeted situation. 

4.2 The targeted situations 

To answer problematic situations they face, the person involved in the 
design process build targeted situations. A targeted situation is more than a 
formal problematic situation. When designers try to define and analyse the 
situation they are in, the problem they try to extract generally becomes so 
constrained and complex that there is no longer a global solution to fit it. 
Therefore, the designcrs do not really formalise the situation to be achieved, 
which will enable successful continuation of the project. Unlike a 
problematic situation, a targeted situation is entirely delimited. Designers 
define explicitly the features of the project or product addressed by the 
search for improvement of the project configuration. They also define the 
domains where action will enable the new-targeted situation. Such work is 
typically the activity of project control; the control team must do it. A 
targeted situation is two-sided. It can be considered, on the one hand as a 
formal expression of the solution to a met problematic situation, and, on the 
other hand, as the construction of a newly identified problem. Indeed, a 
targeted situation is originally built as a theoretical solution that seems 
runnable and answers the problematic situation. Therefore, a targeted 
situation is not a detailed chosen solution. Only a few precise elements have 
been defined at this stage on the means to achieve the solution. In that sense, 
the targeted situation cannot be considered as a initial statement of a problem 
the designers must solve. In fact, the targeted situations are generally 
expressed by technical functions to be performed. 

4.3 From problematic situations to targeted situations 

A control team is in charge of planning and co-ordinating the activities of 
all the persons involved in the design process. Its quite exhaustive 
knowledge about the current state of the project and especially about the 
current state of the product, gives it the opportunity to efficiently co-ordinate 
and make coherent the whole specifications, requirements, constraints or 
solutions principles contributed by the points of view of the project actors. 
That is why the control team must support the building of a targeted 
situation, when a problematic situation occurs. The control team itself has 
the responsibility for that approach; the construction itself results globally 
from a co-operation activity. The control team cannot define alone all the 
impacts of a problematic situation. It needs to enrol knowledge and skills 
relative to all the domains involved in the situation. A pluri-disciplinary 
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group must be built. Actors must co-operate to achieve a joint definition of 
the targeted configuration. First of all, co-operation leads to the definition of 
a joint objective, shared by all the actors. It also enables to build a frame for 
the actions. This framework defines the domain in which the group is 
allowed to act on the project. It can be formalised by some constraints, 
which define the limits of the solving approach, even if it does not really 
define the approach to achieve this. In addition to the construction of the 
targeted situation, the actors also build some criteria to assess the design. 
These criteria are defined independently of the problematic situation. They 
are a double vocation: they enable definition of a set of properties used to 
measure the performances of the solution to be chosen, and they are also 
used as tools deepening the definition of the targeted situation during 
processing. So, the actors jointly define criteria and targeted situations. 

When defined, a targeted situation has to be distributed through the 
network of the project. This role is allotted to a particular actor who will be 
in charge of it and must achieve it. Choosing an actor is tightly linked to the 
content of the targeted situation and the expertise domain of the person 
(Fig.2). 

- Choice' oran neler 
In (he net"ork 
- DefinillOIll Bod 

IUlion 

Project configuration 

Tom< 

Figure -2. Distibuted design activity model 

4.4 Work to achieve targeted situations 

Proposed 10 (he 
projCCHc.l1n 

A targeted situation is accurately described by objectives to be achieved. 
It remains inaccurate on the working conditions to achieve this. The first 
action undertaken by an actor to perform a targeted situation is to transform 
this specific and very contextualised feature into a new problem, which can 
be solved by his domain mechanisms. He builds a problem able to support 
theories and techniques mastered by him. When the actor works to achieve a 
targeted situation, he goes into a logic (a rationale) different from the logic 
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used by the control team. This actor situates himself outside the integrated 
running of the project and performs a mono-disciplinary work. So he can 
work in his original discipline logic with his original discipline criteria and 
assessment more or less far from the integrated work. When targeting a 
situation, an actor builds then expresses a problem on which he will apply 
his technical skills; the problem must be formulated in such a way that he 
can solve it. Even he does not know how to solve it at the moment, he knows 
that a solution exists. Then the actor tries to map out the formulated problem 
and the bank of solutions, possibly a bank of solution principles, to be found 
worldwide or specific to his expertise domain. He can choose the solution or 
principle best fitted to the problem specifications. If he succeeds, he details 
the solution or the principle by enriching it, adapting it to the specificities of 
the project and the product structure (Fig 2). When solving the target 
situation, the actor must simultaneously handle the problem he has 
formulated and the solution principle he has chosen. He simultaneously 
refines the solution to the problem and refines the initial problem [7]. Due to 
his outside and disciplinary situation in which the actor tries to achieve the 
targeted situation, it is frequent that the control team is blind to the solution 
principle chosen and detailed at any given moment. This information 
frequently reaches the control team only after the solution has been 
published and proposed to the group for integration into the global on-going 
solution (Fig. 2). In a project of that size, numbers of actors simultaneously 
work to achieve targeted situations. They are quite independent, and 
generally do not take into account current progress on the project and may 
not involve co-ordination. The different solutions proposed from these 
separate works are finally published and evaluated by the whole project 
team. When evaluated and accepted, they are integrated in a current global 
solution to make it progress to a new current solution. In such a process, the 
control team has to determine links, interferences or incompatibilities among 
all those local solutions, possibly existing among themselves or between a 
single individual and the global project. Such interferences are very difficult 
to forecast or anticipate because they are very close to the nature of the 
chosen solution, this choice being made by the actor outside the project 
when the control team is generally blind to the work. 

This model of distributed design processes enables us to formalise the 
different levels where discrepancies occur due to the project control activity. 
That analysis of the discrepancies has then led to proposal for a tool to 
control a design project. 
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5. A NEW AIDED-TOOL FOR TECHNICALLY 
CONTROLLING THE PROCESS 

491 

From the overall considerations, a new aided-tool has been proposed to 
answer the needs highlighted above. The now tool has been built to help the 
control actors be more efficient in their task of technically mastering the 
projects. It must provide a description of the activity of all the actors 
involved. It must be a space of co-ordination in which actors may express 
their points of view. Moreover and of course, it must also be a platform for 
constructing joint items, which can be expressed in the actor's own language. 
So, the discipline knowledge and the discipline objectives may be 
confronted. The tool can be expressed following two axes according to their 
use. The first axis has been dedicated to the co-operation between the control 
team and the project actors. It is used to structure exchanges and actors 
capitalisation approaches when solving targeted situations. This part of the 
tool consists of several modules to characterise problematic situations. When 
the situation has been characterised, a new module aids a multi-disciplinary 
group (control team plus discipline experts) to define targeted situations. The 
targeted situation can therefore be transmitted to a specific actor in charge of 
achieving it. This actor can choose and characterise a solution principle. If 
he cannot, he may try to alter the targeted situation. When the solution 
principle has been characterised, the actor's work consists in detailing a 
solution, which will be evaluated. The process is supported by modules, 
which also add information into a database. The database is addressed not by 
product states but by information relative to on-going modifications on the 
product. The team actors may centralise the technical contents of the 
approach in progress in the database. It may confront the activity of separate 
actors running in parallel to track the possible conflicting consequences 
stemming from the local solutions in progress. From this information, the 
control team may anticipate the future product development and if necessary 
re-organise activities to be sure the distributed processes will converge. The 
control team acquires real capacity for early detection of interferences 
between local solutions and for alternative processing of the technical 
decision in an engineering project (Fig 3). 
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Abstract: The development of Internet technologies supports the design of more efficient 
collaborative tools. This paper defines a collaborative environment based on 
theses technologies. It sets the conditions of use of this environment and points 
out the needs in information sharing. From this analysis we define tools whose 
functions complete currently available. Two new specific pieces of software 
illustrate the starting point of this environment development. The first tool, 
CoDVS, offers functions to archive data shared for the collaboration between 
actors. The XML format is used to achieve this goal while other functions give 
opportunities to update project data in a CVS fashion mode. The second tool, 
CoDISS, allows the dynamic definition of concepts shared by several actors, 
together with the connection of these data with the working parameters of each 
actor. Actors collaborate together by accessing this shared database that they 
can edit. They also automatically update their skill oriented models to reflect 
changes decided by their colleagues. Updates are automated with an API using 
the CORBA protocol. 

Key words: Collaborative design, data sharing, Internet, Synchronous and Asynchronous 
collaboration, Archiving. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Industrial Design is an activity where collaboration is fundamental. 
Indeed, many actors collaborate to achieve a common goal i.e. the definition 
of a product that can be used and may be sold. Each designer has its own 
knowledge and know-how, its own uses. If everyone involved speaks about 
the same object, the product, the representation that each actor uses will not 
necessarily be the same as the others. 
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In this context, collaboration must be organised to allow a better 
communication between actors. As shown in industrial cases, especially in 
large projects [1], physically co-located meetings are often expensive, 
impossible to manage, and may not be very efficient. This paper proposes an 
approach to develop collaborative work regardless of distance, where each 
actor is allowed to use the best representations for his own analysis, by being 
disconnected from a central data base or unique CAD software. To achieve 
this goal we must define new tools to help designers to share their 
knowledge and common data, while ensuring compatibility in order to 
enable definition of the product. 

We propose a framework based on Internet technologies to let designers 
communicate together while they use their own tools. Our developments 
were considered in order to improve the collaboration between specialists 
from Mechanical design and Electrotechnical techniques. However we 
assume that the tools proposed here are drafts for more global solutions. 

2. A FRAMEWORK FOR COLLABORATIVE 
DESIGN 

2.1 Assumptions about the context 

As said in the introduction, the challenge for software developers is to 
provide users with solutions that allow the best compromise between 
communication among themselves, and ergonomics for each of them in their 
daily activity. The commercial solutions commonly developed in the CAD 
context over several years are of two categories. 

The first solution is to impose the use of the same CAD/CAM software 
on every actor involved in the design process, and to develop many modules 
in that software (geometry modelling, various simulations, different 
manufacturing/assembly processes, drawing and bill of material edition, 
etc ... ), in order to try to cover the needs of each actor. In this way, 
everybody in the project is working around the same geometric kernel model 
[2] [3], and there is no need for information translation, or if so, it is 
provided by the CAD module itself. But these modules are generally not 
very convenient for each actor. Craftsmen often prefer to use a simple and 
efficient specific piece of software designed for their trade. 

The second category of solution is to let users work with their preferred 
specific tools, but to impose common PDM (Product Data Management) 
software, in order to ensure that each available piece of data is always 
unique and up to date (may be keeping a history of versions). But in this 
way, you have to develop data translation procedures between the different 
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software used in the project. It appears in practice that these translation 
procedures are always perfectible because of the variety of configurations 
and concepts being used by one piece of software and not by others. 
Moreover actors miss comprehension of information because of the lack of 
context specification in these automatic exchanges. 

2.2 Framework specifications 

That is why we state positively that focusing on communication between 
software [4] and direct exchanges of predefined concepts cannot lead to an 
efficient communication between craftsmen or every actor in the design 
process. Therefore we tum towards communication between people who can 
have discussion within the project context, explain each to other their 
specific concepts and parameters, and then define and format dynamically 
shared entities representing this needed shared information. Let's say that 
this approach is taken from the concept of "intermediary object" proposed in 
[5]. In this way, every information exchange becomes clear for every actor 
concerned with it, without misunderstanding, and the translation procedure 
may be defined by each actor according to their own knowledge and 
practice. In this context, our aim is to develop a WWW-based collaboration 
system, involving together either existing communication software for direct 
and informal dialog between actors, existing specific trade software for 
every actor's technical purposes in the design project, and common modules 
designed to allow dynamic definition and sharing of customisable concepts. 

2.3 Recent solutions for collaborative work 

Our study of available technologies, in terms of tools that allow 
collaborative work over the Internet, may be summarised as follows: 

A first category of software concerns classic tools like e-mail, chat, 
newsgroups, instant messaging (1M), shared whiteboard, file transfer (ftp), 
video-conferencing (YC), application sharing (AS) and common data base 
sharing (DB). Some of these provide synchronous data exchange (chat, 1M, 
whiteboard, YC, AS), the others asynchronous (e-mail, newsgroups, ftp, 
DB). Some of them allow technical structured data to be shared or 
transferred (ftp, AS, DB), while the others are mostly dedicated to the 
exchange of non structured data or information. Some of them are useful for 
text information (chat, 1M, newsgroups), and others may be used for graphic 
(draft sketches or precise geometric definition, 2D or 3D) representations of 
information. A few types of software may put together several tools in a 
collaborative environment. Let's cite Microsoft NetMeeting, HP Shared-X 
and SGI Inperson. SGI Inperson provides the ability to share 3D CAD 
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models on the whiteboard, which is very useful in mechanical part design 
activity. 

Table -1. An overview of commercial collaborative design tools 

Technology 3D Geometry Collaboration Documents 
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But a new category of tools has appeared recently, tools that are 
specifically dedicated to collaborative technical-product design over the 
Internet. They plan to offer a team of engineers (including design, 
production or marketing offices, sub-contractors etc.), a way of working 
together on a technical activity, sharing data about the concerned product 
[6]. 

The operational aspects of commercially available tools have been 
classified in table 1. In the first column we focus on the technology used 
(Dedicated application vs. browser; application service provider vs. peer to 
peer architecture). The second column shows the possibilities of interaction 
with the geometry of the product: visualisation, manipulation, the possibility 
of adding annotations and whether a tool only allows use of its own 
dedicated 3D engine. The third column is about the way these tools support 
collaboration: chat, forum, blank screen, private message, video
conferencing, and the ability to share data between different applications. 
The fourth column focuses on the way the software deals with document 
management: ability to save, resolution of conflicting versions. The last 
column deals with project management: are these features available, is there 
a management of files access rights, do they support capitalisation? 
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2.4 The context of our design experiments 

Collaboration begins whenever two different skills are represented in a 
working meeting. For the purpose of our project, collaboration between 
Electro-technical engineering and Mechanical engineering is considered. 

Electro-technical engineers are mainly concerned with electric current, 
magnetic fluxes, material properties, interface between parts. To analyse the 
part, they use analytical models, the finite element method, generic 
mathematical tools etc. Mechanical engineers are mostly concerned with the 
way to assemble parts, shapes to be produced, material properties, 
manufacturing processes, structure behaviour etc. and they mainly use CAD 
tools, the finite element method, manufacturing modules and process 
planning. 

Both, Electro-technical and Mechanical engineers, work simultaneously 
and must share the results of their analysis. It is not possible to enumerate 
every concept that they need to share. It mainly depends on the project 
context and must be defined dynamically. Therefore one must provide the 
designers with a framework designed to manage synchronous meetings 
where dynamically defined concepts are to be shared. 

2.5 A schematic view of Framework specifications 

u 'hnir-al soflliwlT~ 

Figure -1. A view of information system 

A schematic view of our collaboration system can be found in figure 1. 
Apart from tools dedicated to direct informal communication, like chat, 1M, 
whiteboard, VC or AS, one must provide every person involved in the 
design project with a GUI (Graphical User Interface) that allows the 
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construction of intermediary objects to be shared with their colleagues. Then 
connections with technical software are developed using each dedicated API 
(Application Programming Interface). These links are created on one hand 
between the shared objects and some features or parameters in the technical 
software, and on the other hand between the CoDISS GUI and the technical 
software. A system dedicated to store and manage shared objects has been 
also developed and is connected to a repository. Among the latest generation 
of distributed objects development tools [7], we chose to manage shared 
information with the CORBA protocol. A first mock-up of this kind of 
software connection has been proposed in [8]. 

3. SPECIFIC TOOLS 

3.1 CoDVS : Collaborative Design Versioning System 

CoDVS was defined to answer some collaborative data management 
issues during a design process and is based on the following requirements: 
a) Manage dynamic data and information creation and storage, 
b) Manage asynchronous access to data and information, 
c) Manage data and information versioning, 
d) Allow concurrent access and modifications of data and information. 

</Data17> 
- <Oata18> 

<DataNarne>cyl_head_thick</DataName> 
<VaIU8>6<Nalue> 
<Type>double<;Type> 
<Pro)ectName>DecEM</PrO)8ctrJame> 
<OwnerName>PM</OwnerName> 
<Comments> Thickness of cylinder head. Probably magnetic role. Increased to imp, 

mm; Tolerance + /- O.l</Comments> 
</Oata18> 

- (Oata19> 
<DataName>Cvl wide</OataName> 

- <Element path="Sauvegarde_CoDISS/DonneeOO/Valeur" placernent=" 1.1.1"> 
<Lastllersion lIalue="1.1" Date="1/9/2001 15:33" /> 

- <Oldl/ersions Value="1.0" Oate="1/9/2001 15:32"> 
<ModlfyText Value="525.2" /> 

</OldVersions> 
</Element> 

Figure -2. Parts ofXML file generated by CoDISS, and managed by CoDVS. 

Data versioning with access management already exists in commercial 
products like PDM tools, but does not match our requirements for automatic 
interaction between co-operative tools. Collaborative design via the Internet 
needs to adopt a format compliant with internet protocols. A new text file 
standard has appeared recently, called XML (eXtended Markup Language) 
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that allows the exchange of structured information over the Internet, and 
therefore is the most suitable format for our purpose. A sample of XML 
structured data is described in figure 2. The XML format allows a tree 
structured data organisation, with capability of dynamic structure 
modification. That's why it has been chosen for the CoDISS intermediary 
objects architecture. Furthermore the generic capabilities of the CoDVS tool 
may be used for any concurrent XML information versioning system. 

The main principle of CoDVS is based on an existing tool called CVS 
(Concurrent Versioning System), that provides file or directory version 
management. But instead of directories and files, our tool considers branches 
and leaves of the XML tree. Each designer's personal data is stored through 
a client version (figure 2) of CoDVS in a repository located on the server. 
This repository consists of an XML file, containing the 'up to date' data and 
the whole history of modifications. 

iii Coovs. CoIabo'.MI OeSIQIl VorS10llll1(1 Syo'!!!:f"'l11 R[;) EJ 

Figure -3. GUI of a CoDVS client 

Let's have a look at an example that illustrates CoDVS functionalities. A 
mechanical engineer wants to share technical information with an 
electrician. Some data are only defined on the mechanical side, while others 
are defined on the electrical side, and some data have to be shared. 
Depending on the side where they are used, data can be 'read only' or 
'read/write'. Let's assume that each designer have at their disposal an 'up to 
date' version of shared data on their client, taken from the repository. When a 
designer modifies a value that is used by another designer, the XML file is 
transferred to the server which compares data in the XML file with that in 
the repository to identify changes. The first phase of this comparison is 
achieved by an automatic analyse of likenesses between old data and new 
data to identify the corresponding leaves and branches of the XML trees. 
Due to the dynamical data structure, a probabilistic algorithm, using likeness 
criteria, is needed to estimate the corresponding tree nodes of the two XML 
files. After this node association, the comparison method inspects data 
modifications, creations or removals and stores this information in the 
repository. The other designer, notified of these changes, updates his data in 
his client. Among these changes, some data may have been used by the 
second actor in a 'read only' mode, but other data may have been modified 
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simultaneously by both actors. This conflict is detected by CoDVS and must 
be managed by the second designer. Thanks to the repository versioning 
system, each data version of the XML file (see figure 2) can be retrieved and 
replaced in 'up to date' data. 

3.2 CoD ISS : Collaborative Data and Information 
Sharing System 

The ability of CoDVS to provide a powerful and flexible way to manage 
data in a distributed project is completed with another tool, CoDISS, which 
is a special tool to dynamically share data, concepts, and more generally 
information. During a meeting (virtual or not) actors decide to check a given 
property of the product. After the meeting they will have to analyse shared 
properties with their own tools. The analysis result leads to a new version of 
the property. Anyone and perhaps all the collaborators may request the 
current state of the product. CoDISS is principally made up of a GUI (see 
figures 1 and 4), API connections with several types of software, and the 
ability to share objects over the net. 

Figure -4. A view of the GUI ofCoDISS, the application to manage shared objects 

The GUI is dedicated to both structure definition of shared objects and 
management of the connections of shared parameters with the user specific 
software. It allows each actor to define any new object, by combining basic 
concepts in a specific way (numeric parameters, text fields, data files, 
geometric features, links or pointers to other objects ... ). The GUI must also 
provide a way to describe the relation between these concepts or parameters 
and the related concepts in the technical software. It is important to note that 
as the design process goes on, intermediate object definition as well as 
connections to technical software are managed dynamically by the actors. 

Every new object provided by an actor in the design project is put on the 
net by the way of the CORBA protocol, so that other people can access it, 
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and then connect it to their own software. Thus CORBA allows connection 
between two or more completely different types of software. 

Having defined an intermediate object, or having collected it from the 
CORBA bus, an actor often needs to connect it to his personal software 
parameters. This can be done by the way of a specific interface, if possible 
developed using the API of this software. In some CAD software (like 
SolidWorks or Pro/Engineer), the API provides the user with access to an 
internal product data base as well as to nearly every internal function to 
modify the product model. So, a program module using this kind of API is 
able to perform any interaction between information available in CoDISS 
and the CAD software product model. This is the way we experimented to 
connect mechanical CAD parameters to some parameters of intermediary 
objects: the API adds a menu item in the CAD software, which opens a 
dialog window showing shared objects and asking the user to select the CAD 
parameters his wishes to refer to. When this connection has been made, the 
other actors working with CoDISS (or any other software connected by the 
collaborative CORBA bus) may refresh their GUI and see the new 
parameters extracted. Every one may then change the value of this shared 
parameter according to its specific constraints, but in this case the others are 
asked if they agree and whether they want to update their model. If yes, the 
modification is automatically propagated to their particular software 
parameter. 

In the case of "Ansys-like" software, there is no actual API. The user 
interface is made of a command file where a series of instructions can be 
found. Let's recall that Ansys is a mechanical structure simulation software. 
All information about the simulation is located in this command file: 
geometry description and parameters, material characteristics, boundary 
conditions, loads, element types, expected results ... 

Obviously, connections between CoDISS and some of these parameters 
must be made. And the only way to get or modify simulation data is to 
read/write in the command file. That is what we have done. Analysing the 
Ansys file gives the list of available Ansys parameters and the mechanical 
engineer may then connect them to CoDISS objects. 

As shown in figure 2, the shared parameters from CoDISS are stored in 
XML files, compatible with CoDVS. Thus CoDISS and CoDVS are 
complementary tools to generate and manage shared information in the 
collaborative design process. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The aim of the set of software proposed in this chapter is to support 
dynamic creation and sharing of "intermediary objects", linking them to skill 
oriented software, together with storing and managing versions of this shared 
information in a collaborative engineering design context. 

Further studies will lead us to look at dynamic connection of new 
technical software, i.e. as the design process goes on. Another limit of 
CoDISS tool is that designers do not use the same parameters in their own 
software as their colleagues do in theirs. We mean that a shared concept, a 
length or a mass for example, should be associated with various parameters 
defining the concept in each piece of software. Thus the capability to 
translate the concept into a new one adapted to the use of a specific designer 
should be offered. 

These new studies should lead to an efficient environment for 
collaborative design in a multi-actor context. 
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Abstract: 

Kcy words: 

In today' s competitive market, customcr satisfaction is the critical factor for 
success. In addition, the concept of continuous improvement means lower 
costs and higher profits. The integrated system presented in this paper offers a 
comprehensive solution for turning customer complaints into an opportunity 
for success. The system manages relationships with customers, consumers, 
suppliers, distributors and prospects, tracks complaints, requests and activities 
resulting from these relationships as well as issues and corrective actions 
resulting from internal investigations, facilitates communication and provides 
a specific organization with consistent and easy access to information. 
Through a customizab\c workflow, an establishment of ownership, due date 
reporting and automatic escalations, each customer is guaranteed a timely and 
thorough response. Continuous improvements occur when problems have been 
identified, root causes determined and solutions found. The Internal Areas are 
user defined and can be based on departments, production lines, manufacturing 
facilities, etc. The Internal Areas are generally concerned with process 
improvement, product defects and quality audits. The system supports 
embedded keywords for automatic insertion of database information. This 
system is a client-oriented interface for integrated design quality systems. It 
has been implemented in a Romanian company. 

Integrated design, cooperative tools, quality system, internet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasing global competition, manufacturing enterprises are 
forced to work more and more productively in order to survive in the world 
market. Common to competitive enterprises today, is the quest for designing 
products and processes to meet a large variety of customers' needs, in a short 
time, based on few resources. In the new economy [1] of the 21 st Century, 
industrial society is penetrating and evolving in the existing markets of a 
consumer society with a variety of products intended to improve mobile 
communications. Many of these products are unique, some are derivatives of 
existing products, while others are an integration of a number of different 
products. At the same time, the market demands more and more customized 
products, resulting in an increasing number of products and variants. A 
critical aspect in the creation of these products is the understanding of an 
external user perception [1]. Quantification of this understanding servers as 
the decision base for the quality properties to be synthesized in the product 
[2]. Design is the creation of an understanding of a product based on our 
knowledge [3]. The real word, the model and the decision making are 
connected together. This is a projection of the real world, the data collected 
in the model forms the basics for the decision making, and the decisions will, 
when carried out, give an effect in the real world. 

Today's and tomorrow's product development combines with different 
disciplines to a high degree, i.e. marketing, product design, manufacturing 
system design, manufacturing, sales, service and after sales [2]. The key is 
collaborative engineering, a tool for the extended enterprise based on an 
open information model. The global market increases the need for common 
and collaborative processes and sharing information seamlessly between 
companies involved in an extended enterprise [4]. The new requirements are 
much more focused on collaborative processes that handle product definition 
data [5]. Partners in the extended enterprise need to exchange legacy data 
and communicate with other systems outside their own secure corporate 
boundary [5]. The present approach is to globalize the collaborations on a 
worldwide scale. The collaboration at such a level is called the extended 
enterprise level. The objective is to give the opportunity to find technical and 
financial information but also to link customers to service companies 
through an e-market place. Companies work in collaborative processes 
within virtual organization to a large extent which means that information 
concerning product definition needs to be available, communicated and 
transferred in a non-homogeneous information system environment. At the 
same time, each company wants to have secure control of and maintain the 
integrity of their own data. The development of information systems [4] 
supporting this process is moving towards more open system architectures 
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and by standardizing the infonnation models describing the infonnation a 
platfonn for communication is founded [6]. This activity is perfonned with 
different systems for different purposes, e.g. during product design, 
simulation is used to analyze and predict [3]. Product and process engineers 
can simulate the product model in order to analyze the effects caused by 
different processes. Production engineers use discrete event simulation to 
analyze product realization. Off-line programming is used to make collision 
tests, reachability tests and to generate machine code. 

Today, the three elements of competitiveness are: Timeliness (Can the 
product be delivered to the market Just in Time consistent with customer's 
demand?), Quality (Will the product work properly as intended?), 
Affordability(Do customers wish to buy the product?). 

1.1 Objectives of enterprises in the new economy 

Concurrent engineering means designing for assembly, availability, cost, 
customer satisfaction, maintainability, manageability, manufacturability, 
operability, perfonnance, quality, risk, safety, schedule, social acceptability, 
and all other attributes of the product. The most recent perception of 
concurrent engineering is that it includes concurrent design, which is the 
simultaneous design of the product and its evaluation, prototyping, testing, 
production, deployment, operation, support, evolution, retirement and 
management. How much more does it include? The literature is not clear on 
this point. Recursion could be used to define concurrent engineering. Even 
though concurrent engineering is not well defined, its use tends to reduce 
cycle time and cost when appropriately applied. The challenge of the future 
is to scientifically determine the definition of "appropriately applied." At the 
moment, each tool or method is responsible for a particular domain feature, 
which results in an improved quality from that domain's point of view. We 
propose to develop a system of integration that takes into account the 
advances of the methods previously seen, keeping flexibility of the activities 
of design and control of production systems. Using quality methodology [7] 
generates concepts to reduce negative effects and improve perfonnance of 
existing product designs. An integrated design system rests on the four views 
of quality: product view, process view, service view and client view, and 
includes analytical tools to structure the problem and knowledge base tools 
to point to the direction of solution concepts. For forty years, quality 
methods have been explored and improved. The principle is to satisfy the 
customer who must have the greatest say to the detriment of the 
manufacturing processes; these methods are external-enterprise based. The 
integration of the different participants of the design project is realized 
through work in inter-disciplinary groups in which every participant brings 
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his/her knowledge and constraints to build tables and criteria to evaluate the 
design solution. The limits of the methods come from the exclusive 
requirements of the customer in the definition of the production system. The 
internal aspects of the enterprise are disadvantaged deference to the external 
aspects due to the customer. Those two aspects have to be well balanced for 
an optimal system of production to satisfy both the customer and the 
enterprise. 

How can we measure value? Given the above model, we must first 
identify the quality, which affects individual choices. Next we must 
understand and model its effects on individual choices as quality varies. The 
combined effect of many individual choices approximates the value 
distribution for a market characterized by the individuals and the quality 
used to define the individual choices. Let us note that individuals may make 
different choices with the same level of quality because the chosen quality 
could not include all causes of quality. The result is noisy, and hence it can 
be characterized by a probability distribution, even when an individual 
chooses. The constraints of each discipline and each professional are also 
important to a greater or lesser degree. Product definition, process definition, 
quality, production management, economical, sociological or organizational 
constraints are strongly coupled in the development of production systems 
and cannot be split into different rigid frontiers [3]. The primary focus of 
Quality Systems is to develop, maintain and audit company-wide systems 
[4]. This is to assure continuous improvement. This applies to the whole 
system, not only to production functions. We use many developmental tools 
to assure that our systems and processes are effective. In each domain 
concerned with project/product definition, manufacturing processes, 
production management, etc. many tools and methods have been developed 
to clarify and improve the engineering work. Those tools and methods have 
increased productivity and the reliability of products and processes. The 
informational standards of manufacturing enterprises are based on methods, 
concepts, tools and techniques using artificial intelligence, which permits us 
to adapt their activities and also their applications to continuous fluctuations 
of the economical environment. In fact, if we consider the enterprise not as a 
monolithic organization but as a set of treatment and information 
communication systems, we find a more dynamic organization necessary to 
adapt the enterprise to the constant variability of its economical 
environment. 
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2. A TOOL FOR CUSTOMER-FOCUSED QUALITY 

With increasing product complexity, customers assign a higher 
responsibility to enterprises and to their and suppliers and distributors. 
Manufacturing across industry sectors and geographic boundaries is 
developing closer links with fewer suppliers. Today, that means many 
suppliers perform the complete design and manufacturing process of product 
components. In this case, the supplier designs a product component on the 
basis of the demands given by the customer. Also, therefore, a suitable 
description of the customer requirements is an important precondition for 
trouble-free co-operation between customer and company or suppliers. 
Society has changed from a closed market and closed manufacturing 
environment to an open one. It is no longer necessary to have centralized 
manufacturing facilities. The functions can be distributed. Design, 
manufacturing, production planning and marketing, part servicing etc. could 
be done in different places in a country, continent, anywhere on the planet, 
using network facilities for theexchange of information, services and goods 
(see figure 1). This model allows for the creation, management, sharing and 
reusing of electronic information about products and processes in a 
collaborative environment throughout a product's life cycle. Such a 
globalization leads to a cross cultural dialog between governments, 
corporations, societies and, most importantly, individuals [7]. It becomes 
necessary to model the globalization process and use the global 
communication networks for a high level of interactivity in cooperative 
problem solving in manufacturing. In this way, information and 
communication technologies are the main sources for maintaining global 
competitive advantage. 

upplicrs Manufacturcrs Bank 

Internct Intranet E. lranel 

Figure -1. The exchange of Infonnation Services and Goods through Networks 

Today, enterprises operate as nodes in a network of suppliers, customers, 
engineers and other specialized service providers. Virtual or extended 
enterprises materialize by selecting skills and assets from different firms and 
synthesizing them into an apparently single business entity. In a real 
meaning, an e-business is any business that uses Internet or Internet 
technologies [8] to attract, retain and cultivate relationships to customers, 
streamline supply chains, manufacturing and procurement systems and to 
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automate corporate processes to deliver the right products and services to 
customers quickly and cost-effectively, as well as to capture, explore, 
analyze, and automate corporate processes information on customers and 
company operations in order to provide better business decisions. We 
propose an Intemet/Intranet/Extranet-based tool for customer focusing on 
quality [1]. Its stmcture can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure -2. An Internet-Intranet based tool for customer focused quality 

The target of the system is customer-focused quality [1]: it manages 
relationships with customers, consumers, suppliers and distributors; it tracks 
both complaints, requests and activities resulting from these relationships 
and corrective actions resulting from internal investigations; it facilitates 
communication and provides an entire organization with consistent easy 
access to information [9]. To develop such a tool, the first step consists in 
identifYing customer segments: to select criteria to rank client segments and 
to rank the client segments. It improves previous designs, which had never 
been considered possible, and is able to satisfY new demands. It builds a 
database of customer segments. It allows a more aggressive attitude because 
of the possibilities offered by technical advances. This step measures the 
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customer perception of the product relative to the competition. Data 
collected from customers is held in the database and is used as a reference 
for comparison [7]. The Data-Base helps to verify that the list of 
requirements is significant for the customer population, capture additional 
customer requirements, discover strengths and weakness of the product and 
identify weaknesses in competitors' products. Competitors who should be 
selected are those successfully offering a similar product or service or those 
recommended by the customers. Customers can also work jointly to integrate 
many of your quality programs, so thus improving the strength of your 
organization and the people working for it. The system has been designed to 
support and track several types of processes, including employee suggestion 
programmes, continuous improvement, quality improvement teams (or any 
related team process), and to monitor team effectiveness using surveys, 
customer ideas and vendor feedback. Through a customisable workflow 
establishment of ownership, due date reporting and automatic insertion each 
customer is guaranteed a timely and through response. Continuous 
improvements occur when problems have been identified, root causes 
determined and solutions found. The Data-Base offers customer complaints 
or request management, comprehensive customer profile with contact 
management, problem category, product defect and cause analysis, internal 
and external corrective action tracking, return authorization and field service 
tracking. The database features are based on full web enablement, letter and 
email integration, attachment of related documents, used defined queries, 
extensive reporting and charting, reminder, past due and escalation notices, 
high flexibility and scalability, etc. The application overview presents a user
friendly interface and is easily navigable. The menus can be accessed 
through the browser style buttons on the left side or can be accessed through 
the windows menu on the top. The menu can be customized to match local 
terminology and workflow. Within the Setup Menu, the infrastructure of the 
entire system has been defined. This is where terms can be re-named, views 
customized and all drop-down lists defined. The account types are user 
defined and may include: customers, consumers, suppliers, distributors and 
others. The database relationships are presented in figure 3. Each Account 
View is composed of contacts and concerns. Their content can be 
customized to reflect local terminology and work process. Internal areas are 
concerned with process improvement, product defects and quality audits and 
are user-defined and can be based on departments, production lines, etc. 

Concerns begin with a problem definition tab (optional tabs include: 
reference, products, returns, repairs, action requests, documents, final 
resolution, etc.). The optional tabs include: activities, categories, comments, 
documents, equipment, etc. Action requests drive the problem resolution 
associated with each concern; types of actions can be defined, then tracked 
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for timely completion. A corrective action request follows ISO guideline and 
expects a full investigations and comprehensive reply: problem statement, 
containment actions, findings, root causes analysis, preventive actions, 
permanent corrective actions, and follow-up verification. The system 
includes an automatic insertion of database information. A complete set of 
charts is on hand to visually represent problem areas, trends and 
improvements. 
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Figure -3. Data-Base relationships 

The first step consists in defining who the customers are, and then 
establishing the customer's needs and demands by direct dialogue. This is 
the basis to follow for each session's work and it must be done without 
distorting the customer's desires. If this step seems trivial, let us consider the 
business model of today's large corporation compared which a small 
production company. For the large corporation, the development and 
production engineers and staff have little or no contact with the customer. 
The customer's original requirements have been filtered through the 
marketing department, before being deliverd to the development staff, and 
then to production. In many corporations, the development staff itself is a 
hierarchical structure. The designers of the product are far removed from the 
customer. There is a real need to ensure the customer's needs so that the 
"Voice of the Customer" is not misinterpreted or distorted. The voice of 
customer's segments and the context of use [7]: The customer's needs are 
sorted into required quality, reliability issues, solutions, functions, failure 
modes and safety. All this information must be implemented in databases. 
The voice of customer context table should add the system resources to the 
Who? What? Where? When? How? Information. In today's competitive 
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market, best quality and lower costs to give customer satisfaction are critical 
success factors. For businesses, continuous improvement means lower costs 
and higher profits. This solution offers a comprehensive solution for turning 
customer complaints into an opportunity for success. The final verdict on the 
success of a company's efforts at meeting customer-demanded quality is 
long-term market acceptance of the resulting product. If the methodology 
has been properly and thoroughly applied, the statistical process control 
procedures chart the company's ability to meet customer-required quality. 
Out of control processes are then indicative of a loss in perceived quality. 
Quality loss means direct financial loss to the company resulting from 
providing sub-optimal products to the customer. Future market shares are 
reduced, and warranty claims mount. If customer quality requirements are 
fully deployed to production, cost can be minimized. Producing at the 
quality target value is considered free. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose a methodology to develop a system of integration that takes 
into account advanced quality methods and tools keeping the flexibility 
necessary for the activities of design and control of production systems. This 
model has been jointly developed at Polytechnic University of Bucharest and 
INPG at Grenoble. The project is supported by the Research Minister of 
Romania and is implemented in business. The model follows the general 
approach of Concurrent Engineering and considers manufacturability, cost 
and quality at the product design stage. The combined use of the tools to 
evaluate products provides a systematic approach for identifying where 
design quality can be improved at the conception stage (virtual product). 
Benefits of the system include shorter development time and reduced time to 
market, reduced engineering change, rapid comparison of alternative design 
and competition products, systematic component costing and lower 
component cost. The target idea is to create a standardized, open-systems 
environment and infrastructure that leverages common platforms to 
maximize speed and access to information, to allow flexibility and rapid 
development of specific end-user applications and streamline the integration 
of commercial and custom applications across the business. Supporting 
customer value driven steps are: open communication channels with 
customers, engagement in joint strategy and planning sessions with 
operational groups, movement to a client-based consultative relationship and 
the ability to listen to customers and be open to change to educate customers 
in technology in terminology they will understand, Join project teams, be an 
active member of reengineering projects. It could be possible to recruit IT 
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resources with customer service skills, to decentralize IT , move resources 
out to operational departments or rotate IT resources into operational 
positions and measure customer service performance. Customer value 
driven steps leading to innovation are: research and track emerging 
technologies, subscribe to leading-edge technology journals and attend 
technology conferences on a regular basis, know the business needs and 
operational processes thoroughly, align technology capabilities with business 
needs and goals, attend business meetings and operational meetings on a 
regular basis to stay current on business needs and issues, and to migrate 
resource profiles to provide more technology and business analysts and 
fewer programmers. The strategy to create open and standardized platforms 
and infrastructure [7, 8] requires us to: invest in technology infrastructure to 
support robust networking and rapid access to information, design and 
develop an open-systems environment, establish standard protocols and 
interfaces that allow easy integration of systems and applications across the 
business, and create platforms and networks that allow flexible application 
development for end-users. 
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Abstract: Nowadays, time to market becoming shorter and shorter, physical mock up is 
being more and more oftcn replaced by digital mock up. However physical 
mock up was very useful to the present day to check accessibility for example. 
So, it is now important to have tools available to simulate with digital mock up 
what physical mock up used to be used for. For example, to check 
accessibility, a tool that allows the simulation of the manipulation of an object 
by a manikin in a cluttered environment without collision is needed. In this 
paper, we proposc a new way to create human behaviour of a manikin using a 
multi-agent approach. Our system is based on a former architecture already 
presented. It consists in a collision-free path planning system using co
operation between softwarc and human operator abilities. The architecture for 
this co-operation is based on a multi-level tree architecture, which enables the 
architecture to be completed by adding as many agents as we need. The 
conflicts between agents are managed by acting on their period of activity. We 
demonstrate in this paper the fact that collaboration between many agents, 
each providing the manikin with an elementary behaviour, can provide the 
manikin with a coherent global virtual human behaviour. 

Key words: multi-agent, virtual reality, virtual human, behaviour 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Path planners for mobile objects in cluttered environments have been 
developed in the framework of robotics during the past 20 years. With the 
rising use of digital mock up, virtual reality tools are increasingly used 
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within the industrial framework, allowing accessibility or maintainability 
checks between mechanical parts without physical mock up. For this, it is 
necessary to simulate an object moving without collision. We couple 
software abilities with human operator capabilities in order to use a human's 
global view ability. Our architecture for this co-operation is based on multi
agent principles. 

In the next two paragraphs, we successively describe the state of the art 
for accessibility checks and our multi-agent architecture. 

In paragraph 4, we demonstrate the possibility of an emergence of global 
virtual human behaviour by using collaboration between different agents. 

2. STATE OF THE ART FOR ACCESSIBILITY 
CHECKS 

For assemblability, accessibility or maintainability checks two main 
methods are usually proposed: automatic path planning approach and 
simulation through robotic or virtual reality tools. 

2.1 Automatic path planners 

Collision-free trajectory research approaches are mainly based on two 
principles. Some methodologies require a global perception of the 
environment ([13], [15], [2]) while others consider the objects movements 
only in its close or local environment ([ 11], [I]). All these techniques are 
limited either by the computation cost or the existence of local minima as 
explained by Namgung [14]. 

For highly cluttered environments, it can be useful to be helped by 
human global view of the environment. Hwang [8] has settled for such an 
approach: the designer can define a sequence of sub-goals in the 
environment leading to a partition of the problem into several simpler path
planning problems. This approach is a sequential mix between figures 2 and 
3. Kavraki and Latombe [10] propose a similar approach by placing sub
goals defined in a randomized manner. These methods confirm that human 
abilities or a stochastic approach greatly enhance path planners. 

2.2 Accessibility with direct simulation 

Another approach is based on robotic CAD systems that allow the 
designer to manipulate robots, mechanisms or even manikins. For this 
approach, the designer uses his or her global perception to achieve the task, 
but this manipulation is usually sequential and long. Classical virtual reality 
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tools enhance the robotic on-line manipulation with the use of immersion 
devices. Some drawbacks are the lack of kinematic constraints and the fact 
that collisions between objects are not automatically avoided, although they 
are usually detected. 

2.3 Conclusion 

The high potential of automatic path planners and direct simulations has 
been pointed out. Nevertheless, the first algorithmic approaches are long and 
lead to local minima. The second approaches with on-line manipulations are 
too long with robotic CAD systems or require a high number of expensive 
devices for virtual reality immersion. In order to avoid these drawbacks, we 
intend to settle for a mixed approach of the presented methodologies using 
local algorithm abilities and global view ability of a human operator. 

3. ACCESSIBILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY 
CHECK WITH A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM IN 
VIRTUAL REALITY. 

3.1 Considered multi-agent architecture 

The above chapter points out clearly the local abilities of several path 
planners and the global abilities of human vision. We intend to manage 
simultaneously these local and global abilities. The main purpose is to know 
how to build on interaction between human and algorithms in order to have 
an efficient path planner [3]. For this, we have built a path planner based on 
multi-agent principles proposed by Ferber [7] with a human interactive 
integration between algorithmic processes rather than on a sequential 
integration as proposed by Hwang [8]. 

For our purpose, we have no direct communication between agents. This 
kind of architecture can be compared to "blackboard" systems described in 
[7], [6] and [9]. Each agent has a period of activity, which expresses priority 
between the agents and a main process collects elementary agents' 
contributions (normalized by a predetermined step) and updates the 
database. 

Figure -1 is composed of different basic "blackboard" levels, which 
allows a partition dividing of our software construction, and enables easy 
addition of supplementary agents. Our multi-agent system is built with this 
kind of hierarchical architecture. 
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Figure -I. Blackboard principle with co-operating agents 

The purpose of the following paragraphs is to recall our new CAD/CAM 
solutions based on a distributed approach using a virtual reality environment. 
The above chapters clearly point out the abilities of several local path 
planners and of the human global vision. Consequently, we try to manage 
the latter simultaneously, local and global, abilities. We build a coupled 
approach using multi-agent and distributed principles. These principles were 
defined by Chedmail and accurately described in [3]. 

3.2 Object manipulation. 

For object manipulation we use former principles defined by Chedmail 
and Le Roy in [4]. Hereafter we summarise this approach for elementary 
agents' definition, these agents are represented in Figure -2. 

Figure -2. Object Agent distribution 

The elementary agents that compose the Object Agent, used for object 
manipulation, are: 

- Attraction agent: this agent affects the position and orientation of the 
manipulated object with elementary moves toward its target. 

- Slider agent: this agent, composed of two elementary agents, acts in 
order to nullify the collisions between the manipulated object and the 
cluttered environment, by acting on the position and orientation of the object 
(Repulsion agent) and on its internal degrees of freedom (Kinematics 
agent). 

- Human operator, operator agent: this agent allows the human 
operator to act on the trajectory in real time. 
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3.3 Manikin manipulation. 

The multi-agent approach for our software architecture for manikin 
driving leads to a distribution at different multi-agent levels (Figure -3). 

Figure -3. Manikin Agent distribution 

The architecture for manikin manipulation is composed by many agents 
that can act either on the global position of the manikin or on its internal 
degrees of freedom. These agents are designed thanks to a functional 
distribution. 

The agents used by the manikin agent are distributed in two main agents: 
The Global Position Behaviour agent manages the global position of 
the manikin. All the agents composing this one works in order to 
achieve their goal by acting on the global position of the manikin. 
The Kinematics Behaviour agent manages the internal degrees of 
freedom of the manikin. All the agents composing the latter work in 
order to achieve their goal by acting on the internal degrees of 
freedom of the manikin. 

The goal of each agent is detailed hereunder: 
The Slide agents' goal is to make the manikin avoid collision and 
slide on the environment. 
The Operator agents' goal is to allow the action of the operator. 
The Hand attraction agents' goal is to make the hands reach their 
target. 
The vision attraction agent's goal is to make the manikin look at the 
manipulated object. 
The Torso Attraction agent's goal is to make the torso be oriented 
towards the manipulated object. 
The Global Orientation agent's goal is to make the manikin be 
oriented towards the manipulated object. 
The Distance Balancing agent's goal is to balance the distances 
between the hands and their respective target. 
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3.4 Conflict management 

To give the object or the manikin coherent behaviour and to avoid 
collisions we have defined priorities between agents. This is also necessary 
because some agents can act on the same degrees of freedom. The relative 
priority of each agent is defined by its period of activity, and its contribution 
is required only at this period of activity. So, the greater the period of 
activity, the less important the agent is. 

For example for an object: if the slider agent's period of activity is 1, the 
attraction agent's is 8, and the operator agent's is 4, then the operator agent 
allows the operator to act on the trajectory but cannot force the manipulated 
object to collide. By acting on these periods of activity, we modify the global 
behaviour of the manipulated object or manikin. Thus, the choice of the 
periods of activity is very important and depends on what behaviour we want 
to obtain for the manipulated object or manikin. 

3.5 Global multi-agent architecture. 

While gathering the different systems for object and manikin 
manipulation we obtain the multi-level diagram of our global software 
architecture, composed of several multi-agent systems that are able to 
resolve local constraints. This architecture enables the generation of a 
collision-free path for a manikin manipulating an object. 

This multi-agent architecture allows thc manipulation of as many objects 
and manikins as we want, one Object Agent being used for each object, and 
one Manikin Agent for each manikin. 

Figure -4. Architecture for one object and one manikin manipulation 

4. BEHAVIOUR EMERGENCE 

We present hereafter some experiments performed with differcnt 
combinations of agents for reaching one or two targets in an environment 
with no obstacle. These examples demonstrate that the activation of differcnt 
agents leads to different forms of simulated human behaviour. 
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4.1 One hand manipulation 

In the first experiment (Figure -5), the hand and the eyes of the manikin 
are attracted towards a given target. In the second experiment (Figure -6), 
out of the former ones, we have activated global attraction on the right hand 
and on torso orientation. We insist on the fact that the camera orientation is 
constant and identical in these two experiments. 

Figure -5. Manikin with kinematic attraction on right hand and vision 

Figure -6. Manikin with kinematics attraction on right hand and vision, global attraction on 
right hand and global orientation attraction 

One can note the difference between the postural attitudes of the manikin 
during and at the end of each experiment. The second seems more "natural" 
than the first one. 

4.2 Two hand manipulation 

In this second sequence of manipulations, both hands are attracted 
towards two different targets. The first experiment (Figure -7) takes into 
account only the kinematic hand attraction agents. The following 
experiments integrate respectively the global hand and torso orientation 
attraction agents (Figure -8), the distance balancing and vision attraction 
agents (Figure -9) and the kinematic torso attraction (Figure -10). 
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Figure -7. Manikin with kinematic attraction on both hands 

Figure -8. Manikin with global and kinematic attraction on both hands, and global orientation 
attraction 

Figure -9. Manikin with global and kinematic attraction on both hands, global orientation 
attraction and distances balancing, and kinematics attraction for vision 

Figure -10. Manikin with global and kinematic attraction on both hands, global orientation 
attraction and distances balancing, and kinematic attraction for vision and torso 

Figure -11 hereunder presents the top view of the final positions for the 
different experiments. 
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Figure -11. Top views of a) the initial position and of the final positions of b)Figure -7, 
c)Figure -8, d)Figure -9, e)Figure-6 

4.3 Comments on these experiments 

These experiments clearly demonstrate the modification of behaviour 
when we introduce more and more agents. The global behaviour of the 
manikin becomes more and more "natural". 

Most agents modify the global behaviour (for example torso attraction or 
global attraction modify the position of the shoulders and head). They affect 
the contribution of nearly all agents. A few agents, such as vision attraction, 
only affect local behaviour. The activity of the latter kind of agent has little 
effect on the global behaviour, contrary to the first kind of agents, whose 
relative priorities have a great effect on the global behaviour and have to be 
correctly managed. 

In other experiments, we have demonstrated that in a cluttered 
environment, our system is able to make the manikin avoid collisions and 
slide on objects. It is also possible to act on the trajectory of the body or of 
the hands during such path generation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

Our architecture enables object driving with a manikin. Moreover, we 
manage to couple heterogeneous constraints such as collision avoidance, 
human operator contribution and manikin behaviour in the same 
architecture. 

A great advantage of this architecture is that it enables easy addition of 
supplementary agents. Future work will strongly lean on this ability: we 
intend to add some simple ergonomics agents to provide the manikin with an 
ergonomic behaviour and other agents to manage the legs and the hands of 
the manikin. 

As a conclusion, we have demonstrated that the addition of 
complementary agents to manage elementary behaviour of a real human can 
lead to a coherent global behaviour for a virtual human, thus allowing easy 
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and accurate validation of accessibility and maintainability of mechanical 
parts in an assembly. 
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